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Older Gifts 
Dark Ages Gifts are not permitted in Gary: Shattered Souls. The only exception to this is the 
Silver Fangs: Divine Regalia. 

Wild West Gifts are permitted on a case-by-case basis. 

Gift Conversions / W20 
Gifts which require conversions from Tabletop may be allowed at Storyteller discretion. 

Any Gift which formerly belonged to a specific Camp and was made Tribal in W20 still is 
considered to belong only to that Camp in Gary: Shattered Souls. If a character is part of the 
same Tribe, but not in the Camp, any such Gifts count against their allowed out of Tribe, 
Breed, or Auspice Gifts. If the character is not of the Tribe, the Gift is not permitted on their 
sheet. 
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Tribal Gifts 
Black Furies 
Basic Gifts 
Arion’s Burden 

Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pegasus 

Many of the Furies trace their decent from the Scythian’s and like their wild ancestors 
they can make fierce riders with this Gift. While most animals panic around Garou, 
and Glabro form is too heavy for most horses this Gift circumvents those problems.  

Make a Social Challenge with a difficulty of 7 (retest with Athletics) to activate this 
Gift for a scene. Any animal normally friendly to the Fury will stay calm regardless of 
her form. In addition, the Fury can ride a horse in either Glabro or Crinos, though in 
the latter form a Physical Challenge against 7 Traits must be made during difficult 
maneuvers. 

Breath of the Wyld 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pegasus 

You can instill a Wyld-born sense of vitality in others, providing proof by example of 
what life can be but so often isn't.  

You must touch the target's skin (Physical Challenge if necessary) while outdoors at 
some reasonably natural setting (a park will do in cities). Make a Static Gnosis 
Challenge against five Traits for Garou, six Traits for humans. Success grants the 
Target a one-Trait bonus on all Mental and Rage Challenges for the rest of the scene. 
The Target also feels invigorated and clear-headed; minor confusion slips away. 
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Curse of Aeolus 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pegasus/Fog 

You can call up an unnatural fog to obscure opponents' vision and intimidate them. 
You can see through the fog, but all others suffer impairment.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against a number of Traits, dependent on frequency 
of fog in the area: four Traits on the seashore, six Traits in most locations, nine Traits 
in the desert. This power does not function in places where fog could not naturally 
occur (such as indoors).  You suffer no visual impairment; all others can use only half 
their normal Trait total (rounded up) in perception-related challenges. Everyone 
except you and your packmates also suffer a one-Trait penalty on Willpower 
Challenges as the fog seems unnerving and menacing. This Gift lasts for the rest of 
the scene. 

Form Mastery 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

This Gift empowers the Wyld spark that resides in all Garou, granting the character 
greater control over her shapeshifting abilities.  

When shapeshifting, all difficulties are reduced by 1. Additionally, when enacting 
partial transformations, the player needs no longer spend a Willpower point, and the 
difficulty of the challenge is 7. This Gift’s effects are permanent once learned. 

Heightened Senses 
Retest: N/A 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Your senses all become preternaturally sharp. In Homid or Glabro form, you can see 
hear and smell as acutely as a wild wolf, while in wolf-related forms you're all but 
precognitively alert. Note that this Gift doesn't allow for selective intensification: 
routine city noises can overload and cripple a wolf-form Garou with Heightened 
Senses.  

In Homid and Glabro form, you gain a two-Trait bonus to all perception-related 
challenges, and you may make Mental Challenges to perform feats normally 
impossible to human beings, like tracking by scent. In Crinos, Hispo, and Lupus 
forms, you gain a three-Trait bonus to perception-related challenges and a one-Trait 
bonus to Primal-Urge challenges. Heightened Senses lasts for the rest of the scene or 
hour. A sudden surge of sensory information (a discharging skunk, car alarm, 
flashbulb, etc.) overloads the sense in question, leaving stunned for two rounds and 
possibly losing the overloaded sense for an hour (at Storyteller discretion). 
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Khali’s tongue 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: None (+ Variable Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Cobra Spirits 

You must best the target in a Social Challenge, pitting your Social Traits against twice 
the lower of the victim's Rage or Willpower (use Willpower for victims without Rage), 
using Medicine Ability for retests. The subject cannot heal or be healed of any 
wounds my any means for the next full turn. Every two Social Traits you expend 
immediately after winning the test grants an extra full turn of duration to this Gift. Any 
subject killed while under the effects of this Gift dies permanently. Spirits in the 
Umbra are unaffected by Kali's Tongue. 

For the duration of this Gift, the target loses the “lowest” of their available Rage On 
options. This means that a target who has not Raged On may not Rage On at the Minor 
level, should they die under the effects of this Gift. They may still opt to use the Major 
or Full options. 

Kneel 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pegasus Spirits 

By pointing a finger or claw at a target, a Fury can force him to his knees. Only the 
strongest willed can do anything but strain and swear in response. 

The Fury makes a Social Challenge against the target. If successful, her target falls to 
his knees unless he spends a Gnosis Trait to resist the Gift’s effects (other 
supernatural beings may spend their own form of mystic energy, such as blood or 
quintessence, but mortals remain helpless). The target kneels for three turns. 

If the target is attacked, the effects of this Gift end. 

Man’s Skin 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor or Seahorse Spirits 

Distasteful though it may be, the Black Furies sometimes find it necessary to pass 
unnoticed through the world of men. This Gift allows a Fury to effectively change 
gender in the eyes of onlookers. Her features and build become decidedly more 
masculine, and her garb seems of a masculine cut. Her hair, eyes, and skin color 
remain the same; the result is a man who shows a slight family resemblance to the 
Fury. Despite this Gift’s name, it works equally well when male Metis furies employ it 
to disguise themselves as women. 

The player makes a Static Social Challenge against 7 Traits. The illusion lasts for one 
scene, or until the Black Fury shifts forms. The disguise withstands casual tactile 
contact, although heavy or violent contact will reveal the truth. 
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Sense of the Prey 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You gain an innate awareness of any prey about which you know something and can 
move toward it as fast as you can travel. This Gift operates in the Umbra as well as in 
the material world.  

This Gift works automatically if the target isn't trying to hide. If it is, make a Mental 
Challenge (retest with Enigmas); if the target is a spirit, pit your Mental total against 
the spirit's Gnosis. 

Sense Wyld 
Retest: Lore: Wyld 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Wyld Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyld. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place smells like the Wyld."  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyld's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a gorgon in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Wyld manifestation that left an hour ago 
requires testing against eight Traits. 

Sense Wyrm 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories.  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a fomor in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Bane that left an hour ago requires 
testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three or fewer Humanity Traits always 
smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter 
what their rating. 
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Stoking the Soul’s Fire 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Willpower, 1 Gnosis, 2 Mental Traits 
Taught By: Wolverine Spirits 

Only a Maiden Fury may use this Gift.  

Make a static Mental Challenge, difficulty of your permanent Rage Traits, with the 
Occult Ability for a retest. If you succeed, expend one Willpower, one Gnosis, and 
two Mental Traits. You regain all of your temporary Rage. 

Trail of Pain 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pegasus 

This Gift enables a Fury to detect and track those who are suffering. Some use the Gift 
to find the victims of neglect or abuse, while others use it to run a wounded enemy to 
ground.  

Spend 1 turn without taking any action, then spend 1 Gnosis Trait and make a Mental 
Challenge with a difficulty 7 + 1 for every wound level the Fury currently suffers. If 
successful, the Gift will point out the closest suffering person within 50 yards. 

Touch of the Muse 
Retest: Varies 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Inspiration Spirits 

With this Gift, the Fury invokes the spirits of art and artifice, allowing her to gain a 
bonus to any Social Attribute tests for the duration of the scene.  

A Gnosis Test (difficulty 8) grants a bonus 2 Traits to any Social Tests for the Gift’s 
duration. The activation Test is retested according to what the character attempts. A 
poetry reading, for example, would require Expression, whereas a seduction would 
involve Subterfuge. 

Watchful Eyes 
Retest: Investigation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

You spend a moment in contemplation of Gaia's laws and rely upon your own 
spirituality to sense those who've violated or upset such laws.  

Find a Storyteller, spend one Trait of Gnosis and make a static Mental Challenge, 
difficulty of six Traits (retest with Investigation); if you succeed, the Storyteller may 
point you roughly in the direction of the nearest violators of Gaia's laws. 
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Wyld Resurgence 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Willpower, optional) 
Taught By: Pegasus 

Spending one turn in concentration, the Garou spends one Gnosis and immediately 
heals themselves for either 3 levels of Bashing Damage or 2 levels of Lethal Damage. 
By spending a Willpower Trait, the Garou may heal 1 level of Aggravated Damage 
instead. Damage caused by silver cannot be healed with this Gift. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Bacchantes’ Rage 

Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By:  Wyld Spirits 

When deep in the wilds, the Black Furies can use this Gift to inflict extra damage. 
Even the toughest Get have walked away with a battle scar due to the effects of this 
potent Gift — and some couldn’t walk away at all.  

The Garou spends two Gnosis points to activate the Gift. During combat, she may 
spend Rage points to deal extra damage after a wounding hit; every point spent 
causes one additional, unsoakable Health Level of damage 

This Gift does not function in urban areas. 

Barring the Will 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Rage, 1 Gnosis, 2 Mental Traits 
Taught By: Donkey Spirits 

Only a Mother Fury may use this Gift.  

Make a static Mental Challenge, difficulty of your permanent Willpower Traits, with 
the Occult Ability to retest. If you succeed, expend one Rage, one Gnosis, and two 
Mental Traits. You regain all of your temporary Willpower. 

Beast Life 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Mental Traits & Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can communicate with wild animals and give them orders. Domesticated animals 
will speak with you but must be persuaded rather than ordered since they're now 
part of the human order.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you can speak with all 
animals. You can also call animals of a single type within 10 miles, and those who can 
reach you without too much trouble or delay will do so. Spend an additional Mental 
Trait for each increase in 10 miles of the calling radius. Wild animals become friendly 
to you, willing to follow all reasonable requests and many unreasonable ones. 
(Ordering an animal to sacrifice itself must be followed with homage to its spirit, or 
you risk angering Gaia.)  

The Gift lasts for one scene, plus an additional scene for each Gnosis Trait you 
choose to spend. 
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Bolster the True Name 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Rage, 1 Willpower, 2 Mental Traits 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

Only a Crone Fury may use this Gift.  

Make a static Mental Challenge, difficulty of your permanent Gnosis Traits, with the 
Occult Ability to retest. If you succeed, spend one Rage, one Willpower, and two 
Mental Traits. You regain all of your temporary Gnosis. 

Body Wrack 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Snake Spirits 

You can create crippling pain in target, just by pointing at him.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge (retest with Medicine). On 
success, the victim is wracked with fiery agonies. The victim suffers a one-Trait 
penalty on all challenges due to the pain, plus one Trait for each Mental Trait you 
spend. The pain lasts for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. 

Calm Before the Storm 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Born of the conflicting nature of the Furies, at once representing both the harmony of 
the Wyld and its savagery, this gift is sued to create a sense of deep calm. A calm that 
can then be used to spring an ambush.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a social challenge with a difficulty of 7. If successful, a 
group of up to 10 people are affected with an utter feeling of calm and security. When 
the calm is finally broken the victims are down 1 trait on all challenges for every 
social trait the Fury spends. 

Coup de Grace 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: War Spirits 

You identify your target's most vulnerable spot and prepare a special attack upon it.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge (retest with Brawl). If successful, 
you inflict double damage with your next attack if it succeeds. (If the next attack fails, 
the benefits of Coup de Grace are lost.) 
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Flames of Hestia 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Hestia 

Expend one Gnosis Trait and make a static Gnosis Challenge, difficulty of eight 
Traits. You may touch an object and cleanse it of any taint of disease, poison or 
radiation. If you use the Flames of Hestia on a creature, this cures one health level of 
damage lost to such taint and may (Storyteller discretion) purge the taint from the 
subject's system.  

Used in combat, you may strike with your fire-wreathed hands (subject to normal 
unarmed combat rules) and inflict an extra level of Aggravated Damage that cannot 
be reduced by any means. 

Heart Claw 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Physical Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Wasp Spirits 

The Fury breaks one of her claws off in a wound, imbuing it with all of her killing 
intent. The claw continues to burrow into her opponent’s flesh and will not stop until it 
finds his heart. 

Upon making a successful claw attack, spend 1Willpower Trait. One of the Garou’s 
claws breaks off in the target, burrowing toward his heart. Each turn, the burrowing 
claws inflicts one automatic Health Level of unsoakable lethal damage for each 
Physical Trait the user expends until it either kills the target or is dug out of the 
wound (a Static Physical Challenge (retest with Medicine) against a difficulty of seven 
Traits, requiring a turn’s full concentration). 

Visceral Agony 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Lizard Spirits 

Your claws become barbed talons which drip black venom. They inflict no extra 
physical damage, but deal out horrendous, crippling pain.  

Spend one Rage before attacking. Wound penalties the target suffers during the next 
attack are doubled - the target is at a four-Trait penalty when Wounded and so on. 
The target only suffers normal wound penalties if in frenzy or otherwise capable of 
resisting or ignoring pain. 
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Wasp Talons 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Artemis 

You can discharge your claws from your hands like darts. (You cannot make any 
more claw attacks with the hand you've used until the claws regenerate.)  

Spend one Rage and make a Physical Challenge (retest with Brawl). Figure the 
difficulty penalties as though you were using a gun. Damage is normal claw damage 
for the character (this excludes any other claw-enhancing Gifts like Silver Claws). It 
takes one full turn to regenerate claws once fired off.  

In Gary: Shattered Souls, Claw Gifts which change the base damage of the claws 
(such as Razor Claws or Silver Claws) may be utilized in conjunction with this Gift. 

Wings of Pegasus 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pegasus Spirits 

The Fury can sprout majestic wings when in Hispo form, allowing her to fly at will.  

The player spends a Gnosis point to produce the wings capable of 50 miles per hour 
(80 kph) flight, which last until dismissed. Fine flying maneuvers require a Physical 
Challenge (retest Athletics) at a difficulty determined by the Storyteller. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Gorgon’s Gaze 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Basilisk Spirits 

The Fury’s eyes burn red, gold, and green as this hideous power of legend 
transforms living flesh into stone with but a gaze. 

After making eye contact, the player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Social 
Challenge against the target. The victim is completely paralyzed for one turn per 
Social Trait expended, and at five Traits expended, the target is permanently 
transformed to stone. 

Only mortals may be completely transformed into stone. 

Thousand Forms 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

Trickster is a shapeshifter; so are the Ragabash, who bring his archetype into present 
experience. You can adopt any form at least as large as a small bird and no bigger 
than a bison. You gain all the standard powers of that animal (such as gills, flight, 
poison glands, etc.). You can't take on the form of Wyrm-beasts but can evoke 
mythical creatures.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Animal Ken). The 
difficulty increases as the desired animal form becomes more remote from your own 
form: Test against five Traits for an ape, panther or other animal about as big as the 
Garou, seven Traits for an alligator or other reptile somewhat larger than the Garou, 
nine Traits for a frog or other very small creature, and against 10 Traits for any 
mythical creature. 
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Wyld Warp 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis and 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

This Gift summons Wyld-spirits... that you cannot control. It's a desperate tactic, since 
they run or fly in an unpredictable destructive fury. Wyld-spirits have been known to 
dismember enemies, grant the summoner and her packmates increased physical 
strength or Rage, instantly heal the Fury and her packmates of all damage to allow a 
sustained fight, or destroy all Weaver-tools in the area. Whatever they do, it will be 
beneficial in some sense.  

Spend one Gnosis and one Rage. Make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with 
Enigmas) against the local Gauntlet rating. Success summons a variable number of 
Wyldlings, who behave as the Storyteller sees fit. The Wyldling will do something 
that helps - it’s just unlikely to be what you want or expect. 
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Camp Gifts 
Amazons of Diana 
Basic Gifts 
True Shot 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

Expend one Rage Trait to gain a three-Trait (Maiden) or two-Trait (Mother or Crone) 
bonus on the resolution of a single arrow shot. This can exceed your usual Trait 
maximum, but functions only once in a turn. 

Flurry of Arrows 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

Expend one Rage Trait. While using a bow, you gain one extra arrow shot per turn, in 
addition to any other actions you may take. This is not cumulative; you cannot use 
multiple Flurry of Arrows Gifts to gain several extra shots per turn. Flurry of Arrows, 
once invoked, lasts for the remainder of the scene/hour. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Blizzard of Arrows 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower, 2 Rage 
Taught By: Porcupine Spirits 

Expend one Willpower and two Rage Traits. You may immediately take an arrow shot 
(subject to having a bow and enough mundane arrows in arm's reach) at every target 
you can see with your own un-augmented senses, up to a maximum of 20 targets. 
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Bacchantes 
Basic Gifts 

Rend 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Variable Physical Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wine Spirits 

Expend one Rage Trait and make a static Physical Challenge, difficulty of seven 
Traits. If you succeed, you may tear through any object up to the strength of iron or 
stone with your claws while in any war form.  

This Gift lasts for one turn, plus an additional turn for each Physical Trait you expend 
upon activation. Your claw and bite attacks are automatically armor piercing for this 
duration. If you Rend a suitably hefty target, you may, on your next turn claim three 
additional Social Traits for resolution of an intimidation-related challenge, if desired. 

Advanced Gifts 
Storm of Mother’s Wrath 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

Expend one Gnosis Trait and make a static Physical Challenge, difficulty of eight 
Traits, with Survival for retests. If you succeed, you summon a storm that affects 
everything within your unaugmented sensing distance (as far as you can naturally 
see and/or hear), so long as you are outdoors. Everyone within Storm of Mother's 
Wrath, except for you and your pack, suffers a three-Trait penalty to the resolution of 
Physical Challenges. Delicate items (glass, crystal, paper mâché, balsa) caught in the 
storm may be broken by the hail. You must have a Storyteller on hand when you 
summon this storm, in order to adjudicate its range and effects.  

The storm lasts for one conflict/minute. 
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Freebooters 
Basic Gifts 
Messenger’s Fortitude 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Camel or Wolf Spirits 

You can run at full speed for up to three days without requiring food, water, or rest. 
When you reach your destination, you have 10 minutes to complete your business 
before your keel over and must sleep.  

Spend one Gnosis. Doing anything but running cancels the Gift, and you must sleep 
for as long as you've been running. Spend an additional Gnosis Trait to let another 
individual share in the Gift. 

Omen of Power 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Hound Spirits 

You can expend a Gnosis Trait and attempt a static Mental Challenge (Enigmas for 
retests) to try to sniff-out sources of magical power; the base difficulty is determined 
by a Narrator, based on the distance and strength of any nearby magical emanations. 
You must have a Narrator on hand to guide you as you follow Umbral perturbations in 
an attempt to sense Caerns, magical items, and similar concentrations of mystic 
energy. 

It is advised that use of this Gift be limited to actions "between games", so that a Fury 
can sniff out dormant Caerns or magical items and give the Storytellers sufficient time 
to prepare appropriately at the next game session. Using this Gift extensively in the 
course of a game may monopolize the attention of the Storytellers, who may simply 
decree "No magical emanations (other than already known Caerns and fetishes) are 
within range," and still deduct the appropriate Gnosis cost. 
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Moon Daughters 
Basic Gifts 
Spirit Loan 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Hen Spirits 

Make a Static Social Challenge against a subject. If you succeed, you may lend the 
subject one of your Basic Gifts. You specify a duration, after which time the Gift 
returns to you. While the Gift is loaned out, you are unable to use it yourself. The 
subject can learn any Basic Gift that you are willing to loan, except for this one. Use of 
Spirit Loan to give out Tribal secret Gifts may result in a loss of Renown, at the very 
least. 
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Order of Our Merciful Mother 
Basic Gifts 
Mother’s Touch 

Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can heal any wound in a living creature, even Aggravated wounds, by laying 
hands on the afflicted area. You cannot use Mother's Touch to heal yourself, spirits, or 
the undead with this Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis to heal one health level of damage (make a Mental Challenge to 
heal non-Garou). Spend a second Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge (retest 
with Medicine) to heal battle-scars, but only if you apply Mother's Touch in the same 
scene in which the scars were inflicted. 

Truest Sacrament 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (+1 Gnosis if activated after a Rite) 
Taught By: Unicorn 

Make a Social Challenge against the individual with the highest Willpower in the 
group you wish to affect - the difficulty is twice the target's permanent Willpower. If 
you invoke Truest Sacrament after performing a Rite, you must also expend one 
Gnosis Trait. If you succeed, then any one Rite or ritual you perform that has no 
egregiously violent or visibly supernatural effects is considered mundane to any 
human witnesses, who have no memory of the ritual being anything more than a 
simple religious celebration (and probably a non-denominational one). The 
witnesses only remember vague terms of the ritual: That it involved a speech, or 
perhaps some prayer; witnesses will agree on the general form of the ritual, but do 
not remember any religious specifics. 
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Sisterhood 
Basic Gifts 
Spirit Smuggler 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits 

Expend one Gnosis Trait and make a static Physical Challenge against the local 
Gauntlet rating. If you succeed, you can push a small object - something you could 
easily hold in one hand, no more than a few inches in diameter - into the Gauntlet 
itself, where it stays for one scene/hour before returning to you. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Winged Delivery 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Owl Spirits 

Expend one Gnosis Trait and make a static Social Challenge against the local 
Gauntlet. If you succeed, you deliver one item to an Owl Jaggling, which carries the 
item to a target you describe. If the subject cannot be found, is shielded from the 
spirit world, or is in a location with a Gauntlet rating above 7, the owl spirit returns 
the item to you instead. Hand your item card to the Narrator, who will then deliver the 
item as you specify (or take it out of play, if appropriate); the time for the Gift to 
function depends solely on the Narrators ability to deliver it to your subject. (If the 
Narrator spends half an hour looking for your target, then the owl spirit was similarly 
confused in its attempts to find the subject.) 
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Temple of Artemis 
Advanced Gifts 
Walk with Hades 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Persephone 

Expend one Gnosis Trait and make a challenge to step sideways. If you succeed, you 
enter the ghostly Dark Umbra. You are physically in the Underworld and can affect 
ghosts of the departed, but similarly can be affected by them. You must leave within 
a day of crossing over - otherwise, every scene/hour the Gauntlet increases (for you 
only) by one, and once it reaches 10, you become a ghost, dead and trapped in the 
Underworld. 
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Bone Gnawers 
Basic Gifts 
Between the Cracks 

Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Any Urban Spirit 

Urban blight is the very underbelly of the Wyrm, and the Bone Gnawers know it 
better than any other Tribe. The werewolf’s instincts guide him to the nearest barren 
spot within an urban area – a place where no human has set foot in at least a week, 
one which is not only isolated and currently unoccupied, but also likely to remain so 
for the rest of the night. This may be a boarded-up, abandoned building, a vacant 
apartment, or even a dead subway station. Bone Gnawers find this Gift useful for 
securing ritual spaces, setting up ambushes while preserving the Litany, and finding 
a place to sleep for the night. 

The player spends a Willpower Trait and makes a Static Mental Challenge against 7 
Traits. Success leads them to a suitable place. 

Blissful Ignorance 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

With this Gift, you can become nearly invisible to all senses, spirits, and monitoring 
devices by remaining still. Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you blend into 
the landscape as long as you remain still. Cross your arms across your chest to show 
when this Gift is in use. The Gift lasts as long as the Garou can remain still. Talking, 
moving, attacking someone, or the like will break the effect. 

Cardboard Mansion 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Hearth Spirits 

A box can be a Garou’s best friend when the weather turns bad, at least for a while. 
This Gift can turn any cardboard box into a warm, dry, soundproof haven, insulated 
from the outside weather. If the box is large enough more than one person may seek 
shelter in it. The Gnawer can use this Gift for others, but the recipient must shake his 
hand first.  

Spend 1 Gnosis to activate the Gift. 
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Cooking 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rat 

With only a small pot (a coffee can or bigger) and a ladle or spoon, you can stir 
together any rubbish you can find with water and produce a nourishing mush. It's 
pasty and bland, but very filling.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge against a difficulty depending on the ingredients: six 
Traits for inedible but harmless materials, up to 10 Traits for virulent toxins. 

Cornered Rat’s Ferocity 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

When backed into a corner with nowhere to run, there are only two options – beg for 
mercy, or turn and fight. Bone Gnawers excel at the latter. 

The player spends one Rage Trait and makes a Rage Challenge against 8 Traits. If 
successful, the character may add their Rank to their Brawl Trait Pool for the rest of 
the combat. This Gift sends the Bone Gnawer into an automatic and unavoidable 
frenzy; any magic that stops the frenzy also ends the Gift. 

Dead End 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

Using this Gift requires a Gnosis Trait, but the timing is important. Any test to track 
you down requires an additional Mental Challenge, and an additional Ability Trait 
appropriate for a retest. If someone has physically tracked you, you can counter by 
saying "Dead End" and burn one Gnosis - you slip away unless your pursuer burns an 
additional Trait for his power or Ability and follows up with a successful Mental 
Challenge. For example, if someone has tracked you down with Ritual of the 
Questing Stone, you would see the prop indicating the use of that rite and respond 
with the words "Dead End." The questing Garou could then burn a Rituals Trait and 
issue a Mental Challenge. If you succeed, you escape. (In most situations of this kind, 
the Bone Gnawer player then takes three steps away and declares "Fair Escape.") 
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Declamation 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bookworm Spirits 

Using this Gift requires a Gnosis Trait. Through a combination of speed-reading and 
eidetic memory, the Garou can repeat, word for word, any text he studies during the 
game session. Using this Gift requires at least five minutes to carefully "read" every 
five pages of the text to be memorized. The knowledge is retained for one week. 
Each successive week, the Garou can use another Gnosis Trait to retain the 
information for an additional week. In this way, a Garou may choose to memorize the 
text of an entire play, an informative book from the public library, or that nifty occult 
tome the pack has stolen from pesky vampires or mages. 

If you tell the Storyteller about this Gift before the session, he can make an extra 
photocopy of any important documents or papers the Garou may study and "read" 
during that session. At the Narrator's option, the Garou can also gain the temporary 
Trait: "Well-Read" from studying informative books. This can be used to retest any 
Knowledge-based Ability related to the text the Garou memorized. This extra effect 
can only be used on one book at a time, and the character can only have one Well-
Read Trait. Knowledge-based Ability tests rely on the Storyteller's discretion, but 
typically include challenges involving Academics, Computer, Linguistics, Occult, 
and Science. (Since it's unlikely that the Bone Gnawer would find a whole treatise on 
the Umbra or on supernatural wisdom, this might or might not be appropriate for 
Enigmas or various sorts of Lore.) 

Desperate Strength 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

The Garou may use Willpower for retests in Physical Challenges, but each such retest 
inflicts one aggravated health level of damage. There's no limit to the number of 
potential retests, subject to the Garou's expenditure of Willpower and health. Thus, 
the Garou could conceivably call for three or four retests on the same challenge with 
this Gift, a departure from the normal limits of retests. Damage inflicted by this Gift 
can be healed, but it can't be reduced by any other Gift or power. 
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Guise of the Hound 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Dog Spirits 

The Bone Gnawer masks herself so that she blends into the urban landscape, 
disguising her Lupus form so that it appears as a large dog rather than a wolf. Despite 
its enormous utility, most other Tribes spurn this Gift as degrading to the dignity of 
the Garou. 

The player makes a Static Social Challenge against 7 Traits. The disguise lasts for one 
scene. 

Hootenanny 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

You must sing or perform a fast-paced country song to use this Gift. (You don't 
actually have to know the words, although it would be disturbing if you did. One of 
the most common songs for this is "Dueling Banjos.") You add two Physical Traits to 
each of your packmates' challenges but cannot join in any of those challenges. 

The Hungry Hound 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits 

With a successful Static Mental Challenge, the Garou can hunt down the closest free 
source of discarded, edible food. The Narrator sets the difficulty based on the 
availability of food nearby; an alleyway in back of a row of restaurants would be at a 
1-Trait challenge, while the freeway by the outskirts of town might be a 7 or 8-Trait 
challenge. If the Garou wins, she can find food in about a minute; if she ties, it'll take 
five minutes. Many Bone Gnawers prefer the exotic bounty of the Hungry Hound to 
the stale diet of cardboard afforded by the Cooking Gift. 

I Got a Rock 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Air Spirits 

You gain one retest on any Physical Challenge to throw an object, at the cost of one 
Gnosis Trait. 
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Kitchen Chemistry 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

Burn one Rage Trait before writing a chemical formula and the name of your 
character on an index card. Then attempt a Static Mental Challenge against the 
Narrator; he'll set the difficulty based on the complexity of the explosive you're 
building. If you succeed, you can use this card as a "bomb" against a chosen target, 
inflicting two aggravated damage. Everyone within three giant paces of the target 
takes one aggravated damage. The user of this Gift can only make one such index 
card at a time. If this Gift is allowed in a game, every player must know it is available; 
everyone in the vicinity must freeze when you use it. 

One Trait - When you tear the card, you can "throw" it by pointing at anyone within 
five giant paces. Shout "boom!" Everyone freezes long enough for the Garou to count 
out the range and describe the effect. 

Three Traits - You can leave the index card on any surface above the ground. You 
must be within ten giant paces to activate the effect. Shout "boom!" Everyone freezes 
long enough for the Garou to count out the range and describe the effects. 

Five Traits - This last option is only practical as a Patrol Gift. You can design a 
complex trigger designed to detonate based on movement over a particular area, 
the sound of someone's voice, or proximity to a specific target. The patrolling spirit 
stands next to the index card with her arms crossed (as if using Blur of the Milky 
Eye). The card must detail the conditions to be met. When the Gift goes off, the spirit 
player shouts "boom!" He then describes the effect of this Gift. The user of this Gift 
can recall the patrolling spirit and "deactivate" the Gift at any time - otherwise, your 
assistant may have a dull evening. 

The Mark 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lost Dog Spirits 

Marking an item that's just lying around is easy; simply spend the Gnosis and take a 
turn to complete the appropriate action. Marking an unwilling individual is a bit more 
difficult - in general, don't allow a resisting character to be marked. (The Garou 
would wind up in a untenably dangerous, not to mention embarrassing, position.) 
Since the Mark requires that a Narrator keep track of the marked item and be ready 
to report its location to the Garou, this Gift can place some difficulty on the staff. If 
your game is small, in a limited location, or has lots of Narrators in contact with radio, 
this isn't too much trouble. Otherwise, simply don't allow characters to learn this Gift. 
For the sake of sanity, the Garou should only be allowed to mark one target at a time. 
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Odious Aroma 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

You can magnify your body odor to a debilitating degree. Spend one Gnosis. All 
beings with a sense of smell suffer a two-Trait penalty on all challenges while within 
20 feet of you, thanks to the stench. This Gift lasts for the rest of the scene. 

On Patrol 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lost Dog Spirits 

This Gift requires one Gnosis Trait and works as a Patrol Gift. This either requires the 
assistance of a patrolling spirit or a Spirit Keeper who can represent one (Spirit 
Keeper's discretion).  

Use a Gnosis Trait to activate this Gift, tap your spirit player on the shoulder, and sit 
on the ground or floor for ten minutes. Your patrol spirit can then roam around and 
issue a limited number of challenges to find Wyrm-taint, unusual spirits, or just plain 
suspicious activity. The number of challenges he can undertake equals twice your 
permanent number of Gnosis Traits. The duration of the Gift expires after ten 
minutes, or when the spirit has made all its challenges, whichever comes first. 

Resist Toxin 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pig Spirits 

An unusual diet, rich in dangerous substances, provides the basis for developing a 
truly amazing resistance to poisons of all sorts.  

Make a Physical Challenge (retest with survival). Success neutralizes most poisons 
and gives you a three-Trait bonus on challenges to cope with Wyrm-enhanced 
poisons. 

Road Ward 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wanderlust Spirits 

Spend a Willpower Trait to activate the Gift. This cancels Falling Touch and allows 
you to spend Survival Traits to cancel damage from falling or collisions on a one-
Trait-for-one-health-level basis. 
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Scent of Sweet Honey 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Insect Spirits 

A target the Garou touched at some point during the last hour begins to exude a 
wonderfully sweet aroma and becomes slightly sticky to the touch. All manner of 
vermin quickly appear and coat the victim. The resulting coat of gnats, flies, bees, 
and beetles crawl, sting, and generally impair vision and hearing. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Mental Challenge against the 
target. If successful, the target suffers a 1 Trait penalty to all actions for the remainder 
of the session; the smell will not wash off during this time. 

Smell of Success 
Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

This Gift reveals another character's degree of financial success: whether he has 
money, whether he has a home, and possibly even the number of Resources Traits he 
has. The Garou begins by approaching his target and asking for a favor or spare 
change. He can then activate this Gift with a Mental Challenge (preferably while 
using a Trait tied to perception or deduction). If he fails, he can retest with 
Streetwise. If he gets a handout, of course, he might decide not to use this Gift at all. 

If a Garou succeeds with this Gift, he can deduce approximately how much money 
the target is carrying. For amounts over $100, he can estimate within $50 (rounded 
down); for lesser amounts, he can estimate within $5. By burning a Streetwise Trait, 
he can also figure out the number of Resources Traits the target has. As a side effect, 
he can then figure out one significant fact about the target's home - this is usually the 
part of town it's located in (if the game has this amount of detail). 

Stench and the City 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

This Gift is designed to overwhelm any creature with a heightened sense of smell, 
overwhelming them with the stench of the city, sweat, exhaust, waste and rot.  

The Garou must pick a target with a better sense of smell than a human and engage 
them in a Physical Challenge. If successful, the target is down 1 Trait on all tests for 
each Physical Trait the user spends. A victim of this Gift can avoid the effect by 
holding his breath (using the rules on page 190 of Laws of the Wild.) This Gift lasts for 
I scene. 
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Stone-Throwing Devil 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits 

You can use rocks, debris and garbage as effective thrown weapons.  

When you invoke this Gift by spending one Rage Trait, you can throw just about 
anything to a range up to your line of sight, and it inflicts an extra health level of 
damage. That means normally harmless items score damage, and dangerous items 
(throwing knives, for instance) inflict additional damage. This damage is of whatever 
sort is appropriate to the item: Soft refuse scores bashing damage; hard objects 
score lethal damage; items that normally inflict aggravated damage inflicts more. 
You must be able to pick up and throw the item normally - you cannot use this Gift to 
allow you to pick up a dump truck, for instance. You must still make a Physical 
Athletics Challenge to strike the target.  

Use of this Gift is subject to having something to pick up and throw: A totally desolate 
landscape offers no weapons. 

Tagalong 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Kitten Spirits 

This Gift makes you seem appealing, or at least acceptable to the totem guarding a 
pack or Caern, for a short while. While it's in effect, you are treated just like any other 
member of the pack when it's time for the Totem's blessings, pack maneuvers and the 
like. A Caern totem will allow you to perform the Rite of the Opened Caern without 
fear of retribution. You must know the Totem's name and must prostrate yourself 
before the Caern center or Pack Leader, wriggling forward on your stomach like a 
begging dog (you need not actually do this).  

Make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Subterfuge) against the Totem's Gnosis. 
Success gives you the benefits described above for one day, and the Totem will 
disapprove of any Garou who mistreats you without cause. Overuse of this Gift can 
cause a bad will, though occasional, careful, and respectful usage won't. 
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Trash Magnet 
Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Garbage Spirits 

Sometimes your survival is based on using whatever is at hand. For the Bone 
Gnawers the most common thing in their surrounding is usually trash.  

By making a Social Challenge (difficulty 7) the Gnawer can cause the local trash to 
sweep up and interfere with a target. The victim is down 1 Trait on all challenges for 
each Social Trait the Gnawer spends. The target suffers this penalty until he spends 
an action pulling himself free. This Gift only works if garbage is present. 

Urban Ward 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

Using this Gift costs one Gnosis Trait and requires a rather unusual prop: a ball of 
string. The Garou stomps out a roughly circular area at least five giant steps in 
diameter. Alternatively, if the game is played indoors, string can be laid across the 
threshold of each door and window leading into a room - the Gift can ward an area 
roughly as large as a hotel room. If the game is held in a home, hotel, or public area, 
the urban ward could be laid across a hallway instead (although this is at the 
Narrator's discretion, so ask first). The characters in the game don't see a piece of 
string, of course. They will notice, however, trash, detritus, bottles and whatnot 
scattered throughout the area where the urban ward has been left. You may want to 
attach some sort of colored tag to the string to make its presence clear, especially if 
you use string boundaries to delineate other effects. 

If anything crosses the war, the Garou using this Gift receives a mental warning only 
he can hear. He can set this as anything from a whisper on the wind to a rat-like 
scream. (Imagine it however you like). Even if the creature crossing the ward is using 
Stealth, Blur of the Milky Eye, Blissful Ignorance, Camouflage, the vampire 
Disciplines: Obfuscate or Obtenebration, or any other obfuscative supernatural 
power, the Garou knows that something is there. If any of the aforementioned powers 
are used, he'll still need to make the appropriate challenge to figure out exactly what 
it is. The power can even be used when the character is asleep (although it's rather 
pointless for a player to use it while sleeping). 

Since the Bone Gnawer has to be sleeping in the area of this Gift, it's the player's 
responsibility to stay in the area - not to force a Narrator to wait and then come get 
him if something crosses the boundary. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Attunement 

Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (1-2 Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Rat or Cockroach Spirits 

You can communicate with the spirits of a city or town and learn useful things from 
them: The population of the city (in general terms), Garou and other supernatural 
beings' enclaves, secret tunnels, and the like. This Gift only works in urban areas.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge. Success provides you with general 
information. Spend one additional Mental Trait for precise answers to one or two 
questions, and two additional Mental Traits for detailed information on a whole 
category of questions like "supernatural enclaves", "derelict buildings", and so on. 

Blink 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

The Bone Gnawer can duck into a shaded area (an open dumpster, a dark alley, 
beneath a parked car, etc.) and pop out in another shaded area some distance away. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Social Challenge against 6 
Traits. Success allows them to reappear in any shaded area within the scene. 

Call the Rust 
Retest: Crafts 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Water Elementals 

By whistling softly through his teeth, the werewolf can summon sudden and 
destructive rust onto any metal within his immediate vicinity. Guns corrode and jam, 
knives crumble, and cars become flaking hunks of junk. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Mental Challenge against a 
number of Traits, depending on the metal being corroded. A gun or knife would be 
against 6 Traits, while a car might be against 8 Traits. 
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Cliche Curse 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dog Spirits 

Comic narrative requires certain things to happen, any chase down a street will be 
interrupted by men carrying a plate glass window, opening a closet will bury you in 
junk. This Gift taps in on those cliché disasters and brings them down a foe.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and name the target of the curse (who must be within line of sight and 
hearing range). For the next day, the target is at risk from suffering some non-fatal 
disaster of appropriately cinematic nature. It is nearly impossible to avoid this fate. 

Cooter’s Revenge 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Rage, optional) 
Taught By: General Lee 

You gain an automatic retest on any Repair Challenge at a cost of one Gnosis Trait. If 
you burn one Rage Trait, you can also wield any tool larger than a half-inch crescent 
wrench as a weapon with three bonus Traits. (Use an index card to represent it, 
please.) The weapon can be concealed under a jacket, has the Negative Trait: 
Dangerous, and inflicts Lethal Damage. After all, when you attack people with power 
tools, accidents happen. 

Dumpster Diving 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Great Trash Heap 

You make invoke this Gift once in a session, and you must make a challenge as if 
stepping sideways against a Gauntlet of four Traits. If you succeed, you and your 
pack can dive into a trash pile or dumpster, and you'll all appear somewhere else. 
Where, though, depends on the Storyteller's whim. This can sometimes provide a 
handy escape, or a means of traveling to a place where the pack's needed. 

Face in the Crowd 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wyldling Spirits 

Against a Mob challenge of faceless mooks - that is, any time a bunch of unidentified 
Narrator characters show up to serve as milling bystanders - you can expend a 
Willpower Trait to determine, each turn, what action the Mob takes as its challenge. 
You don't need to make any test to direct the Mob, but this only works on a Mob that 
doesn't include any players' characters or important, named Storyteller characters. 
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Friend in Need 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits 

Garou of other tribes are slow to respect Bone Gnawers as equals. When they do, 
Bone Gnawers can repay that trust in a remarkable manner. You can choose to 
sacrifice everything for the sake of a packmate or tribemate.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Willpower Challenge. If successful, you can 
transfer one of the following - Health Levels, Rage, Willpower, or one Gift - from 
yourself to a comrade. Friend in Need does not allow for transferring of Gifts of 
higher rank than the recipient could know, nor for the transfer of Abilities or 
Attributes.  

The transfer lasts for the rest of the scene, or until the recipient chooses to terminate 
the transfer. While Friend in Need is in effect, you cannot use the transferred Traits. If 
the recipient dies before they are returned, you lose them permanently (although 
you may buy them back with Experience Traits). Health Levels lost this way return as 
Aggravated Damage. 

Gift of the Skunk 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

With this Gift, the Garou can swell his musk glands, allowing him to spray musk like a 
skunk. 

The spray is directed with a Physical Challenge. A target struck by this attack must 
spend a Willpower Trait to do anything but spend the first turn retching. Afterwards, 
he suffers a three-Trait penalty for the remainder of the scene. Immersion in water 
negates this Gift, and it is ineffective against targets with no sense of smell. 

Gift of the Termite 
Retest: Crafts 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Termite Spirits 

The Bone Gnawer can cause wood and paper to rot with astonishing speed. Furniture 
falls apart, documents disintegrate, and buildings may even collapse. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Mental Challenge against 7 
Traits. Spending one Mental Trait can rot a ream of paper, three can destroy a wall, 
and five can collapse the roof of a small building. 
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Infest 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

You can summon vermin to invade any structure up to the size of a large building. 
Whatever creatures are at hand come, be they insects, slugs, rodents, snakes, 
carrion birds, or other unpleasant creatures. The creatures summoned do not attack 
people, but behave according to their nature, which generally means looking for 
dark places to hide within the targeted structure.  

Spend Gnosis to achieve the desired effect and make a Static Social Challenge (retest 
with Animal Ken) against seven Traits. A single Trait gathers a few creatures to make 
a nuisance, while five Traits fills the building with enough vermin to make it 
uninhabitable for a prolonged period of time. 

Laugh of the Hyena 
Retest: None 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Hyena Spirits 

You gain a two-Trait bonus on any Mental Challenge to resist mental domination or 
control. 

You gain a free retest to resist any powers which would control or dominate your 
mind. This includes, but is not limited to, the Gifts: Mastery or Obedience, or the 
vampiric Discipline: Dominate. Additionally, you may expend a Gnosis to add your 
Rank to your Traits for the purposes of this retest.  

Remember, you must cackle out loud each time you invoke such a retest 

Lucky Bastard 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Jackal Spirits 

Once per session, you can spend a Gnosis Trait for a retest on any challenge. This 
challenge follows up after other types of retests, so you could tack this on after an 
Ability Challenge. If you use this Gift, though, it's the only Gift you can use for a retest 
- you can't add other Gifts and then use this one if they fail. 
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Rant and Rave 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wyldling Spirits 

This is a Patrol Gift. Two tin cans (or appropriate substitutes) are also required as 
props. Use one Gnosis and tap your chosen spirit player on the shoulder. The spirit 
player than hands your sheet to you and represents the patrolling spirit instead. 
Whisper a message to the player of the patrolling spirit, and hand him the tin can. He 
must then walk to the target of your message, hand her the tin can, and whisper in 
her ear. The message cannot be longer than five sentences. (Just in case you're cheap 
enough to attempt long rambling sentences, your companion can't write them down, 
and will have to repeat them from memory.) As with any other Patrol Gift, the 
patrolling spirit can't be challenged. 

As soon as the spirit leaves to deliver the message, you must begin ranting for at 
least a full minute. The statements you make must be utter gibberish. You don't need 
to shout, but you can't whisper - muttering is fine. You cannot start challenges while 
ranting, but you can be challenged. After you've been challenged, you must begin 
ranting again for at least a full minute. In the meantime, the "spirit" delivers the 
message and hands the tin can to the recipient of your message. She may elect to 
return a message at least up to five sentences long (with the same limitations and 
restrictions). If she takes this option, she must then begin ranting as you did for a full 
five minutes. 

Reshape Object 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform once-living material (but not the substance of undead beings) into 
objects; trees into shelter, antlers into spears, animal hides into armor, flowers into 
perfume, and so on. The resulting items resemble their sources: the spear shaft is 
made of antler, the armor retains skin textures, etc.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Repair). The 
difficulty depends on the degree of transformation: making a broken tree branch into 
a spear requires a test against five Traits, while making a single plank into a raft that 
can carry three Garou requires a test against eight Traits and making a blade of grass 
into a lean-to that can resist hurricane winds requires a test against 10 Traits or even 
more. Spend a second Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated 
damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 
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Shadow of the Rat 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

If you use a Trait related to Stamina in a Physical Challenge, you can spend one 
Gnosis Trait and make a Simple Challenge (win or tie) to regain it ten minutes later. 
You cannot do this more than once per challenge; if you spend a whole scene 
fighting, you can only do this for one Trait you used during that scene. In addition, 
you cannot use this on any Trait you have listed more than once on your character 
sheet. (You can use it for the first level of the Trait, but not for any levels beyond 
that.) In case you need an official list of Traits acceptable to this Gift, here it is: 
Enduring, Energetic, Resilient, Robust, Rugged, Stalwart, Tenacious, Tireless, Tough, 
Vigorous, Wiry. 

Streets Tell Stories 
Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: City Father/Mother 

You've got an ear to the sidewalk...literally. By touching a road, sidewalk, or path of 
some kind, you receive a flash of impressions about what has transpired there during 
the last twenty-four hours. Urban spirits whisper words, waft scents, and even give a 
taste of events in the neighborhood.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge versus six traits. For each Mental 
Trait that you expend, you may ask one question about the events of the last twenty-
four hours in that location. 

Trust Me 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Munchmausen Ratkin 

Once each session, you can automatically win one Social Challenge by saying the 
words, "Trust me." Your opponent can only retest if he has at least twice as many 
Social Traits as you do, but this requires him to overbid. The Storyteller should 
present you with a signed and dated card for this Gift at the beginning of each 
session; you tear it up immediately after using it. This Gift only work on normal 
humans, not on supernatural creatures or animals. Still, it's a great way to get out of 
jail free. 
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Advanced 
Help Me 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

While this Gift works on a normal human and only once per game session, it 
automatically causes the human to become predisposed to help you as best as 
possible. This will depend on the human's skills, proclivities and Nature: A wealthy 
business executive will give you money, but probably won't kill someone for you 
(unless he secretly has the Monster nature and has been always waiting for an 
excuse); conversely, a hardened criminal might give you some guns or do a little job 
for you, but probably wouldn't spend the next three days working at an orphanage. 
You should at least try to role-play out telling your sob story to influence the subject. 
Remember, use of this elder-level Gift for trivial or selfish ends may result in the loss 
of Honor, even if only the spirits see it. 

Piping 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

In times of great need, an elder can issue a call to his tribe that echoes through the 
Umbra of an entire city. First, hordes of spirits appear before him in the spirit world. 
They then swarm out to find everyone of the same Tribe. Bone Gnawers use this Gift 
more than any other Tribe, usually relying on hordes of rat-spirits to find all their 
hidden brothers and sisters. The tribalists don't need to answer the call, but the spirit 
can relay a brief message exhorting the Garou to aid her brothers and sisters. Using 
this Gift for a trivial purpose may cost the Garou temporary Honor. 

Use Piping as a Patrol Gift. If you have this Gift, the Storyteller should include with 
your character record a card that lists all of the other Bone Gnawers in play. You can 
spend your Patrol spirit out with that card to find these players and notify them of the 
use of the Gift. 
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Riot 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Bull Spirits 

You summon malevolent spirits to goad a city's people into rioting. The spirits make 
hatreds and fears of all sorts seem justified, distorting perceptions and blocking 
communication that could defuse the escalating tensions.  

Spend Gnosis enough to achieve the desired effect and make a Static Mental 
Challenge (retest with Subterfuge) against eight Traits. One Gnosis Trait provides 
enough spirits to infest a building, two to infest a block, three to rouse a 
neighborhood, four to arouse several neighborhoods or a district, five to affect the 
whole city. The spirits begin by concentrating on a target group you specify, but they 
don't work together or stay directed. The spirits leave at the end of the scene; after 
that normal human psychology takes its course. 

Survivor 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

This Gift brings the Bone Gnawer knack for survival to its purest expression, 
providing (temporary) freedom from the need for food, water, sleep, protection from 
the climate or temperature extremes, and the like. You develop a temporary 
immunity to natural poisons and diseases, and even Wyrm-toxins work at only half 
their normal strength.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge (retest with Survival). Success 
grants the effects described above; the effects last for one day. By spending a second 
Gnosis, you can gain three Stamina-related Traits and suffer no wound penalties, but 
the Gift will expire early after 10 rounds of combat. When the Gift wears off, you must 
sleep for at least eight hours and you'll waken ravenously hungry.  
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Wild West Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Drunkard’s Luck 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Spirits Spirits 

In a drunken stupor, the Gnawer walks away from fatal accidents and hazardous 
situations with the assistance of this Gift. Where a sober Garou would hesitate and 
take a mortal wound, the Gnawer stumbles into the clear despite impaired reflexes. 

The Gift activates automatically when the Bone Gnawer consumes enough alcohol to 
render him drunk. In this state, he must bid an extra Trait on all challenges (more if 
he continues drinking), but he benefits from an amazing lucky streak. The player 
may retest any failed challenge to avoid harm, such as Dodge or Survival Tests. The 
Storyteller may also allow the character to avoid hazards that he could normally not 
detect, such as falling debris or surprise attacks. When the effects of the alcohol wear 
off, the Gift deactivates. The Gift does nothing for hangovers. 

If the effects of the alcohol are resisted, such as with the Gift: Resist Toxin, this Gift 
does not function.  
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Children of Gaia 
Basic Gifts 
Brother’s Scent 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

Drawing upon the universal brotherhood of all creatures of Gaia, the werewolf seems 
to fit in wherever he goes. Those given no reason to suspect the Child’s presence 
simply overlook her. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Social Challenge against 10 
Traits. All individuals not specifically on guard against intruders overlook any 
incongruity in the Garou’s appearance. The Garou isn’t invisible, he just doesn’t 
stand out when he otherwise should, and his appearance is considered 
unremarkable even when he’s interacted with. If the werewolf’s actions alone would 
draw attention to himself (shouting, starting a fight, attempting to kick down a locked 
door, etc.) the Gift’s illusion is immediately broken. Those specifically on the lookout 
for individuals who don’t belong (security guards at a private facility, for example) 
don’t succumb to this Gift unless their Willpower is lower than that Garou’s Rank. 

Calm 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits (Variable), optional) 
Taught by: Unicorn Spirits 

You can calm others' anger.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. Success removes one of the target's 
Rage Traits, plus one for each Mental Trait that you spend. Creatures who can frenzy 
but do not possess Rage, like vampires or formori, come out of frenzy 
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Domestic Seeming 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Spirits of Peace 

Unicorn does not want humans to fear her children, even the lupus.  Many lupus 
Children of Gaia learn this Gift in the interest of walking comfortably among humans. 
By using this Gift, a werewolf in lupus form convinces observes that they see a dog, 
not a wolf. Ordinary humans look at the wolf and think "husky," "malamute," or some 
other similar breed of dog. Even other supernatural beings (save spirits) can be 
fooled by the Gift, seeing what they expect to see rather than the truth. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Social Challenge (retest with Animal Ken). With 
success, your lupus form merely looks like a large dog, not a wolf, and only 
supernatural observers may attempt to penetrate the disguise (by making a Mental 
Challenge resisted by your Social Challenge). If you lost the challenge, any observer 
may do so by making a Mental Challenge (retest with Animal Ken). You should wear 
a tag or some other marker to indicate your change. 

Grandmother’s Touch 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits  

This Gift heals as Mother's Touch does but can heal the user of the Gift. This Gift 
cannot heal spirits or the undead.  

As Mother's Touch; spend one Gnosis to heal one health level of damage (a Mental 
Challenge is also required to heal non-Garou). This power does not work on the 
undead. Battle Scars may also be healed with an additional Gnosis Trait, provided 
they are healed during the same scene in which they were made. 

A Garou who possesses this Gift, as well as Mother's Touch, may now use Mother's 
Touch on themselves. With only this Gift, they may heal themselves, but only for one 
level per action.  
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Jam Weapon 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dove Spirits 

The Garou may stop any Weaver-born weapons from working within the range of his 
voice.  

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge against the nearest armed person 
within earshot. With success, all manufactured weapons of the target stop working for 
one turn. As your game may not allow for shouting, use common sense (and 
Storyteller discretion) regarding the area of effect. 

This Gift may target any armed person within range of voice, and lasts for one turn, 
plus one turn for each Social Trait expended. 

Luna’s Armor 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits (Variable), optional) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

You may call on Luna for protection in battle, even (to some degree) against silver 
weapons.  

Spend one Gnosis. You must concentrate for one full turn and make a Physical 
Challenge. Success gives you one extra Healthy health level for the rest of the scene, 
plus one for each Mental Trait spent. These bonus health levels can absorb damage 
from silver, but only these can. These levels last until wounds are suffered, or until 
the end of the session. You may only carry as much armor as you have in Rank. 

Mercy 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

This Gift allows the Children of Gaia to fight with their natural weaponry and Rage, 
but to subdue rather than kill opponents. Mercy often comes into play in duels and 
when a high-Rage Garou seeks prisoners, or subjects rather than corpses. (Note that 
this Gift can enhance Intimidation and other social efforts, as it looks very strange: 
Claws and fangs tear open wounds, which then immediately close up most of the way 
and turn into bruises. It's obvious to all observers that something unnatural is going 
on.)  

Spend one Gnosis. For the rest of the scene, all damage that you inflict with your own 
body is considered bashing damage. Opponents who's otherwise die simply fall 
unconscious and may heal at normal bashing damage rates. 
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Mother’s Touch 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can heal any wound in a living creature, even aggravated wounds, by laying 
hands on the afflicted area. You cannot use Mother's Touch to heal yourself, spirits, or 
the undead with this Gift. Spend one Gnosis to heal one health level of damage (make 
a Mental Challenge to heal non-Garou). Spend a second Gnosis Trait and make a 
Mental Challenge (retest with Medicine) to heal battle-scars, but only if you apply 
Mother's Touch in the same scene in which the scars were inflicted. 

The user of this Gift may only heal other people (not themselves) but may spend as 
many Gnosis as they are able and desire to heal in a single action.  

Mule’s Bane 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Mule Spirits 

This Metis-specific Gift allows a Metis to lash out at others by visiting his enemies 
with his own deformity. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge (retest with Expression). With 
success, your opponent gains your metis deformity and any related Negative Traits 
for one turn. 

The effects of this Gift last for one scene.  

Para Bellum 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

This Gift may only be used at the beginning of a battle which was not begun by the 
Garou, her pack, or her allies.  

For the remainder of the scene, the Garou gains the Physical Traits: Ferocious x 2, 
and Lithe whenever attacking the enemy who began the fight or any target who has 
inflicted a physical injury on the Garou's pack. 
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Resist Pain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You can continue to act without suffering impairment from wounds. The wounds 
themselves must be treated and healed later; Resist Pain only blocks some of their 
effects.  

Spend one Willpower. No wound penalties apply for the rest of the scene or for one 
hour. 

Stinging Blows 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wasp Spirits 

Sometimes, you can't just talk others into behaving like adults, and the only choice is 
to step in and break up an argument.  

Spend one Rage. For the remainders of the scene, any target struck by the Child of 
Gaia will ignore all other combatants to go after her. The target may spend a 
Willpower to avoid the effect for a round. 

Swallow Rage 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

This Gift allows the Child of Gaia to overcome her innate savagery, although at a 
dangerous cost. By use of this Gift, the Child may stop a frenzy and reduce her Rage 
by directing it inward. The inward battle is visible for several minutes and can take 
the form of a shuddering concentration or even a masochistic beating. 

Whenever you fail a frenzy test, you may immediate make a Rage Challenge (no 
retest allowed, nor do you need to make a follow-up frenzy test.) With success, you 
do not enter frenzy, but you lose a number of Rage Traits (until you are below your 
Willpower Traits) and take one level of lethal damage for each Rage lost. 
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Unicorn’s Arsenal 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The werewolf’s claws and fangs become dazzling and pearlescent, shining with an 
inner multihued glory. Those wounded by these natural weapons lose the will to 
fight. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait to initiate the transformation. Any opponent 
bearing a wound delivered by the Unicorn’s Arsenal loses two Traits from any attack 
Challenges until the wound has healed. 

Water-Conning 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: Mental Traits, variable 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The Child may purify water by dipping her hand or bowing her forehead to the 
surface. 

Make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Primal Urge) against five traits for 
biological waste, seven traits for chemical waste, and nine traits for Wyrm-taint. Each 
Mental Trait expended purifies a day's ration of water for one person. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Beast Life 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Mental Traits & Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

You can communicate with wild animals and give them orders. Domesticated animals 
will speak with you but must be persuaded rather than ordered since they're now 
part of the human order.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge (retest with Animal Ken). If 
successful, you can speak with all animals. You can also call animals of a single type 
within 10 miles, and those who can reach you without too much trouble or delay will 
do so. Spend an additional Mental Trait for each increase in 10 miles of the calling 
radius. Wild animals become friendly to you, willing to follow all reasonable requests 
and many unreasonable ones. (Ordering an animal to sacrifice itself must be 
followed with homage to its spirit, or you risk angering Gaia.) The Gift lasts for one 
scene, plus an additional scene for each Gnosis Trait you choose to spend. 

Calm the Savage Beast 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Even the most callous of Homids can sympathize with the Rage that moves their 
fellow Garou in the final days. This Gift allows the werewolf to lend a frenzying Garou 
the will to escape her Rage’s hold over her.  

The player spends a Willpower point and rolls makes a Social Challenge against a 
target. If successful, the Willpower point soothes a frenzying Garou within 30 feet (9 
m), canceling the frenzy. By spending an extra point of Willpower, this Gift may affect 
non-Garou in a state of frenzy, such as other shapeshifters or vampires. 

The Cleaving Hoof 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

Unicorn's powerful hoof blows often killed the humans that hunted him. This Gift 
allows the Garou to focus inner strength into a single blow, ending a fight before 
further harm can take place. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait. You receive one free retest on your next damaging attack. This 
Gift lasts for one turn. 
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Dazzle 
Retest: Meditation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Starlight Spirits 

You can flood a target's mind with the glory and love of Gaia, rendering her stunned 
and harmless for a while.  

Make a Social Challenge. Add two Traits to your total when using Dazzle against 
normal humans, or one Trait when using it against Gaian Garou. Subtract one from 
your total when attempting to Dazzle unemotional or highly alien creatures, including 
vampires. Success makes the target sit down and quietly contemplate Gaia's wonders 
for the rest of the scene. The target can return to normal awareness if attacked. 
Dazzle can only affect a particular target once per scene. 

Lover’s Touch 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits or Spirits of Love 

The Garou can restore what another lacks; not only wounds healed, but also strength 
of will and even spiritual essence. 

Spend one Gnosis to heal two health levels of damage, one Willpower Trait, or one 
Essence. The Mental Challenge to heal non-Garou is still required. This power does 
not work on the undead. 

Pain Chain 
Retest: Investigation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Dog Spirits 

The Wyrm works through many pawns and stopping them isn’t enough. This Gift 
enables the Children of Gaia to find the puppet masters behind the world’s evils. 

Spend 1 Gnosis and make an extended Mental Challenge (difficulty 8). Each success 
reveals the next highest giver of orders in a particular matter. The target's name and 
clear visual image is provided, but not locations. 
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Parting the Velvet Curtain 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The user of this Gift physically opens the Gauntlet, allowing non-Shifters to enter the 
Umbra. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and then make a Standard Challenge to Step Sideways adding 
+1 to the Gauntlet Rating for each non-Garou the user wishes to bring with them. A 
maximum of 8 creatures may be brought along using this Gift. 

Once in the Umbra, all affected creatures are bound to the Gift-user with a silver cord 
and cannot stray far from him while in the Umbra. They must all depart the Umbra 
when the user does. The user may sever the cord, and the affected subject is sent 
back to the point before entry, by spending a Willpower Point.  

Subjects unwilling to accompany the Garou can resist with an opposed Willpower 
Challenge against the Gift user. 

Serpent Driving 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The touch of Unicorn's horn sets evil spirits and poisonous beasts to flight. This Gift 
enables the Child of Gaia to mimic Unicorn's power. driving foul creatures out of 
water, underbrush, and so on. It is a more powerful ability of Unicorn's horn, and 
Unicorn himself teaches this Gift. 

You must clearly define the area you suspect of containing concealed creatures, then 
make a Static Gnosis Challenge against four Traits for ordinary creatures such as 
snakes, six Traits for lesser Wyrm-servitors, and 10 for powerful Wyrm-creatures. 
Success flushes out your chosen prey and they must leave the area you defined. Any 
creatures that were using Gifts, Disciplines, or other powers of concealment may 
make a Willpower Challenge against the Garou's Gnosis; failure indicates that they 
must stop using those powers. this Gift may be used only once per session. 

Serenity 
Retest: Meditation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The Garou can fill a hot heart with the peace of Gaia, even in the midst of battle. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Social Challenge against the 
target’s Willpower. For the next three turns, the target automatically fails all Rage 
Tests, cannot Frenzy, and cannot expend Rage. 
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Soothe the Savage Beast 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Nightingale Spirits 

By being the catalyst for any sort of soothing music (singing, turning on a radio, 
playing a CD, etc.) the Garou makes it more difficult to Rage. When Garou must fight 
one another, the Children of Gaia sometimes use this to their advantage, as many are 
more experienced at holding back their Rage. 

Make a Gnosis Challenge (if attempting against a large group, mob rules apply); you 
must also provide audible, soothing music of some sort (no heavy metal, no rap) for 
the Gift to work. Everyone within earshot loses one Rage Trait. A target's Rage Traits 
may not fall below one. 

Spirit Friend 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None (+ Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

A Child of Gaia's presence is more reassuring than the aura given off by most Garou, 
and spirits can sense the difference. Spirit Friend eases your interaction with spirits.  

Make a Social Challenge. Success gives the Garou a one-Trait bonus on all 
challenges involving spirits for the rest of the scene, plus an additional Trait per 
Mental Trait spent. 

Strike the Air 
Retest: Dodge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Hummingbird Spirits 

You become unable to strike an opponent, but also immune to being struck yourself, 
weaving and dodging and wearing out opponents in fruitless attacks.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge against a target. If successful, 
you automatically dodge all attacks your opponent makes. This Gift is immediately 
canceled if you attack your opponent, even if someone else attacks on your behalf. 
Strike the Air can befuddle multiple opponents, but it requires a separate Willpower 
Trait and challenge for each one. 
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Uncaught Since the Primal Morn 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

This Gift grants Unicorn's perfect speed to the Garou, allowing her to outrun virtually 
any pursuer. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge against the fastest of your 
pursuers. If you win, your pursuers have no chance of catching you for one hour. 

Unicorn’s Grace 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The Garou blessed by Unicorn are calm even in the midst of chaos. This Gift, taught 
by an avatar of Unicorn, allows the Garou to keep a tight lid on her anger. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait; for the remainder of the scene, you cannot frenzy. While this 
Gift is in effect, the Child of Gaia may not spend more Rage Traits than she has levels 
of Empathy. This Gift also softens the Curse when dealing with humans. This Gift will 
not work if you are in Crinos. 

Words of the Alpha 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits 

The Children have often sought leadership in human societies as well as among 
Garou. This Gift allows a leader to seek the best course of action for a particular goal. 

Announce the goal for which you seek advice to a Narrator, then spend five minutes 
in meditation. At the end of five minutes, spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental 
Challenge.  With success, a Narrator may provide you with some snippet of advice 
that can help you achieve your goal. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Halo of the Sun 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Helios Spirits 

Blazing sunlight surrounds a Child of Gaia using this Gift, making many Wyrm-
creatures flee and enhancing the Garou's might against the rest.  

Spend one Gnosis. Blinding light surrounds you, and all direct attacks suffer a three 
Trait penalty due to the visual overload. You inflict two extra levels of damage in 
brawling attacks, and all brawling damage is considered Aggravated. Vampires 
within 20 feet take Aggravated Damage as if exposed to direct pure sunlight. This 
Gift lasts for the rest of the scene. 

The Living Wood 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Tree Spirits 

You call on forest spirits to come to your aid, animating trees to restrain or fight foes.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. Success animates one tree. The 
trees move with your own Dexterity-related Physical Traits and fight with your 
Physical Traits (and possibly more, up to as many as 15 for particularly massive 
trees). Any other Traits are at the discretion of the Storyteller. 
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Trust of Gaia 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The Child of Gaia with this Gift can instantly earn the trust of any who hear her speak, 
even over electronic devices like telephones or loudspeakers. Affected listeners feel 
that the speaker is a good and trustworthy person, though it does not coerce them in 
any other way. Those affected will not willingly attack the Garou, although they can 
be mind-controlled to do so (and will hate doing so). Banes, Black Spiral Dancers, 
and other creatures of powerful Wyrm-taint feel intense dislike instead of trust. 

The trust invoked by this Gift doesn't supersede common sense; if the Child of Gaia 
drives a speeding car through a crowd of affected listeners, they'll still scatter for 
cover, although they'll feel certain she had a good reason to be in such a hurry. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a static Social Challenge (retest with Empathy, mob 
rules apply); all listeners within earshot resist with Willpower. The difficulty is six 
Traits to affect humans, eight Traits to affect Wyrm-tainted humans or other super-
naturals, and 10 to affect supernatural creatures indirectly affected by the Wyrm 
(such as vampires). Any affected targets that fail their Willpower tests treat the Garou 
as a trusted friend for the duration of the scene, and do not remember being induced 
into this trust. Black Spiral Dancers, Formori, Banes, and other creatures directly 
born of or enslaved to the Wyrm are immune (Storyteller's discretion regarding the 
effects on Sabbat vampires, Thallain, Fae of House Balor, or the Shadow Court, 
Nephandi, or Specters). 
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Fianna 
Basic Gifts 
Brew 

Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Grain Spirits 

The Fianna are renowned for their ability to drink liquor. Part of this legend stems 
from their ability to make it. With Brew the Garou can mystically transform a pitcher 
of any liquid into an alcoholic substance. This Gift can surreptitiously inebriate 
unsuspecting targets. 

After spending a Gnosis point, the player makes a Mental Test (difficulty 7). The 
number of Mental traits expended determines the quality and the potency of the 
concoction. One trait can create cheap, domestic beer, low-budget wine or mediocre 
tequila, while five traits can create a high-quality imported beer, fine vintage 
champagne or a top-shelf liquor.  

Ceridwen’s Blood 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: None (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Stag Spirits 

Blood has a power within it. With this Gift, a Fianna can tap the life-force within her 
own blood to restore a fallen ally. However, by doing so, she must suffer the wounds 
she heals. The Garou can heal an injured target by spilling her own blood (a small 
cut will do) and making a Physical Test against a difficulty of 8. One wound level is 
healed per Stamina Trait that the user expends. However, the Gift-user suffers a 
number of wounds equal to the amount healed - she cannot soak this damage. The 
Fianna can heal aggravated wounds by spending a Gnosis point, although she will 
only take non-aggravated wounds in exchange. 

Damage absorbed by this Gift cannot be re-directed via the Sept Advantage, 
Fetishes, Talens, or Gifts.  

Faerie Light 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Fairy Spirits 

You can conjure a small, floating sphere of light bright enough to illuminate a three-
foot area. Make a Mental Challenge. Success lets you create a light anywhere within 
line of sight and move it at up to 10 feet per turn. It lasts for one turn per Mental Trait 
you possess, or until the end of the scene, if you spend a Gnosis Trait. 

You may expend a Mental Trait to change the color of the light, or to increase the 
light radius by one foot (to a maximum equal to the greater of 3 or your Gnosis) once 
summoned. Only one change may be applied at a time. 
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Fair Fortune 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fortune Spirits 

A Fianna with this Gift has a streak of luck a mile wild. She's dealt a great hand, her 
prey is extra-clumsy today, or the wind shifts just in time to scent an ambush. 

By expending a Gnosis Trait, the player gains a retest of a lost challenge. Use of the 
Gift must immediately follow the lost challenge. The second result stands. The Gift 
may be used once per scene, and no more than twice per session. 

Flame Dance 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Mongoose Spirits 

Pushing the fire in his heart into his limbs, the Fianna hurls himself unharmed through 
the ranks of Gaia’s foes. 

The player reflexively spends one Rage point to enhance a normal dodge action, 
adding three Traits to the defense. 

Form Mastery 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

This Gift empowers the Wyld spark that resides in all Garou, granting the character 
greater control over her shapeshifting abilities.  

When shapeshifting, all difficulties are reduced by 1. Additionally, when enacting 
partial transformations, the player needs no longer spend a Willpower point, and the 
difficulty of the challenge is 7. This Gift’s effects are permanent once learned. 
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Fire in the Belly 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Brigid 

Anger and inner turmoil do wonders for creativity. Some Fianna use this principle in 
new and potentially dangerous ways, directing some of their inner Rage to fuel their 
creative urges. While the work is more intense, it is also colored by the Rage, 
reflecting the redirected fury of the Fianna's soul. "Sublime" and "peaceful" are not 
words associated with works produced using this Gift. On the other hand, forged 
weapons take on the new resonance quite readily, attracting War and Rage spirits (-1 
difficulty for Rite of the Fetish).  

Spend a Rage Trait and make a Willpower Challenge. With success, the Garou gains 
one retest for a Crafts, Expression, or Performance Test. Losing the challenge 
requires a test for frenzy. This Gift may only be used once per month, and once per 
project. 

Glib Tongue 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits 

You can make listeners hear whatever they wish to hear, regardless of what you 
actually say. Glib Tongue cannot arouse support for specific intellectual propositions 
or courses of action, but it is excellent for making a first impression, dodging a lie, 
and the like.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. The Gift lasts for one turn per Social 
Trait you possess, or until the end of the scene if you spend a Gnosis Trait. 

Howl of the Banshee 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Banshee Spirits 

You emit a howl that inspires terror-stricken flight in others.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge against your target. Those who fail 
the challenge must flee for one turn per Social Trait you possess. The Gift does not 
distinguish between friend and foe. Your allies get a two-Trait bonus on this 
challenge, but risk being overcome as well. 
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Howl of the Unseen 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bean Si 

Just as the ancient peoples had power in the connections between two halves 
(day/night, light half/dark half, etc.), so do the Fianna draw on their connection of 
spirit world and physical realm to bridge the Gauntlet. This Gift allows a howl from 
one side of the Gauntlet to echo across to the other. 

The Garou makes a Static Gnosis Challenge against the Gauntlet. With success, she 
can howl or speak for up to one full turn and be clearly heard on both sides. 

Persuasion 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis (optional) 
Taught By: Peacock Spirits 

Your words carry meaning and credibility in whatever way reaches each listener.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against six Traits. If the challenge succeeds, you gain 
a bonus Trait on all Social Challenges for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. You 
may gain additional bonus Traits at the cost of one point of Gnosis for each, spent at 
the time of the initial challenge. In addition to the game-mechanical effect, your 
words are more influential than usual on the role-playing level, and Storytellers 
should work with players to make the use of Persuasion clear in play. 

This Gift provides a free retest in Social Challenges against mundane individuals. 

Resist Toxin 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pig Spirits 

An unusual diet, rich in dangerous substances, provides the basis for developing a 
truly amazing resistance to poisons of all sorts.  

Make a Physical Challenge (retest with survival). Success neutralizes most poisons 
and gives you a three-Trait bonus on challenges to cope with Wyrm-enhanced 
poisons. 
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Reverie 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

This Gift makes the victim's mind wander down memory lane. While it may 
occasionally dredge up useful remembrances, it mainly serves to make someone less 
observant or less focused on the task at hand. 

Make a Static Social Challenge against the target's Willpower. With success, the 
target drifts off into daydreaming and suffers a two-Trait penalty on Mental 
Challenges. Something that would shake him out of his woolgathering - an attack, a 
loud noise, being shaken - will end the Gift's effect. If the target isn't awakened first, 
the Gift lasts for five minutes. 

Salmon’s Leap 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Salmon Spirits 

You can leap incredible distances. The Bunyip knew it as Leap of the Kangaroo; 
reconciliation minded Garou call this Gift by that name in honor of their fallen 
cousins.  

This Gift requires no Gnosis. Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you double 
your normal jumping distance for your next leap. 

Spear Dancing 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor or Bird Spirits 

The old tales of Fianna throwing spears while balanced on the beam of a chariot at 
full gallop, or even crossing an army by leaping from spear-point to spear-point. This 
Gift gives the Fianna the ability to balance on the smallest surfaces, whether 
tightrope, post or even a spear-point. If successful, the Garou takes no damage from 
stepping or hand-standing on sharp objects but may otherwise be wounded 
normally.  

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Static Physical Challenge (retest with Athletics), 
with the difficulty based on the feat attempted. The Storyteller may require additional 
tests if the feat gets more challenging. The Gift lasts for one scene or combat. 
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St. Herve’s Folly 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ox Spirits 

Irish legends claim St Herve once talked a wolf into pulling a plow in order to make 
amends for killing the farmer’s ox. The Fianna have used this legend as the basis for 
a Gift designed to teach humility.  

After engaging the target in a lecture about his folly and failure, the caster must 
spend a Willpower Trait and defeat the subject in a Social Challenge. The target will 
then begin to act in a subservient and debasing manner for the next day. He may 
resist the challenge by spending a Willpower Trait, which may be canceled by the 
Fianna spending another Willpower of his own. 

Two Tongues 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

The glib words and clever schemes of the Fianna are wasted on a single mark. This 
Gift teaches the werewolf to talk out of both sides of her face, literally carrying on two 
conversations simultaneously, and to decide who hears what.  

The player spends a Willpower point. For the rest of the scene, the Fianna may 
simultaneously carry on two conversations at the same time, which need have no 
relation to one another. She decides which listeners hear which version of the words 
she’s speaking.  

Anyone suspecting something odd about the Fianna’s behavior must make a Mental 
Challenge (retest with Alertness) to detect the Garou’s other conversation and to 
understand what she’s saying there. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Airitech’s Daughters 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1-3 Rage (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Earth Spirits 

Aritech had three daughters who took the shapes of werewolves in Celtic Legend. 
This gift allows the caster to place another in Crinos form.  

Spend 1 Rage for each target (up to three) and then make a Physical Challenge with a 
difficulty 8 for each target. For every Mental Trait spent by the caster, the target will 
take on the appearance of being in Crinos for 1 hour. The victim gains no benefits 
from this form. This will not work on supernatural beings. 

Balor’s Gaze 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Rage and 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Snake Spirits 

The name of this Gift reflects one of the Fianna's ancient enemies; the Gift makes your 
eyes blaze livid red and inflict pain on those you gaze at.  

Spend one Rage and one Gnosis. Make a Static Social Challenge against eight Traits. 
If successful, any target whom you gaze on must make a Willpower Challenge to 
avoid crippling pain. While tormented, he suffers the penalties as if Crippled (-5 
Traits on all challenges), regardless of his actual health levels. Targets who are 
already Crippled are considered Incapacitated. The effects of Balor's Gaze wear off 
at the end of the scene. You may only affect one target at a time with this Gift. 
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Faerie Blood 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis  
Taught By: Fairy Lords 

The Garou can temporarily transform his blood into that of a Faerie. 

The Garou spends two Gnosis to activate this Gift. This allows him immunity to silver; 
however, iron will have the same effect on him that silver normally does. Any Gnosis 
test will be at a -1 difficulty; also, the Garou does not have to spend a Gnosis point on 
any Gift or magic which requires the expenditure of one Gnosis point (although those 
with a cost of two or more require the full expenditure). In addition, he can walk into 
Arcadia from the Umbra without having to worry about guardians or time-shift 
effects. 

The character will be considered to have potent blood to the Kindred: each blood 
point is worth two for their feeding but there is always a side effect for the vampire 
drinking this fey blood. The Storyteller is free to get wild with the effect: anything 
from hallucinations to transforming into a donkey-headed vampire for a scene. Any 
Kindred with the second level of the Auspex Discipline (Aura Perception) will 
recognize the Garou’s blood as special, even for a werewolf. The Garou does not 
need to roll for this Gift, but he must spend two Gnosis points to activate it. This Gift 
lasts for one scene. 

 

Faerie Kin 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Fairy Spirits 

You can call on ancient pacts between the Fianna and the fae, summoning them to 
help (albeit not without questions or their own concerns) with a distinctive cry. 
Learning this Gift almost always involves a quest of some sort.  

Spend one or more Gnosis Traits and make a Social Challenge. Each Gnosis spent 
calls forth a fae of some sort. One Gnosis Trait produces a very weak creature, more 
Traits raise the capabilities of the creatures. If you fail the initial challenge, make two 
Simple Tests. If both fail, fae still come, but now they're hostile. 
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Fog of War 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

No matter how disciplined the army and ordered the plan, a battlefield is chaos. 
Smoke, noise, hidden enemies, and fear can all lead to disorganization. Even in the 
modern age, mistaken identity leads to "friendly fire" casualties. This Gift 
exacerbates this problem to often devastating effect. A commander might not see 
advancing foes or see foes that aren't there; a team may fire upon allies or mistake a 
command to "advance" for a call to "retreat."  

The Garou performs her song, spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Social Challenge. 
With success, all foes in hearing range must make a Mental Challenge at the 
beginning of every turn (at Storyteller discretion, this may be performed as a mob 
challenge for ease in marshalling). On a win, the foe is unaffected; on a tie, the foe 
suffers a three-Trait penalty on any perception or visually related challenge; on a 
loss, the foe loses on all ties during the turn due to the increased difficulty of sight. 

Ley Lines 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Spirits 

By manipulating Wyld and nature spirits a Fianna may cause someone to become 
hopelessly lost.  

Spend 1 Gnosis Trait and make a Static Mental Challenge against the target. If 
successful the target will be down 1 trait on all tracking, navigation, or orientation 
tests for every Mental Trait spent by the caster. 

Phantasm 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Light Spirits 

You create an unmoving illusion with cues for all senses. Such an illusion might be a 
wall, a statue, or a garden. While the illusion will smell right and feel solid, it cannot 
be made to move naturally (a field of grain that is not bending under a strong wind 
can make some people very suspicious).  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against six Traits. Anyone who 
doubts the illusion must make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Awareness) 
against the creator's Mental Trait total to see through it. 
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Pin the Eagle’s Wing 
Retest: None 
Cost: (1-4) Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Known as Lleu's Spear by the Welsh Fianna (who claim to have discovered it), a 
Fianna with this Gift can throw a spear as far as an arrow and sink it deep into its 
target. Spirited Fianna can even pierce heavy doors or strike a foe on a high rooftop - 
or pierce a Leech's putrid heart. 

The Fianna spends a turn in concentration and makes a Willpower Challenge. With 
success, the Fianna may spend up to four Gnosis Traits to put one of the following 
options: increase the spear's flight for 20 yards (or feet for a small game site); as 
bonus Traits for the challenge to hurl the spear; or applied as wounds. This Gift only 
works with a thrown spear. 

Reshape Object 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform once-living material (but not the substance of undead beings) into 
objects; trees into shelter, antlers into spears, animal hides into armor, flowers into 
perfume, and so on. The resulting items resemble their sources: the spear shaft is 
made of antler, the armor retains skin textures, etc.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Repair). The 
difficulty depends on the degree of transformation: making a broken tree branch into 
a spear requires a test against five Traits, while making a single plank into a raft that 
can carry three Garou requires a test against eight Traits and making a blade of grass 
into a lean-to that can resist hurricane winds requires a test against 10 Traits or even 
more. Spend a second Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated 
damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 
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Song of the Siren 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Songbird Spirits 

The Garou’s song or howl can entrance anyone who hears it. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Social Challenge versus 10 
Traits. Packmates resist the Gift automatically; all others in earshot must make a 
Willpower Challenge against 7 Traits or be affected. Enchanted targets can’t perform 
any actions for a number of turns equal to the Garou’s Rank, unless one Willpower 
Trait is spent for turn of free action. 

Characters thus enchanted may defend themselves as normal, and the enchantment 
is broken if they are attacked. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Call the Hunt 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Rage and/or Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: The Huntsman 

You can only use this Gift once per month and only in dire need. It summons for the 
Great Huntsman of Celtic myth to harry and slay a great evil designated by the 
Fianna. This Gift requires a full hour be spent in chanting prior to use.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, the Huntsman appears 
with one hound, plus an additional hound for each Rage or Gnosis Trait you spend. If 
the evil is not worthy of the Huntsman's attention, the summoner does not join the 
hunt, or you lose the challenge, the Huntsman hunts you instead. 

The Huntsman is a powerful Jaggling in the service of Stag, appearing as a tall 
antlered man with 10 Willpower, 10 Rage, 5 Gnosis, 40 Essence, and the Charms: 
Armor, Materialize, and Tracking. His hounds are Gafflings, usually numbering nine, 
with coal black coats and eyes of green fire. They can easily keep pace with a Garou 
in lupus form. They have 6 Willpower, 7 Rage, 2 Gnosis, 18 Essence, and the Charms: 
Materialize, and Tracking. 

Fog on the Moor 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Fog Spirits 

This Gift transforms the Fianna into a ghostly outline of himself, allowing him to pass 
through anything except silver as though he were incorporeal. He may communicate 
and strike opponents normally. He cannot be harmed by anything physical except 
silver; all other incoming attacks of a physical nature pass through him.  

The player spends one Willpower point and makes a Gnosis Challenge against the 
Gauntlet to instantly transform the Garou into a ghostly form. Each current Gnosis 
allows the Garou to stay in that form for one turn, though the Garou may change back 
at will. The character cannot regenerate while in this form. 
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Forms of Cernunnos 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

Celtic legends abound with heroes transforming into animals, whether to escape, to 
hunt, or to spy. Cernunnos the Horned God was the Master of Animals; with this Gift 
the Garou is able to master the form of any animal. 

You can adopt any form at least as large as a small bird and no bigger than a bison. 
You gain all the standard powers of that animal (such as gills, flight, poison glands, 
etc.). You can't take on the form of Wyrm-beasts, or mythical creatures.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Animal Ken). The 
difficulty increases as the desired animal form becomes more remote from your own 
form: Test against five Traits for an ape, panther or other animal about as big as the 
Garou, seven Traits for an alligator or other reptile somewhat larger than the Garou, 
and nine Traits for a frog or other very small creature. 

Additionally, you may transform another willing target with the expenditure of two 
Gnosis and an additional Trait to the difficulty. The second participant requires the 
assistance of someone who knows the Gift to change back. Someone who knows The 
Thousand Forms may be able to assist for an additional Trait of difficulty. 

Gift of the Spriggan 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Tree Spirits 

With this Gift, you can change your size, up to three times normal or down to the size 
of a small puppy.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. The effects last for one hour, or 
until you choose to cancel them. You gain three Strength-related Physical Traits (up 
to a maximum of 10 extra Traits) per 100% increase in size. You retain your normal 
Traits while shrunk but get a one Trait bonus on stealth-related challenges per 25% 
reduction in size. 
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Havgan’s Healing 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Death Spirits 

Named after the foe Pwyll dueled in the Otherworld, this powerful Gift lets wounds 
alternately harm and heal the Garou, giving the Fianna a critical edge in a sustained 
battle. 

The Fianna spends two Gnosis and concentrates for a turn. For the rest of the scene or 
combat, any wounds the Garou receives either heal or harm him - the first strike 
injures, the second heals, the third injures, and so on. The type of damage received 
determines what can be healed - to heal bashing damage, the Garou must receive a 
bashing wound; lethal damage may be healed with a lethal wound. Aggravated 
damage can heal any wound. Further, the damage is healed for a one-for-one basis 
(two lethal wounds versus one level of "healing" results in one level healed and one 
remaining). Extra levels of healing damage that are not used simply vanish - they 
cannot be stored or stacked. Wounds caused by silver cannot heal; they cause 
normal aggravated damage and also use up the blow - if the blow was meant to heal 
and it's caused by silver, the wound remains, and the following strike injures as 
usual. Aggravated damage not caused by silver suffered afterward on the following 
strike and every other attack afterward could heal the silver damage. If any wounds 
remain at the end of the scene, they must be healed as usual. 

This can be a monster to track in combat, and the Storyteller is within his rights to 
disallow it in the name of simplicity. 
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Wild West Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Drunkard’s Luck 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Spirits Spirits 

In a drunken stupor, the Fianna walks away from fatal accidents and hazardous 
situations with the assistance of this Gift. Where a sober Garou would hesitate and 
take a mortal wound, the Fianna stumbles into the clear despite impaired reflexes. 

The Gift activates automatically when the Fianna consumes enough alcohol to render 
him drunk. In this state, he must bid an extra Trait on all challenges (more if he 
continues drinking), but he benefits from an amazing lucky streak. The player may 
retest any failed challenge to avoid harm, such as Dodge or Survival Tests. The 
Storyteller may also allow the character to avoid hazards that he could normally not 
detect, such as falling debris or surprise attacks. When the effects of the alcohol wear 
off, the Gift deactivates. The Gift does nothing for hangovers. 

If the effects of the alcohol are resisted, such as with the Gift: Resist Toxin, this Gift 
does not function. 

Firewater Kiss 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Spirits Spirits 

This Gift allows the werewolf to induce a heady, euphoric feeling into another 
person’s mind. This state of mind clouds judgement, impairs eyesight, and reduces 
inhibitions, much like a heavy drinking binge. In some cases, this may make an 
opponent easier to handle, but if used improperly it can make a hostile situation even 
more dangerous. 

The player must spend a Gnosis Point and make a Social Challenge against an 
opponent. For every two Social Traits the Garou expends, she imposes a one-Trait 
penalty on the target for the scene. The target may temporarily shake off the effects 
for a round by expending a Willpower. If the subject spends a number of Willpower 
(cumulatively) equal to their Trait penalty, the effects of the Gift are negated. This 
power cannot be used more than once on the same target in the same day. 
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Sense Secrets 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Squirrel Spirits 

Centuries of association with the fae people have taught the Fianna the nature of 
secrets. Things deliberately hidden, whether obscured by brush or dropped down a 
mineshaft, make their presence known to the Fianna. The Gift gives no indication as 
to the nature of a secret, only to its existence. 

The player makes a Static Mental Challenge against 8 Traits. Success detects the 
presence of some secret concealed within the scene.  
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Get of Fenris 
Basic Gifts 
Berserker’s Song 

Retest: Performance 
Cost: 2 Rage (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

This battle song is in no language known to the Garou, but it is a potent piece of 
magic, increasing and channeling a Garou’s rage.  

Spend two Rage and make a Social Challenge (difficulty 6). For one round per Social 
Trait spent the Get automatically enters frenzy, gaining all benefits of such. He may 
leave the frenzy at any point, ending the Gift when he does so. He may also use 
melee weapons while under the frenzy. 

Fangs of the North 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Snow Spirits 

Blue smoke rolls off of the werewolf's claws and teeth which are transformed into 
curving daggers of hardened ice. Wounds inflicted with these terrible weapons turn 
black and fester. All warmth and life are driven out of them. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against seven Traits. The 
transformation lasts for the scene, or until banished voluntarily. Any individual 
wounded by Fangs of the North suffers a -1 penalty on challenges for the remainder of 
the scene. Chills wrack their body, and each wound heals badly. Mortals are likely to 
lose limbs due to amputation as the wound necrotizes, and beings capable of 
supernaturally swift healing (such as vampires or Black Spiral Dancers) are unable to 
heal these wounds easily; all costs involved in healing these wounds require an extra 
expenditure (i.e. using the Gift Mother's Touch would require two Gnosis to heal one 
wound level). 

Halt the Coward’s Flight 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can slow a fleeing foe (though not a charging one), making it easier to catch.  

Spend one turn in concentration and make a Social Challenge. If successful, the 
target's speed is halved for the rest of the scene. 
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Lightning Reflexes 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Mongoose Spirits 

Fenrir are Gaia’s ultimate warriors, effortlessly switching from offense to defense as 
the needs of battle demand.  

The player reflexively spends one Willpower point. For the next day, the character 
need not send a Willpower Point to abort to a defensive action change a combat 
action. 

Master of Fire 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fire Spirits  

Taming fire helped separate humanity from the beasts. This Gift lets you call on the 
ancient pact with fire-spirits, persuading them to withhold their hunger when you 
touch them.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait. Fire damage now heals as if it were bashing damage. The 
effects last for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. 

Note that damage is still taken as aggravated, it merely heals as though it were 
bashing. 

Razor Claws 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can sharpen your claws by raking them over stone or other hard surfaces.  

Spend one Rage and take one full turn to sharpen your claws. For the rest of the 
scene, your claw attacks inflict an additional level of damage. 

Resist Pain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You can continue to act without suffering impairment from wounds. The wounds 
themselves must be treated and healed later; Resist Pain only blocks some of their 
effects.  

Spend one Willpower. No wound penalties apply for the rest of the scene or for one 
hour. 
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Safe Haven 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

Few Garou are as territorial as the Get of Fenris. This Gift enables a Fenrir to keep a 
close supernatural watch on his territory, becoming instantly aware of any 
trespassers marked by the Wyrm. 

Spend one Gnosis to create the barrier, and one Gnosis per day to maintain it. If 
something Wyrm-tainted crosses the barrier, the Fenrir makes a Mental Challenge 
with a Narrator (retest with Occult) to receive the warning. Safe Haven does not 
identify the creature, only that it is Wyrm-tainted. This Gift is only applicable to the 
Fenrir’s own territory, such as a single-family house and the surrounding lands. 
Territory may only be as large as a single Fenrir can patrol in one night and must be 
established as his own (through a land deed, territorial marking, combat, etc.). 
Apartment buildings or condos may not be protected with this unless the Fenrir owns 
the building. This Gift may be used at a Fenrir-only Caern, but few Fenrir can agree 
on who “owns” the land. 

Sense Guilt 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Crow Spirits 

This Gift is particularly popular among the Hand of Tyr camp, but is by no means 
limited to them alone. By staring into the eyes of his chosen target, the Get can sense 
any deep-seated guilt that she might harbor for past offenses. The more perceptive 
the Fenrir, the more detail he’s able to discern. 

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Empathy). Success reveals the presence or 
absence of guilt or regret with an incident. To discover more, spend Mental Traits on 
a one-for-one ratio to dig into the subject’s feelings. The Garou may use this Gift to 
detect feelings regarding a specific incident by bringing the incident up in 
conversation or interrogation but beware a rush to judgment — this Gift only reveals 
the presence (or lack) of guilt or regret, not whether the suspect actually committed 
the deed.  

Further, this Gift only works if the subject feels guilty about the deed in question; 
someone who felt justified in his action would not be affected by this Gift. 
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Sigrid’s Stride 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fire Spirits 

In Germanic legend Sigrid crossed the ring of fire to free Brunhild. This Gift grants 
the Get similar immunity.  

Spend 1 Gnosis. For the rest of the scene the Get may make a simple test to ignore 1 
level of Fire Damage for any given source. 

This Gift may not be used multiple times to gain multiple levels of damage ignored. 

Snarl of the Predator 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None (+ variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You emit a feral snarl to terrify opponents.  

Spend one full turn in preparation and make a Social Challenge against one or more 
targets. Those who fail suffer a one-Trait penalty on all challenges next turn, plus an 
additional Trait for each Mental Trait you spend. 

Snow Running 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

The Fenrir have spread far and wide, but their home is in the North. This Gift has 
served them well in their homelands, allowing them to run over snow or ice as if it 
were solid ground without sinking in or leaving footprints. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait to walk on top of snow or ice without leaving footprints or 
sinking. The effects last for one session/day. 

Troll Skin 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

This Gift allows the Fenrir to draw on the power of earth for protection, just as the 
legendary trolls and even Jotunn were able to do. When the Get activates this Gift, 
her skins grow tough and thick, covered with warty knots of hard, armored flesh. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Physical Challenge (retest with Primal-Urge). For 
the rest of the scene (or until the Get dismisses it), the character’s hide is thick and 
warty (not to mention strange looking and smelly), and the character receives three 
bonus Healthy health levels. The character also suffers a one-Trait penalty on all 
Social Challenges (except those relating to intimidation). 
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Visage of Fenris 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None (+ variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

You loom larger and more formidable than usual, commanding respect from peers 
and fear from foes.  

Make a Social Challenge against one or more targets in the vicinity. To affect Garou 
of higher rank, spend one Mental Trait per Rank of difference: A Rank 1 Garou must 
win the Social Challenge, and spend four Mental Traits to affect a Rank 5 Garou. 
Allies and peers see you as impressive and noble and suffer a one-Trait penalty on 
Social Challenges against you. Enemies see you as particularly formidable and suffer 
a one-Trait penalty on attacking challenges. The Gift lasts for the rest of the scene. 

Wearing the Bear Shirt 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

Fear is for cowards; Rage is for warriors. The Fenrir who learns this Gift hardens 
himself against fear, even on an instinctual level.   

Once learned, the Gift’s effects are automatic.  The Garou with this Gift never enters 
fox frenzy, but always goes into berserk frenzy, regardless of circumstances. The Get 
also receives a single retest against Gifts or supernatural powers that incite fear (the 
results of the retest must stand). 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Albreich’s Claws 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Mole Spirits or Earth Spirits 

This Gift enables a Get’s claws to shear through metal and stone with little effort.  

Spend 1 Rage. The next claw attack made by the Get vs. any inanimate, non-living 
object inflicts 10 extra levels of damage. (before you ask: no, staked/torpored 
vampires do not count as targets for this attack.) the Gift has no extra effect on living 
targets. 

Body Shift 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Garou raised in the shifting maze of human society are well-prepared for the endless 
adaptations Gaia demands of her protectors.  

The Garou can use her shapeshifting to alter her physical Attributes: the character 
may now bid any Physical Trait as though it were of the appropriate category. 
Additionally, during downtimes, the character may re-arrange her Physical Traits, 
replacing them as desired. 

Glory-Scars 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Fenrir's Brood 

Fenrir are proud of their scars, even those that have maimed them permanently. This 
Gift allows a werewolf to overcome her old injuries for a brief period of time, acting 
as though her body was never injured. The Fenrir’s scars blaze with silver light, and 
any missing extremities are replaced with temporary substitutes made of the same 
cold, bright energy. 

Spend a Rage Trait to activate the Gift, plus one for each Battle Scar. The Gift lasts for 
four turns. While the Gift is active, you suffer no wound penalties or debilitation from 
your Battle Scars, including missing limbs (which function normally while the Gift is 
active). This Gift only restores combat-related abilities. 
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Heart of the Mountain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Mountain-Goat Spirits 

The werewolf becomes as untiring and eternal as the mountains and cannot be 
defeated in a test of endurance. 

The player spends one Rage point and one Willpower point. For the rest of the scene, 
the Garou cannot fail any task involving Stamina. Torturers can never break him; 
though he can’t breathe underwater and his lungs may fill with water, he will not die. 
The only exception to this is soaking damage. While this Gift is active, the werewolf 
is guaranteed to always soak at least one level of damage, but otherwise takes 
damage normally. 

While this Gift is active, you automatically succeed at all tests of endurance. 
Additionally, you gain 1 Supernatural Armor level which refreshes at the beginning 
of each round. 

Hero’s Stand 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

You draw on Gaia's strength, fixing yourself where you stand. You cannot retreat or 
move from the spot while Gaia's power supports you.  

Make a Static Willpower Challenge against eight Traits. Success gives you two bonus 
Traits on all Physical Challenges. You may not be surprised. and all attacks are 
considered frontal. You may not move until all foes have been defeated or fled. 

Loki’s Touch 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Trickster Spirits 

This Gift is rare among the Get of Fenris, although the Rotagar find it an appropriate 
weapon in battle. With just a touch, the Garou may cause a target to go into 
uncontrollable fits of laughter. In peacetime situations, the Gift may also be used to 
defuse a dangerous situation. 

To invoke this Gift, the Garou touches her opponent (or makes an appropriate 
Physical Challenge to do so) and makes a Static Social Challenge against a difficulty 
of the target’s Rage + Rank. With success, the target spends the next three rounds in 
fits of roaring laughter, during which time he may not take offensive action but may 
defend himself if attacked. 
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Might of Thor 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Gnosis (+ variable Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You increase your strength tremendously, the better to slay your foes.  

Spend one Gnosis and one Rage and make a Static Willpower Challenge against 
eight Traits. Success doubles your Strength-related Physical Traits for one turn, plus 
an additional turn per Social Trait you spend. Afterwards, you become substantially 
weakened: Halve your Physical Traits and Willpower until you rest for at least one 
hour. 

This Gift lasts for the scene and grants 5 Physical Traits for its duration. At the end of 
this time, the user is down 3 Physical Traits for the following scene. 

Redirect Pain 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Cuckoo Spirits 

If a Fenrir is struck in battle, he may rely upon this Gift to retaliate. His enemy 
immediately experiences the pain from wounds received by the Fenrir. 

The player spends one Rage point and makes a Static Social Challenge against the 
target. For one scene, the target incurs whatever wound penalties indicated by the 
Fenrir’s current wound levels, regardless of whether or not the Fenrir actually feels 
the pain. 

Scream of Gaia 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

You cry out in a scream infused with Rage and echoes of Gaia's pain; it batters foes 
and can even knock them down.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Rage Challenge. Everyone within 50 feet is knocked 
down and suffers one level of bashing damage, plus another for each Social Trait you 
spend. This manifests as a distinct shockwave that rips through the area. 
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Venom Blood 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Snake Spirits 

You transform your blood into a black, acidic bile that poisons all who come in 
contact with it.  

Spend one Rage and Make a Physical Challenge. For the rest of the scene, anyone 
who comes in contact with your blood suffers a level of Aggravated Damage.  
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Advanced Gifts 
Endurance of Heimdall 

Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Boar Spirit 

This powerful Gift grants the Garou great endurance and hardiness for a time.  

This Gift lasts for the scene and grants 5 Physical Traits for its duration. This may be 
stacked with Might of Thor. 

Fenris’ Bite 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Fenris 

This Gift magnifies your bite, making it strong enough to mangle or even sever 
limbs.  

Spend one Rage and make a Physical Challenge. If it succeeds, your next bite attack 
on that target will (if the bite attack succeeds) mange and disable a limb, inflicting an 
extra level of aggravated damage on top of any other damage the bite deals out. The 
limb is useless until the target can regenerate the damage; if the target is human or 
some other sort of being that lacks regenerative abilities, she becomes permanently 
disabled.  After inflicting the bite damage, make two Simple Tests. If the attacker 
wins both, the bite severs the limb completely. If the bite attack fails, the benefits of 
this Gift aren't held over for some future attack. 

The Good Death 
Retest: None 
Cost: All Gnosis 
Taught By: Great Fenris 

No true Get of Fenris fears death— only dying poorly. This Gift is Great Fenris’ final 
blessing to his children; the Fenrir who activates this Gift intends to die with her foe’s 
hearts-blood on her claws. The werewolf calls on Great Fenris to aid her and sets 
herself against her foe. The Fenrir continues fighting long after she should be dead 
and doesn’t fall until her enemy (or enemies) dies with her. 

Spend a full turn in concentration and spend all Gnosis in calling on Fenris’ aid 
against the foe she names (you may not name an entire army — pick one). When the 
Good Death is activated, the Garou suffers no wound penalties and will not fall until 
her foe is dead, whereupon she dies immediately. This Gift can only be used against 
an enemy that is on the field of battle. This Gift is considered a last resort, as an 
avatar of Fenris will devour what is left of the hero after her death. 
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Horde of Valhalla 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1+ Rage and/or 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By:  Fenris 

You may use this Gift only if you are in good standing with your tribal totem and in 
great need of help, as it calls directly on Fenris to send great wolves.  

Spend one or more Rage and/or Gnosis Traits and make a Static Social Challenge 
against six Traits. If successful, one great wolf, equivalent to the wolves of the Great 
Hunt, appears from the Umbra per Rage or Gnosis Trait spent. The wolves remain for 
the rest of the scene. They have 6 Willpower, 7 Rage, 2 Gnosis, 18 Essence, and the 
Charms: Materialize and Tracking. 

Strength of the Ancestors 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

This Gift allows a Fenrir to call upon his greatest ancestral heroes for assistance. It is 
only used in dire situations, when the lives of more than one Garou are endangered. 
Calling on the strength of one’s ancestors allows a Get to increase his physical might, 
wisdom or even sense acuity substantially, albeit for a limited time. These ancestral 
heroes come to the aid of a Get only in times of great peril and punish any Fenrir who 
attempts to call on them without need. 

The Garou must have at least one level of Ancestors to learn this Gift. Spend a Rage 
Trait and make a Static Social Challenge (difficulty of 10 Traits minus one for each 
level of the Ancestors Background possessed). The Garou must carve the runes of his 
ancestors into his flesh while invoking this Gift. Success grants as many extra 
Attribute Traits as he has in the Ancestors Background. These Traits may be split up 
among the Attribute categories or applied to the same one. Once the crisis has 
passed, the Traits depart. Using this Gift frivolously rouses the Fenrir’s ancestors’ 
enmity, and they will strip the same number of Traits granted from their foolish 
descendant. 
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Legendary Gifts 
Call Great Fenris 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

As the ultimate expression of the pact between tribe and totem, the greatest Get 
heroes may summon the war-avatar of their tribal totem to aid them in their hour of 
need. The avatar joins in combat, slaying all that are not Get of Fenris or under their 
protection. However, Great Fenris demands a sacrifice for his intervention — usually 
the left hand of the summoner. It’s said that if the war-avatar is called for no good 
reason, it will devour the summoner entirely before departing — but there are no 
concrete tales of any Get of Fenris wise and mighty enough to attain this Gift yet 
foolish enough to abuse it. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Physical Challenge. Success summons the avatar of 
Fenris. At the end of combat, the avatar devours the summoner’s left hand in payment 
(or devours a second limb if the Garou’s left hand is already maimed), and the Garou 
gains a Battle Scar. 
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Wild West Gifts 
Intermediate Gifts 

Mark of the Enemy 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Fenris Spirits 

The Garou places a spirit-glyph on an opponent that can only be seen by other Get of 
Fenris. This mark is permanent, branding the individual as an enemy of Fenris who 
should be watched or destroyed. 

The character must touch his target, and the player must make a Gnosis Challenge 
(difficulty of 7), to successfully brand the foe with the Mark of the Enemy. This mark is 
never left without good reason, and falsely accusing a person is a grave breach of 
Honor, if not cause for death.  
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Camp Gifts 
The Fangs of Garm 
Basic Gifts 
Strength of Purpose 

Retest: Rituals 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rock Spirits 

You can draw strength from your underlying conviction about your place in pack, 
tribe, and world.  

Make a Static Physical Challenge (retest with Rituals) against seven Traits. For every 
success, regain one Willpower Trait, up to your maximum. You may use this Gift once 
per scene. 

The Glorious Fist of Wotan 
Basic Gifts 
Beastmind 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Animal Spirits 

You can suppress the higher mental functions of your victim, reducing the target to 
an animal-like condition.  

Make a Social Challenge. If successful, the victim may only obey base instincts for 
one turn. 

The Hand of Tyr 
Basic Gifts 
Sense of the Prey 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You gain an innate awareness of any prey about which you know something and can 
move toward it as fast as you can travel. This Gift operates in the Umbra as well as in 
the material world. This Gift works automatically if the target isn't trying to hide. If it 
is, make a Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas); if the target is a spirit, pit your 
Mental total against the spirit's Gnosis. 
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Mjolnir’s Thunder 
Intermediate Gifts 
Clenched Jaw 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage  
Taught By: Wolverine Spirits 

You can bite down with such force that you can't be pried loose until you decide to let 
go. If you are killed, your teeth remain clenched. Make a successful bite attack 
before using this Gift.  

Spend one Rage Trait. On succeeding turns, make a biting attack with a two-Trait 
bonus to keep inflicting bite damage. The victim can make a Physical Challenge to 
break free (suffering an additional level of lethal damage if it works), but you can add 
half your Willpower Traits to your total for the challenge. 

The Valkyries of Freya 
Intermediate Gifts 
Coup de Grace 

Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: War Spirits 

You identify your target's most vulnerable spot and prepare a special attack upon it.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge (retest with Brawl). If successful, 
you inflict double damage with your next attack if it succeeds. (If the next attack fails, 
the benefits of Coup de Grace are lost.) 

Ymir’s Sweat 
Basic Gifts 
Chill of Early Frost 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits 

You call down mystic chill from Great Wendigo, freezing the area and everyone in it.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against four Traits for an area 
already in deep winter, six Traits for most climates, or nine Traits for an area in hot 
summer. Success reduces the temperature to somewhat below freezing, or down 20 
degrees if it’s already below freezing, in an area five miles in radius. Everyone 
without a natural coat or fur takes a two-Trait penalty to all challenges. Pipes burst, 
roads freeze, and other suitable consequences decided by the Storyteller take effect. 
The Gift lasts for one hour, plus one hour per additional Mental Trait spent. 
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Glass Walkers 
Basic Gifts 
Call the City’s Wolves 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Mental Traits, variable, optional) 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits 

This Gift allows the Glass Walker to call upon aid within a city. Some make a call, 
others send faxes, and some just knock on the nearest door and wait to see what 
walks out.  

Spend a Rage and make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7. Success brings one 
of the city’s natural predators to the Glass Walker, plus an extra one per mental trait 
spent – up to three. (Gang kids, vigilantes, rabid dogs, vicious cops, etc.) They will 
arrive one scene later, unless Mental Traits are spent in addition to speed this up. 
One extra trait makes them arrive in 10 turns, 2 traits means 5 turns, and a third trait 
means they arrive the next turn. The summoned creatures will be well disposed to 
the Glass Walker. 

Control Simple Machine 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits 

You can command the spirits within simple devices and order levers to flip, doors to 
bolt or unbolt, pulleys to roll and so on.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Social Challenge. You gain control of one device 
until the end of the scene. 

Cybersenses 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Cellular Bat 

You can exchange your normal senses with the sensory capabilities of a nearby 
machine, replacing normal hearing with radar, ordinary sight with ultraviolet or 
magnetic field sensing and the like.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait per sense affected, and thereafter make challenges using the 
new senses as Mental Challenges, retesting with Science. The effects last for the rest 
of the scene. 
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Diagnostics 
Retest: Crafts 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis and 1+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

You can tell what's wrong with a machine just by looking at it and can enlist the 
machine-spirit's help in fixing it. Make a Mental Challenge to determine the problem.  

Spend one Gnosis to persuade the device's spirit to help fix the problem. Most spirits 
are willing to do this, since they don't want to inhabit junk, but not all automatically 
like Garou. (At the Storyteller's discretion, this exchange can be roleplayed out.) 
Once persuaded, the spirit's help halves the time to fix the device, and you receive a 
one-Trait bonus on the challenge to fix the device, plus an additional bonus Trait for 
each Social Trait spent. 

Encrypt 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

This gift allows the Glass Walker to magically encrypt data they wish to send through 
the Digital Web or other electronic medium. Any who can perceive the spirit world 
will notice the data is enshrouded, unless the Glass Walker takes care to hide this. 

Spend a Willpower and make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 10 – the local 
Gauntlet rating. Success encrypts a message or connection between computers 
beyond the ability of most mortals to pierce, adding the user’s Willpower to the 
difficulty of all attempts to hack the data. By spending a mental trait means only a gift 
like Weaver’s Eyes or similar magical means can crack the encryption. Spending a 
Gnosis after success means the message does not look encrypted, appearing instead 
as some mundane piece of data. Only one attempt can be made to crack a single 
piece of data (such as a file or email), but a connection between two computers is 
treated as an extended challenge. 

Garafena’s Crown 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Snake Spirits 

Despite having a name from Russian myths, this is a relatively new gift, having been 
in use since 1998.  

After donning a hat or crown marked with Garafena’s sign, the caster spends 1 
Gnosis. For the rest of the scene any gun used by the caster never runs out of ammo. 

This Gift only works with standard, mundane ammo (no Talens, rockets, etc.). 
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Jam Technology 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cockroach or Netspiders 

This Gift allows you to disable technological devices. "Technology" in this case 
extends to all tools, though it's harder to break simple tools.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Static Social Challenge, the number of Traits 
depending on the nature of the device. 

4 Traits  Computers, Complex Electronics  

6 Traits  Telephones, Simple Electronics  

8 Traits  Cars, Complex Mechanical Devices  

9 Traits Guns, Straightforward Machines  

10 Traits Knives, Levers, Simple Tools 

If the challenge succeeds, all devices of the target complexity and higher within 50 
feet cease to work for one turn, plus an additional turn for each Mental Trait the 
Garou spends. Affected devices remain unchanged but inert, and resume working 
when the jamming wears off.  

Overclock 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cockroach or Netspiders 

This Gift allows the Glass Walker to improve a computer beyond its normal 
performance. Making it faster or able to render more polygons per second.  

Make a Social Challenge with a difficulty of 7. Success means the computer performs 
at the improved level for the scene, or until the process it was done for finishes. At 
the Storyteller’s discretion this may grant a 2-trait bonus for certain computer tasks, 
otherwise it simply runs faster. 
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Pennies from Heaven 
Retest: Politics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Money Spirits 

The Glass Walker convinces money spirits to change their denomination. The coin or 
note simply metamorphoses into the appropriate denomination. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge. Success changes one item of 
currency into the next highest value (i.e. a dime to a quarter, one dollar to five 
dollars). This basic challenge will work on currency from a penny to a five-dollar bill. 
To increase the value further, you must bid two Traits during your challenge. You 
cannot increase a piece of money's value more than twice, nor can you expand it 
beyond 100 dollars. Foreign currency works in comparable fashion, and with this 
Gift, it is possible to change one piece of currency to its counterpart in another 
country (such as dollars to Euros).  

This Gift will also change a country's old currency (such as lira or Deutsche marks) 
into Euros. Pennies from Heaven has no effect on historic currencies like Confederate 
dollars, government war bonds, Reich marks or Roman coins. 

Persuasion 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (+ Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Peacock Spirits 

Your words carry meaning and credibility in whatever way reaches each listener.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against six Traits. If the challenge succeeds, you gain 
a bonus Trait on all Social Challenges for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. You 
may gain additional bonus Traits at the cost of one point of Gnosis for each, spent at 
the time of the initial challenge. In addition to the game-mechanical effect, your 
words are more influential than usual on the role-playing level, and Storytellers 
should work with players to make the use of Persuasion clear in play. 

This Gift provides a free retest in Social Challenges against mundane individuals. 
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Plug and Play 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Net-Spider Spirits 

All of the Weaver’s works are connected through the same web, the same song. The 
Glass Walkers exploit this truth to draw more power from the modern profusion of 
technology, making their devices compatible with almost everything. 

The player spends one Willpower Trait. For the next day, any computer the Glass 
Walker uses – no matter how simple – becomes fully compatible with any other 
digital device, regardless of obstacles such as different operating systems, lack of 
physically compatible access ports, or even the complete absence of any means of 
receiving or interpreting a wireless signal. Generally, Glass Walkers use this to turn 
their smart phones into omni-compatible access keys to computer networks, security 
feeds, and even car GPS systems. 

Power Surge 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Electricity Spirits 

You persuade electricity-spirits to cease their usual activities, causing a blackout.  

Spend Gnosis according to the desired effect and make a Social Challenge. One 
Gnosis suffices to black out a single room; two can black out a home or floor of an 
office building; three can black out an entire block of residences or even the largest 
skyscraper; four can black out several blocks, five can black out an entire 
neighborhood. 

Skyscraper Vision 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught by: City Father/Mother or Glass Spirits 

Whilst the urban jungle offers many new possibilities for the hunter, it also presents 
its share of difficulties. One of the most troublesome of these is the possibility of their 
prey slipping into a crowd and simply disappearing. With this Gift, the Glass Walker 
can see through the eyes of a glass spirit in a skyscraper window to pick out their 
prey from above. 

Make a Gnosis Challenge. With success, and the availability of suitable areas, you 
can gain the perspective of any window within your line of sight. The Storyteller may 
ask for a Mental Challenge to pick out fine details, as the higher you go, the less 
distinct things become. The Storyteller may choose to disallow this Gift if the setting 
does not support it. 
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Steel Fur 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Metal or Earth Elementals 

Focusing in on their own being, the Glass Walker wraps his own spirit with those of 
steel, turning his fur into hardened metal. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Physical Challenge. Success grants you two 
extra Healthy health levels as your fur turns into hardened steel, but also has the 
Negative Traits Clumsy, and Repugnant when in Social Challenges against non-Glass 
Walkers. You must be in Crinos, Hispo, or Lupus form to use this Gift. 

Trick Shot 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: War Spirits 

This Gift used to be obscure but has become increasingly popular in modern times. 
You can perform brilliant feats of marksmanship, such as shooting a weapon out of an 
opponent's hand and firing down the barrel of an enemy's gun. Trick Shot cannot 
directly harm an opponent, though it can really mess up a gun, and only works on 
rifles and pistols.  

Add your permanent Glory rating to your Trait total when performing particularly 
exuberant shooting tricks. It can inflict indirect damage on opponents by (for 
instance) shooting the rope that holds a chandelier over an enemy's head but will not 
work for any shot that aims to put a bullet into a living target. The effect is permanent. 

Weaver’s Eyes 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+0, 2, or 4 Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Cockroach or Netspiders 

This gift allows the Glass Walker to crack encryption, even magically shrouded data. 
The data must be there, preferably in a computer. It also makes encrypted data 
being transferred easier to crack with normal skills but cannot be read with this Gift 
alone since the data is far from the user. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 10 
minus the local gauntlet. Success will crack most normal encryption. To break 
extremely difficult encryptions the user must spend 2 Mental Traits. Breaking a 
magical encryption requires 4 Mental Traits to be spent. 

If used to crack encryption on a piece of data being transferred, the gift gives the 
Glass Walker 2 bonus traits to his normal Mental Challenge to crack it, and still 
permits magical encryption to be cracked in this case.  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Attunement 

Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (1-2 Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Rat or Cockroach Spirits 

You can communicate with the spirits of a city or town and learn useful things from 
them: The population of the city (in general terms), Garou and other supernatural 
beings' enclaves, secret tunnels, and the like. This Gift only works in urban areas.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge. Success provides you with general 
information. Spend one additional Mental Trait for precise answers to one or two 
questions, and two additional Mental Traits for detailed information on a whole 
category of questions like "supernatural enclaves", "derelict buildings", and so on. 

Silent Striders may learn this Gift for the Wilderness as well. If they do so, it retests 
with Survival, rather than Streetwise.  

Control Complex Machine 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits 

This Gift builds on the principles of Control Simple Machine, but applies to much 
more sophisticated devices, including electronic equipment.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Static Social Challenge against a number of Traits 
depending on the device's complexity. Most computers have a difficulty of eight 
Traits; the Storyteller can modify this up or down for special cases. This Gift lasts for 
the rest of the scene. 

Doppelganger 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (1+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits 

You take on the exact likeness of another person, wolf or Garou.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. This Gift doesn't duplicate Traits, 
Abilities, or Gifts, but does include voice, posture, and scent. The effects last one 
day, plus an additional day for each Mental Trait spent 
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Electroshock 
Retest: None 
Cost: Variable Rage 
Taught By: Electricity Spirits 

The Glass Walkers are the tribe of glass, steel, and electricity. This last element can 
be used to directly damage opponents that the Glass Walker can either touch, or who 
are touching a conductive material such as metal or water. 

Spend a number of Rage Traits. Each Trait inflicts three levels of electrical 
aggravated damage on a chosen opponent. You may divide this among three 
opponents, provided they are either being touched by you (make a Physical 
Challenge against unwilling targets) or they are touching something conductive 
(water or metal). A target that is touching a conductor can be physically assisted by 
another, provided the would-be rescuer is grounded in some way (using non-
conductive materials to assist, like wood or rope, or is standing on dry ground). This 
power has no effect on non-conductive materials.  

You cannot spend more Rage than half your permanent rating in one turn. 

Elemental Favor 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

You persuade, beg, threaten or cajole an urban elemental into destroying its earthly 
shell. A glass sheet might explode at foes, a door refuses to open even if unlocked, a 
car's brakes suddenly melt or fail, and so on.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against the spirit's Gnosis. The Storyteller and player 
must work out the precise effects; most severe damage will be indirect. 

Intrusion 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cockroach Spirits 

It's impossible to keep a cockroach out of a house, and it's equally impossible to keep 
a Glass Walker out, provided she has this Gift. Once the Gift is activated, the Glass 
Walker can easily break almost barrier that is presented to her. Doors mysteriously 
unlock upon her approach; padlocks fall open with no explanation. The Gift, 
however, has a very short and specific time limit. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait. For three minutes, almost no barrier or door can interfere with 
you - locks tumble into place, deadbolts slide back. Very secure doors may need a 
challenge to bypass. 
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Tech Speak 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

This Gift allows the Glass Walker to contact others through any technological device. 
The Glass Walker speaks to a Pattern Spider in or near a technological device and 
tells them the message to be delivered and to who it should be delivered to. The 
Pattern Spider then finds the receiver and uses any communications technology near 
them to deliver the message; Telephones yell it out, (without picking up the handset), 
electronic billboards display it, computer printers print it out as text. If no 
communications technology is present, any other technology will activate, though no 
message will be imparted. If no technology whatsoever is present near the receiver, 
the Gift fails. 

Find a Pattern Spider to play messenger (it must be inhabiting or near a 
technological device), then spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge (retest 
with Science). With success, the Pattern Spider scuttles off to find the target and 
deliver the message. This is not the subtlest of Gifts - anyone near the recipient will 
see or hear the message as well. 

Virtual Umbra 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

This gift allows the Glass Walker to transport himself into the Cyber Realm’s 
Computer Web from any part of the Pattern Web. 

Spend a Gnosis and make a static mental challenge against 8 traits. The Glass Walker 
may take other (willing) characters with him, but this raises the difficulty to 10. 

Web Walker 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

This Gift allows the user to travel the Pattern Web as if it were a Moon-
B9/13/2019ridge. Weaver spirits will ignore the user of this gift. Spend two Gnosis 
traits, then make a static Social challenge with a difficulty of 7. 

Success allows the use of the Pattern Web as a Moon-Bridge, but it only works where 
the web itself reaches.  
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Advanced Gifts 
Chaos Mechanics 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

Glass Walkers respect both the Wyld and the Weaver, and this Gift most fruitfully 
combines the power of the two. It infuses you with the power to overcome normal 
limits the Changing Breeds confront, drawing on primal energy and mystical form 
simultaneously.  

You may spend Rage and Gnosis in the same turn without penalty. Among other 
things, this means that you can use Rage actions to activate Fetishes and use Gifts 
requiring Gnosis all in the same turn, as long as the Gifts don't require a full turn or 
more to become active. In addition, you can take Rage-fueled actions in the same 
turn as stepping sideways, provided the Umbral crossing isn't delayed and you 
succeed in the necessary challenges. This Gift is always in effect. 

Custom Built 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

Initially a Random Interrupt invention but now spread throughout the tribe, this Gift is 
both revered and reviled. Treating spirits as data, the Glass Walker can manipulate 
the spirit of a tool to turn it into any other tool. The actual object doesn't change, but 
its properties and use do. A PDA can become razor sharp, or a knife could be used to 
hack into a system. Once the object has been used once, though, the spirit dies, and 
the object breaks beyond repair. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Science), 
difficulty based on the similarities of the items being changed. Items that are of 
similar purpose is four Traits, items that are of similar complexity are six Traits, and 
items that are wildly different in complexity or purpose is eight Traits. The item can 
be used once before it falls apart and the spirit within dies. 

Song of the City-Beast 
Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: City Father/Mother 

This Gift allows the Glass Walker to call forth city equivalents of legendary beasts, 
much like the Lupus gift of similar name. 

Spend two Gnosis and make a Social Challenge versus 8. A city-beast is less of an 
entity and more of an event – rampaging machinery, collapsing buildings, or plagues 
of rats. The beast will stay long enough to assist in immobilizing or defeating the 
Glass Walker’s enemies. Its nature is up to the ST, but it should be quite powerful. 
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Summon Net-Spider 
Retest: Computer 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cockroach Spirits 

You can summon a Net-Spider, a very potent Weaver spirit, and use it to gain control 
over any computer. The Spider can modify or destroy data in the system and 
extensively manipulate its physical features; turning power on and off, overloading 
the circuits and so on.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against eight Traits. If 
successful, the Net-Spider appears and heeds your commands. Halve the difficulty of 
all computer-related challenges, in addition to whatever devilry you and Net-Spider 
cook up. The Net-Spider remains for the rest of the scene. The Net-Spider has 5 
Willpower, 4 Rage, 6 Gnosis, 12 Essence. 

Technotheocratic Apocalyptica 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 3 Rage 
Taught By: City Father/Mother 

This Gift allows a Glass walker to turn all machines in a room into possessed 
monsters, TVs will explode, phones will hurl themselves at their owners, computer 
cables will strangle whomever they can reach. Spend 3 Rage and make a Social 
Challenge (difficulty 8) to awaken the angry machine spirits. Over the next two turns 
the machines in a room begin to shake and spark. On turn three every person in the 
room suffers an Aggravated Wound for each mental trait the caster spends (up to a 
limit of 5).  

Note that the Glass Walker will suffer this damage if he remains in the area. After this 
the spirits quiet again. 
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Camp Gifts 
Corporate Wolves 
Basic Gifts 
Budget Approval Process 

Retest: Etiquette 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ant Spirits or Bee Spirits 

As any underpaid and underprivileged office worker will tell you, getting and 
budget approved involves knowing whom to ask. Those types find this Gift a 
blessing, as would many other types. This Gift lets you find the weak point of any 
social group, which person can be leaned on to get results. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Mental Challenge. With success, you can see 
which member should be approached to get the results you want. A group no larger 
than five may be targeted with this Gift, and the Gift does not say what will actually 
do the job, whether bribery or a punch in the teeth. However, this Gift can become 
muddled or even fail outright if the group dynamics do not suggest a single leader or 
weak point. 

Buzzword Language 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

The Glass Walkers have always needed the ability to hide in plain sight more than 
the other tribes by virtue of being in plain sight so much more often. As a result, 
they've developed many Gifts for communicating unnoticed, but very few have been 
so successful as this. The Corporate Wolf simply begins to babble in the incoherent - 
yet entire accepted - tongue of modern business and the person he's talking to will 
completely comprehend his message, which can be totally unrelated to a single 
word in the conversation. 

Spend one Willpower Trait and make a Social Challenge. Success grants you a one 
single-clause sentence that is covered under the babble of modern business. To 
incorporate longer sentences or to gain more talk-time, spend another Willpower 
Trait. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Takeover 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 3 Rage 
Taught By: Money Spirits 

What you wear determines your worth as a human being in the modern corporate 
world. If you live outside the business, you are a number with a dollar sign in front of 
it, representing what you own and how much it, and you, are worth. For a business, 
you are your possessions, and this Gift makes it literally true. With this Gift, the 
Corporate Wolf can attack and physically destroy another person by destroying their 
possessions. 

Spend three Rage Traits and make a Physical Challenge. If you're successful, you can 
attack the object and the object's owner takes the first three levels of damage you 
inflict on the object. 

Cyber Dogs 
Basic Gifts 
Cool Mind 

Retest: Investigation 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

Too many Garou are afraid of advancing beyond the limits of their bodies. To counter 
this, the Cyber Dogs have a Gift that banishes fear, anxiety, or any other emotion. 
People targeted by this Gift lose their emotions temporarily, able to think perfectly 
logically. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Mental Challenge (difficulty is the target's 
Primal-Urge plus two, or seven Traits if the target does not possess Primal-Urge). The 
target can choose not to resist (which forgoes the need for a challenge), or you can 
use this Gift on yourself. With success, the target is not affected by emotions, thinking 
and making decisions purely with intellect. Supernatural powers that affect the 
emotions (such as the vampiric Discipline of Presence) do not disturb Cool Mind. 
This Gift does not counter the Delirium. Cool Mind bestows a two-Trait difficulty to 
Rage Challenges, but once frenzy is entered, the Gift is disrupted. This Gift lasts for 
three turns. 
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Steel Made Flesh 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Snake or Cicada Spirits 

Sometimes it's useful to take a step back in order to facilitate many steps forward. An 
example would be in airports or other places with metal detectors. This Gift allows 
the Garou to change all cybernetics in his body back into flesh. While flesh, 
cybernetics do not operate. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait. For one scene, any cybernetics or other metal implants in your 
body become flesh and are undetectable by devices such as metal detectors or X-
rays. 

Dies Ultimae 
Basic Gifts 
Last Ditch 

Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bee or Ant Spirits 

When the chips are down and your backs to a wall, risks need to be taken. This Gift 
makes those last choices a little less risky by allowing for some instinctual 
coordination to be taken. 

Make eye contact with an ally, then spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental 
Challenge. They ally must also know the Gift in order to share the effects. You and 
your ally may the confer briefly to formulate a plan that you both instinctively know 
and can put into play at first opportunity. You both gain two bonus Traits for the rest 
of the scene. In order to keep this Gift from dragging combat even further down, and 
in fine old action movie tradition, it is highly recommended that Last Ditch users meet 
and come up with a few strategies out of play that can be identified with simple catch-
phrases (such as "Override B-1".) 

Well-Oiled Running 
Retest: Crafts 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dust, War, or Water Spirits 

The greatest tool a Soldier has is her equipment. The worst enemy she has is the 
possibility of it failing. This Gift greatly reduces those chances by safeguarding 
machinery against environmental factors. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Physical Challenge. With success, one machine is 
protected from natural effects like corrosion or bad weather for a day, although a 
direct hit from a weapon or physical attack still damages it. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Steel Blowfish 

Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders found in a car wreck in which at least one person died, 
and the airbag failed to deploy 

One of the stranger Dies Ultimae Gifts, this trick comes as an extension of the Steel 
Fur Gift. Like it, the Soldier's fur becomes metallic, however the metal is much harder 
with this version, and the Garou puffs up to three times his normal size! However, this 
also makes him so heavy that he becomes utterly immobile. But he makes excellent 
cover, and it is to this purpose that the Gift is usually employed.  

Spend a Willpower point and make a Physical Challenge. You gain the two extra 
Healthy health levels as per Steel Fur, plus you grow to three times your normal size, 
and are so heavy you cannot move. You must be in Crinos, Hispo, or Lupus form to 
use this Gift, and this Gift lasts for one scene. Supernatural strength (such as the 
vampiric Discipline of Potence) or several Crinos Garou throwing their full weight 
into it can scoot you across the floor, but lifting you is out of the question for all but 
the mightiest users of Potence or spirit-creatures. 
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Random Interrupts 
Basic Gifts 
Network Terminal 

Retest: None 
Cost: Variable Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

Computers have grown more and more connected in recent years, most prominently 
via the Internet. Meanwhile, no matter how good your computer is, there's probably 
someone with a better computer and you're likely connected to it. This Gift connects 
the Random Interrupt to that theoretical better computer, making all work much 
easier. 

Spend a variable amount of Gnosis. Each Gnosis Trait spent grants you a level of the 
Computer Ability. You must be actually using a computer with a network connection 
in order to get the most out of this Gift. The effects last for one scene. 

Mind Partition 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

A favorite among Random Interrupts who discover they can't multitask nearly as well 
as their computers, this Gift allows the Garou to break their own mind into segments, 
quickly switching their concentration to a new task while never losing their place on 
the old task. One Cruncher described the Gift by saying; "It's not true multitasking, 
but it fakes it well." 

 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Gnosis Challenge (difficulty four Traits to 
add on task, six Traits to add two tasks, eight Traits to add three tasks). With success, 
you can add one subsequent task each turn until you have all your tasks before you. 
You incur no penalties for the divided actions, and work with your normal Traits on 
all tasks. Should you fail a challenge while working, make a Simple Test. If you fail 
that, the multi-tasking breaks down and any uncompleted tasks fail. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Universal Interface 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

Most Random Interrupts use two methods for dealing with computers. Some use 
mundane computers and techniques, others leap into the Umbra and deal with the 
technological spirits driving computers directly. This Gift allows a Random Interrupt 
to strike a balance between these two techniques, using the Umbra itself as a 
computer. He can simply type on air and visualize a screen in his own mind. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas). For one 
scene, you can turn the Umbra into an intangible computer, seeing the screen in your 
mind and typing in the air. The computer is connected to the Internet and GWnet. 

Cooling System 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Willpower, optional) 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders or Penguin Spirits 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against four Traits for an area 
already in deep winter, six Traits for most climates, or nine Traits for an area in hot 
summer. Success reduces the temperature to somewhat below freezing, or down 20 
degrees if it’s already below freezing, in an area five miles in radius. Everyone 
without a natural coat of fur takes a two-Trait penalty to all challenges. Pipes burst, 
roads freeze, and other suitable consequences decided by the Storyteller take effect. 
The Gift lasts for one hour, plus one hour per additional Mental Trait spent. 

This Gift was originally copied from the Wendigo by the Iron Riders, who employed 
it to preserve food by freezing it, and was rediscovered by the Random Interrupts, 
who use it both in combat and to keep server rooms cool. The Random Interrupts 
often favor spending a point of Willpower in addition to the point of Gnosis to control 
the temperate and keep it just above freezing.  

Spend a Willpower Trait to adjust the temperature. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Phone Travel 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

The Random Interrupt can effectively reach into a telephone line and emerge on the 
other end. She must first dial the number of where she wishes to arrive, and someone 
must answer. 

Dial the number of your arrival point and wait for someone to answer. After the 
phone is picked up, make a standard challenge to step sideways. Success allows you 
to reach the other side. Should someone hang up before you arrive at your 
destination, you're spat back out at your starting point with three levels of Lethal 
Damage. An answering machine does not count for purposes of someone picking up 
a phone at your destination. 
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Wise Guys 
Basic Gifts 
Tommy’s New Trick 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Willpower, variable) 
Taught By: Bird Spiders 

While one of the Wise Guys favorite gun Gifts (Trick Shot, rediscovered from the Iron 
Riders by Gianluigi Lucci) eventually leaked to the whole Tribe, this one may well go 
with them to their grave. This Gift ensures that when spraying bullets from an 
automatic gun, not a single bullet misses its target. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a standard Firearms challenge. The Gift allows you to 
spend a Willpower Trait to change any subsequent failed Firearms challenges to 
successes. You may not spend more than three Willpower Traits, and the attack must 
be a spray against at least two targets. No bullets will be left at the scene, and no one 
will be hit except your targeted opponents. 

Mother’s Touch 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can heal any wound in a living creature, even aggravated wounds, by laying 
hands on the afflicted area. You cannot use Mother's Touch to heal yourself, spirits, or 
the undead with this Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis to heal one health level of damage (make a Mental Challenge to 
heal non-Garou). Spend a second Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge (retest 
with Medicine) to heal battle-scars, but only if you apply Mother's Touch in the same 
scene in which the scars were inflicted. 

Image of the Saints 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dove Spirits 

God or Gaia (take your pick) has His/Her touch on everyone. This Gift allows the 
Wise Guy to sense the spiritual or supernatural ties another individual possesses with 
the context of Catholic saints. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge. With success, you see the image 
of a particular saint overlaid on your target. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Whispers on the Street 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Insect Spirits 

The Glass Walkers' enemies have historically been non-werewolves for the most 
part, since even the Black Spiral Dancers used to avoid the city. It's no surprise that 
Lucci invented a Gift that allows communication exclusively between Garou. By 
picking up an object and whispering to the spirits surrounding it, the Garou can 
imbue it with a message that can be heard subconsciously by every werewolf 
picking it up. Sadly, this includes Black Spiral Dancers and, some argue, non-Wise 
Guy Glass Walkers. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Gnosis Challenge (three Traits to cause 
the message to endure for one scene, four Traits for a day, five Traits for a week, and 
six for a year). 

Umbral Motorcade 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

A "motorcade murder" was the Mafia equivalent of a drive-by killing. The idea was to 
be gone the moment after the deed was done. Lucci always felt this never went far 
enough and came up with the trick of never being there in the first place. This Gift 
allows the Wise Guy to shoot a victim in the physical world from the Umbra. 

Make a normal ranged attack for firearms, then spend a Willpower Trait and make a 
standard challenge to step sideways (in essence, the bullet is doing the "stepping 
sideway"). This Gift works only for a single discharge. 

Corner Shot 
Retest: Firearms 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits 

A feared Gift, this allows the Wise Guy to shoot around corners. Packs were fond of 
timing this Gift with multiple guns, creating a hail of gunfire through open doorways 
before entering a room. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge. Success allows for a single shot 
around a corner. This Gift does not work with auto-fire. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Family Debt 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: long-lived Spirits 

This Gift has now been lost, due to overly cautious protection and careless 
management. Only Sept leaders of the Central House were permitted to learn it, 
those who did learn it were placed under intense scrutiny, and the greatest number 
of those who did belonged to the Wise Guys. At any one time, maybe only five Glass 
Walkers on Earth ever knew it. All died in a short time period due to simple attrition 
and old age. The slow collapse of the house system and the quick collapse of the 
Wise Guys have sealed its fate, as few spirits that know the Gift teach it to anyone of 
the (non-existent) house. However, it is included for those who wish to ignore the 
"official" setting, are playing a game set before its disappearance, or to run a 
chronicle centered around its rediscovery. 

The Gift allows the player to call upon the ancestor-spirits of other Tribes, provided 
they owed the Glass Walkers (or historical incarnations) a favor before their death. 
The Gift requires a Garou from the same Tribe as the Ancestor spirit being called to 
be present (the "guest"), and that Garou must have the Ancestors Background. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Gnosis Challenge (difficulty is 10 minus 
the levels of Ancestors possessed by the target's descendant). If successful, the 
summoned Ancestor possesses his descendant to talk about repaying any debts. This 
Gift is solely for negotiating debt, not for outright demanding of service. This Gift can 
be used on an unwilling "debtor," but the rancor it incurs is generally not worth it. 
The Storyteller has final word on what favors demanded are too excessive. 
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Red Talons 
Basic Gifts 
Beast Speech 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Animal Spirits  

You can communicate with any sort of animal, from fish to mammals. Beast Speech 
does not change animals' natures or reactions and does not make the Garou seem 
like any less formidable a predator. Make a Social Challenge (retest with Animal 
Ken).  Each type of encounter or type of animal requires its own challenge - for 
example, a successful challenge to speak with a rattlesnake would allow you to speak 
with all venomous snakes, but you need another successful challenge to talk with a 
stag. 

This Gift does not confer the ability to speak with Animal Spirits, only mundane 
animals. 

Beastmind 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Animal Spirits 

You can suppress the higher mental functions of your victim, reducing the target to 
an animal-like condition. Make a Social Challenge. If successful, the victim may only 
obey base instincts for one turn. 

Eye of the Hunter 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None  
Taught by: Wolf Spirits 

Wolves can sense which animal from a herd is sick or weak and therefore the easiest 
prey. Red Talons can do so normally when confronted with a herd of deer, but more 
complex creatures like predators or pseudo-predators (like humans) make this 
difficult. This Gift, taught by a wolf spirit, allows the Talon to pick out the weakest 
member of a group at a glance. It does not reveal why the target is the weak link in a 
herd, only that she is, but that alone is often enough to give the Garou an edge. 

Make a Mental Challenge. With success, you can determine who is the weakest 
member of the group and who is the leader. Group dynamics (such as why this 
particular member is considered the weakest) are beyond the scope of this Gift. 
Should you enter combat against the weakest member, you gain a bonus Trait on 
attack challenges only. 
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Hidden Killer 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Snake Spirits 

The Red Talons did not survive for so many years without learning ways to conceal 
themselves. This Gift allows a Garou to leave behind no physical evidence that would 
betray her hand (or claws and teeth) in a slaying.  

After battle, lick each would you inflicted, then spend a Gnosis Trait and make a 
Mental Challenge. 

Howls in the Night 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

The werewolf sends a full-throated howl shivering into the night sky, evoking primal 
terror in Gaia’s enemies. Creatures of the Wyrm who hear the howl find themselves 
troubled and unable to rest easily while their enemies are on the prowl.  

The player spends a Gnosis point and makes a Static Social Challenge (difficulty 11). 
Creatures of the Wyrm who hear the howl will be jolted awake if asleep and 
rendered unable to sleep for a number of hours equal to the number of Social Traits 
expended by the Garou. 

Predator’s Leap 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Fox or Cat Spirits  

While any lupus werewolf can learn the secrets of jumping great distances, the Red 
Talons have refined the Gift to great effect when chasing or ambushing a foe. By 
employing this Gift, the Talon's leap "tracks" a moving target, allowing her to pounce 
on her prey even if said prey has dodged or fled while the Talon is in mid-leap. 

Make your Physical Challenge to leap. Should you win or tie, spend a Rage Trait and 
make a Mental Challenge. With success, you gain two bonus Physical Traits in your 
next Physical Challenge (whether attacking or pursuit) against your foe. After the 
next challenge is made, the bonus Traits are lost. 
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Primal Instinct 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Ape Spirits 

This Gift robs a human of his higher thought, forcing them to act as wild animal.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge vs the target’s Willpower. If 
successful, the target will behave in an animalistic way for 1 scene. By spending 1 
Social Trait the target will be aggressive and restless. Spending 2 Traits will cause 
him to react on a very basic level, hunger, sex, etc., while 3 Traits will cause him to 
tear off his clothing and start to hunt for food, make forceful sexual advances, or 
defend his territory. At 4 Traits he is incapable of understanding human speech and 
limits, at 5 Traits he’s eating grass naked in the front lawn. 

This Gift only functions on mundane individuals (not Supernaturals or semi-
Supernaturals). 

Purify Meat 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Water Elementals  

While some Red Talons abstain from eating humans because of the Litany, the more 
common reason for hunting more conventional game is that humans are befouled by 
the chemicals they put into their bodies. In some parts of the world, this isn't such a 
problem, but in most countries, human flesh is foul-tasting and unhealthy, even for 
Garou. In other places, the land is so corrupted that other game animals begin to 
taste rubbery and disgusting. With this Gift, a Red Talon can purge chemicals and 
other poisons from dead flesh. 

Spend a Gnosis point and touch the meat you want to cleanse. This Gift can cleanse 
about 50 pounds of dead meat of non-supernatural toxins (chemicals, toxic waste, 
drugs, alcohol). This Gift only works on dead meat - it is not an arm's-length Resist 
Toxin. 

Scent of Running Water 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Water Spirits 

You can almost completely mask your scent. This Gift becomes active whenever you 
indicate. While it's active, all challengers trying to track you by scent suffer a two-
Trait penalty. 
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Sense of the Prey 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You gain an innate awareness of any prey about which you know something and can 
move toward it as fast as you can travel.  

This Gift operates in the Umbra as well as in the material world. This Gift works 
automatically if the target isn't trying to hide. If it is, make a Mental Challenge (retest 
with Enigmas); if the target is a spirit, pit your Mental total against the spirit's Gnosis. 

Wolf at the Door 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits  

It's not always necessary, or even desirable, to slaughter all human opponents. This 
Gift enhances your ability to inculcate fear of the wild, making humans loath to enter 
or interfere with nature. You must make eye contact with the target (but can be in any 
form while doing so).  

Make a Social Challenge. If you're successful, the victim is cowed for one full day, 
plus an additional day per Mental Trait that you spend. During this time, the victim 
must make a Static Willpower Challenge against the Garou's Gnosis or Social Traits, 
whichever is higher, to leave home, and may not go near anything resembling a 
forest without spending a Willpower Trait. All the time the victim is away from home, 
he feels shaky and fearful, suffering a two-Trait penalty to all Mental and Social 
Challenges. This Gift works on Kinfolk, mages, ghouls, and other supernaturally 
enhanced mortals, but they get a two-Trait bonus on the initial challenge. This Gift 
does not function on Garou. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Elemental Favor 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Elemental Spirits 

You persuade, beg, threaten or cajole an elemental into destroying its earthly shell.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against the spirit's Gnosis. The Storyteller and player 
must work out the precise effects; most severe damage will be indirect. 

Form of Akhlut 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 2 Gnosis (+ Physical Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Dolphin or Whale Spirits 

Inuit stories tell of a killer whale that took the form of a wolf to walk on land. The 
stories are almost right. This Gift allows a Talon to take on an aquatic form.  

Spend 2 Gnosis Traits and make a Physical Challenge against 8 Traits to activate the 
Gift. The number of Physical Traits spent determine the form the Talon takes, 1 trait 
allows for a goldfish, 5 traits would allow for a killer whale. The gift lasts until the 
Talon wishes to change back. 

Gorge 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits  

Wild wolves eat as much as possible when food is available, storing it for times when 
meals are scarce. This Gift allows you to do the same thing on the spiritual level, 
building up Rage, Gnosis, or Willpower for times of need.  

Upon learning this Gift, choose one Trait - Rage, Gnosis, or Willpower - to store. 
Thereafter, you can accumulate three more Traits in that characteristic than your 
permanent rating. Extra Traits are spent as usual, and Traits over the character's 
maximum do not count in challenges. You must learn this Gift multiple times to store 
multiple characteristics and may use this on a particular Trait only once (you may not 
Gorge three times on Rage and have nine extra Rage Traits). 

Accessing a Temper stored in Gorge requires a full-round action, and the Temper is 
used to replenish missing levels from the Character’s Temporary Pool. 
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Herding the Infant Ape 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost:  3 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Wolf or Ape Spirits 

This is a very unpopular Gift in the Tribe, used mostly by Whelp’s Compromise and a 
few Warders of the Land. It turns a human child into a creature of the wild, unable to 
approach cities.  

Spend 3 Gnosis and make Social Challenge against the targets age (which must be 
less than 11). If used successfully on a child less than 1 year old, the effects are 
permanent. Otherwise, for every Mental Trait spent, the child cannot enter a city for 
one decade. If forced to do so, the child will refuse to eat and become catatonic until 
they leave the city again. 

Mother’s Rage 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Rage 
Taught by: Bear or Wolf Spirits  

A she-wolf is most dangerous when protecting her cubs and will fight against 
enemies from which she would normally flee if her family is at stake. The Red 
Talon with this Gift is able to harness that Rage and use it in battle, although only 
when defending something of value. 

This Gift may only be used in defense of someone or something of great value - a 
wounded packmate, Kinfolk, cubs, a Caern, or the like. Spend two Rage Traits to 
activate this Gift. You then enter a kind of controlled frenzy. You are bounded by the 
usual guidelines of frenzy, but you will only attack anything that gets too close to your 
charge. You take no wound penalties, gain two extra Healthy health levels, and the 
Physical Traits Ferocious x 2. While this Gift is in effect, you also regain a Rage Trait 
at the end of each turn. The Gift's effects end when your charge is out of danger or the 
scene ends, whichever comes first. 

Quicksand 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Earth Spirits  

You can turn nearby ground into a sticky entangling mass.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. Success changes a spot of ground 10 
feet in radius into a quicksand-like morass; you can increase the radius by 10 feet for 
each Mental Trait spent. Anyone but the creator moves through Quicksand at half 
walking speed, suffers a one-Trait penalty on all combat challenges, and cannot 
execute any combat maneuvers requiring special movement. Quicksand lasts for the 
rest of the scene. 
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Render Down 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: Rage (variable) 
Taught By: Cockroach Spirits 

The Talon can destroy any man-made substance. Plastics, alloys, and other materials 
not found in nature disintegrate with just a touch. Lawn chairs dissolve into oily 
puddles and steel melts int iron and carbon. 

The character must touch the material; only materials that are not naturally occurring 
are viable targets. For instance, a wooden table would be unaffected, whereas a 
plastic table would melt to the ground. The player makes a Rage Challenge against 7 
Traits; each Rage Trait expended reduces twenty pounds of the target material to its 
base components. 

Territory 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits  

The Red Talon with this Gift doesn't need to patrol his hunting ground to know what 
transpires there. With but a moment of concentration, he may extend his senses to 
any area he has marked. 

First, mark your chosen areas (for the sake of the game environment and public 
health, don't actually use your own urine!); you may have as many marked locations 
as you have Gnosis, and not every place that your character urinated is part of this 
Gift. With the areas marked, you can make a Mental Challenge and extend your 
senses to a spot in question, allowing you to sense it as though you were physically 
present. The markings last for one week per Gnosis (in the wilderness) or one day 
per Gnosis (in the city). 

Trackless Waste 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Wyld Spirits  

This Gift enables you to make sure humans get lost and stay that way. Compasses 
malfunction, maps mislead, and landmarks appear to move unpredictably. You must 
know the territory to use this Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against six Traits. If 
successful, the Gift "scrambles" an area two miles in radius, plus an additional two 
miles for each Mental Trait you spend. The Gift functions on werewolves as well as 
humans, but Garou can overcome their confusion with a Mental Challenge (retest 
with Primal-Urge) against the Garou who used Trackless Waste (do this as a Static 
Challenge if the Gift-user isn't on the scene). Trackless Waste's effects last for four 
hours. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Blessings of the First Pack 

Retest: {Ancestors} 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits or Lunes  

The Red Talons believe that the very first pack of Garou set the standards for the 
auspices, and that only the Talons retain a strong enough connection to that First Pack 
to use this Gift. This may or may not be true, but no non-Talon Garou has ever 
exhibited this mighty Gift (but then, very few among the Talons even know of it). To 
learn this Gift, the Talon must have at least one dot in Ancestors. The Garou calls 
upon the originator of her auspice and is temporarily transformed into the pinnacle of 
her moon-sign.  

Spend two Gnosis Traits and make a Static Social Challenge (difficulty of eight Traits, 
retest if you have Ancestors). With success, for the rest of the scene, you may be 
considered to have Pure Breed x 5 (in addition to any levels you already own). You 
may also make use of any Auspice Gift for your auspice at Intermediate or Basic level 
(it's up the Storyteller whether you can use that nifty Child of Gaia or Fianna Auspice 
Gift, though). Blessing of the First Pack also grants further endowment of your 
auspice: 

Ragabash  Stealth x 3, Clever x 2, Quick x 2  

Theurge  Enigmas x 2, Knowledgeable x 2, 2 Gnosis Traits  

Philodox  Rituals x 3, Persuasive x 2, Tireless x 2  

Galliard  Expression x 3, Expressive x 2, Stalwart x 2  

Ahroun  Leadership x 3, Ferocious x 2, 2 Rage Traits  

Curse of Lycaon 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits  

You can strike at human targets and turn them into wolves, or force Garou into lupus 
form.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Gnosis Challenge against the target's 
Willpower. Success lets you force a werewolf into lupus form for one day, or 
transform a human being into a wolf, body and mind, permanently. 
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Gaia’s Vengeance 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis, 1 Rage 
Taught by: Wyld Spirits  

You call to the spirits of the surrounding forest to attack intruders. They all respond 
as best they can: rocks roll down, vines lash, water sucks victims under, and so on.  

Spend one Gnosis and one Rage and make a Static Social Challenge against the local 
Gauntlet rating. Work out the effects with your Storyteller, keeping in mind the limits 
of the spirits and their material shell in the area. 

Scabwalker Curse 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Griffin Spirits 

The Red Talon suffuses a target with a superabundance of Wyld energy, making them 
violently allergic to the Weaver-works of man. Any artificial material blisters and 
abrades the target’s skin, concrete sidewalks and artificial carpet fibers shred her 
feet, polyester clothing causes her body to break out in weeping sores, and steel 
tools blister her hands. 

The Red Talon spends a turn snarling at a target within 20 feet. The player then 
spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Social Challenge against the target. If 
successful, the target takes one level of bashing damage per turn of physical contact 
with any non-natural material (crafted objects formed entirely of natural materials, 
such as wooden furniture held together with iron nails, are safe). This curse lasts for 
one day per level of Primal Urge the Red Talon possesses and can easily prove fatal if 
invoked in the heart of a city. 
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Legendary Gifts 
Shield of Gaia 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Griffin 

The Garou becomes so attuned to the laws and rhythms of Gaia that the Weaver’s 
laws cease to have any hold on her. The werewolf becomes immune to the effects of 
one form of technology, such as bullets, photography (i.e. cannot be photographed), 
electricity, chemical toxins, etc.  

The player must determine what this Gift grants immunity to at the time of purchase. 
Its effects are permanent. 
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Howl Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Howl to the Pack 

Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf or Ancestor Spirits  

The Talon howls, and no matter how far away, her pack hears her. She cannot hear 
any response they might give, but she can be sure that they hear any messages she 
wishes to impart. 

Make a Social Challenge. Your pack can be your literal pack, one that is bonded by a 
Totem or a wolf that is related to you. A second Social Challenge (retest with 
Expression) is needed to convey more complex concepts. Only the recipients the 
howl is intended for can hear it. 

Primal Howl 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: None (+ Physical Traits, Variable - optional) 
Taught By: Wolf or Ancestor Spirits  

The howls of a wolf pack evoke fear in prey, as they sense the predators 
approaching. This Gift allows a Red Talon to emit a howl that evokes the same 
reaction in anyone that can hear it. 

Make a Physical Challenge. With success, anyone that wishes to approach you must 
succeed in a Willpower Challenge. If you approach them, they must make the same 
challenge to remain, or they must back away or flee. Other Garou and wolves do not 
suffer this effect. By spending additional Physical Traits, you can add another voice to 
the howl; spending three would give you three additional "singers." Those who wish 
to approach you must be the same amount that you spent in Willpower to stand their 
ground or approach you. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Howl of Hunger 

Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf or Ancestor Spirits 

Wolves gorge themselves when they eat, especially during the cold winter months, 
because they cannot be sure when they will find food. Most humans know nothing of 
this kind of hunger, as they have their food handed to them. The Garou with this Gift 
can weaken any that hear her howl with crippling hunger. 

Make a Social Challenge. With success, anyone in earshot suffers a two-Trait penalty 
on Mental and Physical Challenges as they suffer hunger pangs (spend a Gnosis Trait 
to shield your packmates from the effects). Only those who know physical hunger for 
food are affected - vampires, the walking dead, Risen, and similar creatures do not 
suffer. Any Garou struck by Howl of Hunger must immediately test for frenzy, but he 
will continue to suffer the penalty even if he frenzies and will eat any meat within his 
reach. The effects last for one scene. 

Howl of Death 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf or Ancestor Spirits  

A Talon blessed with this Gift may infuse her howl with Rage and pain, causing 
grievous wounds to one target. The werewolf must be able to see her target clearly, 
and the target must be able to hear the howl. Only the intended target is affected by 
this Gift, though anyone else who hears it is disquieted and frightened. 

The target of this Gift must be within uninterrupted line of sight and within earshot of 
the howl. Make a Social Challenge. Success inflicts two levels of lethal damage, 
which manifests as massive internal damage as organs rupture. The howl is 
frightening even to those that are not its targets. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Shattering Howl 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Rage, variable) 
Taught By: Wolf or Ancestor Spirits  

By using this Gift, the Garou releases a howl with enough power to shatter any man-
made object. The Shattering Howl can splinter plastic, crack stone, and puncture 
rubber and similar materials. The werewolf does not have any control over what she 
shatters with this Gift, however, so she is advised to use it with care. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and a number of Rage Traits based on the effect you wish to 
cause. One Trait shatters glass; three Traits breaks concrete; five Traits will weaken 
steel. This Gift can be used successively, but each use requires another Willpower 
Trait spent and more Rage spent 
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Camp Gifts 
Dying Cubs 
Basic Gifts 
Reap the Soul 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Decay Spirits  

With this Gift, the Garou can spill the blood of a foe on the ground and immediately 
reap the energy thus released. Talons who overuse this Gift, however, often begin to 
smell vaguely of charnel to any werewolf using the Gift: Sense Wyrm.  

Inflict damage and spill your opponent's blood. The blood must touch the raw earth, 
not concrete, wood flooring, or something else between the ground and you. Make a 
Gnosis Challenge; success gains you either a Gnosis Trait or two Rage Traits. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Pain of the Land 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Earth Elementals  

The Dying Cubs often take the fight to the Wyrm by waging battle in already tainted 
locales. This often weakens the Garou, but this Gift evens the odds somewhat. Pain of 
the Lan makes the werewolf even more deadly when fighting on tainted ground. She 
fights as though the putrescence of the corrupted land, be it a landfill, a factory, or 
simply a city spurs her on and feeds her Rage every second of the battle. 

Once learned, this Gift is considered to be always active. During combat, attack 
challenges receive bonus Traits based on the level of Wyrm-taint - a fight in a city 
would receive one, while a fight in a Hive would receive three bonus Traits. these are 
applicable only to attack challenges, and do not aid Gifts not directly related to 
attacking or inflicting damage on an opponent. 
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Lodge of the Predator Kings 
Basic Gifts 
Prey’s Cry 

Retest: Expression 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Raven Spirits  

With this Gift, the Talon may emit a cry for help designed to lead a human into an 
ambush. In years past, the Talons would use this Gift to mimic the death-cry of a deer 
or a similar animal, since many humans still hunted their own food. In recent years, 
since most humans wouldn't know how to kill a wounded animal if their lives 
depended on it, the Talons use Prey's Cry to imitate the call of a favored pet, or 
another human. 

Make a Mental Challenge. Success allows you to imitate an animal's call, such as a 
cat's cry, a dog whining, or a rabbit in a trap. By spending an additional Mental Trait, 
you can imitate a human, for two Mental Traits, you can imitate a specific type of 
human (a child or a grown man). To imitate a certain person's voice (such as 
someone's child or spouse), you must have heard the voice before. 

Offering of the Slain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Decay or Scavenger Spirits  

Human corpses are problematic. They don't burn well, the Litany prohibits eating 
them, and if other humans find them, they tend to get offended and search the area 
thoroughly. Burying them isn't always an option because humans, being the curious 
little apes that they are, may eventually dig up an area for whatever reason and find 
the bodies. The Predator Kings certainly aren't willing to stop killing humans just 
because disposing of their bodies is a problem, hence this Gift. With but a touch, 
the Talon can cause dead flesh to decay and crumble to dust in seconds, giving it up 
as an offering to Gaia. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Gnosis Challenge. With success, you may dispose 
of a single human-sized body. You may use this Gift multiple times in a scene for 
numerous corpses, but each use requires another Gnosis Trait spent and another 
challenge. Metis corpses are considered to be two human bodies, and formori or 
other Wyrm-creatures may require further expenditures of Gnosis, depending on 
their size. 
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Warders of the Lands 
Basic Gifts 
Mark of the Prey 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Prey Spirits  

Rather than take her vengeance directly on an offending human, the werewolf can 
choose to change the human's spiritual resonance to resemble that of a prey animal. 
Any predator that sees the human, no matter how small or normally afraid of humans, 
will see the human as prey. In most cases, this proves simply inconvenient, but if the 
human happens to own several large dogs, the result could be deadly. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Static Social Challenge against the Gauntlet rating. 
With success, any carnivorous animal (even the most gentle, domesticated dog or 
cat) views the targeted human as prey and attacks him immediately. This Gift can 
only affect one human target at a time and does not affect "supernatural" humans 
(ghouls or mages). Kinfolk, Kinain, hedge sorcerers, mediums, and those whose 
supernatural contact is "on the surface" are all potential targets. The effect lasts for 
one day. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Snap Man’s Chains 

Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Animal Spirits  

All Red Talons feel disgust at domesticated animals, both predator and prey. They 
hate prey animals that simply stand around waiting to be slaughtered, rather than 
being allowed to live their lives before being eaten. Domesticated predators incense 
the Red Talons for obvious reasons. This Gift allows the werewolf to free 
domesticated animals from whatever enclosures hold them, physical or otherwise. 
Horses throw their riders, dogs turn on their masters, farm animals smash through 
their gates and run. While the Red Talons have known this Gift for centuries, few 
learned it after the rise of cities, since so few humans there kept animals. However, 
the Warders of the Land continue to learn the Gift occasionally. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge. Success drives any animals in the 
immediate vicinity, and apartment, a small house) feral. Spend additional Social 
Traits to increase the area of effect - three Traits will affect all the animals in a small 
neighborhood, an apartment building, an animal shelter, while up to five Traits will 
affect every animal within a square mile no matter where they are. The effects last for 
a week. 
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Whelp’s Compromise 
Basic Gifts 
Cub’s Lesson 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits  

Lupus Garou often have difficulty when walking among humans, even as part of a 
pack. Those few Red Talons that are intrigued rather than enraged by human 
behavior have even bigger problems, as they cannot expect instruction from the 
Tribe in human ways. This Gift allows a lupus werewolf to learn from a mistake and 
gain a better understanding of human devices and customs, albeit temporarily. 

This Gift is always active once learned. Any time you cannot attempt a retest with an 
Ability because you do not possess the Ability, spend a Gnosis Trait and make the 
retest by bidding two Traits. If you succeed, the original results are not negated, so 
any first-time flops must still be dealt with. Abilities such as Academics, Linguistics, 
Occult, Science (anything related to "book learning") must have the Gnosis Trait 
spent and two Traits used in bidding before you can even attempt the challenge. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Judgement 

Retest: Rituals 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

The Red Talons of Whelp's Compromise are willing to let the humans who respect 
Gaia continue to exist. However, despite what some of their tribemates might accuse 
them of, they are not "soft" on transgressors against Her. With this Gift, the werewolf 
can judge a human according to the laws of Gaia and decide if she is living in 
accordance with the natural laws or not. A human who is living well is left alone. A 
human who is not is shown no mercy. 

Lock eyes with the target to begin using this Gift, then make a Mental Challenge. 
Success allows you to know if the human respects Gaia (which may not say anything 
about her behavior). Spending additional Mental Traits (up to three) allows for a 
clearer picture of the human's attitude towards the natural world and how her 
behavior acts on it, or even what you need to do or say to get the human to change 
her behavior and live more in harmony with Gaia. 
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Winter Packs 
Basic Gifts 
Rampage 

Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Rage 
Taught By: Wolverine Spirits  

No Winter Garou have yet learned this Gift, and only the older Red Talons who had a 
hand in the Winter Council know it. This Gift, meant as a last resort, allows the user to 
smash stone, rend metal, and generally destroy any man-made object within reach. 

Spend two Rage Traits and make a frenzy test. If frenzy is successful, the Gift activates 
and the Garou gains Brawny x 2 and Ferocious on any Strength-related challenge 
against a man-made object, such as breaking, throwing, crushing, or lifting. The Gift 
lasts for one scene; the Garou attacks whatever's in reach, except for packmates, 
regardless of her Rage and Gnosis scores. 

Silence the Slain 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pain Spirits 

 Perhaps the most disturbing Gift the Red Talons as a Tribe have access to, Silence 
the Slain allows a Garou to cut a victim off from any means of help by rendering him 
unable to make sounds of any kind. Even pounding his fists on the window of a 
passing car will not disturb the passengers therein. 

Your target must be within your line of sight and must see you in order for you to 
activate this Gift. Spend a Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge (difficulty is the 
target's Willpower). With success, the target cannot make a sound for one scene, 
whether by speaking, clapping her hands, or touching objects (such as pounding on 
a window or banging pots and pans). 

If a Permanent Gnosis is spent upon Gift activation, the target cannot even use 
“silent” methods of communication, such as Pack Mind Link or Telepathy. 
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Wild West Gifts 
Intermediate Gifts 
Sandstorm 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Desert Spirits 

A torrent of stinging and blinding sand encompasses the enemies of the Garou. This 
Gift is best performed in the desert but can be attempted in any area with loose dirt, 
twigs, sleet, or the like. 

The player spends a Gnosis Point and makes a Static Social Challenge against 12 
Traits (in the desert, 15 anywhere else). Each Social Trait expended results in a 
minute during which the targets may do nothing but cover themselves and shelter as 
best they can. Attacking during this time enables the targets to act normally, but at a 
penalty equal to the expended Social Traits.  
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Shadow Lords 
Basic Gifts 
Aura of Confidence 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

You present yourself confidently and with a manner that suggests the obviousness of 
your superiority, repelling efforts to find flaws in your thoughts, read your aura, or 
otherwise intrude on your mind. This Gift doesn't prevent supernatural efforts (such 
as the Discipline: Auspex), though it may hamper them (at the Storyteller's 
discretion). Make a Social Challenge. If successful, you automatically win all ties on 
normal Mental and Social Challenges intended to probe your mind, examine your 
aura, etc. The effect lasts for one scene or one hour. 

This Gift works against supernatural powers such as Auspex. 

Clap of Thunder 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Stormcrows  

You can slam your hands together to create a stunning thunderclap. Spend one 
Gnosis and strike your hands together. Everyone within 10 feet must succeed in a 
Willpower Challenge to avoid being stunned by the tremendous sound and 
incapable of acting for one turn. Those with supernaturally attuned hearing may even 
be temporarily struck deaf. You must be in Homid, Glabro, or Crinos form to use this 
Gift. 

Cold Voice of Reason 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Crow Spirits  

Shadow Lords are skilled manipulators and are renowned for their ability to both stall 
for time and talk their opponents into going about their business. This Gift gives that 
character trait supernatural force, holding assailants at bay while the Lord himself 
either escapes or calls on others for support. It must be used strategically to be 
effective, but it can be powerful when used in this fashion. 

If you are attacked in combat or threatened, you may spend a Gnosis Trait and make 
a Social Challenge. You must speak in a language your opponent can understand, but 
it need not be much more than "You're starting something you're going to regret..." 
For the next three turns, your attacker cannot initiate hostile actions against you, 
provided you and your allies don't initiate hostilities against your attacker. If your 
target is attacked by anyone, the effect wears off and he may resume his first course 
of action. 
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Fatal Flaw 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

You can intuit a target's most exploitable weakness, gaining an advantage in combat.  

You must concentrate on studying the target for a full turn. Make a Mental Challenge. 
If successful, you inflict an extra level of damage on the target for the rest of the 
current fight. Spend two Mental Traits for knowledge of some additional weakness 
(which does not provide a damage bonus), or four additional Traits for a fairly 
comprehensive inventory of the target's combat weaknesses. 

Howls in the Night 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

The werewolf sends a full-throated howl shivering into the night sky, evoking primal 
terror in Gaia’s enemies. Creatures of the Wyrm who hear the howl find themselves 
troubled and unable to rest easily while their enemies are on the prowl.  

The player spends a Gnosis point and makes a Static Social Challenge (difficulty 11). 
Creatures of the Wyrm who hear the howl will be jolted awake if asleep and 
rendered unable to sleep for a number of hours equal to the number of Social Traits 
expended by the Garou. 

Luna’s Armor 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits (Variable), optional) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

You may call on Luna for protection in battle, even (to some degree) against silver 
weapons.  

Spend one Gnosis. You must concentrate for one full turn and make a Physical 
Challenge. Success gives you one extra Healthy health level for the rest of the scene, 
plus one for each Mental Trait spent. These bonus health levels can absorb damage 
from silver, but only these can. These levels last until wounds are suffered, or until 
the end of the session. You may only carry as much armor as you have in Rank. 
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Rains of Mercy 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Stormcrows 

This Gift calls upon the spirits to bring rain, for even the Shadow Lords recognize the 
need for their kinfolk to eat.  

Spend 1 Gnosis. By the day’s end a rainstorm will cover an area equal to 15 min of 
walking per Rank of the caster. The rain comes in the form of a heavy downpour, but 
not a harsh storm. 

Seizing the Edge 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits  

Shadow Lords don't believe in even contests; where there is no winner, everyone 
loses. This Gift draws on that conviction to give you an extra edge. 

Spend one Gnosis. For the rest of the scene, you have a number of Traits based on 
your Rank that you may add to your total for the purposes of comparing on ties. These 
Traits may be switched between the three Attributes (Physical, Social, Mental), but 
may not be split up. There must be a direct confrontation to use this Gift (such as a 
combat or a stare down). Static Challenges to activate Gifts or to use Abilities do not 
benefit from this. 

The Trait category to which the bonus Traits are applied may only be switched at the 
top of the initiative each round. 

Shadow Weaving 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Shadow Spirits 

Slightly flexing her fingers or claws, the Garou pulls and weaves shadows as she 
desires – lengthening or shortening them, lightening or darkening, or even twisting 
them into grotesque and frightening shapes. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Physical Challenge against 7 
Traits. For the rest of the scene, the Shadow Lord may warp shadows within 100 yards 
as she wishes by expending an action. Among other creative uses, this grants a 
bonus Trait to all Stealth and Intimidation Challenges. 
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Song of the Earth Mother 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

This Gift allows the werewolf to sense the presence of supernatural activity within a 
broad area. Essentially, the Garou communes with the earth and listens to what it 
says. 

The user spends 10 minutes communing with the earth, during which time she may 
take no other actions. The player then spends two Gnosis Traits and makes a Static 
Mental Challenge against 12 Traits. Success indicates that the earth tells her about 
any supernatural presence within an area of 100 yards. While the Gift doesn’t offer 
any specific information about the being or beings detected, it does indicate whether 
or not the presence is Wyrm-tainted. 

Whisper Catching 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Crow Spirits  

Secrets are an important commodity, and those who strive to keep their secrets may 
very well be hiding something dangerous. This Gift was developed to root out 
potential traitors or plotters against the Garou but has been open to... certain abuses 
ever since. The Shadow Lord may supernaturally eavesdrop on whispered 
conversations nearby, giving her an edge over those with something to hide.  

Spend a Willpower Trait. For the rest of the scene, the Shadow Lord may choose one 
whispered conversation to listen in on, which he can hear quite clearly. This is best 
done by having the player sit in the location out of play to listen. In a place such as a 
dance club, this will require a Mental Challenge to interpret the sound around all the 
other distractions. This Gift has no effect on a place protected by the Murmur Rite. 
The Storyteller may choose to disallow this Gift due to logistical concerns. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Call the Storm 

Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Grandfather Thunder 

You can summon a thunderstorm.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Willpower Challenge against a variable number 
of traits, dependent on the current weather; the more drastic the change, the higher 
the difficulty. The storm covers an area 10 miles in radius with success. Spend a 
Gnosis each time you wish to launch lightning bolts against your enemies: Physical 
Challenge to hit, 10 levels of aggravated damage. 

Until the user is an Elder, lightning strikes deal 5 aggravated damage. 

Direct the Storm 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rage Spirits  

Frenzy in one packmate endangers the whole pack. With this Gift, you can partially 
direct a frenzied packmate, putting the loss of self-control to use.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Willpower Challenge. If successful, you can designate 
a target for the frenzied packmate to attack. This Gift does work on Garou suffering 
from Thrall of the Wyrm. If your initial challenge fails, make a Static Rage Challenge 
against seven Traits. Losing this challenge means you lapse into Frenzy. 

 Entering Frenzy from use of this Gift is never subject to Thrall of the Wyrm. 

Durance 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

The werewolf dominates a Talen-bound spirit, spinning webs of metaphysical 
authority to forcibly lengthen its service to her. Some consider this Gift disrespectful, 
but the Shadow Lords find it ridiculous to discard a weapon that might serve Gaia, 
just for the sake of politeness. 

Upon using a Talen, the player may reflexively spend one Gnosis Trait to keep the 
spirit bound within from departing. This Gift is ineffective on Talens which are 
destroyed as an inherent part of their use (such as the Nightshade Talen, which must 
be drunk to activate its powers), but preserves Talens whose destruction is a 
metaphysical result of their use (such as Moon Glow and Wyrm Scales). 
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Icy Chill of Despair 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Stormcrows  

The Shadow Lord with this Gift can appear to grow larger and more imposing, 
becoming a terrible, shadowy version of herself. This change in aspect can severely 
intimidate any onlookers. 

Spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge. With success, any who mean to 
do the Shadow Lord harm must succeed in a Willpower Challenge to act normally 
against her; those who fail must spend a Willpower Trait to do anything that would 
oppose her - attacking her physically, verbally sparring with her, calling on others to 
rally against her. 

Open Wounds 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: War Spirits  

You can curse the next wound you inflict so that it bleeds profusely.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. If your next attack inflicts any 
damage, the wound continues to bleed, the target suffering one level of lethal 
damage the following turn, plus another on successive turns, at a rate of one extra 
turn per Mental Trait you spend. When you stop inflicting damage, the target may 
start healing the wounds. 

For the duration of this Gift, the target loses the “lowest” of their available Rage On 
options. This means that a target who has not Raged On cannot Rage On at the Minor 
level, should they die under the effects of this Gift. They may still opt to use the Major 
or Full options. 

Paralyzing Stare 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You glare at a target, and something in your eyes rouse buried fears within her, 
freezing her in place.  

You must concentrate on the target for one turn. Spend one Gnosis and make a Social 
Challenge. Success freezes the target in place for one turn, plus one turn for each 
Mental Trait you spend. The target must be able to see your eyes and facial 
expression. Attacking the target dispels the Gift's effects. 

Eye contact is necessary for activating this Gift but is not required in order to 
maintain it. 
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Raven’s Wings 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

A Lord with this Gift is especially close to Raven and may manifest a spirit avatar in 
the form of a raven to spy for him. The raven may see and hear, but may not affect the 
physical world or, in turn, be affected by attacks of any sort. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge to manifest a spirit avatar to spy 
for you. The raven can see and hear and may travel up to five miles away from you. 
You must concentrate to see through the raven's eyes. The raven exists in the 
Penumbra and sees the Penumbral environment but may peek into the material 
world. The spy lasts for one scene. This can be difficult to simulate in MET, and the 
Storyteller is within her rights to disallow if the logistics are too much hassle. 

Seeds of Doubt 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

 Talented tricksters, Shadow Lords with this Gift may convince a listener of one false 
idea, no matter how absurd. The Gift only works if the lie told is not obviously 
harmful to the listener. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Static Social Challenge (difficulty is the target's 
Wits-related Mental Traits plus Subterfuge Ability). With success, the target believes 
one lie the Shadow Lord tells him, provided it's not directly harmful to the listener. 
Acceptable lies would be: "You've already seen my passport," "It was a Mokole that 
killed your mother," "Mike is smart and funny." Unacceptable lies would be: "It won't 
hurt to stick your head in the oven," "These mushrooms aren't poisonous." the target 
will believe the lie until he is somehow convinced otherwise (direct evidence or even 
psychological deprogramming). 
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Shadow Cutting 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Night Spirits 

One of the more cunning tactics of the Shadow Lords, this Gift allows a Lord to maim 
or kill her opponent by attacking the shadow he casts. This tactic makes her attacks 
difficult to dodge and can provide a great advantage in situations where the shadow 
is a larger or more accessible target than the opponent himself. 

Activate the Gift by spitting on your opponent's shadow and spending a Gnosis Trait. 
For the rest of the scene, you may injure your opponent by attacking his shadow. 
Only silver, teeth, claws, and fetish weapons will affect the target; firearms and 
mundane weapons like swords have no effect. Your target cannot parry attacks to his 
shadow and suffers a two-Trait penalty to dodges. The Storyteller may adjudicate 
other benefits or penalties, such as fighting during sunset or early morning when 
shadows are long or attempting the attack near noon.  

This Gift need not be performed outside - any shadow cast by any light will do. 

Strength of the Dominator 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rage Spirits 

With this Gift, you siphon off a target's anger to feed your own.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against six Traits. With success, the victim loses three 
Rage Traits over the next three turns. You gain those Traits at the same rate and can 
spend them as usual. This Gift can only affect a particular target once per scene. 

The Social Challenge for this Gift is contested, not static. Additionally, this Gift cannot 
be used multiple times on the same Target within a single scene (even from different 
sources). 

Summon Stormcrow 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Grandfather Thunder 

The stormcrow is the definitive member of Grandfather Thunder’s brood, spy, 
messenger and combatant all in one. This Gift calls these spirits to aid.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against 8 Traits. If successful, a 
storm crow will arrive and perform a single order of reasonable difficulty. 

If done during a thunderstorm, or at a shrine to Grandfather Thunder, a Shadow Lord 
using this Gift gains a single free retest on the Gift activation. 
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Ubiquitous Presence 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Shadow or Night Spirits 

Paranoia is a wonderful weapon, and this Gift uses it to the fullest. The victim of this 
Gift is overwhelmed with the feeling that the Shadow Lord is watching him, even if all 
evidence would prove otherwise.  

Spend 1 Gnosis make a Social Challenge against the target. For every Social Trait 
spent the target is down 1 Trait on all challenges for 1 day and 1 night. 

Under the Gun 
Retest: Firearms 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

The Shadow Lord lays a curse on her foe, ensuring certain death by bullets. While the 
curse is in effect, bullets (as well as arrows, hurled knives, and any other missile 
weapons) are strangely attracted to the target. Although this Gift is useful in battle, 
most Shadow Lords prefer to use it secretly on a chosen foe before a fight begins, 
ensuring an "unfortunate accident".  

The Shadow Lord Touches the intended target with her fingertips. The player spends 
a Gnosis point and makes a Mental Challenge (retest with Firearms). The curse 
lingers for the duration of the scene. While it is in effect, any attacks with ranged 
weapons against the target gain two Bonus-Traits. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Obedience 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Gnosis, variable) 
Taught By: Grandfather Thunder  

You take on a supernatural presence to become the ultimate alpha. Others feel 
compelled to follow your orders.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against eight Traits. Anyone in 
the vicinity must make a Willpower Challenge to avoid the compulsion to obey. 
Spend Gnosis to determine the degree of obedience. One Trait allows you to give 
orders that others wouldn't normally mind following (even if they wouldn't choose to 
do those things now). Three Traits requires others to treat you as their alpha and fight 
for you. Five Traits, and you can lead others into the Abyss or other virtually suicidal 
actions 

This Gift effects only a single (targeted) individual and requires a contested 
challenge of the user's Social Traits against twice the target's Willpower. 

Shadow Pack 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

You can summon up shadow-duplicates of yourself in battle. These shadow-wolves 
resemble you and share some of your characteristics.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against eight Traits and spend one or more Gnosis 
Traits. Each Trait summons one shadow-duplicate, which has your Attributes and 
Abilities but may not use Gnosis, Willpower, or any of your Gifts. Each shadow-
duplicate has just one health level so that most major damage destroys it. Surviving 
duplicates fade away at the end of the scene. 

The shadow-duplicates summoned by this Gift may expend Rage from the user’s 
Rage pool. 
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Wounding Lies  
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pain Spirits  

For all their ability to prevaricate or misdirect when the need is there, few Shadow 
Lords - particularly elders - like being lied to. This Gift is the ultimate expression of 
that conceit; it forces those whom the Lord is interrogating to speak the truth or suffer 
the consequences. A person that lies to the elder suffers great wounds that mystically 
appear across his body with each untruth. 

Spend a Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against a difficulty of the target's 
Willpower. With success, your target's lies rebound on him - for the rest of the scene, 
each lie he tells inflicts a level of aggravated damage. Half-truths open small wounds 
but do not inflict levels of damage. The Storyteller may require the target to succeed 
in a Willpower Challenge to keep silent in the face of such treatment. A Garou 
targeted by the Gift may overcome this effect by spending five Gnosis. Omissions 
(such as giving a description about someone's car by giving the color and model but 
not the make) are not detected. 
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Camp Gifts 
Bringers of the Light 
Basic Gifts 
Pure Identity 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

As Purify Scent allows the Lightbringer to mask his Tribe, Breed, and Auspice, so this 
Gift allows her to mask her race. She may appear as a Vampire or a Changeling, or 
even as a Hunter or a normal human. In shifted form, she may appear as a Black 
Spiral Dancer, and perhaps even as a Fomor of some sort. 

Spend three Gnosis to activate this Gift. If you fall under intense scrutiny make a 
Static Social Challenge (difficulty is the investigator's Wits-related Mental Traits and 
Subterfuge Ability). Failure reveals the imperfections in your disguise. 

The race must be determined when the Gift is activated. Changing what race the user 
appears as will require the Gift to be reactivated. 

This Gift lasts for a single day. 

Purify Scent 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Night Spirits  

Masters of stealth, the Bringers of the Light use this Gift to mask their true identity 
from other Garou. Its effects apply to other Supernaturals as well, but they are 
typically not interested in learning the information masked by this Gift. 

Spend a Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge. Success means the next attempt to 
learn your Breed, Tribe, or Auspice fails. Once the attempt fails, the Gift's effects end. 

While under the effects of this Gift, any Pure Breed that the user possesses will 
appear to match the Tribe which they are mimicking – this portion of the effect does 
not end until the end of the scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Wyrm Taint 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Grandfather Thunder  

This exceedingly rare Gift can only be learned from Grandfather Thunder himself, 
and he is generally quite reluctant to teach it, given the possible side effects. In 
essence, the Gift allows the Lightbringer to call a bit of the Wyrm into himself, so that 
he might pass even the closest scrutiny deep within a Black Spiral Dancer hive. 
Excessive use of the Gift risks corrupting the user, such that only the bravest 
of Lightbringers even dare to learn it. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge. With success, you appear to be 
Wyrm-tainted, and Gifts and fetishes that detect such will name you to be tainted. 
You may continue to attempt activating the Gift until you succeed, with each attempt 
costing one Gnosis. To dismiss the effect, you must make a second Social Challenge. 
Failing this means testing again, at the cost of one Gnosis Trait per attempt. Failure to 
dismiss the effect successfully on the first attempt results in a bit of taint left behind. 
The taint left behind means only one lost Simple Test is enough for you to fall into 
Thrall of the Wyrm during your next frenzy check. If you maintain the Gift for more 
than a day, you begin to suffer penalties to your challenges to dismiss the Gift, 
gaining a one-Trait penalty per day after the first that you maintain the Gift. The 
threat of falling to the Thrall of the Wyrm will continue to follow you until you have 
successfully dismissed the Gift and undergone a Rite of Cleansing.  

If you allow the Gift's effects to remain until you have a five-Trait penalty or higher, 
the Wyrm-taint is permanent, and it will take a trip to Erebus to fix you. If you haven't 
already gone the way of the Wyrm, you're well on your way. 

Advanced Gifts’ 
Purity of Blood 

Retest: Meditation 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Grandfather Thunder  

The Lightbringer's ability to resist the Wyrm is such that he may overcome the blood 
bond of Vampires. This Gift is taught by an avatar of Grandfather Thunder and has 
been responsible for the downfall of many a nest of Vampires. 

Spend 10 minutes in meditation, followed by spending two Gnosis Traits and making 
a Static Mental Challenge against eight Traits. With success, the Garou need only 
spend a Willpower Trait during the next 24 hours to break a Vampiric blood bond. 
The target only needs to be within line of sight and requires no physical contact. This 
Gift will also work on the Sabbat Vaulderie. 
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Children of Crow 
Basic Gifts 
Hidden Secrets 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Fly Spirits  

Children of Crow are terribly fond of blackmail, and this Gift does a lot to help their 
natural tendencies along. The Corax know this Gift as Dark Truths; the Shadow 
Lords learned the Gift from the raven-folk and improved on it a bit. 

Make a Static Mental Challenge against seven Traits. With success, your target must 
reveal one of his most embarrassing secrets (e.g. she got a risqué tattoo when drunk, 
he sleeps with a teddy bear). The secret has no combat value, but the blackmail 
potential is great. 

Perceptive Servant 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Crow Spirits  

Ever the loyal betas, Children of Crow make a career of fading into the background 
whenever anything important comes up - and then using the information thus learned 
to destroy anyone they care to. 

Engage in some nefarious activity of gathering information using sight or hearing. 
While doing so, spend a Gnosis Trait. For the rest of your gathering time, you gain a 
two-Trait bonus for any challenges necessary for gathering information. You may not 
use this bonus to augment Gifts such as Whisper Catching. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Dark Aerie 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Crow Spirits  

As per the Uktena Gift: Spirit of the Bird. The Child of Crow is enveloped in shadows 
while using this Gift, making her easier to spot during the day but harder to spot at 
night. 
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Judges of Doom 
Basic Gifts 
Executioner’s Privilege 

Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can slow a fleeing foe (though not a charging one), making it easier to catch.  

Spend one turn in concentration and make a Social Challenge. If successful, the 
target's speed is halved for the rest of the scene. 

Interrogator 
Retest: Subterfuge or Investigation 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Fear Spirits  

This Gift is used to terrify victims into confessing their crimes. It may only be used 
infrequently, but it is nonetheless a potent edge when used at moots or other 
gatherings of high ranking Garou. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Social Challenge against a difficulty of the 
target's Willpower. With success, the target must confess the gravest crime she has 
committed in the last lunar cycle out of terror of the Judge. She will not confess to 
things she has not done, and sometimes the gravest crime committed was sneaking 
from the cookie jar. Interrogator may only be used once per target per lunar month. 

True Fear 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: (Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Predator Spirits  

You can scare your chosen target into fearful quiescence.  

Make a contest of your Physical Traits against the target's Willpower. If you are 
successful, the target cannot attack you for one turn, plus one turn for each Mental 
Trait you spend. The target can defend against attacks and otherwise act normally (or 
as normally as possible when gripped with terror). 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Assassin’s Strike 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis and 1 Rage 
Taught By: Cobra Spirits  

Like the Ratkin and the Nagah before them, the Judges of Doom have learned to 
quickly slip into and out of the Umbra so that they may surprise their prey. When 
using this Gift, the Judge disappears for a moment and reappears behind his victim, 
whereupon he may attack his victim with complete surprise. 

Spend one Gnosis and one Rage (this is one of the few times when you can), then step 
sideways. You may "skip" up to 50 feet to your target and reappear directly behind 
him. Your next attack will gain a two-Trait bonus. Unless your victim has 
supernaturally sharpened senses, he will not be aware of your presence until you 
attack. 

This Gift does not enable an attack as a part of it; doing so requires waiting until the 
Judge could attack normally. 

Advanced Gifts 
Find the Transgressor 

Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis and 2 Willpower 
Taught By: Gaia 

With this potent Gift, the Judge calls upon the might of Gaia Herself to determine the 
exact location of any one named individual who has violated the Litany in some 
fashion. Use of this Gift is never a trivial undertaking, and those that abuse its power 
usually suffer dire consequences. 

Spend two Gnosis and two Willpower Traits, then invoke the will of Gaia to help you 
find the violator of the Litany. If Gaia agrees with the decision (and that's at the 
Storyteller's discretion), you learn the exact location of the target. Nothing can keep 
the target hidden, whether it's supernatural or mundane. You still have to physically 
hunt down your quarry; this won't bring you together. This Gift has no effect on 
Wyrm-creatures (the Wyrm takes care of them). Should the violation be a trivial one, 
or if Gaia disagrees with the Judge, the Judge suffers one level of aggravated damage 
per Rank of the targeted one. Obviously, Judges tend to be very sure of themselves 
before they target high-ranking Garou. 
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Lords of the Summit 
Basic Gifts 
Interrogator 

Retest: Subterfuge or Investigation 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Fear Spirits  

This Gift is used to terrify victims into confessing their crimes. It may only be used 
infrequently, but it is nonetheless a potent edge when used at moots or other 
gatherings of high ranking Garou. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Social Challenge against a difficulty of the 
target's Willpower. With success, the target must confess the gravest crime she has 
committed in the last lunar cycle out of terror of the Judge. She will not confess to 
things she has not done, and sometimes the gravest crime committed was sneaking 
from the cookie jar. Interrogator may only be used once per target per lunar month. 

Paranoia 
Retest: Awareness 
Cost: None (Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Stormcrows  

Lords of the Summit don't remain such for long unless they can see their enemies 
coming. This Gift gives the Lord a heightened sense of awareness, and also reveals a 
few details about the enemies he's about to face. 

Make a Mental Challenge. Success reveals the number of opponents in the area. By 
spending further Mental Traits, you may learn more about your enemies (such as 
what kind they are, if they bring weapons, and so on). 

True Fear 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: (Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Predator Spirits  

You can scare your chosen target into fearful quiescence.  

Make a contest of your Physical Traits against the target's Willpower. If you are 
successful, the target cannot attack you for one turn, plus one turn for each Mental 
Trait you spend. The target can defend against attacks and otherwise act normally (or 
as normally as possible when gripped with terror). 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Roll Over 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

You can compel a target to submit to you by exerting your presence and force of will. 
You can make humans fall to their knees, wolves roll on their backs and so on.  

Make a Willpower Challenge. If successful, the victim can take no action other than 
submission unless in direct danger. This Gift lasts for one scene or one hour. 

Supernatural victims may break this Gift through expending a Willpower. 

The effects of this Gift end immediately if the subject is placed in danger or attacked. 
Under such circumstances, the Target may not be affected again by this Gift (from the 
same source) until the end of the scene/hour  
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Secret Society Gifts 
Children of Bat 
Basic Gifts 
Ears of the Bat 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bat Spirits  

As per the Black Spiral Dancer Gift, save that it is taught by an uncorrupted bat-spirit 
and that the Shadow Lord's ears do not actually change form. 

This allows a Garou to act in complete darkness without penalty, as he uses sonar like 
a bat. It requires no special expenditures. A means of generating ultrasonic or 
extremely high-pitched sounds can confuse the Garou, negating the Gift. 

Patagia 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bat Spirits or Flying Squirrel Spirits  

As per the Black Spiral Dancer Gift. 

This Gift allows the Garou to produce large flaps of skin under her arms like a flying 
squirrel. The Garou may only glide, not fly like a bird, and her top speed is 25 mph.  

Once the Gift is taught, the membranes are always present, but they shrink into the 
Garou's arms and sides when not in use, becoming undetectable. To glide, the Garou 
stretches her arms and leaps from a height. 

Song of the Earth Mother 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Spirits  

A more powerful version of Sense Wyrm, this Gift allows the user to sense the 
presence of Wyrm activity within a broad area. Essentially, the Garou communes 
with the earth and listens to what it says. 

Spend 10 minutes communing with the earth; no other actions may be taken, not even 
speech except to ask questions of the Narrator. After the communing, spend three 
Gnosis and make a Mental challenge. Success indicates the presence of supernatural 
creatures up to 100 yards away. While the Gift will tell if the presence is Wyrm-
tainted, it will not give more specific information. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
A Thousand Eyes 

Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bat Spirits  

The Child of Bat melds his consciousness with that of a swarm of bats and may see 
and hear all that they see and hear for the duration of the night. Using this Gift 
requires a swarm of at least a thousand bats (easily found in most temperate or 
tropical areas). 

Spend three Gnosis Traits and make a Mental Challenge. With success, you slip into 
a trance and can see or hear through the senses of a swarm of bats for one night. You 
have no control over the bats, seeing and hearing only what they are interested in. By 
spending three additional Mental Traits, you can subtly direct where the bats go. You 
have no power over individual bats, and you need a swarm of at least 1000 bats to 
use the Gift. 
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Silent Striders 
Basic Gifts 
Axis Mundi 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Migratory Bird Spirits 

By spending a Gnosis point, the Strider can center herself in relation to Gaia, and 
always know which direction she is traveling in or facing, no matter where she may 
be in the Gaia realms. In addition, the Strider carries her “territory” around with her, 
in a mystical sense. Wolves will detect this and concede her right to travel through 
their territories and hunt there. Even Lupus must make a Willpower Challenge not to 
recognize this right. Other animals will also recognize this, and not attack the 
intruder. 

This Gift does not work on supernatural locations; i.e., Ratkin will not respect a 
Garou’s “right to be there” when it comes to their Nests. 

Blissful Ignorance 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

With this Gift, you can become nearly invisible to all senses, spirits, and monitoring 
devices by remaining still.  

Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you blend into the landscape as long as you 
remain still. Cross your arms across your chest to show when this Gift is in use. The 
Gift lasts as long as the Garou can remain still. Talking, moving, attacking someone, 
or the like will break the effect. 

Heaven’s Guidance 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: North Star  

A Strider with this Gift is never lost while the stars shine in the sky. 

The effects are automatic from sunset to sunrise. 
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Messenger’s Fortitude 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Camel or Wolf Spirits  

You can run at full speed for up to three days without requiring food, water, or rest. 
When you reach your destination, you have 10 minutes to complete your business 
before your keel over and must sleep.  

Spend one Gnosis. Doing anything but running cancels the Gift, and you must sleep 
for as long as you've been running. Spend an additional Gnosis Trait to let another 
individual share in the Gift. 

Sense Wyrm 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories.  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a fomor in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Bane that left an hour ago requires 
testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three or fewer Humanity Traits always 
smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter 
what their rating. 

Silence 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None (Variable Physical Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

You can move with the silence that has made the Striders famous.  

Make a Physical Challenge. All others trying to hear you suffer a one-Trait penalty, 
plus an additional one-Trait penalty per Mental Trait you spend. 

This Gift lasts for the rest of the scene. 

Mundane individuals cannot make a test to hear the user. 
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Speed of Thought 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Roadrunner or Cheetah Spirits  

You can double your running speed.  

Spend one Gnosis; the effects are automatic and last for the rest of the scene.  

While active in combat, this Gift grants the user 3 bonus Traits on dodging. 

Summon Talisman 
Retest:  None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Packrat Spirits 

By spending 1 Gnosis a Strider can cause any item that has been ritually dedicated to 
himself to appear in his hand, regardless of distance or who might be holding it. 

Tireless Running 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

Young Silent Striders quickly learn the need for extraordinary speed and stamina - 
often the messages that even untested youths are asked to carry cannot wait for the 
message bearer to sleep or eat. A Garou with this Gift can run from moonrise to 
moonrise subsisting on nothing more than her spiritual energy, crossing almost four 
hundred miles, but as soon as she breaks her run, she must eat and rest. 

Expend one Gnosis Trait, and the character may run for 24 hours without any static 
Physical Tests to do so. Further running requires an additional Gnosis and Willpower 
Trait for every 24 hours. When the character does stop running, he gains two 
Negative Physical Traits: Exhausted. 
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Tread Sebek’s Back 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Crocodile Spirits  

When activating this Gift, the Garou calls upon the spirit of Sebek the crocodile to 
bear her up as she runs across the water. The werewolf can also run across other 
liquids (a vat of industrial cleaner, sewage, or even lava), but this Gift provides no 
protection for her feet - any damage is greatly lessened as the harmful substance 
only comes into contact with a small part of her body, but she must soak it 
nonetheless. Particularly fast and spiritually attuned Silent Striders claim to have run 
across seas using this Gift. 

Spend a Gnosis trait and make a Static Physical test. Success allows the character to 
travel across water as if it were dry land for one scene. It is recommended that the 
player find an alternate means of transit to simulate his character’s movement over 
water. 

Visions of Duat 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

The werewolf’s eyes become cloudy and pale as she attunes her vision to the ashen 
landscape of the Underworld.  

The player spends one Gnosis point and makes a Static Mental Challenge against 9 
Traits. For the rest of the scene, the character can see (and hear) ghosts and detect 
haunted areas with another Mental Challenge (difficulty corresponds to the severity 
of the haunting). This Gift bestows no power to touch or communicate with the dead, 
however — that usually requires the use of the Descent into the Underworld Rite. 
Failing the activation requires the Garou to make two simple tests. Failing both of 
these causes the Garou’s eyes to shine as beacons in the underworld, drawing the 
notice of broken, vengeful shades. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Adaptation 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bear Spirits  

You become temporarily immune to harm from poison, disease and naturally 
occurring environmental extremes - pressure, temperature, atmospheric conditions, 
etc. This Gift doesn’t protect against hazardous situations like falling or Wyrm 
emanations, only against circumstances that prevail throughout the area.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. Success allows you to adapt for 
one hour. 

Attunement 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (1-2 Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Rat or Cockroach Spirits 

You can communicate with the spirits of a city or town and learn useful things from 
them: The population of the city (in general terms), Garou and other supernatural 
beings' enclaves, secret tunnels, and the like. This Gift only works in urban areas.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge. Success provides you with general 
information. Spend one additional Mental Trait for precise answers to one or two 
questions, and two additional Mental Traits for detailed information on a whole 
category of questions like "supernatural enclaves", "derelict buildings", and so on. 

Silent Striders may learn this Gift for the Wilderness as well.  

Black Mark 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

The Strider’s claws darken with the leaden sheen of the Dark Umbra, marking her 
foes fit for the attentions of the restless dead.  

The player may spend a point of Gnosis when the Strider successfully strikes an 
opponent with her claws. The target becomes haunted for one day per level of 
damage inflicted, as with Mark of the Death-Wolf. 
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Dam the Heartflood 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Cobra Spirits  

No other tribe among the Garou has as much hatred for vampires, for as just a cause, 
as the Silent Striders. It is no surprise then that the Striders sought out this 
Gift, searching long through the spirit world and the physical world for the secret to 
incapacitating a vampire. They found an answer from the spirit children of Cobra, 
who taught them a spirit-poison usable against the vampires who defiled Cobra’s 
name. 

This Gift can only be used on characters with Blood Traits. Expend one Gnosis Trait 
and make a Mental Challenge. If the Garou wins, the target cannot use any Blood 
Traits for one turn per Mental Trait that the Garou expended during the 
challenge. This Gift can only be used by the Garou once per scene per target, 
although multiple Garou could use it on the same target. 

Death Track 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

This Gift enables a Strider to track down a departed soul, provided they can start at 
the deceased’s body.  

While standing over the target’s corpse spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Mental 
Challenge against 7 Traits. The direction of the Wraith will become apparent to the 
Strider, who can “smell” the spirit.  

This Gift must be recast each morning to continue tracking. 

This Gift only works if the target became a Wraith. 

Eyes of Ma’at 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ibis or Baboon Spirits 

When a Strider invokes the power of ma’at itself, she may discern levels of truth 
invisible to even the canniest of investigators. With this Gift, she may perceive 
innocence and truth, should they reside in the breasts of those she encounters. 

This Gift acts much as the Philodox Gift: Truth of Gaia. However, the Garou may make 
a Mental Challenge against the target to determine the nature of any truths or lies the 
target may speak. (“Please, no, I never set foot inside her house!” “That is true, but 
you forced the door open so that your companions could enter. The guilt is pain and 
written on your heart.”) 
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Great Leap 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Jack Rabbit Spirits  

You can make amazing jumps.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Physical Challenge. Success lets you jump 100 feet 
(vertically or horizontally), plus an additional 100 feet per Mental Trait spent. 

Guiding Hand of Djeheuty 
Retest: Linguistics 
Cost: 2 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Migratory Animal Spirits 

Djeheuty was the messenger of the gods and nothing could prevent him from 
delivering his message. This Gift draws upon that story to provide a foolproof way to 
send information.  

A physical message must be prepared (be it a paper note or a clay tablet). Then 
spend 2 Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against 8 Traits. The message will 
be imbued with a Gaffeling, who see that it arrives at its destination through a series 

of coincidences. The time it takes the message to arrive is based on how many Social 
Traits have been spent.  

While the message is in transit the Strider may not regain the 2 Gnosis invested in it. 
The message may not be cancelled while in transit. The death of the Strider who sent 
the message will not disrupt it, making this a favored Gift for last words. 

  

     
  1 Social Trait 1 Year  
  2 Social Traits 6 Months  
  3 Social Traits 1 Season  
  4 Social Traits 1 Week  
  5 Social Traits 1 Day  
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Long Running 
Retest: Athletics/Drive 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Horse Spirits 

Whether the Garou is on foot or in a vehicle, this Gift allows him to reduce the travel 
time on a lengthy journey. Striders use this Gift only when the need is dire; usually, 
they prefer to see the sights and take their time.  

The player makes a Static Physical Challenge against a difficulty equal to twice the 
local Gauntlet; she must also spend one Gnosis point. For every Physical Trait she 
expends, the travel time diminishes by 5 percent. Should she fail, she must make two 
simple tests; failing both increases travel time by 25 percent or indicates that travel 
has stopped altogether (e.g., due to a flat tire or a twisted ankle). 

Mark of the Death-Wolf 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

The Silent Strider uses his claws to gouge an eerie sigil into a nearby surface, which 
fascinates and attracts the unquiet dead.  

The player spends one Gnosis point upon making the mark, which takes a full turn, 
and then makes a Mental Challenge against 10 Traits. The mark retains its mystic 
potency for one week, leaving the area around it badly haunted if there are any 
ghosts in the area at all. Destroying the mark can end this Gift’s effects prematurely. 

Scale of Ma’at 
Retest: Empathy/Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught by: Ibis Spirits  

The Halls of Ma’at are where the dead go to be judged; the liars, cheaters and 
murders are denied eternal life. The Silent Striders can invoke the judgment of Ma’at 
on the living, seeing through lies to find the ugly truth beneath. 

Make a Social Test against the target (Empathy allows a retest by the Garou using this 
Gift and Subterfuge allows a retest by the target). Success indicates that the character 
knows which of the target’s statements are true and which are false. Attempting 
to question the target (rather than just listening to him) requires a second Social Test. 
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Sense the Unnatural 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

You can detect unnatural presences and their general strengths and types. Sense the 
Unnatural reveals magic, spirits, the Wyrm, wraiths, vampires, and other creatures, 
but doesn't distinguish between something unnatural and someone merely touched 
by it (a haunting, a ghoul).  

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas). Success provides a vague 
impression susceptible to various interpretations. That smell of old blood might be a 
vampire, or a cannibalistic spirit, or something else. Spend one additional Mental 
Trait for a clear but general impression - "something long dead but still moving on 
this side of the Gauntlet" - or two Mental Traits for a specific signature impression. 
Once you know that a vampire smells this particular way, for instance, spending two 
Mental Traits on future uses of Sense the Unnatural will always make it clear that 
some new peril is another vampire. 

The Storyteller may require a second static Mental Challenge (retest with Occult) 
against six Traits, to interpret an unfamiliar impression. 

Speed Beyond Thought 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Cheetah or Air Spirits 

 You can run at 10 times normal land speed, for up to eight hours, as long as you 
continue to concentrate exclusively on running. When you stop, you must 
immediately eat or face frenzy from hunger.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Physical Challenge to activate the Gift. 

While active in combat, this Gift grants the user the ability to dodge, even if they do 
not currently have an action.  

This Gift may be used in conjunction with Speed of Thought, but only for 
combat/mechanical advantage – the speed does not stack. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Gate of the Moon 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: Variable Gnosis (+1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

You can create a specialized Moon Bridge to take you directly to where you want to 
go, without perceptible delay, as long as there’s at least a sliver of moon visible.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait for every hundred miles you wish to travel. Make a Static 
Mental Challenge against five Traits for less than a hundred miles, six Traits for up to 
250 miles, seven Traits for up to 500 miles, eight Traits for up to 1000 miles or nine 
Traits for longer distances. You arrive and spend one turn disoriented from travel, 
unless you spend an additional Mental Trait. If the challenge fails, make two Simple 
Tests. If both fail, you materialize miles away in any direction... including straight up. 

Invocation of the Pharaoh 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Sphinx Spirits 

This awe-inspiring Gift is only available to the greatest Strider heroes. The Strider 
must be in Homid form, must spend a Gnosis and a Willpower point, and must enact a 
10-minute chant to the greatest of ancient Egyptian spirits. Once this is done, the 
Garou expands and grows, becoming a giant similar to the depictions of pharaohs on 
mastabas and sarcophagi.  

The Garou grows to a height of nearly eight feet, but otherwise remains in Homid 
form. The Garou gains the Physical Attributes of a Crinos, but loses no Social 
Attributes; indeed, the Garou gains 2 Bonus Traits when making Leadership or 
Intimidation tests. A Garou in Pharaoh form does not inflict aggravated damage but 
adds one to all Brawl and Melee damage inflicted against Wyrm-foes (and gains a 
Bonus Trait when facing Followers of Set). The Garou regenerates as a Crinos but is 
invulnerable to silver and cannot frenzy. Essentially, the Pharaoh form combines the 
best of both Homid and Crinos forms. This form lasts for one scene. 

Reach the Umbra 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

You can step in and out of the Umbra at will, needing neither a reflective surface nor 
even conscious effort. No challenge is required to enter or leave the Umbra, and you 
rarely risk getting stuck along the way. You receive a two-Trait bonus on all 
challenges to enter or leave Umbral realms. You still cannot spend Rage in the same 
turn that you step sideways. 
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Sandstorm Skirmish (Custom) 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis, optional 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

Once learned, this Gift grants the user a permanent Dexterity-related Trait “Fast,” 
which cannot be lost. In addition, the user may expend a Gnosis Trait to allow 
themselves to bid the Negative Trait “Slow” upon an opponent as though they 
possessed that Negative Trait. This effect lasts until the end of the scene, and only 
applies to the Silent Strider using this Gift. 

A Gnosis Trait must be spent for each opponent thus affected.  
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Camp Gifts 
Dispossessed 
Basic Gifts 
Graceful Strike 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Cobra Spirits  

This Gift was used in bygone days to assassinate corrupt officials or merchants who 
were the tools of vampires. Beautiful young Garou would dance for them, then strike 
when the target least suspected. The secrets of the dancer’s knife had been kept 
alive by members of the Dispossessed Camp, who found it useful to play on their 
gypsy heritage. In these desperate times, it’s a common tool of the camp’s Galliards 
when a fight gets messy. 

The character must have the Performance Ability. Expend one Gnosis Trait and 
declare Graceful Strike to be active. The character’s next attack, if successful, does 
an additional health level of damage. 

Additional Gnosis may be spent during the activation to increase the bonus damage 
dealt on a one-for-one basis. 
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Harbingers 
Basic Gifts 
Grim Resolve 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

You can share your confidence, resolve and righteous anger with your comrades. 

Spend one Gnosis. Each comrade (excepting the Gift-user) within arm's reach 
receives an automatic success on a single Willpower Challenge that scene, or one 
additional Willpower Trait to spend. 

The Harbingers learn to strengthen the Willpower of their allies not through 
inspired leadership, but by a contagious determination to spit in Death’s face. 

This Gift may affect up to 5 individuals of the user’s choosing, which must be in the 
scene at the time of activation. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Ghost Touched 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Denizens of the Shadowlands  

Once a Garou steps into the Shadow Lands, he carries an aura of death and decay 
with him always. The aura is difficult to see, but it is there nonetheless - the 
perceptive might smell a faint must in his fur or catch strange reflections in the pupils 
of his eyes. This Gift harnesses that deathly aura, weaving it into a protective 
shield against the attacks or special abilities of ghosts.  

After the character learns this Gift, the character wins all ties against ghosts who 
attempt to use their magical abilities on him. However, a ghost that wishes to use a 
beneficial ability on him must succeed at a static Mental Test. 
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Seekers 
Basic Gifts 
Sense of the Prey 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You gain an innate awareness of any prey about which you know something and can 
move toward it as fast as you can travel. This Gift operates in the Umbra as well as in 
the material world.  

This Gift works automatically if the target isn't trying to hide. If it is, make a Mental 
Challenge (retest with Enigmas); if the target is a spirit, pit your Mental total against 
the spirit's Gnosis. 
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Swords of Night 
Intermediate Gifts 
Mindblock 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

You maintain constant mental defenses at peak levels. You receive a minimum three-
Trait bonus on all efforts to mentally attack or control your mind (such as mind 
reading, mental illusions, possessions) -you defend with 10 Traits or your normal 
Mental Trait total + 3, whichever is higher.  

Mindblock is always in effect. It does not extend to powers that affect emotions.  
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Wayfarers 
Basic Gifts 
Call to Duty 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

You can summon and command any spirit you know by name. This Gift allows for one 
command, after which the spirit is free to leave; it does not teach the names of spirits.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against the spirit's Willpower. If successful, you can 
summon a local spirit and give a single command. Spend two Gnosis to summon all 
spirits within one mile to aid or protect you, even without knowing their names. Name 
the Spirit can provide spirit names as can personal acquaintance through other 
means. 

This Gift only functions on Gaian spirits. 
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Secret Society Gifts 
Bitter Hex 
Basic Gifts 
Curse of Hatred 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Boar Spirits 

With this Gift, you vent the hatred in your heart, demoralizing your opponents.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, your opponent loses 
two Willpower Traits and two Rage Traits. This Gift can be used on any particular 
opponent once per scene. 

Advanced Gifts 
Fetish Doll 

Retest: Crafts 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

Sympathetic magic is as old as civilization, if not older, and the Bitter Hex use it 
whenever they feel the end justifies this potentially abhorrent means. With this Gift, 
you construct a specially made doll with a piece of the victim (lock of hair, nail 
clippings) or something belonging to the victim (piece of clothing, jewelry), and then 
use the doll to inflict harm on the target from a distance. It takes one week to 
construct and enchant the doll once you have a piece of the victim or some important 
possession.  

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Crafts) to complete the making. Once it’s 
complete, make a Static Mental Challenge against the victim’s Willpower while 
mutilating or damaging the doll. Success indicates the victim suffers a level of 
Aggravated Damage (soakable as per any ability the victim has to do so). 
Spend additional Mental Traits to inflict additional damage. The doll is destroyed 
and rendered useless once it transfers 10 levels of damage. If any challenge to inflict 
harm fails, make two Simple Tests. If both fail, the doll is immediately destroyed. 
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Eaters of the Dead 
Intermediate Gifts 
Touch of Death 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Death Spirits  

The Garou can inflict visions of death upon an unsuspecting opponent. Worse, these 
visions are highly personal premonitions of the opponent’s untimely demise, as 
if someone “had walked over his grave.” The fear this creates is paralyzing; in the 
worst cases, the victim falls catatonic and cannot be revived for days. On 
recovery, the stricken individual cannot remember details of what so terrified him, 
simply that involved his death. Victims who survive the encounter with the Eater 
of the Dead are forever marked with a white lock or patch of hair. 

The character must touch her victim by succeeding in a Physical Test as though 
making a normal attack (in a noncombat situation, simply declare “I touch you,” 
remembering the no touching rule, or make a Social Test if the target is wary). If the 
Garou successfully touches her target, she should spend two Gnosis Traits and make 
a Social Test against the target. If the Garou succeeds, the target becomes 
catatonic with fear for one day. On a tie, the target loses all ties on all tests until the 
next moonrise. 

This Gift works as written on mundane and semi-Supernatural targets. A Supernatural 
target who becomes catatonic is treated as having tied if they are attacked. 
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Silver Fangs 
Basic Gifts 
Empathy 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 or 2 Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

Leadership requires understanding and the ability to make followers feel that their 
concerns matter as well as the ability to command. You can examine your subjects’ 
expectations of you that you might live up to them.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge (retest with Empathy) against the 
pack or other group of followers (See the rules regarding mob scenes, pg. 192). If 
you win the challenge, you understand the group’s desires in a broad sense: attack 
or mediation, harsh punishment or clemency, etc. Spend one Mental Trait for a more 
detailed sense and a second Mental Trait to understand desires that haven’t been 
articulated. Note that this doesn’t point to the wisest or most rational decision, only to 
the most popular one. 

Eye of the Falcon 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

Falcon is a great predator, with keen eyes and a sharp beak. As he soars in the sky, 
he can spot the tiny movement in the grass that betrays the location of his prey at 
great distances. He shares this Gift freely with his children so that they may spot their 
foes easily and lead the Garou into battle with confidence.  

Spend a Gnosis Trait. For the rest of the scene, the user is up two Traits on all 
tests related to general vision and perception, and one Trait up on all ranged attacks. 

Falcon’s Grasp 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage (+1 Rage, optional) 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits 

Sometimes, sheer tenacity gets the job done. With this Gift, the Silver Fang can hang 
on by claw or bite with a death-grip that is almost impossible to break. 

Spend one Rage to affect hands or jaws, two Rage to affect both. For the rest of the 
scene, you receive a three-Trait bonus on all challenges involving the affected parts 
in grappling and biting. This Gift does not inflict extra damage. 
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Ice Dance 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ice Elementals  

This Gift is a legacy of the tribe’s deep roots in Russia and the frozen north. The 
Wyrm often chooses its battlegrounds with cunning, using Gaia’s own snow and ice 
against Her defenders. This Gift allows the Fangs to face the Wyrm on equal terms, or 
even turn Gaia’s own beauty to their advantage by moving freely across snow 
and ice, as if it was a flat plain of green grass. 

With the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait, the Garou ignores the normal penalties for 
traveling across snow or ice, and in fact is considered one Trait up on all Physical 
Tests made while traveling such surfaces. Philodox users are two Traits up on all 
relevant tests and move at twice normal speed across such surfaces. This Gift lasts for 
the remainder of the session. 

Inspiration 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can share your confidence, resolve and righteous anger with your comrades. 

Spend one Gnosis. Each comrade (excepting the Gift-user) within arm's reach 
receives an automatic success on a single Willpower Challenge that scene, or one 
additional Willpower Trait to spend. 

Lambent Flame 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

Your body flickers with silver illumination. Spend one Willpower Trait to ignite the 
light, which illuminates the area within 100 feet of you. Hand-to-hand attacks suffer a 
one-Trait penalty (getting close tends to muddle vision) while ranged attacks get a 
one-Trait bonus. The light inflicts no damage. Lambent Flame lasts for the rest of the 
scene. 

This Gift provides sufficient light for the user to see their immediate surrounding in 
Supernatural darkness, such as Shroud, but does not dispel the effects. 
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Luna’s Armor 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits (Variable), optional) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

You may call on Luna for protection in battle, even (to some degree) against silver 
weapons.  

Spend one Gnosis. You must concentrate for one full turn and make a Physical 
Challenge. Success gives you one extra Healthy health level for the rest of the scene, 
plus one for each Mental Trait spent. These bonus health levels can absorb damage 
from silver, but only these can. These levels last until wounds are suffered, or until 
the end of the session. You may only carry as much armor as you have in Rank. 

Reason’s Grasp 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Firebird Spirits  

The Silver Fangs took up many burdens when they accepted the leadership role for 
the Garou Nation. One of the hardest of these to bear is the propensity 
towards Harano and the mental disabilities that beset members of the tribe. 
However, the spirits took pity upon the tribe members who were suffering and failing 
at a time of need, so they sent a Firebird spirit to teach them this Gift. Reason’s Grasp 
allows a Silver Fang to free herself temporarily from Harano or mental illness. It can 
also protect against any sanity-altering attack, be it from a spirit, Wyrm creature, 
vampire, mage or demon. 

This demanding Gift requires the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait and a number 
of Simple Tests equal to the Garou’s permanent Willpower. For each Simple Test the 
Garou wins (or ties, if they also expend a Willpower Trait while activating this Gift), 
they are free from any Derangements they might suffer from for one scene or hour, 
whichever the Storyteller deems appropriate for their game. Even if they are 
confronted with stress that would normally trigger their Derangement during this 
time, they are unaffected, though the player should still roleplay some reaction to 
such stimuli. In addition, each successful test grants them a retest against any sanity-
altering powers used against them, though each retest used in this fashion no longer 
counts as a success for the purpose of determining the Gift’s duration. 
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Sense Silver 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None (1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught by: Lune Spirits  

Leaders learn to evaluate all potential threats. This Gift lets you detect nearby silver 
weapons through subconscious cues.  

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Primal-Urge). If successful, you can tell that 
silver weapons are nearby, spend an additional Mental Trait to learn their precise 
locations. 

Sense Wyrm 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories.  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a fomor in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Bane that left an hour ago requires 
testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three or fewer Humanity Traits always 
smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter 
what their rating. 

Unity of the Pack 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

It is only natural for those guided by canny leaders to excel. This Gift allows the 
Silver Fang’s pack to enjoy the benefits of her unifying aura, making them deadlier 
warriors against the Wyrm’s minions.  

Whenever the Silver Fang is present, all members of her pack (including herself) 
gain one Trait on all challenges to execute Pack Tactics. This Gift’s benefits are 
permanent. The Silver Fang cannot benefit from this Gift when she is alone. 
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Word of Honor 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits  

To a Silver Fang, honor is everything. This Gift imbues a Garou’s words with his 
honorable bearing. As long as the Silver Fang speaks the truth, others believe him. 

By spending a Gnosis pint, the Silver Fang can make every word he says bear the 
ring of truth. Anyone who listens hears that the Gift user speaks the truth. Listeners 
are not necessarily inclined to obey the Fang or follow his suggestions, but the facts 
are clear. The Silver Fang must speak the truth, as he knows it, or the Gift 
automatically backfires. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Claim of Authority 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis and 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

There are times when a Silver Fang cannot be at an important gathering and must 
send another in place. This Gift allows him to impart some of his natural authority to 
his representative.  

Spend one Gnosis and one Willpower Trait to activate this Gift. For the next week, the 
recipient of this Gift possesses the same Pure Breed rating as the caster, as long as 
they name the Silver Fang they are speaking for. This Gift may not be used on an 
unwilling target. 

Dominance Blow 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

When stupid Garou need to challenge the Silver Fang’s dominance, this gift proves 
invaluable. It links right of rule with physical dominance.  

Spend 1 Rage and make a Static Social Challenge against 7 Traits. If successful, every 
blow the Silver Fang strikes against a specific target grants him a 1-Trait bonus on all 
Social Challenges against that target. This gift’s effects last for 1 day. 

An individual may only gain a cumulative bonus against a single target equal to their 
Rank + Leadership. 

Mastery 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None (+ Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

You can command other Garou to do your bidding - even Black Spiral Dancers.  

Make a Social Challenge. If successful, you can give one non-suicidal command, plus 
an additional command for each Mental Trait spent. The target must obey each 
command in turn for one turn, plus an additional turn for Mental Trait spent. That is, if 
you spend two Mental Traits, you can give three commands, and the target must 
follow each one for a minimum of three turns apiece. If you spend no Mental Traits, 
you can give one command, and the target must follow it for one turn. 
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Mindblock 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

You maintain constant mental defenses at peak levels. You receive a minimum three-
Trait bonus on all efforts to mentally attack or control your mind (such as mind 
reading, mental illusions, possessions) -you defend with 10 Traits or your normal 
Mental Trait total + 3, whichever is higher.  

Mindblock is always in effect. It does not extend to powers that affect emotions.  

Princely Bearing 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower & 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

This Gift allows a Garou to temporarily raise her Rank. During this time, she 
is considered to be of that Rank, and thus can issue challenges and rulings 
appropriate to that Rank. However, she cannot learn the Gifts of the Rank. Using this 
Gift is in front of other Silver Fangs, or to prevent punishment, is considered a 
massive breach of etiquette.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait and one Willpower Trait and make a Static Social 
Challenge against a difficulty of nine. Success raises the Garou by one Rank level. 
For every two Social Traits expended after that, another Rank level is gained. Thus, 
three successes will raise a Garou two Ranks while five successes will raise her three 
Ranks. The maximum Rank obtainable this way is limited by the Garou’s Leadership 
score. The effect lasts for one scene. 

This Gift may not be used to raise the user’s Rank to that of Legend. 

Sidestep Death 
Retest: None 
Cost: 3 Willpower 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

Legends say that when the first Silver Fang died, he was reborn with this Gift. The 
Fang simply sidesteps what would have become his death blow. 

Once per scene, the player may spend three Willpower Traits to evade a single 
attack which would have inflicted enough damage to place the Fang’s Health Levels 
below Crippled. The Garou simply appears at the nearest location not affected by the 
attack, which may be an inch, a mile, or even further away. 
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Silver Claws 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

You can transform your own claws into silver.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against seven Traits. If successful, your claws 
become silver for the rest of the scene or until you decide to return them to normal. 
While silver, your claws do aggravated damage to all targets. When you make a 
successful strike on your target, you inflict an extra level of aggravated damage to 
any creature susceptible to silver. The transformation is agonizingly painful, giving 
you an automatic Rage Trait each turn and imposing a one-Trait penalty on non-
combat challenges. When your Rage total exceeds your Willpower, you must test for 
frenzy. 

This Gift is a Gnostic Action, even though no Gnosis is spent – therefore, this Gift may 
not be activated in the same round as Rage is spent. 

Talons of the Falcon 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

Falcon’s talons are sharp, allowing him to grasp and impale his prey, before it even 
realizes that he has swooped. He grants these same talons to the worthiest of 
his children, so that they may impale their foes upon their claws. This Gift turns a 
werewolf's claws into wickedly sharp impaling weapons, able to slice through skin 
and muscle and deep into the entrails of the Fang’s foe. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and emitting a fierce falcon-like screech, the Garou may 
add two additional levels of aggravated damage to a single claw attack. This Gift may 
be used as often as the Garou likes, but the Gnosis Trait must be spent before the 
attack challenge is made; if the attack fails, the Gnosis is still spent.  

This Gift does not work in conjunction with other Gifts that enhance a Garou’s claws 
such as Razor Claws or Silver Claws; only one may apply for a given attack. 

Wrath of Gaia 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Gaia  

You display the full terrible glory that is your birthright as one of Gaia’s chosen 
warriors. You can cow minions of the Wyrm into helpless flight.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge (retest with Intimidation). If you 
are successful, all Wyrm-minions within line of sight must make a Willpower 
Challenge to remain, then make a second Willpower Challenge to attack you. Wrath 
of Gaia remains manifest for the rest of the scene. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Ignore Death Blow 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Lion or Falcon Spirits 

This Gift gives some proof the Silver Fang’s claim of Divine Rule. Simply put, this Gift 
allows the Fang to ignore the damage of a given blow, remaining unharmed and 
unaffected.  

Once per scene, the user may spend a Temporary Willpower to ignore all damage 
from one single attack. 

Luna’s Avenger 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

Your whole body, whatever form it’s currently in, becomes living silver.  

Concentrate for one full turn and spend one Gnosis. The transformation is automatic. 
While silver, you are immune to the effects of silver weapons; all damage you inflict 
is aggravated to other Garou and several Changing Breeds. When you make a 
successful strike, make a Simple Test; success means you inflict a second level of 
Aggravated Damage. You gain the Physical Traits Rugged x 2 and one additional 
health level while the Gift lasts. Luna’s Avenger remains in effect for the rest of the 
scene 

Paws of the Newborn Cub 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

By snarling and glaring at an opponent, you can cow it into losing the use of its 
supernatural powers, leaving behind only mundane Abilities and Attributes.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a contest of your Gnosis against the target’s Willpower. 
If successful, you can strip the target of all special powers - shapeshifting, Gifts, 
Disciplines, etc. - for one turn.  
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The Secret of Gaia 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Gaia  

Some Silver Fang legends tell of a Great White Wolf who gave his own life to save 
Mother Gaia. He was the ancestor of the Silver Fangs, and of all the werewolves. 
Those werewolves who rise to the highest rank amongst the tribe sometimes learn 
the secret that Gaia imparted to the Great White Wolf after his sacrifice, one 
that deepens their connection to Her and allows them to be completely aware of their 
surroundings. 

     Everything about her environment suddenly becomes part of the werewolf s 
awareness. She can sense the lay of the land, the type and nature of the 
plants growing on it and what forms of animal life live there. 

She can sense what spirits are at work in the area’s Penumbra. The werewolf also 
gains some sense of the health of Gaia in that area. In an urban area, she might feel 
constricted or restrained, while in an area under attack by the Wyrm, she might feel 
itchy or in pain, depending on how successful the Wyrm minions are. 

     Any Silver Fang of sufficient rank may learn this Gift, but the majority of those who 
learn it are Theurges. For some reason, members of House Wise Heart receive this 
Gift more frequently than to those of any other House. It is technically possible for a 
Garou of another tribe to learn this Gift, but it has not happened in living memory, 
and no song records such an event occurring. Those werewolves who do learn this 
Gift are often changed as a result. Many choose to walk barefoot on the earth 
whenever they can and show a greater than usual aversion to cities. None of them 
can actually articulate what the secret is, saying that it is either something you 
understand, or you don’t. 

     This effect is largely descriptive, and in essence is a combination of the Gifts Spirit 
Speech and Pulse of the Invisible, as outlined above. The Garou must spend a Gnosis 
Trait to activate this Gift; once it is in effect, she is up two Traits on all tests to cross 
the Gauntlet and can automatically see and communicate with any local spirits 
without difficulty. In addition, the Garou is up three Traits on all tests involving 
sensory perception due to her acute awareness of her surroundings and receives a 
free retest on all friendly Social tests with nearby spirits devoid of Wyrm taint. In 
addition to these game benefits, the Spirit Keeper should keep the character abreast 
of any major changes in the spiritual landscape, and at the Narrator’s discretion the 
Garou’s intense closeness to the immediate area may occasionally manifest in 
less direct ways as well, such as receiving premonitions of important events about to 
occur, sensing impressions of a great triumph (or tragedy) that happened there 
in the past, and so on. This Gift lasts for one scene per Gnosis Trait the Garou 
possesses. 
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Legendary Gifts 
Renew the Cycle 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Gaia 

One of the most potent powers available to the Garou, this Gift allows the correction 
of a grievous wrong done to the natural cycle of Gaia. The undead, whose very 
existence is an affront to the natural order of things, wither and crumble to dust when 
struck by the power of this Gift. Whether the undead is a shambling, month-old 
animated corpse, or an ancient vampire, the Fang can destroy it with but a glance. 

The player and the target enter into a challenge of the Fang’s Gnosis versus the 
target’s Willpower. If the Garou wins the contest, the undead is reduced to its natural 
state – fresh corpses simply lose their animation, whereas an elder vampire would 
crumble to dust. Mummies are simply banished to a season of sleep. The Garou must 
spend one Gnosis for every hundred years (or fraction thereof) the undead has 
existed in its unnatural state; should the target’s age exceed the Garou’s capacity to 
spend Gnosis Traits, Permanent Gnosis may be sacrificed to account for 500 years of 
age per dot spent.  
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Lodge Gifts 
Moon Lodge 
Waning Cycle 
Basic Gifts 
Full Moon Cleansing 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Rage 
Taught By: Blood-Warrior Spirits  

     This Gift allows a Garou to turn her own Rage against her Harano thereby 
defeating it like any other enemy. The werewolf learns this Gift in ritual combat with 
a blood-warrior spirit, who must be defeated and burnt in an Umbral fire. The Garou 
then marks himself with the glyph for her own auspice and the Ahroun glyph. Thus, 
she learns how the anger of the Full Moon may be made part of herself. 

     By spending a Rage Trait and make a Rage Test against a difficulty equal to the 
number of scenes spent in her most recent bout of Harano (maximum eleven), the 
Garou may ignore Harano for a number of scenes or hours, whichever is longer, 
equal to her permanent Rage rating. If the Garou employing this Gift is an Ahroun, 
she wins all ties on this test, regardless of whether or not her Rage rating exceeds the 
difficulty number assigned. 
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Gibbous Moon Song 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Great Green Cheese Spirit  

     The Gift allows a Garou to learn the benefits of a smooth tongue and social 
awareness. It makes the werewolf talkative, interesting, and likeable, the very life 
and soul of any gathering. The moon's own light seems to make her more interesting 
and attractive than she normally seems. A Great Green Cheese spirit, a lively and 
somewhat aromatic member of Luna's brood, best known to the Bone Gnawers, 
teaches this Gift. Arrogant Silver Fangs who will not deign to deal with such a spirit 
will struggle to progress on this cycle. The werewolf and the spirit engage in a battle 
of wits, to see who can come up with the cleverest word play. If the Garou wins, the 
spirit happily teaches the Gift. Thus, she makes the persuasiveness of the Gibbous 
Moon part of herself. 

     To learn this Gift, the Garou must locate a suitable spirit teacher and best them in a 
battle of wits and wordplay - while ideally this exchange should be roleplayed out as 
much as possible, either the player or the Narrator may choose to make it a 
straightforward Mental Test (retest Enigmas) between the two parties to determine 
the outcome. Furthermore, a Garou may only attempt to learn this Gift once per lunar 
cycle, and only during the gibbous phase of the moon. Once it has been learned, 
activation requires only the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait, and lasts until the end of 
the scene - during that time, the Garou gains the Social Traits Friendly and Eloquent, 
and receives a free retest on all Positive Social tests 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Half Moon Mnemonics 

Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Sea Spirits  

     This Gift allows a Garou to remember a moment with perfect clarity, fixing it 
forever within their mind. They may recall that moment at any time and examine the 
memory from any angle they wish. The memory does not dim with age, and the recall 
is always perfect and total. A sea spirit teaches this Gift. The werewolf must seek an 
Umbral sea and meditate on the sound of its waves, until she can hear the sea spirit 
calling to her. She must then focus on the instructions while at the same time keeping 
total awareness of the moment to learn this Gift. Thus, she makes the wisdom and 
reflection of the Half Moon part of herself. 

     Once learned, a Garou may spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Test to fix a 
memory in her mind, a process which takes one full turn to perform during stressful 
circumstances. The difficulty of this test is normally seven Traits, though for 
a Philodox using this Gift it is only four. Once stored, the memory remains perfect, 
and can be viewed and replayed from any angle the Garou desires with only a 
moment’s concentration. A Garou may store as many memories as her permanent 
Gnosis rating in this fashion, however she may also choose to “dump” unwanted 
memories at any time, returning them to normal, fallible recollection. Due to the 
intense detail that is recalled, it is advisable to either bring suitable recording 
equipment as an out-of-game representation of the Garou’s perfect memory - 
video camera, microcassette recorder, etc. - or have a Narrator on hand to help take 
down what will be remembered so there is no doubt later on as to what occurred. 
The maximum length of a memory that can be stored is up to the Narrator’s 
discretion; while a romantic interlude might be possible, for example, an extended 
siege would not be, and Narrators should feel free to allow only memories of 
relatively short duration (say a minute or so) in order to avoid confusion later on. 
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Crescent Moon Fata 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Rage 
Taught By: Spider or Firefly Spirits  

     This Gift allows a Garou to perceive the very threads of fate and destiny that direct 
the world. By studying a person or object, she can learn a little about its past, or its 
possible future. To learn this Gift, the werewolf must find a spider or firefly Jaggling 
of Moira, one of Luna's Incarna, and challenge it to a contest of game craft. Should the 
Garou win, the Jaggling opens her eye to the play of fate upon the world. Thus, she 
makes the spiritual awareness of the Crescent Moon part of herself. 

     To learn this Gift, the Garou must defeat a suitable spirit in a contest of game craft - 
once again, this should be roleplayed out as much as possible, though if need be it 
can made into a Mental Test (retest Enigmas) to determine the winner. Theurges win 
all ties on this test, regardless of who has more Traits. Should the Garou fail, they 
immediately lose three Gnosis Traits and must wait a month to attempt to learn this 
Gift again. Once learned, the Garou may attempt to glimpse the future or the past 
by spending at least ten minutes in uninterrupted meditation - usually a good time to 
send for a Storyteller - and then making a number of Mental Tests equal to the 
character’s permanent levels of the Empathy Ability, against a difficulty of nine 
Traits (seven for a Theurge). For each successful test, the Garou may view one 
“thread” or brief glimpse into the past or future of a particular subject - in the case 
of multiple successes she may choose to spread these threads around to learn about 
several different subjects, or she may choose to focus on one individual, as she 
desires. Each thread grants one minute of viewing into the future or one hour in the 
past. The Storyteller should feel free to be as cryptic and creative as he likes in 
presenting these visions, though as a rule the past is much more straightforward than 
the future. 
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Advanced Gifts 
New Moon Legerdemain 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Luna  

     This Gift allows the werewolf to summon and command a group of small trickster 
spirits. This last step in the Cycle brings the werewolf to an understanding of Luna's 
need for the tricksters and the madness that she welcomes. The spirits, once 
summoned, dance around the Garou in the Penumbra, protecting her from harm, but 
disturbing and unsettling all those around her. They play tricks on everyone in the 
vicinity; harmless and amusing ones on the werewolf's allies, and destructive ones on 
her enemies. An avatar of Luna herself teaches this Gift, which puts the Garou in her 
debt - and service - forever. To learn the Gift, the Garou must undertake a great 
quest in Luna's name, one that may take several game sessions to play out. Once the 
werewolf succeeds, Luna gifts her loyal subject an understanding of the true nature of 
madness. Thus, the werewolf makes the New Moon's twisted wisdom part of herself. 

     After completing a suitably arduous quest in Luna’s name and sacrificing a 
permanent Gnosis Trait, the Garou has a number of minor Wyld spirits permanently 
bound to her - even if destroyed, they will eventually reform at the character’s side 
again. These spirits are normally dormant, although they awaken during the New 
Moon or when the Garou calls; calling requires the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait and 
a Gnosis test against five Traits. Ragabash receive a free retest on all attempts to 
awaken these spirits. Once active, the spirits remain awake for a number of scenes 
equal to the Garou’s permanent Gnosis rating, constantly harassing the Garou’s 
enemies or playing tricks on her allies. This manifests as a one-Trait penalty on all 
actions taken by the Garou’s enemies in the immediate area, and a two-Trait penalty 
on all actions taken against the Garou directly. The Spirit Keeper should be 
summoned to monitor the use of this Gift, keep track of the Garou’s enemies and 
otherwise adjudicate the actions of these capricious spirits as necessary. If no 
enemies are present, the spirits will instead play harmless pranks on the Garou’s 
allies, which though irritating will never cause lasting harm or loss of property. The 
Garou may attempt to sing these spirits back to sleep at any time; this requires a 
Gnosis Trait, a turn spent singing a soft lullaby and a Gnosis test of the same sort as it 
takes to awaken the spirits. Once again, Ragabash receive a free retest on 
this challenge. In addition, spirits of Jaggling level or higher may disperse these 
spirits for a scene by spending a Gnosis Trait and creating a suitably intimidating 
display. 
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Waxing Cycle 
Basic Gifts 
New Moon’s Laughter 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

     This Gift allows a werewolf to make others around her more receptive to criticism 
and less obsessed with their own pride, thus showing them the wisdom of the 
New Moon. 

     By spending a Gnosis Trait and making some comment or joke about learning to 
accept criticism or embrace humility, the Garou may make it less likely others will 
take offense at the words of others. For the duration of one scene, all positive Social 
Tests are one Trait up, while all negative or hurtful Social Tests are one Trait down; if 
the Garou using this Gift is a Ragabash, these modifiers are doubled. 

Crescent Moon’s Awareness 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

     This Gift allows the character to make others around her more aware of the spirits 
of the place. Garou catch glimpses and hear incomprehensible whispers of the spirits 
in the Penumbra, while Kinfolk and other humans feel an unsettling awareness of an 
alien world that they are normally oblivious to and have no means of 
understanding. This teaches them the power of the Crescent Moon. 

     By spending a Gnosis Trait and engaging all those in the area in a test of her 
Gnosis rating against their Willpower, the Garou may cause those affected to become 
more intimately aware of the spirit world, for better or worse. Garou and other 
changers find this connection invigorating and are considered one Trait up on all 
attempts to step sideways or communicate with spirits. Kinfolk, animals, 
ordinary humans and most other supernatural beings find this perception highly 
disturbing instead and are considered on Trait down on all tests. This Gift lasts for 
a number of turns or minutes equal to the Garou’s permanent Gnosis rating, though if 
the Garou using the Gift is a Theurge, both duration and effect are doubled. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Half Moon’s Diplomacy 

Retest: Law 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Harrier Spirits  

     Sometimes the first step to resolving a dispute is to prevent yourself saying 
anything to make the situation worse. This Gift allows a werewolf to try to calm 
an explosive moment by preventing everyone present from saying anything 
inflammatory, thus bringing them all the Half Moon’s wisdom. To learn this Gift, the 
werewolf must follow a harrier-spirit for an hour, matching her flight path from the 
ground, until she tires and consents to share this Gift. 

     To use this Gift, the Garou must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental 
test against a difficulty of seven. If successful, anyone involved in the current debate 
or discussion must first be silent for five seconds and then make a Willpower Test 
against a difficulty of five Traits in order to say anything they know is likely to make 
things worse. The Narrator has final say on what constitutes something likely to make 
things worse, although as a rule of thumb if the player - not the character - knows 
that their comment will likely erode the current situation without any real gain, then 
this Gift applies. (Players who repeatedly “overlook” the obviously 
inflammatory nature of their comments should be punished accordingly; it’s one 
thing to make an honest mistake, but quite another to repeatedly circumvent this Gift 
by feigning ignorance or claiming, “my character is a jerk.”) If a Philodox uses this 
Gift, the difficulty of the initial Mental test is lowered by two, while the difficulty of 
the Willpower test is increased by two, and the Garou may spend a Mental Trait to 
force someone to retest a successful Willpower test to say something hurtful. 
Only one retest may be forced this way per statement. This Gift lasts for the length of 
one debate. 
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Gibbous Moon’s Understanding 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Social Trait 
Taught by: Lune Spirits  

     The greatest of the Silver Fangs’ Galliards have sometimes also been some of 
the Tribe’s most successful battlefield leaders. This Gift can take some of the credit 
for this. It allows the werewolf to howl out general or specific instructions to her allies 
and have them heard and understood even over the noise of battle, thus showing 
everyone the Gibbous Moon’s wisdom. To learn this Gift, the werewolf must 
persuade three different Lunes to spend a whole night in the character’s company. 
Just before dawn, one of them will teach the Gift. 

     Use of this Gift requires the expenditure of a Rage Trait and a Social Trait and 
lasts for the duration of one battle or one hour, whichever comes first. During this 
time, the Garou may howl out specific instructions to her allies and be heard 
clearly, even by deafened comrades or over the din of a terrible battle. Use of this 
Gift does not require an action, though considerate players should carry cell phones, 
walkie-talkies or some other means of communicating to avoid running Narrators 
ragged if they are communicating over particularly long distances. Note that this Gift 
does not allow the Garou to be heard at a longer range than she could normally howl, 
merely ignore any noise or other obstructions within that range, and does not allow 
two-way communication, only the relaying of instructions from the Garou to her 
fellows. Should a Galliard use this Gift, the Rage Trait cost is waived. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Full Moon’s Wrath 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Rage 
Taught By: Luna  

     Sometimes Luna’s wrath waxes so great that her enemies fall before her chosen 
like corn before a scythe. This Gift allows a hard-pressed werewolf to summon war-
spirits to her aid, striking at her enemies and giving her respite. Their power teaches 
the werewolf and her allies, not to mention her enemies, the wisdom and strength of 
the Full Moon. The werewolf must find and defeat nine of Falcon’s brood of Jagglings 
in succession on a night of the full moon to learn this Gift. At the end of the night, an 
Avatar of Luna appears and binds the defeated spirits to the Fang’s service ever 
more, However, she demands that the Garou be at her disposal on nights of the full 
moon in exchange. 

     With the expenditure of a Rage Trait and a Gnosis Trait, the Garou may make 
a number of Simple Tests equal to her Gnosis rating; for each successful test, a 
Jaggling spirit of Falcon appears and attacks one of the character’s enemies until it is 
defeated, the werewolf dies or the battle ends. Should an Ahroun use this Gift, a 
Jaggling is summoned on a win or a tie of any of the Simple Tests. Needless to say, 
the Spirit Keeper should be alerted to this Gift’s use, and it is a good idea to 
have cards with the statistics of these spirits ready for when this Gift is used. Note that 
the Garou must be in dire need for this Gift to work, which usually translates 
to fighting against overwhelming odds, obviously superior opponents and/or when 
sorely wounded; attempting to use this Gift for lesser circumstances will 
fail automatically and may even incur a Renown penalty for the arrogant Garou. The 
Narrator has final say on when this Gift’s use is warranted.  
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Sun Lodge 
Basic Gifts 
Truce of Helios 

Retest: Etiquette 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Firebird Spirits  

     Helios brings reason and tact to the werewolves who honor him. He teaches the 
Garou to temper their instinct and Rage with thought and logic. Thus, those who 
follow him often become skilled diplomats and negotiators. Often, the biggest 
problem in achieving a truce, treaty, or alliance is getting the other side to listen to 
the argument that the character is putting forward. this Gift forces them to listen to 
what the Silver Fang has to say. However, Helios values truth and justice. He does not 
force the listener to accept what is said. Neither does he allow his followers to use 
this Gift to gain a combat advantage over another by using it to delay the listener 
while an ambush or attack is organized. Any werewolf using the Gift in that way will 
find that it doesn't work and may find it never working for them again. 

     In order to activate this Gift, the Garou must openly propose a truce that the other 
side(s) in a dispute agrees to accept; if this condition is met, the Garou may spend a 
Gnosis Trait to spiritually enforce the conditions of the peace for all present. During 
the following negotiations, those who seek to attack the speakers, outright ignore 
them, or otherwise disrupt the proceedings must first defeat the Garou in a test of 
their Willpower versus the Garou's Social Traits. Even if they are successful, they may 
still suffer loss of Honor Renown unless pressing reason exists for them to have 
violated a truce agreed upon in good faith in this manner; should the Garou using this 
Gift violate the peace himself, he suffers an immediate loss of Honor Renown, 
regardless of the circumstances, and may even be expelled from the Sun 
Lodge unless the situation was truly dire. In addition, this Gift is never effective 
against those who were present for the Garou's violation of this sacred trust. This Gift 
lasts for the duration of one day, or one negotiation, whichever comes first, although 
it should be noted that while those present are forbidden from attacking each other 
as part of the truce, they are still able to defend themselves from sudden attacks or 
other outside threats that may fall on them while this Gift is effective, without loss of 
Honor. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Honor Pact 

Retest: Rituals 
Cost: 3 Gnosis  
Taught By: Child of Karnac Spirits  

     This is another of Helios’ Gifts that allows diplomacy between even the most 
intransigent of opponents. For the Gift to work, though, all parties involved in the 
negotiation must agree to its use willingly, even if they consider their position fixed 
and room for debate to be minimal. Participants must show their willingness by 
spilling their own blood and mingling it with that of the other participants, usually by 
slicing open their palms and shaking hands. Helios does not consider those 
creatures without blood or with toxic or damaging blood worthy of his Gift and they 
cannot participate. Each participant then swears an oath to both Falcon and Helios to 
work with her fellow participants to find a solution. This forges spiritual bonds 
between all involved, preventing them from acting against one another’s interests 
and hopefully allowing a conclusion to the negotiations that suits and benefits all.  

     On occasions, a pack with a Sun Lodge member will use this Gift to prevent 
minions of the Defiler Wyrm turning one packmate against another. 

     To enact this potent Gift, the Garou and the others she wishes to form a bond with 
must all agree to this Gift’s use (even if they see little chance of changing their minds) 
and spend three Gnosis Traits together while performing a suitable bonding ritual of 
some kind, which must take at least five minutes to perform. Once these 
conditions are met, the participants are considered two Traits up on all friendly 
Social tests with each other and in general should roleplay their reduced antagonism 
and increased willingness to devise amenable solutions to their common problems. 
While they need not immediately all group hug, this Gift goes a long way 
toward helping even the most intractable foes see the wisdom of working out their 
differences together. Should a character outright break this pact, they 
immediately suffer five levels of aggravated damage and are marked as an oath 
breaker; however, petty fights and other repeated minor slights will eventually wear 
down the bond without causing such a radical punishment. Bonds that have been 
eroded (Storyteller’s discretion) may only be re-invigorated with a new use of this 
Gift. Servants of the Wyrm who attempt to corrupt or turn those under the influence of 
this Gift against their bonded companions suffer a three Trait penalty to all related 
actions. 
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House Gifts 
Austere Howl 
Basic Gifts 
Austere Mind 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Stone Elementals  

     The Silver Fangs of House Austere Howl have always valued self-control. To this 
end, they successfully petitioned a stone elemental to teach them this Gift that grants 
them the emotional stoicism of a rock. 

     By spending a moment in calm meditation, preferably in contact with bare earth 
or stone, the Garou may spend a Gnosis Trait to channel the stoicism of the cold 
stone. Until the next sunrise, the Garou is three Traits up to resist frenzy regardless of 
the source, and furthermore she (or any other character attempting to do the same) 
receives a free retest on any attempts to calm her down or otherwise end her frenzy. 
However, while this Gift is in effect, the Garou receives the Negative Trait: Callous. 

Osprey’s Eye 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Osprey or Salmon Spirits  

     Osprey can spot his prey in the water from high in the air above, despite the 
distorting effect of the water itself. She gives her children the same ability, so they 
may hunt the enemies of Gaia as easily in the water as in the air.  

     With the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait, the Garou may see into water without 
penalty; in addition, if actually submerged, the Garou is up two Traits on all tests of 
visual perception. This Gift lasts for one scene.  

Osprey’s Flight 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Osprey Spirits  

     When Osprey hunts, she can hover over the water. She wishes her children to hunt 
over rivers just as easily, so she teaches this Gift to those who prove themselves 
worthy enough. 

     By spending a Gnosis Trait, for the rest of the scene the Garou becomes able to 
travel on the surface of lakes and rivers without penalty; however, for each turn that 
she wishes to do anything other than simply walk on the water, she must first make a 
Simple Test. (Athletics may be spent to retest this challenge.) Failure means that she 
immediately falls into the water, though she may still act that turn. This Gift does not 
work at sea, nor does it allow the Garou to cross saltwater of any kind. 
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Blood Red Crest 
Basic Gifts 
Merlin’s Call 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Social Trait (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Merlin Spirits  

     This Gift allows the alpha of a pack to call out to her fellows, letting them know 
exactly where she is and allowing them to rally around her, even in complete 
darkness or other situations in which the werewolves are effectively blinded like 
heavy fog, or intervening walls. However, the sound that the alpha makes cannot be 
used by other creatures to locate the Garou. 

     By spending a Social Trait, the Garou may declare "<Pack Name>! Merlin's Call!" 
as loudly as gameplay permits; any pack members within hearing distance are 
immediately aware of where the alpha is and how far away they are relative to him, 
regardless of blindness, in-game walls, or other barriers and the like. Use of this Gift 
does not count as an action. Non-pack members do not hear the call, including other 
Garou or beings with supernatural hearing, and thus they cannot track the Garou 
based on this noise. If the Garou spends a Gnosis Trait in addition to the basic cost of 
this Gift, not only may he extend the Gift's benefits to pack members outside of 
hearing range (possibly requiring a Narrator to alert them), but pack members are 
considered one Trait up on all challenges for the remainder of the turn. (To speed 
play, the player should discuss this Gift with her pack beforehand and indicate use of 
the enhanced version of this Gift by adding "Inspired!" or something similar to the 
end of the call.) Garou who are not pack alpha may not use this Gift. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Burning Blade 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Firebird Spirits  

     This Gift causes a Garou’s weapon, be it a sword, Klaive or axe, to burn with a 
deadly fire that burns her enemy even as it bites into their flesh. 

     By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Garou may cause a melee weapon he is wielding 
to burst into flame, inflicting an additional level of aggravated damage on a 
successful strike and forcing targets to win or tie a Simple Test to avoid catching fire 
after being struck. This flame will also light any flammable objects, though it does not 
harm the Garou herself, nor does it damage the weapon in any way. This Gift lasts for 
a number of turns equal to the Garou’s Gnosis rating, though it may be re-activated at 
the end of this time with another Gnosis expenditure. Only melee weapons can 
be affected by this Gif; bows and firearms are ineligible to receive this Gift, as are 
thrown weapons or claws, and throwing the weapon in question causes it to 
extinguish immediately at the end of the turn. 
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Crescent Moon 
Basic Gifts 
Wind of Buzzard’s Wings 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

     You can call up a chilling wind of up to 20 mph that you can direct at will. It freezes 
unprepared targets and disperses or redirects clouds of gas or vapor, swarms of 
insects and the like. You simply whistle to call the breeze. Unprepared targets suffer 
a one-Trait penalty to perception challenges and challenges involving rapid motion. 
The breeze lasts for the rest of the scene. 

Intermediate Gifts 
Leshii’s Boon 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Leshii Spirits  

     This Gift allows the Fang to turn the very plants and trees of the forest against her 
enemies. Tree branches lash against them and roots trip them up, animals nip at their 
heels, and insects swarm around them. 

     With the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait and a Mental Test against a difficulty based 
on the wildness of the surroundings, the Garou may cause nearby plants and 
woodland animals to lash out at targets of her choosing. Foes thus afflicted are at a 
one-Trait penalty on all tests for the rest of the scene due to the constant distraction; 
however, the forest seldom inflicts true harm unless the target is so foolish as to try to 
eat anything they find, inflict grievous or gratuitous injury on a forest creature, or 
otherwise insult the spirits of the forest. Each time they wish to indulge in such 
behavior, these unfortunate souls must immediately make a Willpower Test against 
the Garou's Gnosis Traits; failure means that they immediately suffer a level of lethal 
damage, inflicted somehow by the forest and its inhabitants. 
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Gleaming Eye 
Basic Gifts 
Executioner’s Privilege 

Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can slow a fleeing foe (though not a charging one), making it easier to catch. 
Spend one turn in concentration and make a Social Challenge. If successful, the 
target's speed is halved for the rest of the scene. 

Truth of Gaia 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits  

You can tell when others are speaking the truth or lying. Make a Mental Challenge. If 
successful, you can determine whether the target is deliberately lying. (The key 
word is "deliberately" - the target may speak falsehood, but be telling the truth as 
she understands it, complete with misinformation or altered memories.) 
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Unbreakable Hearth 
Basic Gifts 
Harrier’s View 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Harrier Spirits  

     The Gift allows a pack alpha to have a perfect sense of where his packmates are, 
relative to his own position. This allows him to howl or shout orders more effectively 
and plan the tactics of the group better. 

     With the expenditure of a Mental Trait, the Garou immediately knows where all of 
his packmates are, relative to himself, and is two Traits up on all Leadership Tests 
with his packmates for the rest of the scene. In addition, pack members are 
considered one Trait up on any tests related to pack tactics or other specific plans the 
pack worked out in advance, due to their strengthened bond. 

Hidden Meaning 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Heron Spirits  

     Sometimes what someone doesn't say is just as revealing as what they do say. This 
Gift allows a listener a sense of exactly what a speaker is concealing or avoiding 
saying. 

   To use this Gift, the Garou must first listen to the target talking about a particular 
topic for at least a minute. She may then make a Mental Test; if successful, she may 
immediately ask her target “What worries you most?” about the subject of the 
target’s speech. A Narrator may be employed to ask this question and relay the 
requisite information if the Gift user desires. 
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Wise Heart 
Basic Gifts 
Deep Roots 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Physical Trait (or Survival Ability) 
Taught By: Forest-dwelling Spirits  

     This Gift allows the steadfast members of House Wise Heart to stand their ground 
against their foes. Nothing can move a werewolf rooted with this Gift, although he is 
as vulnerable to other forms of attack as ever. 

     With the expenditure of a Physical Trait or level of the Survival Ability, the Garou 
may become immovable for a number of turns equal to their permanent Gnosis 
rating - all attempts to move her automatically fail, though she still suffers 
damage normally, and if she is rendered Incapacitated or killed this Gift ends. Note 
that the Garou may still choose to move during this time if she wishes; she is 
simply immune to being moved by others. 

Locate Spirit Tutor 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Peregrine Falcon Spirits  

     The werewolves of House Wise Heart are renowned for their skill as tutors and 
mentors. However, they know that the spirits themselves are the best tutors for Gifts. 
This Gift allows a Silver Fang in the Umbra to locate the nearest spirit that can teach a 
particular Gift that he wishes his student to learn. From that point onwards, it is all up 
to the student and the spirit. 

     To use this Gift, the Garou must first cross into the Umbra; it never functions in the 
material world. Once they have crossed, the Garou must spend a moment meditating 
and beseeching guidance, then spend a Willpower Trait and make a Social Test 
against a difficulty of five Traits. If successful, the Garou immediately gains a sense of 
where the nearest spirit is that can teach the Gift he has in mind, though it is up to the 
Garou to actually befriend the spirit; all this Gift does is locate a suitable teacher. 
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Wyrmfoe 
Basic Gifts 
Eagle’s Beak 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits  

     The eagle's beak is a sharp, tearing weapon that can tear its prey apart in seconds. 
An eagle spirit teaches a Silver Fang the secret of eviscerating his enemy swiftly 
through this Gift. 

     To activate this Gift, the Garou must spend a Rage Trait and an entire turn 
screeching at his foes in defiance, though he may still defend himself normally in that 
time. Following that, for the rest of the scene, all bite attacks inflict an extra level of 
damage of the appropriate type. 

Hand Blade 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

     Many Silver Fangs specialize in Klaive dueling and swordplay. On occasions, they 
are disarmed or attacked when they are unarmed. This Gift allows them to rely on 
their skill in swordplay by turning their arm into a razor-sharp blade that slices and 
cuts like the best-forged sword. 

     With the expenditure of a Rage Trait, the Garou’s arm transforms into a 
bladelike shape, allowing him to wield his arm like a sword for the rest of the scene, 
including using Melee for all relevant retests. In all other ways, the Garou’s arm 
is treated as a sword (use the statistics for a Klaive if in doubt), including dealing 
aggravated damage as the Garou’s claws are part of the weapon. Every time 
they attempt a parry or similar blade-to-blade maneuver, however, the Garou 
automatically suffers a level of lethal damage, even if the attempt is successful, 
and more than three such levels of damage render the arm useless until it has time to 
regenerate. 
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Wild West Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Dramatic Entrance 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

The Garou may use this Gift immediately upon entering a scene or place. She strikes 
a commanding pose, and some environmental effect (ominous thunder, a stunned 
silence, a chilling wind, and the like) usually accompanies her. 

The player must spend a Gnosis Trait. The Garou must activate this Gift the moment 
she arrives upon the scene. The Silver Fang is considered to have three additional 
Appearance Traits, but only until she speaks. This Appearance rating is not 
necessarily physical attractiveness; it is more often than not an awesome aura of 
majesty and panache. 
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Dark Ages Gifts 
Intermediate Gifts 
Divine Regalia 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Gnosis & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Metal Spirits 

By spending one Rage, one Gnosis, and one Willpower Trait, the werewolf creates a 
mystical suit of armor that inspires her comrades and terrifies her foes. The armor 
functions (statistically) as full plate armor, but it allows the wearer to treat silver 
damage as lethal, rather than aggravated damage. At the same time, any of the Silver 
Fang’s packmates who are fighting in line of sight of her are one Trait up on all 
challenges while the Gift is in effect. The Fang’s enemies must defeat her in a 
Willpower Challenge before attacking, and they must flee in terror if they lose the 
Willpower Challenge.  
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Stargazers 
Basic Gifts 
Balance 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

This Gift allows the Stargazer to walk on ledges, ropes and other narrow surfaces, 
even if slippery or otherwise treacherous. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait to activate this Gift, which lasts for one session. 

This Gift provides a free retest on all balance-related tests. 

Catfeet 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

You gain catlike agility, including immunity to damage from falls of less than a 
hundred feet (you always land just right) and perfect balance on all slopes. This Gift 
is innate and always active. The Garou gain a two-Trait bonus to all challenges 
involving body slams and efforts at grappling, and to challenge involving balance 
and equilibrium. 

Channeling 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Fire Spirits  

Rage is both a boon and a bane to the Garou, and the Stargazers feel this doubly so. 
Rage, while certainly a vital resource, is also a dangerous element. 
Many Stargazers seek new ways to harness and direct their Rage, and those with this 
Gift have at least one more option. A Garou using this Gift can channel her Rage into 
a single action, helping her perform that one action as best as she is able. 

Once per session, the Stargazer may spend a Rage Trait to gain a retest on a single 
action; what's more, on this retest the Stargazer is considered to be up a number of 
Traits equal to her current Rage rating. While the inner balance taught by this Gift 
makes it appropriate to use in just about any situation, not just physical tasks or 
combat, the Narrator may well require a frenzy test for using this Gift to perform 
particularly intense or physically demanding tasks. 

 This Gift may be used three times per session, no more than once per scene. 
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Drunken Spider 
Retest: Crafts 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Cockroach or Water Spirits  

This Gift is primarily practiced by those Stargazers who feel that the Weaver is the 
true enemy of Gaia. With this ability, the Stargazer may affect the logic centers of any 
Weaver-spirit, jumbling its mind into sluggish discord. If the spirit isn't part of any 
physical manifestation mirrored in the "real" world, the spirit is merely hampered 
and confused. If performed on a spirit that's part of the soul of a machine, it actually 
makes the machine work significantly less efficiently, and thus makes it harder to 
use. A computer affected as such may not do what the user intends. Hitting "Enter," 
for instance, might trigger the "Backspace" key instead. Or opening a document 
might cause it to appear as gibberish. 

By spending a Willpower Trait and making a Social Test against a difficulty of the 
spirit's Gnosis, the Stargazer may attempt to impair the logical functioning of a 
Weaver spirit. If successful, spirits encountered "alone" are considered a number of 
Traits down on all Willpower tests equal to the Stargazer's Willpower or Gnosis rating 
(whichever is higher). Ghosts in the machines cause the devices to misbehave or 
malfunction; this disorder is best left in the hands of the Narrator, though in the case 
of weapons or items being used directly in the scene, this Gift forces the user to 
retest the first successful test made with the device each turn, making failure far more 
likely, due to "system crashes" or "mechanical malfunctions." Both effects last for the 
remainder of the scene, and multiple uses of this Gift are not cumulative. 

Falling Touch 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bear Spirits  

You can knock over your target with lightest touch. Make a Physical Challenge 
(retest with Medicine). If successful, the target falls down. Using this Gift counts as an 
action; using Falling Touch and striking to inflict damage are separate actions. The 
target must sit on the ground for the next four actions (or 15 seconds if not in combat). 
He may not initiate Physical Challenges but may defend himself as normal. 

The effects of this Gift are measured in “rounds” not actions – Rage may not be 
expended to end the effects sooner. 
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Imbalance 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Spirits  

A Stargazer possessing this Gift causes considerable problems to all attackers. Those 
attacking find themselves clumsier and less nimble with every successful strike. 

Provided it is activated no later than the first round of combat, the Stargazer may 
spend a Gnosis Trait to immediately inflict the Negative Physical Trait: Clumsy to one 
attacker engaged in close combat with her. (Multiple attackers may all be targeted at 
once, provided the requisite Gnosis is spent and they are all within the required 
range.) This Gift lasts for as long as the Stargazer is willing to spend Rage Traits - one 
Trait per attacker per turn. However, while it cannot be applied to enemies striking 
from range, it still applies against opponents who are in close combat with the Garou 
and later try to flee, provided the Stargazer continues to pay the Rage cost to 
maintain the Gift. 

Inner Light 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Epiphlings of Truth 

The Stargazer can step sideways into the Umbra using only his own inner light; he 
has no need of a reflection or bright light to guide him. 

The character is always considered to be using a mirror when attempting to step 
sideways, regardless of the presence of any reflective surface. The player must still 
test as usual, and the Stargazer can still be “caught.” He may lead packmates into the 
Umbra as per the usual rules. 

This Gift lowers the Gauntlet by one for the user and removes the requirement of a 
reflective surface or bright light. 

Inner Strength 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Variable Rage, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

Through concentration, a Stargazer can convert her anger into focused 
determination. The character spends five minutes in meditation, after which she may 
automatically convert one Rage Trait into a Willpower Trait. For each five-minute 
period in addition to the first, the character may convert an additional Rage Trait, 
although she may not reduce her Rage below one Trait. 
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Iron Resolve 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Through the blessings of the spirits, the Stargazer’s resolve is tempered like steel, 
allowing great feats through application of sheer will. 

Once per scene, the Stargazer may spend a Willpower to automatically succeed on a 
defensive Willpower Challenge. 

Paper Butterfly 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Butterfly Spirits  

Ancient court magicians of the Chinese emperor were able to conjure a cloud of 
paper butterflies out of thin air. Stargazers who have mastered this truck use it to 
create a mood of tranquility or can use them to distract an opponent. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a Mental Test against a target, 
the Stargazer may cause that opponent to be down a number of Traits equal to twice 
the Stargazer's permanent Gnosis rating on their next test; should this reduce an 
opponent to zero Traits, they may still attempt the test, but automatically lose all ties. 
(If the target possesses a power that normally permits him to win all ties, these two 
effects cancel each other out, and the test is resolved normally.) If desired, 
the Stargazer may choose to split this Trait modifier between their opponent's next 
two actions however they desire, though they cannot apply to actions past that range, 
and cannot re-use this Gift against the same target until the effects of the previous use 
have expired. Additionally, multiple simultaneous uses of this Gift against the same 
target are not cumulative. At the Narrator's discretion, Gifts such as Call the Breeze or 
similar powers may diminish or even cancel this Gift's effects outright. 

Resist Temptation 
Retest: Rituals 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

Using a series of ritual gestures to equalize the flow of energy through her chakra 
points, the Stargazer can resist worldly, material, and spiritual temptations, including 
corruption. 

The player makes a Static Mental Challenge against 10 Traits and spends one Gnosis 
Trait. For the remainder of the scene, the character receives a two-Trait bonus to 
resist supernatural coercion. This Gift immunizes the Stargazer to mundane coercion.   
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Sense Wyrm 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories. Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty 
depending on the concentration and strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against 
six Traits to sense a fomor in the next room but detecting the lingering residue of a 
Bane that left an hour ago requires testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three 
or fewer Humanity Traits always smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of 
Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter what their rating. 

Surface Attunement 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Small Animal Spirits  

The Stargazer focuses on becoming so attuned to her surroundings that she can walk 
across surfaces such as water, mud, thin ice, quicksand and snow at normal speed 
without danger of falling through. Stargazers who use this Gift leave no tracks of their 
passing. After the character concentrates for one turn, the player makes a Physical 
Challenge to activate the Gift, which lasts for one scene. 

Wuxing 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Chimera Spirits  

There is a mystical resonance – Wu Xing - that exists between the elements of water, 
fire, earth, metal, and wood. These elements are the basic forces underlying 
everything in the world, and the resonance between them is something that 
a Stargazer with this Gift can hear and tap into. The Stargazer can take the 
reverberations between elements and tweak it temporarily; the result is, for a short 
time, that one element can be changed into another. 

Use of this Gift requires a Mental Test, with a difficulty based on how hard or rare the 
material being worked with is. success allows an equal amount of the element up to a 
number of square feet equal to the Garou's Gnosis or Enigmas rating (whichever is 
higher) to be changed into an alternate element of one of the traditional types. Note 
that shape is still retained, even for objects transmuted to liquid. Only fairly basic 
manifestations of the five elements can be generated by this Gift - it does not allow 
the Stargazer to conjure up radioactive isotopes, exotic chemicals, and so on. This 
Gift lasts for a number of minutes/turns equal to the character's Gnosis rating. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Avoid Fate 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

With this Gift, the Stargazer can dodge the wheels of fate for the moment. Through a 
preternatural connection between herself and the universe, she avoids certain 
disaster. 

Once per scene, the player can spend a Gnosis point to retest any failed challenge. 

Clarity 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

This Gift enables the Stargazer to see through utter darkness, normally impenetrable 
fog or dense smoke. In addition, Stargazers using this Gift can spot invisible 
creatures and penetrate illusions. The player makes a Mental Challenge to activate 
this Gift’s powers of keen sight. Invisible creatures show up automatically under the 
effects of this Gift. In order to see through another individual’s illusions, the player 
must win a Mental Challenge. 

Merciful Blow 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Mongoose Spirits  

With this Gift, a Stargazer can subdue an opponent without actually causing physical 
harm. The Stargazer spends a Gnosis Trait to attune herself to her foe’s body. If the 
player wins a Physical Challenge against an opponent to whom she is attuned, the 
player may then make a Mental Challenge against her victim. Success means that the 
victim takes no physical damage from the attack but instead falls over helpless for the 
rest of the turn, thus giving the Stargazer time to capture or subdue her opponent or, 
perhaps, to withdraw from the battle scene. 
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Mindblock 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

You maintain constant mental defenses at peak levels. You receive a minimum three-
Trait bonus on all efforts to mentally attack or control your mind (such as mind 
reading, mental illusions, possessions) -you defend with 10 Traits or your normal 
Mental Trait total + 3, whichever is higher. Mindblock is always in effect. It does not 
extend to powers that affect emotions.  

Mouthpiece of the Successor 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Mockingbird or Raven Spirits  

According to an old and almost forgotten Stargazer tradition, a dying Garou may ask 
for a "mouthpiece" to come sit by his side and listen to him. The mouthpiece would 
then go to the rest of the sept and deliver the departed Stargazer's secrets, stories, or 
last wishes during a funerary moot. Somewhere along the way, this Gift was 
concocted to aid in this tradition. With it, the mouthpiece may literally "record" the 
dying Garou's voice and "play" it back through her own mouth later. The recording is 
literal - it's the exact voice, not the voice of the mouthpiece. Those who know the Gift 
now rarely use it for its original purpose, for it can be used to record anybody's 
voice, for any reason at all. 

Recording a willing subject requires only listening patiently; two minutes per level of 
Empathy the listener possesses may be recorded in this fashion (minimum two 
minutes). This Gift may be used only once per scene but may be used repeatedly 
over multiple scenes if the circumstances permit. Replaying the conversation costs 
one Gnosis Trait. Recording an unwilling or unaware target's voice requires a Mental 
test against the target's Social Traits (target retests with Subterfuge). Actual recording 
devices may be used to simulate this Gift's effects in-game, or the player may simply 
announce, "I am speaking with the voice of <subject>" before replaying the 
recorded conversation. Note that this Gift doesn't provide any special powers of 
recall for the conversations recorded - it is quite possible for an inattentive listener 
not to remember exactly what was said until they play it back aloud at a later date! 
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Preternatural Awareness 
Retest: Dodge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

The Stargazer becomes so attuned to her surroundings that she can anticipate the 
actions of her opponent.  

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Mental Challenge to invoke the 
Gift. Thereafter, for the rest of the scene she gains some idea as to what 
any opponents are planning. The Storyteller should provide the player 
with information appropriate to the Gift’s effects. If she engages a foe in combat while 
using this Gift, the player may limit her opponent’s possible response to one of two 
hand signs. For example, she may inform her rival that she must use either Paper or 
Scissors, thus weighting the combat in the Stargazer’s favor. 

This Gift grants the user a single free retest on all challenges for the duration of the 
scene. 

Sense Balance 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

The Stargazers have developed an attunement with the cosmic forces that balance 
the Tellurian. The werewolf may sense an overabundance of the Wyrm, Wyld, or 
Weaver energies in a location. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Mental Challenge against 8 
Traits to detect the spiritual balance of an area, if any. Wyrm manifestations feel 
dense and oily, Weaver presence feels cold and unyielding, and Wyld energies feel 
hot and trembling. The Stargazer must be at peace and without distraction to use this 
Gift. 

Strike the Air 
Retest: Dodge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Hummingbird Spirits 

You become unable to strike an opponent, but also immune to being struck yourself, 
weaving and dodging and wearing out opponents in fruitless attacks.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge against a target. If successful, 
you automatically dodge all attacks your opponent makes. This Gift is immediately 
canceled if you attack your opponent, even if someone else attacks on your behalf. 
Strike the Air can befuddle multiple opponents, but it requires a separate Willpower 
Trait and challenge for each one. 
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Summon the Chu-Mong 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Chu-Mong 

A long time ago, the Stargazers of Tibet made a pact with an ancient tribe of mountain spirits 
called the Chu-Mong (snow goblins). The pact was one of mutual protection, and 
a Stargazer using this Gift can reawaken the usefulness of the pact, at least temporarily. It 
summons the spirit of a Chu-Mong to help protect the Stargazer in question. 

Temperature  Difficulty  

Below 0 degrees F  5  

0-32 degrees F  6  

32-49 degrees F  7  

49-65 degrees F  8  

65-80 degrees F  9  

Above 80 degrees F  10  

By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a Gnosis test against a Trait difficulty outlined in the 
chart above, a Stargazer may attempt to summon a Chu-Mong, using the statistics provided. 
If this test fails, the Spirit Keeper should immediately make a Simple Test - on a failure, 
the Chu-Mong appears as requested, but is hostile to the Stargazer. 
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The Silken Cloth 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Englings  

This Gift takes its name from an ancient Stargazer tradition. It's believed that those 
who are not shape changers cannot enter the Mirror Lands of the Umbra because 
they are impure. They do not have a kernel of the celestial substance of cosmos 
within them, as the Garou and the other Fera do. But many Stargazers still wished to 
show mortals (or others unable to access the Umbra) the hidden truths and puzzles 
found only in the Mirror Lands. Once, Stargazers could purify others with a silken 
cloth, rubbing them with it, so that they may enter the Umbra together. Now, that 
ability has been made into a Gift. This Gift lets a Stargazer bring one other human (or 
otherwise Umbra-banned individual) with her when she Steps Sideways. 

Although many Stargazers surround this Gift with appropriate preparatory rituals and 
lessons to ease the shock of the journey, at its heart all this Gift does is allow the 
Garou to make an additional stepping sideways test to bring one additional "guest;" 
this test is otherwise treated as a normal crossing test in every way, save that the 
Garou pays any attendant costs. At the Narrator's discretion, a particularly dramatic 
failure on this crossing test may have all manner of unpleasant results, and even if it 
proceeds normally, the Garou should remember that their guest will still depend on 
them to provide a means of returning as well. This Gift can never be used on an 
unwilling subject, nor can it bring over imbued Hunters.  

Wind’s Returning Favor 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

A Stargazer may use weapons, but most need none. This Gift allows a Stargazer to 
take an opponent's weapon upon their attack. 

A Stargazer may only use this Gift against a foe wielding a melee weapon against her 
in close combat. To attempt to steal a foe's weapon, the Stargazer must spend a 
Willpower Trait and allow her foe to attack her; she may attempt to Dodge normally 
but cannot harm her foe during this turn. If she successfully avoids the strike, she 
may immediately call for a Simple Test - on a win or a tie, she has stolen the attacker's 
weapon, and may use it the following turn. Due to the speed and magical nature of 
the Gift, the foe receives no chance to use Melee or other Abilities and powers to 
retest this Simple Test. Failure means that the weapon remains with the attacker, 
although the Gift may be attempted again if the Stargazer desires. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Ancestral Incarnation 

Retest: None 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught by: Epiphlings of Truth  

The connection of a Stargazer to his Ancestors can be deemed more "intense" than 
that of other Garou. This Gift is proof of that. The few Stargazers with this Gift are not 
only able to plumb the depths of the ancestral memories for help but are literally 
able to become one (or many) of their ancestors for a short time. The Stargazer glows 
with a pale nimbus of light and actually exhibits the physical traits (altering her 
appearance) of one or several of her ancestors. For a time, the Stargazer may also tap 
into the wealth of knowledge and ability of her forebears and use that to enhance her 
own actions for a time. 

Only Stargazers with the Ancestors Background may purchase this Gift. Activating it 
requires three Gnosis Traits, and the effects last for the remainder of the scene. For 
the remainder of the scene, she adds twice her rating in Ancestors to all tests, and 
she may choose to spend levels of Ancestors to retest any Ability-related tests during 
this time as well. These retests function identically to normal ability retests but may 
be used in addition to Ability retests on a single test. Only one retest gained from this 
Gift can be used on a single test, however. Spending levels of Ancestors in this 
fashion does not diminish the Trait benefit gained upon activating this Gift. This Gift 
may only be used once per session, if that often, and the Garou must add a number of 
physical alterations to her appearance, equal to her rating in Ancestors, reflecting 
how the Stargazer has literally become her ancestors through this Gift. 

Circular Attack 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

The Stargazer becomes so fluid in her attacks that she can face a group of opponents 
in hand to hand combat and redirect their blows away from her and toward each 
other.  

The player spends a Willpower Trait before going into a combat against multiple 
opponents. She makes one Physical Challenge against all her opponents. Those who 
lose the challenge must redirect their blows to one of their fellow attackers, doing 
damage to their allies instead of to the Stargazer. The player may only use this Gift 
only once per turn and she may not spend a Rage Trait in the same turn.  
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Directing the Soul 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Enigmatic Spirits  

Stargazers with this Gift can redirect the effects of the Rage and Gnosis. By attaining 
this higher control over their inner selves, they influence the world around them in 
their favor. 

After learning this Gift, the Stargazer can spend her Rage or Gnosis, instead of 
Willpower for any of the innate effects of Willpower. 

Harmonious Unity of the Emerald Mother 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Gaia  

The wisest of Stargazers understand that all divisions of the flesh are mere illusion. 
The only true separation is of spirit - Wyrm from Weaver, Weaver from Wyld, Triat 
from Gaia. But even then, the great forces of the universe are connected. Drawing 
upon this wisdom, the Garou banishes the boundaries dividing the mind and body of 
man from the power of the werewolf. 

The player spends 1 Gnosis point. For the next day, the Stargazer enjoys the physical 
Attributes and regenerative powers of the Crinos form while in Homid. This Gift 
doesn't grant Crinos form's claws, fangs, or expanded senses, nor does it inflict the 
Delirium. 

Wisdom of the Seer 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chimerling Spirits  

The Stargazer studies the night sky and receives answers to almost any question from 
the position of the stars. This Gift only works at night.  

The player must spend 15 minutes out of game play “studying the sky.” After doing 
so, she makes a Static Mental Challenge against seven Traits (retest with Enigmas). If 
she succeeds, she may ask the Storyteller a simple question and receive an honest 
and accurate answer. 
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Mantra Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Seed of Speech 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cuckoo Spirits 

The spoken mantra for this Gift is "Aum-Vak-Bija." It represents the primal nature of 
speech and gives the Stargazer using this Gift a preternatural understanding of the 
underlying force behind all words and names. Merely by intoning the mantra and 
activating this Gift, the Garou is capable of harmonizing with the very fundamental 
nature of spoken sound and the knowledge that comes with it. 

The player spends one Gnosis point after the Stargazer speaks the mantra. For the 
duration of the scene, the werewolf gains the ability to understand the basic 
subject/verb structure of all sentences spoken to him, regardless of the language 
used. For instance, "What are you doing here?" would translate (to the Stargazer) as 
"You do?"; or "Put down that idol, " may translate to "You drop." This Gift only 
captures the most basic essence of a sentence spoken (the "seed"), but when being 
spoken to in a completely foreign tongue, this can make all the difference. 

Sound of Suffering 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 2 Mental Traits 
Taught By: Pain Spirits and Rain Spirits  

The spoken mantra for this Gift is "Aum-Kama-Rudra." Life is suffering. Among 
the Stargazers, this is not philosophy, this is fact. Once someone realizes that 
suffering is the dominating force within the universe, he can move past it onto a 
fuller, richer life - or so the theory goes. With this Gift, a Stargazer can inflict a 
temporary "realization of suffering" onto a single individual. The individual affected 
by this Gift is beset by a swell of sadness, and they can't help but break down into 
hitching, wracking sobs. For the duration of this power, the target is left feeling both 
empty of substance and full of the world's pain. 

This Gift costs two Mental Traits, and requires a Social Test; in addition, 
the Stargazer must speak the mantra and ask the target about how much they 
understand the pain of the world. (They do not need to be heeded or even 
comprehended, but the question must still be asked.) Success means that the target 
is overcome with sadness and wracking sobs for a number of minutes/turns equal to 
the Stargazer's Empathy rating. They may defend themselves normally if attacked, or 
remove themselves from danger if need be, but otherwise they cannot move or 
initiate any aggressive action. This Gift may only be used on a target once per scene 
and should be roleplayed to the best of the target's ability. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Burning Fire-Mind 

Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Fire Spirits  

The spoken mantra for this Gift is "Aum-Hana-Daha." It signifies the burning, fiery 
nature of anger and wrath, and relates directly to a werewolf's usage of Rage. Rage, 
like fire, is an uncontrollable, all-consuming entity. It cannot be leashed or tamed and 
can leave much damage in its wake. The Stargazers, as a rule, are not opposed to 
using Rage, but they understand that it can run rampant - and unmitigated Rage is a 
terrible weapon to behold. This Gift allows a Stargazer to punish other Garou for 
attempting to access this unmanageable source of power needlessly. Any opponent 
of the Stargazer feels the anger literally sear their flesh. 

This Gift requires the expenditure of a Rage Trait and a Social Test; if successful, 
all Garou within the Stargazer's Gnosis rating in paces takes an automatic level of 
lethal damage for each Rage Trait they spend. This Gift lasts for a number of turns 
equal to the Stargazer's Primal-Urge rating and does not differentiate between friend 
or foe - even the Stargazer herself is not immune. Armor does not protect against this 
damage, however, it will not kill a Garou - any Garou who would die from the 
damage received are instead rendered unconscious for the duration instead, though 
of course they may be further injured normally during this time. Note that while some 
Tribes appreciate this Gift's value at quashing bursts of needless fury, exposing 
supposed friends and allies to this Gift's burn without a very good reason is likely to 
earn the Stargazer a number of enemies, if not also a corresponding loss of Renown. 
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Seeking the Void 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Shadow Spirits  

The spoken mantra for this Gift is "Aum-Ha-Sa-Kha-Prem." The Umbra, also called the 
Mirror Lands, is a void empty of true matter and built on little more than the 
ephemeral whorls of spirit substance. Many Garou are reliant upon hard travel within 
the Umbra. They must find their destination and get to it via moon paths or sniffing 
out spirit tracks. Stargazers using this Gift have a somewhat easier time getting 
somewhere in the Mirror Lands - provided that another Garou or spirit is already 
there. Using this Gift takes the werewolf directly to the location of the chosen 
individual, no matter where they are at that moment. The Stargazer must be in the 
Umbra to use this Gift. 

A Stargazer using this Gift need only repeat the mantra and clutch some piece of 
valued possession of the Garou she seeks to find in the Umbra; in the case of spirits 
being sought after, only those the Stargazer has personally bested in some form of 
competition may be targeted with this Gift. Provided these conditions are met, 
the Stargazer may make a Mental Test to find the safest, most direct route to her goal; 
at the Narrator's discretion, particularly long journeys may require several such tests 
over an appropriate period of time. The difficulty of this test depends on the location 
of the target individual - the Penumbra is six Traits, the Near Umbra is eight Traits, 
the Deep Umbra is ten Traits, and the Dark Umbra is twelve Traits 
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Advanced Gifts 
Liberation of the Flesh 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Chimera  

The spoken mantra for this Gift is "Aum-waha-guru-dha-yan." Some Stargazers (particularly 
those among the Tranquil) posit that all flesh is weak, and like an anchor, it drags the 
spirit. Stargazers using this Gift find themselves "liberated" from their physical forms, 
becoming insubstantial and bodiless. 

By spending a standard action and a Gnosis Trait, the Stargazer may become completely 
insubstantial and largely invisible; only those that make a successful Mental Test (retest 
Alertness) may detect the Stargazer while she is in this state. Neither spirits nor physical 
creatures can in any way harm a Stargazer in this form, and she is not affected by Gifts or 
attacks that target spirits either; the Storyteller has final say on whether or not a particular 
source can harm the Stargazer, but such hazards should be extremely rare, or the essence of 
the Gift is lost. While in this state, the Stargazer may only travel from one location to another 
at a regular walking pace, though physical and spiritual obstacles pose no particular 
challenge to her either. Due to the intense concentration this requires, a Mental Test (retest 
Meditation) against a difficulty of six Traits is required to summon the requisite 
concentration to move; failure means the Stargazer does not go anywhere that turn. 
The Stargazer may return to physical form by spending another Gnosis Trait. 
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Legendary Gifts 
Thought-Form of the Twelve Ministers 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis, 1 Rage, 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Chimera 

The spoken mantra for this Gift is "Aum-ka-la-rim-sa-ka-la-rim-ha-ka-la-rim." This Gift 
allows a Stargazer to attain true spiritual balance for a single moment. In that 
moment, all extreme desires and impure emotions are blasted away in an 
unmitigated blast of the Self. A startling, crackle of energy travels like lightning to 
each of the Stargazer's chakra points. It only lasts for a second, and then it is gone. 
But in its wake, the Stargazer is left empowered and burning with a halo of pale green 
light. There is only a handful of Stargazers who have ever been worthy enough to 
learn this Gift.  

This mighty Gift requires the expenditure of a Trait of Willpower, Gnosis, and Rage to 
activate; for the remainder of the scene, the Stargazer becomes an impressive 
balance of martial skill and mental prowess. She is considered two Traits up on all 
Mental Tests, and receives three additional levels of Enigmas and Empathy, as well 
as two additional levels of Brawl - these bonuses may cause her to exceed normal 
Trait and Ability limits. What's more, any other Garou standing within three paces of 
the Stargazer when this Gift is first activated have their Gnosis Traits immediately 
refreshed to their normal maximum, and the Stargazer using this Gift is automatically 
purged of any Wyrm-taint. 
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Uktena 
Basic Gifts 
Another’s Moccasins 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

The human cultures of Uktena Kinfolk are too-frequently ignored or derided by the 
mainstream; their wolf Kin are persecuted as a matter of course. This Gift opens the 
eyes of the ignorant to life on the other side, showing them a new and (for a while, at 
least)  

fascinating perspective. By speaking briefly with the subject about the culture or 
species in question, the Garou can instill curiosity or appreciation for the culture - or 
if particularly successful, an obsession with learning about and aiding the Kinfolk‘s 
people. The Earth Guides in particular use this Gift to nudge adversaries (usually 
in government or the media) into the role of allies. 

This Gift requires that the Uktena first enter into a detailed conversation with her 
target about a particular species or culture for at least ten minutes, and then spend a 
Willpower Trait and make a Social Test. Success means that the target becomes 
interested in learning more about and possibly aiding the culture or species involved 
in the conversation, and spends a good portion of their next downtime actively 
pursuing these goals, up to a maximum of one month. If downtime is not a factor in 
the game, then the interest lasts for the rest of the current session and the entire next 
one as well.  

At the end of this time, the Gift’s effects fade, although it’s entirely possible the target 
has come to be interested in the subject naturally and thus continues his work after 
the Gift itself has ended. It should also be noted that even use of this Gift to stir a 
desire to help a culture the Uktena belongs to does not mean the target becomes 
glassy-eyed and immediately does whatever the Uktena asks - their goodwill is 
directed toward the culture or species in general, and while they may be more open 
to aiding the Garou than they were before, they are not compelled to do anything 
for them. Player characters may cancel the need to act on this Gift directly with a 
Willpower Trait, though even then they should still roleplay their new interest 
and perhaps some minor actions taken to investigate it.  
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Blending 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits  

Intruder legends tell of the uncanny ability of native peoples to hide in plain sight, 
even only yards away. This Gift allows the user to blend into the landscape simply by 
crouching and keeping still. It isn’t invisibility; rather, the Garou draws the landscape 
into himself to appear to the unwary as a natural part of the terrain. This Gift 
is especially common among Caern guardians. 

This Gift is identical to the Ragabash Gift: Blissful Ignorance, except for two 
differences. Due to the Uktena’s innate connection to the wilderness, it may only be 
performed outdoors, in a natural environment. However, unlike Blissful 
Ignorance, the Uktena may move at a slow walk and remain undetected, provided all 
onlookers are looking directly away; as a rule of thumb, if the player can see more 
than the back of an onlooker’s head, she can’t move and hope to remain undetected. 
Talking, fighting, interacting with the environment (such as opening a door) or 
moving while another is watching immediately cancels this Gift. 

Coils of the Serpent 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Snake Spirits  

Using this Gift, an Uktena can call forth dark tentacles of mist or fog that wrap around 
enemies and hold them in a viselike grip. Each coil is four feet long and possesses 
the same Physical characteristics as the werewolf who summons the coils. 

Once per scene, an Uktena with this Gift can summon tentacles of fog to bind and 
slow opponents. One tentacle is summoned per level of Occult the Uktena possesses, 
plus an additional tentacle per Physical Trait the user wishes to spend 
when activating the Gift. A Physical Test is necessary to ensnare a target with this 
Gift; the Uktena is considered a number of Traits up on this test equal to the number 
of tentacles attacking the target. The Uktena may also choose to have summoned 
tentacles focus on multiple targets, up to a maximum number of separate targets 
equal to their Occult rating. Treat uses against multiple targets like a standard group 
challenge.  

Those successfully ensnared by tentacles can defend themselves normally but cannot 
attack or move from their current location until they break free, which requires a 
Physical Test against a difficulty equal to twice the Uktena’s Occult rating plus the 
number of tentacles currently grappling them. These tentacles do not inflict damage, 
and last until the end of the scene, the target frees himself or the caster dismisses 
them. 
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Fetish Fetch 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Packrat Spirits 

The Uktena need not carry her Fetishes with her. She may draw them from a hidden 
cache whenever she needs them, no matter the distance, and return them just as 
easily. 

The first part of the Gift involves creating the secret hiding spot for Fetishes. The 
player spends one Gnosis Trait and buries or covers her items. Once this ritual is 
complete, she need only spend a Gnosis Trait to summon any or all of her Fetishes or 
return them to their hiding place. The Fetish appears in her hand as if from thin air. 
Only one hiding spot can exist at a time, but the Uktena can replace it with a new one 
whenever she desires. 

Implacable Grip 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage (+1 Rage, optional) 
Taught By: Gila Monster or Alligator Spirits 

Sometimes, sheer tenacity gets the job done. With this Gift, the Uktena can hang on 
by claw or bite with a death-grip that is almost impossible to break. 

Spend one Rage to affect hands or jaws, two Rage to affect both. For the rest of the 
scene, you receive a three-Trait bonus on all challenges involving the affected parts 
in grappling and biting. This Gift does not inflict extra damage. 
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Indian Giver 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

Sometimes, one must give information to get information. Perhaps an explanation is 
necessary to get the curious to go away. However, Uktena are notoriously tightfisted 
with secrets. With this Gift, the Uktena can share a bit of knowledge that later 
vanishes from the subject’s memory. Both Raiders and Pathdancers commonly learn 
this Gift, though it can be found throughout the Tribe. 

With this crafty Gift, the Uktena can ensure that she gets the upper hand in an 
exchange of secrets, by removing the knowledge they imparted from the target’s 
memory. This Gift requires a Mental Test against the target and can only be 
performed after the Uktena has told the target the secret in question. If successful, the 
target immediately forgets what they were told at a point determined 
by the Uktena (never more than 24 hours after); with the expenditure of a Willpower 
Trait, the Uktena can cause them to forget the entire conversation. The target is 
otherwise able to remember the general conversation, including giving 
the Uktena information, but is completely unable to remember what he got in return. 
Mortals are likely to simply blame bad memory, though some supernatural creatures 
(particularly those versed in mind control and memory tricks) may realize what’s 
going on. A suspicious supernatural creature may cancel the Uktena’s Willpower 
expenditure with one of his own if he wishes to remember more about 
the conversation, though he is still be unable to recall the secret banished by this 
Gift, as it has been completely removed from his mind. 

Medicine Dream 
Retest:  Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Aloe Spirits 

It is said that when mankind began to hunt, the Animal Spirits created disease to fight 
back. But when diseases began to kill to many the Spirits relented and herb spirits 
came to teach the medicine men. This Gift calls on their wisdom to learn new ways to 
treat the ill. Spend 1 Gnosis and make an extended Static Social Challenge vs. 8 
Traits before going to sleep. Each success gained allows the caster 1 bonus Trait on 
any medicine or healing tests the next day. 

The Traits granted by this Gift may only be applied to a single Test. The Social 
Challenge is thrown at Sign-In, and the number of successes must be recorded 
before the character enters play. 
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Moonstruck Path 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Uktena Spirits 

Garou are well versed in hunting and tracking prey, yet there are times when they 
have no idea where such a trail starts or which journey to undertake first when a 
choice presents itself. The Gift of the Moonstruck Path allows the Garou to perceive 
the beginning of the path he must take in a given situation, even if she herself is not 
sure of its ultimate purpose. When the Gift is utilized, a ghostly pale blue-white beam 
of moonlight points to the correct direction for one scene. Sometimes, as when the 
Garou doesn’t know why she needs to move in a certain direction or what to do once 
she reaches her destination, it becomes a leap of faith, with the werewolf starting on 
an unknown path and only later discovering why.  

The Gift must be utilized after dark, though there need not be a moon in the sky. It 
can even be used underground or in windowless structures so long as it is dark 
outside. The player makes a Static Mental Challenge (difficulty 8) to activate the Gift 
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Overlook 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Cuckoo Spirits  

It can be quite useful to be ignored at times. You can overhear what was not meant 
for your ears, or see armed guards look right past you. As long as the Uktena keeps a 
low profile, a supervisor will assume he’s just another tech, or the cowboys will see 
only “some tame Injun asleep by the hitchin’ post.” Some Ragabash call this the 
“Tonto goes to town” Gift; members of the Scouts also favor it. 

By dressing the part and doing her best to blend in, the Uktena can ensure that all but 
the most cautious scrutiny overlooks her presence. To activate this Gift, the player 
must make a Mental Test against a difficulty based on how much the Uktena looks like 
those where she’s trying to fit in and how vigilant the security in the area happens to 
be. For instance, dressing up in business clothes and slipping into a large office on a 
hectic morning would be relatively easy, but trying to do so without proper work 
attire would be more difficult, and attempting to blend in on the morning of a 
personnel review would be even harder. An Uktena may attempt to blend in with 
more than one group of people but doing so requires a new Mental Test and likely a 
change of clothes as well. 

Success means that as long as the Uktena keeps a low profile, she is essentially 
ignored by those around her, who assume that she is just another one of crowd. A 
description tag reading “Ignore Me” or similar method should be used to alert others 
to her forgettable status. Those attempting to pierce this disguise must either possess 
supernatural senses or be actively looking for an intruder, and defeat the Uktena in a 
Mental Test. The Narrator may also call for additional Mental Tests during the scene if 
the Uktena acts out of character, calls attention to herself or is caught lacking 
critical props or knowledge (“What do you mean you don’t have an ID card? 
Everybody around here has one”). Note also that this is not true invisibility -
an Uktena attempting to sneak into a guarded facility will still be stopped by security 
like everyone else in the group she’s with. It also does not function if there is no 
group to blend into; an Uktena trying to pass herself off as a store employee to a 
small business owner who runs the store with his wife won’t be fooled. 
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Reveal the Hidden 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught by: Crow Spirits  

This Gift allows an Uktena to find non-supernatural items that may be eluding his 
search. This is a perfect tool to locate hidden passageways, concealed tomes of lore 
or a normal foe that may be successfully hiding from the werewolves. Scouts (and 
their darker campmates, the Raiders) consider this Gift practically a requisite.  

By spending a Mental Trait and naming a single person or object, 
the Uktena immediately finds it, provided it is in the immediate area 
and the Uktena is somehow capable of detecting it (however well hidden). For 
example, the Uktena could not locate a Spirit with this Gift unless she had a Gift 
or other means of sensing Spirits active at the time. If more than one object or person 
in the area matches the criteria, the Gift does not reveal them all - 
instead the Uktena receives an impression that there is more than one item or 
individual matching her description, but not how many or where they are. In 
addition, while the search criteria for objects can be fairly general - saying simply 
“gun” as opposed to “.357 Magnum” - it cannot be relative to a person or event, such 
as asking for “the murder weapon” or “whatever it was that just fell out of his 
pocket.” Finding a sentient being in hiding requires a Mental Test, though 
the Uktena receives a free retest on such challenges due to the Gift’s effectiveness. 
As above, the criteria for finding a person can be somewhat generic - “man” or 
“woman with brown hair” - but it cannot be relative, such as “a woman who will find 
me attractive” or “the man who murdered my father.” This Gift cannot 
detect supernatural items and individuals concealed by mystical powers at all. 

Sense Magic 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Uktena Spirits  

You can discern the magical emanations of Changing Breed Gifts, vampiric powers, 
human magic and the like.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas) against the mental total of the 
magic’s creator. You enjoy a one-Trait bonus for familiar magic and highly obvious 
effects, and a two-Trait bonus on Garou Gifts. Very unfamiliar magic imposes a one-
Trait penalty, or even more at the Storyteller’s discretion for particularly alien 
manifestations. You can only recognize broad categories, including whether you’ve 
encountered this sort of thing before: “Gaian” and “blood magic” are about as 
precise as this Gift allows. The Gift covers all magic within 10 feet of you, plus an 
additional 10 feet per Mental Trait spent. 
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Sense Wyrm 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories. Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty 
depending on the concentration and strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against 
six Traits to sense a fomor in the next room but detecting the lingering residue of a 
Bane that left an hour ago requires testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three 
or fewer Humanity Traits always smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of 
Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter what their rating. 

Shroud 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Night Spirits  

You create a field of inky blackness which only your own eyes can pierce. Spend one 
Gnosis and make a Static Gnosis Challenge, the difficulty depending on the time of 
day: three Traits at night or in twilight, six Traits indoors, nine Traits outside in bright 
sunlight. Success blacks out a 10-foot-square area, plus another 10-foot square area 
per Mental Trait spent. The area can be anywhere within your line of sight. The metis 
Gift Eyes of the Cat can see through the resulting darkness, which lasts for the rest of 
the scene.  

Spirit of the Bird 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits  

Few Garou attack from above, which is precisely why the Uktena developed this Gift. 
It allows you to hover, fly and float. Spend one Gnosis. You can fly at up to 20 mph, 
and hover or float as you desire. You suffer a one-Trait penalty on all combat 
maneuvers. This Gift remains active for one hour. 

Spirit of the Fish 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Fish Spirits  

You can breathe underwater and can swim as fast as you can run in Hispo form. 
Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. The effects last for one hour, plus 
an additional hour per Mental Trait spent. 
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Spirit of the Lizard 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Gecko Spirits 

The werewolf’s hands and feet sprout hundreds of tiny hooks, allowing her to climb 
across or cling to any surface – even sheer horizontal surfaces and ceilings. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait. For the rest of the scene, the character can move 
across any surface at her normal walking speed. Staying attached to a vertical 
surface or ceiling while taking any more strenuous movement (fighting, running, 
etc.) requires a reflexive Static Physical Challenge against 7 Traits. 

Spirit Speech 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirits  

You can communicate with spirits in their "language." Of course, the ability to 
address a spirit does not mean the spirit must answer or even stay in the area. This 
Gift works automatically and intuitively. You can understand spirits and speak to 
them in ways they understand. Reaching very alien spirits can be difficult; 
communicating with Banes can be downright painful. 

The user of this Gift speaks in their native tongue; the Spirits are simply able to 
understand this language due to the power of the Gift. 

Strut 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Crane or Turkey Spirits  

This Gift allows a Garou to appear physically grander and more impressive than he 
truly is. 

By making a suitably impressive display and making a Social Test, the Uktena can 
cause their target to think twice about interfering with her business. This Gift does 
not cause a determined foe to run off screaming or a wary guard to neglect his duty, 
but it can easily deter most casual interest and make it harder for more dedicated 
foes to face the Garou. Those affected by this Gift pick another target or activity 
unless their interest is truly compelling, and even then, they are two Traits down on 
all tests against the Garou until they score a victory. Supernatural foes may cancel 
this effect with a Willpower Trait. 
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Uktena’s Freezing Stare 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Uktena Spirits  

The Uktena can use this Gift to mesmerize an opponent by making direct eye contact. 
If the Gift is successful, the target freezes dead in his tracks. 

Your eyes gain a subtle but powerful quality that makes humans and animals flee and 
freezes other werewolves where they stand. Make a Social Challenge against the 
target. If successful, a target is frozen in place cannot act while you continue to stare 
them down. If you are attacked, targets regain their freedom of movement. If the 
target is attacked, the effects of the Gift are dispelled. You can use this Gift on one 
target per turn.  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Banish Totem 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

By speaking words of forbiddance, you can cut off a pack from contact with or aid 
from its Totem. The resulting spiritual void also interferes with pack maneuvers and 
other joint actions. You must concentrate on the totem and the ties to break for one 
full turn and must know which Totem the pack follows. Spend one Gnosis and one 
Willpower and make a Static Gnosis Challenge against the pack's combined Totem 
scores (maximum of 10 Traits). If you succeed, the pack loses all Traits associated 
with its totem and cannot use pack tactics and the like. The Gift lasts until the end of 
the scene or until you are knocked out or killed. 

Call Elemental 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Elemental Spirits  

You can summon forth one of the four classic elementals (earth, air, fire or water). 
You must learn the Gift separately for each type of elemental. Spend one Gnosis and 
make a Static Gnosis Challenge against the local Gauntlet rating to summon the 
elemental. Make a Social Challenge against the elemental's Gnosis to persuade it to 
look favorably on you. The elemental vanishes at the end of the scene, in either case. 

Chains of Mist 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fog Spirits 

Silvery filaments spin out from the Garou’s claws, becoming streamers of mist that 
enwrap and confound nearby spirits, sapping their strength. 

The Uktena concentrates for a turn; and the player spends one Gnosis Trait and 
makes a Static Physical Challenge against 7 Traits. One spirit of the player’s choice 
within 200 feet is affected. Spirits struck by this Gift treat their Rage, Gnosis, and 
Willpower ratings as though they were one lower than they truly are for the 
remainder of the scene. 
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Death Trance 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Opossum Spirits  

Sometimes, death is the only way out. But that doesn’t mean you want to stay that 
way. With this Gift, the Uktena may appear dead, following the expected progression 
(lividity, rigor, etc.) well enough to fool a forensics team. While “dead,” the Uktena is 
in a muted state, unable to move; his senses are still active but dulled and dreamlike. 
The danger is reviving, as the effort required to return to the living increases with 
time, and eventually the character is no longer feigning.  

With the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait and ten seconds of relaxed 
concentration, the Uktena can enter a state that imitates death down to the smallest 
detail. He does not breathe, wounds do not bleed (or regenerate), rigor and 
lividity set in, etc. Only those who have some reason to suspect the Garou is faking 
may make a Mental Test to discern the truth (retest with Investigation). 

Durance 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

The werewolf dominates a Talen-bound spirit, spinning webs of metaphysical 
authority to forcibly lengthen its service to her. Some consider this Gift disrespectful, 
but the Uktena find it ridiculous to discard a weapon that might serve Gaia, just for 
the sake of politeness. 

Upon using a Talen, the player may reflexively spend one Gnosis Trait to keep the 
spirit bound within from departing. This Gift is ineffective on Talens which are 
destroyed as an inherent part of their use (such as the Nightshade Talen, which must 
be drunk to activate its powers), but preserves Talens whose destruction is a 
metaphysical result of their use (such as Moon Glow and Wyrm Scales). 
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Guardian’s Fortitude 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

In desperate times the Uktena must call upon their endurance reserves to be vigilant, 
whether it is a Theurge locked in a multi-day rite, a Bane-Tender waiting vainly for 
reinforcements, or a lone warrior holding a mountain pass with no hope of retreat. 
This Gift gives them the strength to stave off the needs of the body in order to focus 
on the daunting task at hand. Those needs are not erased but merely deferred, 
however, so this Ancestor-Spirit-taught Gift is used only at great need. Many Bane-
Tenders learn this Gift.  

This Gift has two uses: downtime and during a game session. During 
downtime, an Uktena using this desperate Gift spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a 
number of Simple Tests equal to their Willpower rating; for each such test they win or 
tie, they may go one day without suffering any ill effects due to lack of food, water or 
sleep. They may also choose to spend Willpower Traits to increase the duration, with 
each such Trait adding an additional twelve hours to the vigil. Willpower cannot be 
regained naturally for the duration of this Gift, and when it is over the Uktena must 
immediately make a Rage test to avoid frenzy, as well as spend a Willpower Trait to 
do anything other than eat, drink and sleep. 

During a game session, this Gift allows an Uktena to heighten their senses and remain 
alert while standing guard or watching over a particular person or location. Starting 
such a vigil costs one Gnosis Trait and lasts for the rest of the session so long as 
the Uktena does not stray from their appointed purpose or until they next enter 
combat. During this time, the Uktena ignores all Trait penalties except wound 
penalties on any challenges related to watching over their charge and is considered 
to have the bonus Traits Vigilant x2 and Enduring x2, which can be bid and lost as 
normal. 

Hand of the Earth Lords 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: (Air and Earth) Spirits  

You draw on the land's innate power to move a single object weighing up to a 
thousand pounds by force of will alone. An air elemental and an earth elemental must 
work together to teach this Gift. Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. 
You must concentrate on the object at all times while the Gift is active and can move 
the object at up to 20 mph (breaking concentration means dropping the object, 
which can be disastrous). The Gift remains active for one turn, plus an additional turn 
per Mental Trait spent. 

Taking other actions (such as combat) while this Gift is active is possible but requires 
that the test be won again at the top of each round. 
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Invisibility 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Uktena Spirits  

You vanish completely from sight. You must concentrate on staying invisible, moving 
no faster than half your normal walking speed and doing nothing to attract attention 
to yourself (such as attacking).  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against four Traits if already 
concealed, six Traits if on open ground, or nine Traits if in plain sight of hostile 
observers. Anyone looking for you must win at a Mental Challenge while you enjoy a 
three-Trait bonus for the purpose. Remove this bonus if you do something that clearly 
draws attention: entering combat, slamming doors, etc. Invisibility lasts for the rest of 
the scene. Cross your arms over your chest to indicate that you are not visible to 
others. 

Lay of the Land 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (1-2 Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Any Mobile Animal Spirits  

The Uktena with this Gift may commune with spirits of the land and air, learning many 
things such as abundance of game, location and strength of watercourses, health of 
the forest, and even where caves can be found. 

You can communicate with the spirits of a wilderness and learn useful things from 
them: The population of the area (in general terms), Garou and other supernatural 
beings' enclaves, secret tunnels, and the like. This Gift only works in rural areas. 
Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge. Success provides you with general 
information. Spend one additional Mental Trait for precise answers to one or two 
questions, and two additional Mental Traits for detailed information on a whole 
category of questions like "supernatural enclaves", "derelict buildings", and so on. 

Pointing the Bone 
Retest:  Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Vulture Spirits 

This Gift enables the Uktena to inflict damage on upon someone simply by pointing a 
decorated bone at them.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Mental versus Physical Challenge with the target. For 
every Mental Trait spent, the target suffers 1 aggravated wound. By spending an 
additional Gnosis Trait, the caster may delay these wounds appearance by 1 day per 
Mental Trait spent. After using the Gift, the bone is destroyed, and another must be 
made to repeat the Gift.   
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Rending the Craft 
Retest:  None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

The werewolf’s claws burn with mystic force, rending apart the delicate workings of 
magic.  

After the werewolf makes a successful claw attack, the player may spend a point of 
Willpower to end the effects of any ongoing magical power enhancing the target 
(such as the Gift: Razor Claws, or the Armor Charm). Permanent magical effects 
cannot be rent asunder by this Gift, nor powers that are innate to the nature of the 
target. For example, a werewolf’s Gifts could be cancelled, but not her ability to 
shapeshift; a vampire’s Disciplines could be disrupted, but not her immortality or her 
ability to spend blood to raise her Attributes. In the event that a magical effect mixes 
permanent and temporary elements, the permanent elements are retained while 
transitory elements are disabled.  

This Gift only enables for the user to “attack” powers which are within their own 
paradigm. I.e. an Uktena may use it against Garou (or other Changing Breed) Gifts or 
Rites, but not against a Changeling Art – unless, of course, the Uktena is also Kinain. 

Scrying 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits 

A useful Gift for spying or communicating, this Gift allows the Uktena to view far off 
events in a reflective surface.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Mental Test against 10 Traits (8 if you possess an 
item belonging to the target you are seeking). If successful, you may see everything 
that happens in an area or around a person for 1 scene. You are still limited to your 
natural senses while looking. This Gift lasts for 1 scene. 
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Secrets 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dream Spirits 

The Garou may unearth one of a subject’s secrets, ranging from relatively mundane 
knowledge to deep dark secrets. The Garou must spend a Gnosis Trait and win or tie 
a Static Mental Challenge against nine Traits. He may continue to make tests until he 
loses. The more successes he obtains, the deeper the secret revealed. If the target 
knows the Garou is going to use this Gift, a Mental Challenge must also be won 
before the inquisitor learns anything. 

One Success Creature type, minor treachery or wrongdoing 
Two Successes Real name, embarrassing fact, sire, parents 
Three Successes Alliances, affair with another Garou 
Four Successes Earth-shattering revelations 

 

Sideways Attack 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Uktena Spirits  

The Uktena, ever delving into spirit matters. have learned the secrets of attacking 
Banes in the spirit world without ever leaving the physical realm. The Uktena's arms 
seem to blur and vanish as she strikes into the Penumbra. 

The werewolf must first use the Gift: Umbral Sight, or peek across the Gauntlet, to 
locate her target. She may then spend a Gnosis Trait to attack anything she sees in 
the Penumbra, including spirits that are not materialized.  

Sing down the Rain 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Gnosis (variable), optional) 
Taught By: Frog Spirits  

This Gift is used to bring rain from the heavens, either to nourish crops and cleanse 
the land, or to cause damage through mudslides and flooding. This Gift is 
common among Ghost Dancers. 

With a Gnosis Trait and a suitable (not stereotypical) performance, the Uktena can 
call down a nourishing rainfall. Following an appropriate ceremony, 
the Uktena makes Mental Test, with a difficulty depending on the local environment 
and weather conditions. Calling rain in a parched desert or during a lengthy drought 
is extremely difficult, while standing in a rainforest or under an overcast sky is much 
easier. Success means that a steady, heavy rain begins in the next ten minutes and 
falls for the remainder of the scene; the Storyteller has final say over what game 
effect the rain has, if any. This Gift may be extended for additional scenes 
by spending extra Gnosis Traits. 
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Spirit’s Horse 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None (3 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

A potent Gift, Spirit’s Horse allows an Uktena to turn his body into a temporary home 
for an Ancestor-Spirit or other important creature from the time of legends. This Gift 
provides more than the memories and abilities associated with the Ancestors 
Background because for a brief time, the Uktena actually becomes the Spirit who 
inhabits his body. The intent of the Gift is to honor an Ancestor by allowing her to 
physically take part in a ceremony or Moot, meet her descendants and share in the 
joys of the physical world. The Rite of Invitation to the Ancestors is often used in 
conjunction with this Gift, and these events almost never take place outside a Tribal 
Moot or council. 

With a ritual at least five minutes in duration and a Social Test, the Uktena can 
summon an Ancestor-Spirit into her body for the remainder of the scene. In essence, 
she is the spirit for the duration. For three Gnosis Traits, the duration can be 
extended to the remainder of the session. (The host retains their normal game 
statistics; only the memories and personality of the Spirit are transferred.) If 
the Uktena has a particularly strong rapport with the spirit to be summoned - 
packmate, descendent, close friend, protege, etc. - she receives a free retest on the 
Gift’s activation challenge. While this Gift offers primarily roleplaying benefits, 
an Uktena who routinely uses it with appropriate respect for the Ancestors stands to 
gain great Wisdom Renown, as well as earn a positive reputation with the local 
Spirit community in general. If a question regarding the spirit’s knowledge comes 
up, a Narrator may be consulted to represent the Spirit accessing its 
memories, though those greedy to abuse this Gift as a way to augment or entirely 
circumvent the need for the Ancestors Background risk gravely offending their 
Ancestors and suffering an according drop in Wisdom, and may even find this Gift 
fails them until they have learned appropriate humility.  

This Gift is not without risk, either - when the Uktena successfully activates this Gift, 
she must immediately make a Simple Test. On a win or a tie, she retains knowledge 
of what is going on while her body is inhabited, though the Ancestor-Spirit is still in 
control. On a loss, she is essentially “unconscious” for the duration of the Gift and 
must make another Simple Test immediately - failing this second test means that she 
won’t remember anything that happens during the Gift’s duration. Willpower may be 
spent to retest either of these Simple Tests. While by no means a 
malevolent possession, some Spirits may get still their hosts in trouble as they 
attempt to enjoy a taste of life or seek out contact with old friends… or enemies. 
Players of “unconscious” characters should do their best to roleplay their subsumed 
state as well as any following memory loss, and it is perfectly fair for a Narrator to 
assume control of any characters whose players attempt to unfairly avoid or 
downplay their controlled state.  
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Umbral Sight 
Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

Although all Garou can Peek from the Penumbra into the Realm, the Uktena is 
capable of shifting his sight into the Penumbra from the physical world. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Mental Test against twice the local 
Gauntlet rating. With success the Uktena may see into the Penumbra in the same 
manner as peeking into the physical world. This Gift lasts for the rest of the scene, 
until the user stops peeking across, or until the character moves into an area with a 
higher Gauntlet rating. Note that while focused on the Umbra, the character cannot 
see in the physical realm. 

Wisdom of the Ancient Ways 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: (1-2 Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

All werewolves retain some innate connection to their ancestors, accessible through 
meditation. This Gift lets the Garou bring old memories to the surface and recall 
ancient lore.  

Meditate for at least one full turn and make a Static Gnosis Challenge against nine 
Traits (-1 for each level of Ancestors the Garou possesses). If successful, the Garou 
gets a general impression of the information she seeks. Spend one Mental Trait to 
make it clear though broad, two to make it detailed and specific. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Becoming Uktena 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Uktena Spirits  

The legends of the Cherokee say that a man was transformed into the Great Uktena to try to 
kill the sun. Great Uktena was around long before the Cherokee, but Garou have taken the 
form of his children on two or three occasions. Great Uktena teaches this Gift only to the 
worthiest of his Uktena followers; with it, the hero may transform into a creature even a 
Thunderworm would fear. After the crisis is resolved (assuming he lives), the new Uktena 
slips into the nearest body of water and into the Umbra, forever parting with his 
Garou brethren to join his father in Galunlati. Such a glorious end to an already legendary 
career is worthy of fireside retellings for generations. 

Once learned, this Gift may only ever be used once, and then only by Uktena that have 
proven themselves worthy in the eyes of Great Uktena. This Gift costs nothing to activate but 
requires three full turns for the transformation to take effect - during this time, the 
Garou retains her old statistics, and can only defend herself, not attack. At the end of 
this time, the Garou has become a transforming Uktena, a fearsome creature easily the rival 
of many sizable Banes and other menaces. Transformation is a one-way trip, however - while 
the Uktena retains her own personality for the remainder of the current scene or conflict, at 
the end of this time the Storyteller assumes control and the new Uktena flees as described 
above, never to return. A heroic end, to be sure, but an end, nonetheless. The statistics for a 
transformed Uktena are as follows, except where noted, these statistics replace 
the Garou’s own, not add to them: 

Physical Traits: 28, Social Traits: 3, Mental Traits: 14 

Rage: 8, Gnosis: 8, Willpower: 6 

Abilities: As per the character, with the exception that they receive the following Abilities 
(unless their own levels are higher, in which case they retain their own level): 

Athletics x3, Brawl x3, Dodge x2, Intimidation x3, Subterfuge x2, Stealth x3. 

In addition, they automatically receive an additional level of Enigmas and two levels of 
Occult, even if this takes them over five levels in total. 

Health Levels: Healthy x2, Bruised x4, Wounded x5, Incapacitated, Mortally Wounded 

Attacks: Antler rush for one level of lethal damage, bite for two levels. 

Powers: Armor (free retest on all tests to resist damage), Breathe Water, Burrow (as 
the Metis Gift), Blast (as the charm) 

Note: The Uktena form is enormous and should ideally be represented by a great deal of 
makeup and preparation. It is also immune to all attempts to cause fear, either mundane or 
supernatural. 
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Fabric of the Mind 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis per scene 
Taught By: Dream Spirits  

The greatest Uktena can bring the products of their imagination to life, drawing out 
creatures and objects from their dreams.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge against eight Traits. With success, each Trait 
successfully risked provides one Trait which you can assign as you like to a single 
imagined object or creature. The Traits can go into one object or several and have 
any characteristics you can imagine and describe. Once created, the objects require 
one Gnosis Trait per scene per object to remain in the material world if they're 
relatively inactive, one Gnosis Trait per turn per object if they're involved in fights 
and other strenuous activities. Creatures brought out thusly are sentient, but not 
entirely independent; they react naturally, but perform by your volition. 

If you fail the challenge before accumulating the desired Traits, make two Simple 
Tests. If you fail both, the object emerges immediately, independent of your control 
and often not exactly as you wanted. It lasts until destroyed, banished, or otherwise 
removed. 

Fetish Doll 
Retest: Crafts 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

Sympathetic magic is as old as civilization, if not older, and the Uktena use it 
whenever they feel the end justifies this potentially abhorrent means. With this Gift, 
you construct a specially made doll with a piece of the victim (lock of hair, nail 
clippings) or something belonging to the victim (piece of clothing, jewelry), and then 
use the doll to inflict harm on the target from a distance. It takes one week to 
construct and enchant the doll once you have a piece of the victim or some important 
possession.  

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Crafts) to complete the making. Once it’s 
complete, make a Static Mental Challenge against the victim’s Willpower while 
mutilating or damaging the doll. Success indicates the victim suffers a level of 
Aggravated Damage (soakable as per any ability the victim has to do so). 
Spend additional Mental Traits to inflict additional damage. The doll is destroyed 
and rendered useless once it transfers 10 levels of damage. If any challenge to inflict 
harm fails, make two Simple Tests. If both fail, the doll is immediately destroyed. 
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Uktena’s Glare 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Uktena Spirits  

Just as the anger within Great Uktena burns those who dare to face him, so can the 
follower of Uktena sear foes with his own Rage. To one who is worthy, Uktena may 
teach this Gift. 

By focusing on a foe with her gaze, the Uktena may take a normal action and spend a 
Rage Trait to activate this Gift. Doing so requires intense concentration - 
the Uktena cannot move, is considered to act last that turn and suffers a two-
Trait penalty to defend herself against any attacks while activating this Gift. Provided 
her opponent is still in sight when her action at last arrives, she makes a number of 
Simple Tests equal to her Permanent Rage rating; for each test she wins or ties, her 
foe suffers a level of Aggravated Damage. Only one foe may be targeted at a time, 
and no opponent may be targeted with this Gift more than once per scene. Armor 
is effective against this damage, but this attack cannot be dodged or "soaked” short 
of supernatural levels of endurance; opponents with powers that convert or reduce 
damage (such as vampiric Fortitude) may attempt to modify the damage normally. 
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Wendigo 
Basic Gifts 
Beat of the Heart-Drum 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits 

The werewolf becomes an inescapable hunter, drawn ever onward by the beat of his 
prey’s heart until that heart grows still.  

The Garou must have an object belonging to his target, a piece of the victim (a blood 
sample, a lock of hair), or must have tasted his quarry’s blood in the past. The player 
spends a point of Gnosis and makes a Mental Challenge against her target. The 
Wendigo can hear her quarry’s heartbeat for one day permanent Gnosis she 
possesses, no matter how far away they may be. The beat grows louder as the 
werewolf draws near, making tracking effortless. 

Call the Breeze 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

You can call up a chilling wind of up to 20 mph that you can direct at will. It freezes 
unprepared targets and disperses or redirects clouds of gas or vapor, swarms of 
insects and the like.  

You simply whistle to call the breeze. Unprepared targets suffer a one-Trait penalty 
to perception challenges and challenges involving rapid motion. The breeze lasts for 
the rest of the scene. 

Camouflage 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Deer Spirits  

You blend in with your surroundings, becoming very difficult to see.  

Spend two turns concentrating to camouflage yourself. You receive a three-
Trait bonus on all challenges by others attempting to find you. This Gift always works 
in northern wilderness; how much it helps in other environments depends upon 
the presence of useful features like chill winds or evergreen trees and upon 
Wendigo’s sense of how deserving you are. Camouflage lasts as long as you wish. 
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Claws of Frozen Death 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Snow Spirits  

Blue smoke rolls off of the werewolf's claws and teeth which are transformed into 
curving daggers of hardened ice. Wounds inflicted with these terrible weapons turn 
black and fester. All warmth and life are driven out of them. 

 Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against seven Traits. The 
transformation lasts for the scene, or until banished voluntarily. Any individual 
wounded by Claws of Frozen Death suffers a -1 penalty on challenges for the 
remainder of the scene. Chills wrack their body, and each wound heals badly. 
Mortals are likely to lose limbs due to amputation as the wound necrotizes, and 
beings capable of supernaturally swift healing (such as vampires or Black Spiral 
Dancers) are unable to heal these wounds easily; all costs involved in healing these 
wounds require and extra expenditure (i.e. using the Gift Mother's Touch would 
require two Gnosis to heal one wound level). 

Cutting Wind 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits  

This conjures up a more chilling wind than Call the Breeze, one that can be used as a 
weapon. To use this Gift, spend a Willpower; the wind comes automatically. Make a 
Physical Challenge to set the wind’s direction. Anyone struck by it suffers a two-Trait 
penalty to all challenges the first turn they’re in the blast and a one-trait penalty the 
second turn. The wind can push targets off ledges, into pits and otherwise knock 
them over. The wind’s range is 20 yards and is treated as if it were a firearm. It lasts 
for one turn, plus one turn per Mental Trait you spend.  

Dead Stick 
Retest:  Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spirits of Death 

When a Garou goes missing, knowing his fate can be of paramount importance. This 
Gift allows a wendigo to know if his packmate has met his death, and if so where his 
remains lie. A stick is driven into the earth and, come morning, the stick will fall if the 
target has died.  

Make Static Mental Challenge versus 7 Traits. If successful, the stick will fall and point 
in the direction of the fallen Garou’s body. If the target is alive, the stick will remain 
standing. 
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Devouring Rime 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits 

Garou with this Gift can touch something living and cause it to become covered with 
ice. Slowly radiating outward from the point of contact, a shimmering coat of 
ice crawls over the target’s body, freezing every muscle it touches into 
motionlessness. 

By touching a target’s bare skin or fur (a Physical Test if they resist), 
the Wendigo may spend a Willpower Trait to create a layer of ice over most of the 
target’s body. Unless the target spends a Rage Trait, activates a similar speed-related 
power or defeats the ice in a test of her Physical Traits against the Wendigo’s, she is 
rendered nearly immobile for the rest of the scene. She may only move one 
step every other turn, she receives the Negative Trait Slow x2, and cannot initiate any 
aggressive tests, though she may still defend herself. The ice melts normally under 
the appropriate conditions, though any attempts by the target to chip it away on her 
own are utterly ineffective. 

This Gift may be used reflexively, so long as physical contact with the target’s 
skin/fur is made. 

Ghost Pack 
Retest: Lore: Garou 
Cost: 1 Gnosis and 1 Rage, 1-5 Mental Traits 
Taught By: Buffalo Spirits 

With this gift a Wendigo may call upon their ancestral allies, the Ghost Pack. These 
are not warrior spirits, but wise councilors.  

Spend one gnosis and one rage and make a Static Social Challenge versus 7 Traits. If 
successful, the ghost pack appears, granting 1 level of the Ancestors Background for 
every Mental Trait spent (up to 5). 
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Ice Echo 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

Werewolves with this Gift can conjure a perfect duplicate reflection of themselves, an 
image that is completely identical to the eye and ear. The Wendigo can control the 
image easily, giving it voice and guiding its motion, as if she is regarding her own 
reflection in a sheet of ice.  

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Wendigo summons a mirror image of himself, 
which looks and sounds exactly like the original. However, it is intangible and gives 
off no scent or heat, allowing Garou observers a free retest to determine its 
illusory nature. The Wendigo must actively focus on manipulating the image, which 
imposes a two-Trait concentration penalty on all other actions. Suspicious 
observers may make a Mental test (retest Enigmas) to realize what they are really 
looking at. 

Lift-Your-Leg 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

A Garou may mark her territory using a spot of her blood, urine, or saliva, and 
invoking her totem or ancestral spirit. The mark she leaves is identifiable as her own 
personal sigil, generally a unique variation of the totem’s sign, and causes no 
damage to the surface it is inscribed upon. This marking of territory fades after an 
entire cycle of Luna has passed. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Wendigo may leave a distinctive marker that 
all Garou or beings with supernatural senses are immediately aware of; humans may 
or may not notice, depending on how the marker is made. This symbol is always 
the same and identifiable as the user’s by any who know it. A prominent description 
tag or card can be used to indicate this Gift’s use. 
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Nose-to-Tail 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Physical Trait 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

As a wolf curls into a ball to keep warm, tucking her snout beneath her bushy tail, 
curving her spine inward to capture body heat, so the Garou may make herself 
resistant to cold. The Gift is more effective if the Garou is in Crinos, Hispo, or Lupus 
form, but can be used in Homid or Glabro form in extremis. 

By spending a Physical Trait and assuming the titular position, 
the Wendigo becomes immune to the negative effects of cold weather for 
the remainder of the scene. Note that the character need not remain in the position 
for the entire duration, only to enact the Gift itself. If used in Homid or Glabro form, 
the Gift costs an additional Physical Trait. 

Resist Pain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You can continue to act without suffering impairment from wounds. The wounds 
themselves must be treated and healed later; Resist Pain only blocks some of their 
effects.  

Spend one Willpower. No wound penalties apply for the rest of the scene or for one 
hour. 

Scent of the Man-Eater 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

The Litany states purely and clearly that Garou shall not eat the flesh of humans or 
wolves. Despite the reputation of their totem spirit, Wendigo truly revile cannibalism 
as one of the most horrible violations of the Litany and of the ways of Gaia. This Gift 
allows a werewolf to sense if another Garou is guilty of this depraved act, by scenting 
the stain of human or lupine blood on the target’s spirit. 

With a successful Mental Test, the Wendigo can determine if a target has eaten a 
human or wolf since the last full moon. With the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait, 
the Wendigo can also learn if this is a habit, or simply a shameful lapse. 
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Salmon Swim 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis, optional 
Taught By: Salmon Spirits  

A Garou with this Gift is able to swim as easily as a fish, or even walk on the surface of 
the water as if it were land. Salmon Swim works only on freshwater bodies, not on 
the oceans, but it works as well on a lake or pond as it does a river. The Gift does not 
work within a swimming pool or other purely artificial container of fresh water. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Wendigo may act without penalty underwater for 
the rest of the scene, or even walk (not run) across a body of water for one turn per 
Physical Trait they are willing to spend. The Wendigo can also jump as though 
using the Gift: Leap of the Kangaroo, provided the above conditions are met. This Gift 
only functions in freshwater bodies, and it does not function with swimming pools or 
other purely artificial freshwater containers 

Speak with Wind Spirits 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

You can call up wind-spirits for advice and guidance and ask them a single question, 
which must concern the immediate area. (You can ask about more distant matters, 
but wind-spirits don’t have long attention spans.)  

You can automatically speak with wind-spirits while in the Umbra; calling them in the 
physical world requires spending one Gnosis. In either case, make a Social 
Challenge. Success lets you obtain a generally correct answer, albeit a very general 
one. Spend one additional Mental Trait to clear things up a bit, or two Mental Traits to 
get a precise and focused answer. 
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Tourniquet 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Hawk Spirits  

A werewolf with this Gift may use it to drastically reduce any amount of her own 
bleeding, specifically blood loss that she experiences as a result of combat. A bloody 
wound taken in a duel or in battle by a Klaive, blade, fang or claw can be staunched 
swiftly with a whisper of gratitude to the spirits. Tourniquet does not heal, numb or 
close the wound, but simply keeps it from bleeding further. Wendigo consider it 
very bad form to use this Gift to stem bleeding caused by self-inflicted wounds, 
causing the loss of Honor Renown if its use is known. Accordingly, Wendigo may 
not use this Gift while attempting to complete a rite or other ritual that requires any 
check of Stamina. 

By spending a Willpower Trait, the Wendigo may spend Strength-related 
Physical Traits to convert lethal damage to bashing damage on a one-for-one basis. 
This does not require an action, but the Wendigo must be conscious to use this Gift; 
it does not activate automatically. In addition, this Gift instantly halts blood loss; this 
does not guarantee that the Wendigo’s condition cannot worsen by other means, 
merely that bleeding to death is no longer a concern. This Gift cannot be used on 
others. 

True Fear 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: (Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Predator Spirits  

You can scare your chosen target into fearful quiescence.  

Make a contest of your Physical Traits against the target's Willpower. If you are 
successful, the target cannot attack you for one turn, plus one turn for each Mental 
Trait you spend. The target can defend against attacks and otherwise act normally (or 
as normally as possible when gripped with terror). 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Bark of Willow 

Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Snake Spirits  

Unlike Resist Pain, which allows a character to ignore pain through force of will, but 
still feel it, this Gift allows the Wendigo to numb herself to pain completely, 
enabling her to endure pain for much longer periods of time, even days. This causes 
the character to be unable to judge the severity of her wounds or fatigue, and 
may lead her to continue on unwisely, causing herself further damage during combat 
while frightening her enemy with her seeming imperviousness. If the pain inflicted 
upon the Garou is not combative, i.e., she is undergoing a surgical operation or 
needs to cross a wall of flames, she may concentrate her will to keep from unwittingly 
furthering the damage to herself, and to bolster the confidence and courage of 
any Garou aiding her. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Wendigo becomes numb to pain, effectively ignoring 
all wound penalties for the rest of the scene. During this time, the Wendigo must 
make a Mental Test (retest Medicine) to determine how badly injured he is; it is 
entirely possible to be mortally wounded and not know it until the character drops 
over dead. On the positive side, facing a character obviously bearing grievous 
wounds without complaint is highly unnerving; opponents must defeat 
the Wendigo in a Social Test (retest Intimidation) to strike first, though they 
may defend themselves, and should the Wendigo strike them they are able to 
retaliate normally. 

Blood of the North 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Snow Spirits 

The Wendigo takes winter as his brother, infusing the spiritual essence of the 
howling cold into his very flesh and bones. 

The Wendigo ignores all penalties due to cold or chilling effects and has a free retest 
against all col-based attacks. The Gift’s effects are permanent. 
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Bloody Feast 
Retest: None 
Cost: None (+Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits  

Great Wendigo is a cannibalistic spirit and teaches his children how to gain strength 
from enemies’ flesh and blood.  

You must bite and taste blood (inflict at least one health level of damage). The target 
must be something that bleeds; toxic blood or no blood at all makes this Gift useless. 
Make a contest of your Gnosis against the target’s Physical Traits. If successful, you 
gain one extra Tough or Ferocious Physical Trait for every two health levels of 
damage the bite inflicts, up to a maximum of five bonus Traits. The bonus lasts for one 
turn, plus one turn per Mental Trait you spend. Flesh and blood can be addictive, and 
you must test for frenzy the turn after activating Bloody Feast. Depending on the 
target, certain uses of this Gift may violate the Litany. Obviously, remember the Rules 
of Safety and don’t get carried away. 

Call the Cannibal Spirit 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits  

By dancing under the night sky, you can summon an avatar of Wendigo and direct it 
to hunt one of your enemies. You must possess a piece of the target whose heart you 
want Wendigo to devour. Spend three full turns in a summoning dance. Spend one 
Rage and one Gnosis, then make a Static Social Challenge against eight Traits. 
Success summons a Wendigo-spirit, who pursues the target until it can engage in 
combat. If the summoning fails, make two Simple Tests. If both fail, the Wendigo-
spirit turns on you, as it will if somehow prevented from attacking the target.  

Mighty Wendigo appears as a blue humanoid with claws and fangs, blazing eyes and 
black stumps for feet. It can run through the sky at 50 mph to find its prey. It has 7 
Willpower, 10 Rage, 5 Gnosis, 32 Essence, and the Charms Blast (Ice), Create 
Wind, Freeze, Materialize, Track 
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Chill of Early Frost 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits  

You call down mystic chill from Great Wendigo, freezing the area and everyone in it. 

 Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against four Traits for an area 
already in deep winter, six Traits for most climates, or nine Traits for an area in hot 
summer. Success reduces the temperature to somewhat below freezing, or down 20 
degrees if it’s already below freezing, in an area five miles in radius. Everyone 
without a natural coat of fur takes a two-Trait penalty to all challenges. Pipes burst, 
roads freeze, and other suitable consequences decided by the Storyteller take effect.  

The Gift lasts for one hour, plus one hour per additional Mental Trait spent. 

Curse of Harano 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

The Wendigo are perhaps the most deeply wounded of the Tribes, and they 
frequently suffer from the curse of Harano. By pushing their emotional pain onto 
another Garou, The Wendigo can cause his foe to fall into the grips of that terrible 
depression. Spend 1 rage and make an extended social challenge (retest with 
expression) against the target. If successful, the target suffers the effects of Harano 
for 1 scene. If you manage to gain five successes the target suffers the effect 
permanently (barring major spiritual involvement). 
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Icicle-Hide 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Polar Bear Spirits  

This Gift allows a character to transmute herself, and any clothing or un-living objects 
that she is touching, into a crystalline creature of thick, impenetrable ice. As 
the Wendigo’s form grows suddenly transparent and metamorphoses into a rippling 
mobile statue, she truly takes on the essence of ice; as a result, she should avoid 
coming near any fire or source of heat, lest she find herself melting. Her body 
absorbs blows as solidly as any block of ice. The frozen Garou can still move, watch, 
listen, and use Gifts, but appears cold and unliving to standard and infrared 
observation.  

By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a Physical Test, the Wendigo may transform 
herself and the gear she carries into living ice, allowing her to ignore all cold-
based damage. This includes any cold-related supernatural attacks. She also ignores 
the first level of bashing damage from any attack, as it glances off her icy hide. 
However, she suffers an additional level of damage from any fire-based attacks while 
in this icy state. This Gift lasts for one scene, or until the Wendigo chooses to end the 
Gift; regardless, “thawing out” takes a full turn, and the Wendigo is still 
immune/vulnerable until the end of that turn. 

Last Stand 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Earth Elementals  

By summoning her determination and calling to the spirit of Gaia, a Garou may make 
herself steadfast and invulnerable. The strength of the earth wells up through her 
feet, and the ground itself guards her against the approach of any who wish her harm. 
Only after all foes have been vanquished should the Wendigo move from her 
rooted spot, else she loses her connection with Gaia. 

Activating this Gift requires a Willpower Trait and a Willpower Test against difficulty 
six. If successful, the Wendigo immediately gains a number of bonus Physical 
Traits equal to her Willpower rating, on top of any other Traits gained from shape-
changing and the like. Furthermore, the Wendigo cannot be surprised by 
enemies touching the earth and cannot be moved from her position short of massive 
supernatural strength (or her own volition). Moving more than a foot or two from the 
spot the Gift was activated on ends this Gift immediately. The Wendigo is likewise 
immune to the Gift: The Falling Touch. 
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Scream of Gaia 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

You cry out in a scream infused with Rage and echoes of Gaia's pain; it batters foes 
and can even knock them down.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Rage Challenge. Everyone within 50 feet is knocked 
down and suffers one level of bashing damage, plus another for each Social Trait you 
spend. This manifests as a distinct shockwave that rips through the area. 

Shelter of Needles 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pine Spirits  

As the Strength of Pine grounds a single Garou, the protective umbrella of the Pine’s 
branches may be extended to shield any Garou, human or Gaian creature in the 
surrounding area. It also disables anything electrically powered beneath its canopy 
for that turn, as all the power is grounded and funneled towards Gaia. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a Willpower Test against the number of allies 
to be protected plus three, the Wendigo can extend the same protection from 
electricity and physical damage that Strength of Pine provides to a number of allies 
within her range. The Wendigo may extend her protection as far away as her Gnosis 
+ Willpower ratings in paces. Once established, this protection lasts for a number of 
turns equal to the Wendigo’s Gnosis rating, plus one additional turn per Willpower 
Trait she is willing to spend. Those protected must not move from their grounding-
spot or they immediately forfeit their protection for the duration. The Wendigo may 
move freely once the Gift has been established, however. This Gift does not affect 
the Wendigo herself, though she is free to use Strength of Pine to protect herself. 

Sky Running 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits 

The Wendigo gains the ability to run at 50 m.p.h. through the skies, leaving tracks of 
fire behind him as he goes. He must continually remain in motion, or he falls. 

The Wendigo concentrates for one turn. The player then spends one Willpower Trait. 
This Gift lasts for four hours and may be replenished by further Willpower 
expenditures. 
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Strength of Pine 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Spirit and Lightning Spirit (in conjunction)  

This Gift allows a character to ground herself in the presence of Gaia, spiritually as 
well as physically. If the character is struck by lightning or electricity, she remains 
unharmed by it for that turn of combat; she also becomes resistant to physical 
attacks, regenerating herself as long as she does not uproot herself from the touch 
of Gaia. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a Gnosis Test against a difficulty based on the 
user’s current connection to the living earth, the Wendigo may create a “grounding-
spot” that greatly increases his durability. This Gift cannot be used on artificial 
surfaces and attempting to use it while in contact with metal or a large body of 
water requires an extra Gnosis Trait. While in this grounding-spot (no wider across 
than his Gnosis in feet), the Wendigo is immune to lightning or electrical damage. In 
addition, any physical damage inflicted on the Wendigo while he is “grounded” 
takes effect, but if the Wendigo survives to the next turn, all damage received the 
previous turn is instantly healed, making him extremely hard to kill while in his 
chosen spot. This Gift lasts for a number of turns equal to the Wendigo’s Gnosis 
rating; he may leave the grounding spot and return to it during that time, but once 
the duration expires this Gift must be used again. 

Whiteout 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bear Spirits  

This Gift allows a Garou to transform the area around her into a blinding whiteout, 
rendering it utterly featureless and dangerously disorienting. Any characters within 
the reach of the spell are enclosed within a frightening, snowy blizzard-filled dome, 
which deadens all scents, mutes all sound with the roar of wind, and blinds all types 
of vision. The Gifted character’s senses are untouched by these effects, although she 
remains within the whiteout. Similarly, other Wendigo are unaffected by the power of 
this Gift. 

To active this Gift, the Wendigo must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Test. 
The difficulty depends on the local weather conditions; calling the Gift in the midst of 
a snowstorm or out of darkened sky is relatively easy, but calling it on a warm, sunny 
afternoon is near impossible. This Gift cannot be used indoors. If successful, 
the Wendigo creates a dizzying haze of swirling snow and ice emanating out from her 
in a number of paces equal to her Gnosis + Willpower in every direction. Non-
Wendigo caught in this sudden storm suffer a two-Trait penalty on all Tests involving 
vision while inside, and immediately lose a Willpower Trait as the storm saps away 
their resolve. This Gift lasts for a number of turns equal to the Wendigo’s Willpower 
rating or until she chooses to end it, whichever comes first. 
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Wisdom of the Ancient Ways 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: (1-2 Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

All werewolves retain some innate connection to their ancestors, accessible through 
meditation. This Gift lets the Garou bring old memories to the surface and recall 
ancient lore.  

Meditate for at least one full turn and make a Static Gnosis Challenge against nine 
Traits (-1 for each level of Ancestors the Garou possesses). If successful, the Garou 
gets a general impression of the information she seeks. Spend one Mental Trait to 
make it clear though broad, two to make it detailed and specific. 

Wsitiplaju’s Bow 
Retest: Archery 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

The Wendigo with this Gift can loose any arrow from her bow and unerringly hit her 
target, no matter where she stands, as long as there is a path through the air. The Gift 
sends the arrow traveling like a bird through any available space, diving over or 
under obstacles and around corners to reach its mark. However, Wsitiplaju’s 
Bow does not enchant the arrow used, and the arrow cannot pass through any barrier 
that a normal arrow could not pierce. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a Mental Test against a difficulty of seven 
Traits, the Wendigo can fire an arrow that tracks its target without fail up to 
its maximum range. Provided there is a path through the air, it reaches the target. 
Those targeted by arrows fired with this Gift cannot Dodge the attack or bid 
Dexterity-related Traits in defense, and the Wendigo receives a free retest on the 
Archery challenge regardless. Note that the arrow itself does not have any innate 
power to bypass armor or inflict additional damage and can potentially be stopped 
by any barrier that would block a normal arrow. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Balance of Wormwood 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits  

With this Gift, a character can learn to aid another Garou who has succumbed to the 
service of the Wyrm, and guard them from the Destroyer’s influence. Because Great 
Wendigo treasures the purity of his Tribe, he has conferred this Gift upon his 
children, to give them greater power to continue the fight against the Wyrm. Like a 
taste of wormwood, which brings clarity to the mind, two Garou learn join their 
spirits together beneath the cleansing, eternal winds of Wendigo’s spirit. With this 
Gift, depending upon each other, they may resist the attraction of the Wyrm that 
drives werewolves into unspeakable acts and mindless vile savagery. 

This Gift may only be used on those Garou actively in service to the Wyrm and 
requires the Wendigo to spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Willpower test with his 
target. If successful, the target regains their free will and is pulled from the Wyrm’s 
horrific embrace for the remainder of the scene and may well choose to begin the 
difficult road to redemption at this time. This Gift may be used multiple times over a 
period of time to help ease some of the afflicted being's suffering, but ultimately it 
cannot cleanse the target itself - they must do that on their own. 

Heart of Ice 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits  

With this Gift, you can call down Wendigo’s curse on your enemies. By whispering 
your victim’s name to the wind, you direct Wendigo’s attention to him, and his 
internal organs begin to freeze.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against your target’s 
Willpower. With success, you inflict a single level of Aggravated Damage. With each 
succeeding test, you can continue to inflict further levels of damage (one per turn), 
literally freezing your victim to death. If you lose a test, no more damage may be 
inflicted on the target for the rest of the scene. 
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Invoke the Spirits of the Storm 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wendigo Spirits  

You can summon almost any arctic weather you want: tornado, fog, blizzard, 
thunderstorm, etc.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Willpower Challenge against a variable number 
of traits, from four Traits for minor changes (light wind to stiff breeze, high clouds to 
overcast) up to nine Traits or even more for radical changes (blizzard to calm clear 
skies). The storm covers an area 10 miles in radius with success. If you call up 
thunderstorms, spend a Gnosis each time you wish to launch lightning bolts against 
your enemies: Physical Challenge to hit, 10 levels of aggravated damage if 
successful. 
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Breed Gifts 
Homid 
Basic Gifts 
Apecraft’s Blessings 

Retest: Repair 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Though many of Gaia’s children use tools, none have mastered them so thoroughly as 
humanity. The Homid focuses this mastery into the tools she uses, causing their spirits 
to awaken and lend her aid. 

The werewolf spends a turn concentrating, and then the player rolls makes a Static 
Mental Challenge against 10 Traits. Success grants a 3-Trait bonus on the next 
challenge she makes for her character to employ a tool made by human hands. The 
purpose is irrelevant—this Gift is equally efficacious for attempts to repair an engine, 
drive a car or fire a gun. 

Climb Like an Ape 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

This Gift allows the Garou to move vertically just as quickly as horizontally; whether 
walking on a sidewalk, climbing stairs, or scaling the side of a building. Their pace 
will not slow in the slightest, nor will they tire out more rapidly.  

Spend a Rage Trait. For the rest of the scene, the Garou's movement rate is 
unchanged whether he is walking or climbing. (This does not make climbing any less 
difficult; it merely ensures movement rate is unchanged.) 

Divide 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dog Spirits  

Humans are experts at turning small differences into major conflicts. This Gift 
exploits that weakness, raising suspicion and hatred in a group. The Gift can only 
make existing tensions worse, not create new ones. 

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against a difficulty of 7 Traits. For 
mortals, moods will worse, and arguments increase, making cooperation all but 
impossible. For supernatural creatures that can Frenzy, the difficulty to resist Frenzy 
increases by 1. This Gift lasts for 1 scene. 
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Global Citizen 
Retest: Etiquette 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

Some homid Garou have a propensity for travel that has them able to fit in wherever 
they go. This Gift takes this principle a step further. The Garou blends into different 
cultures, and inherently understand minor cultural traditions, faux pas, and quirks. To 
the untrained observer, she appears part of the group. Her skin and facial structure 
doesn’t’ change, but nobody seems to notice any difference in heritage. She does not 
become able to understand languages associated with the group; that’s the purview 
of other Gifts such as the Homid Gift: Tongues.  

This Gift effectively makes the Garou part of whatever culture she immerses herself 
in. Any active efforts to out her as a non-member suffer a +3 difficulty. Any time she 
needs to fake a behavior with which she’s unfamiliar, she can emulate it if she 
succeeds at Static Mental Test. The difficulty depends on the commonalities with her 
home culture. A culture similar to hers is difficulty 5, most other human cultures are 
difficulty 7, and cultures that are lost, unnatural, or alien are difficulty 9. With a point 
of Gnosis, she can temporarily establish relevant Allies and Contacts Background 
dots equal to her Wisdom dots, divided however she likes. 

Jam Technology 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cockroach or Netspiders 

This Gift allows you to disable technological devices. "Technology" in this case 
extends to all tools, though it's harder to break simple tools. Spend one Gnosis Trait 
and make a Static Social Challenge, the number of Traits depending on the nature of 
the device. 

4 Traits  Computers, Complex Electronics  

6 Traits  Telephones, Simple Electronics  

8 Traits  Cars, Complex Mechanical Devices  

9 Traits Guns, Straightforward Machines  

10 Traits Knives, Levers, Simple Tools 

 If the challenge succeeds, all devices of the target complexity and higher within 50 
feet cease to work for one turn, plus an additional turn for each Mental Trait the 
Garou spends. Affected devices remain unchanged but inert, and resume working 
when the jamming wears off.  
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Mark of the Wolf 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

The werewolf marks those she comes in contact with, leaving them to carry the same 
aura of the predator the Garou does. This subtle curse can wreak havoc in a target’s 
private or professional life and is a favorite of many Homids looking to provoke 
discord in the ranks of the enemy. 

The player selects a target that has had some interaction with the Garou during the 
scene (even something as simple as light conversation in an elevator counts), then 
makes a Social Challenge. If successful, the target inherits the Curse as though she 
had a Rage rating equal to that of the Garou for one day per Rank of the Garou. 

Master of Fire 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fire Spirits  

Taming fire helped separate humanity from the beasts. This Gift lets you call on the 
ancient pact with fire-spirits, persuading them to withhold their hunger when you 
touch them.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait. Fire damage now heals as if it were bashing damage. The 
effects last for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. 

Note that damage is still taken as aggravated, it merely heals as though it were 
bashing. 

Persuasion 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (+ Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Peacock Spirits 

Your words carry meaning and credibility in whatever way reaches each listener.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against six Traits. If the challenge succeeds, you gain 
a bonus Trait on all Social Challenges for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. You 
may gain additional bonus Traits at the cost of one point of Gnosis for each, spent at 
the time of the initial challenge. In addition to the game-mechanical effect, your 
words are more influential than usual on the role-playing level, and Storytellers 
should work with players to make the use of Persuasion clear in play. 

This Gift provides a free retest in Social Challenges against mundane individuals. 
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Rooftop Sprint 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Physical Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Alley-Cat Spirits  

The Garou who uses this Gift finds rooftop chases more survivable, if not winnable. 
They may leap up or down stories and jump alleys with ease. 

Spend a Rage Trait and make a Physical Challenge with a difficulty of 6. If successful, 
the Garou may jump up or down one story (3 meters) or 3 meters horizontally - plus 
an additional 3 meters per Physical Trait spent, up to 3 - without danger or difficulty. 
An Athletics Challenge can improve jumping distance, just as always; the effects of 
the Athletics Challenge just add to the result given by this Gift. The Gift's effects last 
for one scene, or until the Garou sets foot upon ground at street level - pavement, 
grass, or anything else commonly referred to as "ground" qualifies. (Rooftop to 
rooftop across cars is not considered "ground.") 

Smell of Man 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit of Civilization 

Wild creatures know that death follows the smell of humanity. This Gift lets you 
strengthen that smell, making wild animals fearful and domestic animals submissive.  

This Gift requires no Gnosis or challenge, only the decision to turn the Gift on or off. 
When it’s active, all wild animals (other than supernatural creatures in animal form) 
suffer a one-Trait penalty to all challenges while within 20 feet of you and flee when 
possible. Domesticated animals refuse to harm you, regardless of commands to the 
contrary unless you actually harm them in some way. 

Staredown 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1+ Mental Traits (optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits, Wolf Spirits 

Your eyes gain a subtle but powerful quality that makes humans and animals flee and 
freezes other werewolves where they stand. Make a Social Challenge against the 
target. If successful, a human or animal target flees for one turn, plus one additional 
turn per Mental Trait you spend. (The target may spend a Willpower Trait to avoid 
flight for one turn). Garou targets do not flee but cannot attack while you continue to 
stare them down. If you are attacked, Garou targets regain their freedom of 
movement. If the target is attacked, the effects of the Gift are dispelled. You can use 
this Gift on one target per turn. 

This Gift requires that eye-contact be made and maintained with the target. 
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Stench and the City 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

This Gift is designed to overwhelm any creature with a heightened sense of smell, 
overwhelming them with the stench of the city, sweat, exhaust, waste and rot.  

The Garou must pick a target with a better sense of smell than a human and engage 
them in a Physical Challenge. If successful, the target is down 1 Trait on all tests for 
each Physical Trait the user spends. A victim of this Gift can avoid the effect by 
holding his breath (using the rules on page 190 of Laws of the Wild.) This Gift lasts for 
I scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Body Shift 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Garou raised in the shifting maze of human society are well-prepared for the endless 
adaptations Gaia demands of her protectors.  

The Garou can use her shapeshifting to alter her physical Attributes: the character 
may now bid any Physical Trait as though it were of the appropriate category. 
Additionally, during downtimes, the character may re-arrange her Physical Traits, 
replacing them as desired. 

Bury the Wolf 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

The war against the Wyrm isn’t always a matter of slashing claws and righteous fury 
— sometimes duplicity is required. A werewolf can temporarily “restrain” her inner 
wolf and appear to be a normal human.  

The player spends one Gnosis point and makes a Static Gnosis Challenge against her 
own Willpower. Success causes the character to appear human to all supernatural 
scrutiny. The Gift also nullifies the Curse and makes spending Rage impossible and 
locks her in Homid form so long as its effects persist. The difference between the 
user’s Permanent Gnosis and Permanent Willpower determines the Gift’s duration; to 
“free the wolf” before that time elapses requires a full turn of concentration and 
another point of Gnosis. 

Willpower Above Gnosis Duration 
Zero One Scene 
One One Session 
Two    12 hours 
Three One day 
Four One week 
Five One lunar cycle. 
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Calm the Savage Beast 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Even the most callous of Homids can sympathize with the Rage that moves their 
fellow Garou in the final days. This Gift allows the werewolf to lend a frenzying Garou 
the will to escape her Rage’s hold over her.  

The player spends a Willpower point and rolls makes a Social Challenge against a 
target. If successful, the Willpower point soothes a frenzying Garou within 30 feet (9 
m), canceling the frenzy. By spending an extra point of Willpower, this Gift may affect 
non-Garou in a state of frenzy, such as other shapeshifters or vampires. 

Cocoon 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits  

With this Gift, you can draw a magical cocoon out of thin air, a thick, opaque, 
sarcophagus-like layer that immobilizes you but protects you from fire, starvation, 
gas, high pressure, cold and other environmental hazards. Spend one Gnosis to 
create the cocoon. This takes one turn. Once inside it, you ignore all attacks which 
fail to inflict levels of bashing or lethal damage equal to your Stamina-related 
Physical Traits. The first attack to inflict this much damage dissolves the cocoon. 
Otherwise, it lasts for one scene or for one hour. You can spend one Gnosis Trait to 
renew the cocoon for another scene or hour and can spend this Trait at any time 
before the cocoon dissolves. 

The damage necessary to penetrate this Gift is the total damage dealt since the Gift's 
activation. It is not necessary for all levels of damage to be inflicted at once. While 
inside of the cocoon, no movement is possible. 

Cowing the Bullet 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits 

The spirits of tools recognize man as their master; as a result, they become reluctant 
to harm the Homid.  

The player spends a Gnosis point. For the rest of the scene, the Garou gains 4 bonus 
Traits to soak damage inflicted by all crafted weapons not made of silver. 
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Disquiet 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Spirits of Melancholy  

This Gift allows you to perturb the target's soul, creating inexplicable depression and 
an urge to withdraw. The subject cannot draw effectively on active emotions or 
maintain concentration.  

Make a Social Challenge against the target. If the challenge succeeds, your target 
cannot regain Rage for the duration of the scene (or for one hour) and suffers a one-
Trait penalty on any extended challenge. 

Gaia’s Toolbox 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

This Gift allows the Garou to see how any tool fits into the greater "toolmaker puzzle": 
the question of how humans can survive their own cleverness. 

The Garou holds an item and thinks about said item, or what to do with said item. He 
then makes a Mental Challenge with a difficulty set by the ST based on the item. 
Success grants him some insight into how the tool fits into the greater scheme of 
things. (I.e., if the Garou picks up an unknown tool, this Gift would point them in the 
right direction for its use. It is mainly used as a ST "hint" device.) 

Reshape Object 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform once-living material (but not the substance of undead beings) into 
objects; trees into shelter, antlers into spears, animal hides into armor, flowers into 
perfume, and so on. The resulting items resemble their sources: the spear shaft is 
made of antler, the armor retains skin textures, etc.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Repair). The 
difficulty depends on the degree of transformation: making a broken tree branch into 
a spear requires a test against five Traits, while making a single plank into a raft that 
can carry three Garou requires a test against eight Traits and making a blade of grass 
into a lean-to that can resist hurricane winds requires a test against 10 Traits or even 
more. Spend a second Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated 
damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 
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Spirit Ward 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits  

You can create an invisible pictogram to shield against spirits. The resulting symbol 
unnerves spirits other than Pack Totems and Caern Spirits, and travels with you.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against seven Traits. On 
success, spirits within 100 feet of you (other than Pack Totems and Caern Spirits) 
suffer a one-Trait penalty to all challenges, plus an additional one-Trait penalty for 
each Social Trait you spend. The Spirit Ward lasts for one scene or one hour. 

Tongues 
Retest: Linguistics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

By drawing upon the shared knowledge of all intelligent beings, a Garou can attempt 
to understand languages previously unknown to her.  

This requires a Mental Challenge against the difficulty of the language. The effects of 
the Gift last for one scene. 

Four Traits Common or modern dialect 
Seven Traits Obscure or heavy dialect 
Ten Traits Unknown or forgotten language 
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Advanced Gifts 
Assimilation 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (+ Willpower, optional) 
Taught by: Ancestor Spirits  

You can blend smoothly into any culture, no matter how strange or unfamiliar it 
seems. Assimilation doesn't hide racial differences but allows you to act and speak 
like a native and understand the local language.  

Make a Static Social Challenge. The difficulty varies based on how alien the culture 
is: infiltrating another Sept requires only five Traits, while passing as a member of a 
Black Spiral Hive on another continent requires nine Traits. If the challenge succeeds, 
you suffer no social penalties while interacting with members of the target culture. 
Assimilation lasts for one scene, plus one day per Willpower Trait spent when 
activating the Gift. 

This Gift does not allow for blending into groups such as Black Spiral Dancers or 
Vampires. 

Part the Veil 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits, Ancestor Spirits, Wolf Spirits 

This Gift lets you protect a human being from the effects of the Delirium. The human 
can then interact with Garou without suddenly breaking into flight or denial. If the 
target suffers the Delirium at a later date, much of what happened while Part the Veil 
was in effect will become lost, just like other Delirium-obscured memories.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If you win, the target is protected 
from the Delirium for one scene or one hour. 

Ubermensch 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

This Gift turns the fear that all Garou inspire into an aura of respect and admiration. 
Instead of being instinctively shunned by normal humans, the Garou is treated as a 
figure of stature and strength: one to be adored and followed. 

Once learned, this Gift is always active. In addition to the effect described above, you 
may spend either Rage or Gnosis to boost your Social Traits by 1 per Trait spent, 
which may take you over normal limits. These extra Traits last for 1 scene or until 
used. 
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Lupus 
Basic Gifts 
Axis Mundi 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Migratory Bird Spirits 

By spending a Gnosis point, the Lupus can center herself in relation to Gaia, and 
always know which direction she is traveling in or facing, no matter where she may 
be in the Gaia realms. In addition, the Lupus carries her “territory” around with her, 
in a mystical sense. Wolves will detect this and concede her right to travel through 
their territories and hunt there. Even other Lupus must make a Willpower Challenge 
not to recognize this right. Other animals will also recognize this, and not attack the 
intruder. 

This Gift does not work on supernatural locations; i.e., Ratkin will not respect a 
Garou’s “right to be there” when it comes to their Nests. 

Eye of the Eagle 
Retest: Alertness 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits 

This Gift allows the user to see long distances, over “two looks away.”  

Make a Static Mental Challenge against an 8 difficulty. Success doubles the Garou’s 
unaltered line of sight. This Gift will not work well in the city, as buildings tend to get 
in the way. 

Go for the Jugular 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wolf or Coyote Spirits 

Wolves have an uncanny ability to spot vulnerability. The lupus follows suit, sinking 
her teeth into the softest and most unprotected part of her foe that she can find.  

The player spends one Rage point when the werewolf makes a successful bite attack. 
The attack inflicts one extra level of damage. This damage may not be increased 
other Gifts/Fetishes/Powers/etc. and may only be applied once per attack. 
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Hare’s Leap 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Hare Spirits  

You can leap incredible distances. The Bunyip knew it as Leap of the Kangaroo; 
reconciliation minded Garou call this Gift by that name in honor of their fallen 
cousins. This Gift requires no Gnosis. Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you 
double your normal jumping distance for your next leap. 

Heightened Senses 
Retest: N/A 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Your senses all become preternaturally sharp. In Homid or Glabro form, you can see 
hear and smell as acutely as a wild wolf, while in wolf-related forms you're all but 
precognitively alert. Note that this Gift doesn't allow for selective intensification: 
routine city noises can overload and cripple a wolf-form Garou with Heightened 
Senses.  

In Homid and Glabro form, you gain a two-Trait bonus to all perception-related 
challenges, and you may make Mental Challenges to perform feats normally 
impossible to human beings, like tracking by scent. In Crinos, Hispo, and Lupus 
forms, you gain a three-Trait bonus to perception-related challenges and a one-Trait 
bonus to Primal-Urge challenges. Heightened Senses lasts for the rest of the scene or 
hour.  

A sudden surge of sensory information (a discharging skunk, car alarm, flashbulb, 
etc.) overloads the sense in question, leaving stunned for two rounds and possibly 
losing the overloaded sense for an hour (at Storyteller discretion). 

Name the Spirit 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

You have learned the Umbral ways and can sense the type and general power of 
nearby spirits.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge. If successful, you learn the type 
and approximate Rage, Gnosis, and Willpower of a particular spirit within 50 feet (on 
either side of the Gauntlet). Further expenditure does not grant more knowledge; 
you learn enough to get started on research or have a general idea of what you're 
encountering. 
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Predator’s Arsenal 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

One of the most unnerving aspects of the Homid shape is its lack of proper weapons. 
This Gift remedies that problem (while still retaining much of the Homid shape's 
ability to blend in with the human world), granting the Garou battle-ready claws and 
teeth in Homid form. 

The werewolf concentrates for a turn to gain access to bite and claw attacks 
in Homid form for the rest of the scene, or until she dismisses the transformation. 
These attacks inflict lethal damage rather than aggravated damage and may be 
concealed by simple expediencies such as the werewolf keeping her mouth closed, 
wearing long sleeves, or keeping her hands in her pockets. She can even speak 
normally without giving herself away, as long as she’s careful not to open her mouth 
too wide or smile so that her teeth show, although her voice sounds rough and a bit 
distorted (attempting to discern that there’s something amiss with a Garou taking 
such precautions requires a Mental Challenge, retest with Alertness, versus 9 Traits). 

Claws and teeth gained with this Gift are not suitable for any Gifts which alter or 
augment them, such as Razor Claws, Gnaw, etc. 

Prey Mind 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught by: Any Prey Spirits  

Sometimes the wolf can find himself the subject of hunt. This Gift allows the user to 
evade hunters, avoid capture, and escape threats.  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7 Traits in the wilderness, 9 in urban 
areas to activate this Gift. While activated, the target is up three traits on any test to 
run, evade, or hide. This Gift lasts 1 turn per Mental Trait spent at the time of 
activation. 
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Scent of Sight 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

You can completely compensate for visual impairment through scent, including 
navigating in total darkness and making attacks against invisible creatures.  

Make a static Mental Challenge to trace a scent. Weird and unpleasant scents require 
five to seven Traits, while subtle and faint ones require up to 10 Traits. A blood-
soaked invisible monster requires only five Traits; finding your way through clean 
steel corridors in darkness requires at least nine Traits. Make fresh challenges only 
when the scent changes or events might become distracting, like following it through 
water or into a fight in a reeking alley. 

Sense Prey 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf or Owl Spirits  

This Gift lets you find enough prey to feed a pack. Traditionally it came into use the 
most often during hard winters. In urban environments, it generally guides Garou to 
parks, sewers, animal shelters, and zoos. Sense Prey identifies large numbers of prey 
within 50 miles when you're in the wild, or within the limits of a city and its suburbs. 
Human beings do not register as prey, though rumor credits the Red Talons with a 
variation on Sense Prey which does identify humans.  

Make a static Mental Challenge against seven Traits in wilderness, nine Traits in 
urban environments. Success reveals the location of enough prey to feed a large 
pack. If multiple concentrations of prey would all serve, the Gift points to the nearest 
gathering (not necessarily the easiest or safest). 

Sense Wyld 
Retest: Lore: Wyld 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Wyld Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyld. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place smells like the Wyld."  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyld's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a gorgon in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Wyld manifestation that left an hour ago 
requires testing against eight Traits. 
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Sense the Unnatural 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

You can detect unnatural presences and their general strengths and types. Sense the 
Unnatural reveals magic, spirits, the Wyrm, wraiths, vampires, and other creatures, 
but doesn't distinguish between something unnatural and someone merely touched 
by it (a haunting, a ghoul).  

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas). Success provides a vague 
impression susceptible to various interpretations. That smell of old blood might be a 
vampire, or a cannibalistic spirit, or something else. Spend one additional Mental 
Trait for a clear but general impression - "something long dead but still moving on 
this side of the Gauntlet" - or two Mental Traits for a specific signature impression. 
Once you know that a vampire smells this particular way, for instance, spending two 
Mental Traits on future uses of Sense the Unnatural will always make it clear that 
some new peril is another vampire. 

The Storyteller may require a second static Mental Challenge (retest with Occult) 
against six Traits, to interpret an unfamiliar impression. 

Scent of the True Form 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

With this power, you can tell what a person's true nature is through scent and other 
cues that manifest like scents.  

You can automatically recognize other werewolves. To detect other sorts of 
creatures, make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Primal Urge) against six Traits 
for most sorts of creatures, against eight Traits for vampires, faeries, and other 
shapeshifters, or against 10 Traits for formori and mages. 
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Intermediate Gifts  
Beast Life 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Mental Traits & Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can communicate with wild animals and give them orders. Domesticated animals 
will speak with you but must be persuaded rather than ordered since they're now 
part of the human order.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you can speak with all 
animals. You can also call animals of a single type within 10 miles, and those who can 
reach you without too much trouble or delay will do so. Spend an additional Mental 
Trait for each increase in 10 miles of the calling radius. Wild animals become friendly 
to you, willing to follow all reasonable requests and many unreasonable ones. 
(Ordering an animal to sacrifice itself must be followed with homage to its spirit, or 
you risk angering Gaia.) The Gift lasts for one scene, plus an additional scene for 
each Gnosis Trait you choose to spend. 

Catfeet 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

You gain catlike agility, including immunity to damage from falls of less than a 
hundred feet (you always land just right) and perfect balance on all slopes.  

This Gift is innate and always active. The Garou gain a two-Trait bonus to all 
challenges involving body slams and efforts at grappling, and to challenge involving 
balance and equilibrium. 
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Death’s Whisper 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: Mental Traits (variable) 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

Many cultures associate death with wolves, and this Gift echoes that belief. 
The Lupus must be physically next to the corpse in question. 

A Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7 must be made to activate the Gift. One 
Mental Trait must be spent for every hour the body has been dead. Success grants 
the Lupus the last words the deceased uttered, or the thought most prominent in his 
mind at the moment of death. 

Gnaw 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Alligator Spirits  

Your jaws become strong enough to chew through just about anything, given time.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Static Physical Challenge, difficulty based on the 
toughness of the target material. Wood is only three Traits worth of difficulty, while 
steel cables require testing against six Traits, and titanium doors require nine Traits 
or even more. In addition, you inflict an additional level of damage when biting in 
combat. The Gift lasts for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. 

The damage gained from this Gift is of the same type (lethal or aggravated) as the 
normal (unaltered) form that the user is in. 

Monkey Tail 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

The Lupus may lengthen her tail and use it as a prehensile appendage at will. 
Although it’s no replacement for a hand, it can grasp objects, wrap around branches, 
and even allow the Garou to hang upside-down. 

The Gift user may employ her prehensile tail at will in any form which possesses a 
tail. 

This Gift does not grant an additional attack in combat, though it may be used as a 
normal action for manipulating objects, etc. 
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Name the Spirit 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

You have learned the Umbral ways and can sense the type and general power of 
nearby spirits.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge. If successful, you learn the type 
and approximate Rage, Gnosis, and Willpower of a particular spirit within 50 feet (on 
either side of the Gauntlet). Further expenditure does not grant more knowledge; 
you learn enough to get started on research or have a general idea of what you're 
encountering. 

Scream of Gaia 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

You cry out in a scream infused with Rage and echoes of Gaia's pain; it batters foes 
and can even knock them down.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Rage Challenge. Everyone within 50 feet is knocked 
down and suffers one level of bashing damage, plus another for each Social Trait you 
spend. This manifests as a distinct shockwave that rips through the area. 

Silence the Weaver 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Storm Spirits 

The Lupus releases a shattering howl, destroying all nearby delicate electronics – 
computers, laptops, smart phones, tablets, and the like. Simpler machines, such as 
land line phones, cars, and firearms are unaffected. 

The Lupus spends a turn howling. The player then spends one Rage Trait and makes 
a Static Social Challenge against a difficulty of 9 Traits. Delicate electronics are 
destroyed within a radius of (20 x the user’s Permanent Gnosis Rating) yards in a 
flash of sparks. 
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Strength of Gaia 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

The Goddess blesses the lupus with the fullness of his might when he wears the most 
natural of his skins. While wearing lupus form, the Garou enjoys the full might of 
Crinos.  

The player spends one Rage point. His Lupus form utilizes the Traits from his Crinos 
form for the remainder of the scene. 

Terror of the Dire Wolf 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Wolves haunt the ancestral nightmares of humanity, and of those monsters that were 
once human. The werewolf lets out a fierce snarl that triggers primordial terror in 
opponents and drowns them in the Delirium.  

The player spends a point of Rage and makes a Social Challenge against a target’s 
Willpower (if he is affecting a group, the highest Willpower represented). If 
successful, the werewolf invokes the full effect of the Delirium on any human, 
formerly-human, or partly-human creature who can see her — including those 
normally immune to the Delirium, such as mages and vampires. Only other 
werewolves and Fera are immune. It may be used in any form, although Homid and 
Glabro require that the user bid an extra Trait. 

 

Venom 
Retest: Primal Urge| 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rattlesnake Spirits  

A rattlesnake spirit originally taught this Gift to a Silent Strider, but it has since 
passed on to other Lupus.  

After biting an opponent, make a Physical Challenge against the target. If successful, 
the target takes an additional aggravated wound and loses an additional Physical 
Trait. The missing Traits return at the start of the next scene, but the damage must be 
healed as normal. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Boon of the Animal Fathers 

Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Animal Spirits  

By entreaty to a specific Animal Father, the Garou can gain that specific animal totem 
for one scene. If the Garou entreats Father Moose, the Garou can gain Moose as his 
totem for that scene, gaining all the benefits as if she were allied to that totem. This 
does not give the special powers granted by the Metis Gift: Totem Gift, only the 
regular benefits of a totem alliance. The Animal Fathers are believed to be different, 
more specific, aspects of the animal totems. This Gift only works with totems that 
embody "real" animals; Unicorn or Pegasus cannot be entreated with this Gift. 

The Garou must spend 2 Gnosis and make a successful Social Challenge against 9 
Traits. This Gift may only be used once per scene. 

Elemental Gift 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Elemental Spirits  

You can call upon elemental forces - not just the natural world brought to animation, 
but primal spirits of tremendous power.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you call an elemental 
capable of commanding one of the four elements in any of their forms, occupying a 
space of about 20 feet on a side, plus another 20 feet for each Social Trait you spend. 
The elemental remains for one scene or until it's destroyed or dismissed. What 
happens once the elemental is called is another matter. 
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Song of the Great Beast 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Social Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Griffon Spirits  

You may only use this Gift in deep wilderness, howling the Song of the Great Beast to 
summon one of the creatures of long ago to your aid. Great Beasts include the 
willawau (Giant Owl), Yeti, sabretooth tiger, Megalodon shark, and mammoth. You 
can attempt to call any Great Beast you can imagine, and rumors persist of dinosaurs 
in remote jungles and other equally exotic creatures elsewhere in the world's secret 
places. The Great Beast will listen to you, but is not obligated to cooperate, and 
giving orders to such creatures is very unwise.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge (retest with Primal-Urge). If 
successful, the Great Beast comes out of the Umbra; spending more Social Traits 
increases the odds of it answering a request favorably. The Storyteller can set the 
Great Beast's Traits to suit the situation, but they should be impressive - this is a 
creature of legend after all.  
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Metis 
Basic Gifts 
Burrow 

Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None (+ Physical Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Badger Spirits  

With this Gift, you can burrow through the earth, creating a tunnel just large enough 
for you to go through. Others can follow, if they're small enough to fit into the hole. 
You must be in Crinos, Hispo, or Lupus to use this Gift, since it requires digging 
claws. (Metis without claws or fragile claws can still use this Gift, relying on their 
extra-strong fingers.) The tunnel isn't structurally sound and crumbles over time.  

Make a Physical Challenge against a difficulty depending on the substance to be 
burrowed through: four Traits for loose mud, up to nine Traits for solid rock. Strong 
metals and reinforced structures don't yield at all. You can burrow at one yard per 
turn, plus one yard per turn per Physical Trait spent, and need not make another 
challenge unless the composition of the material to be burrowed through changes.  

Create Element 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Elemental Spirits 

You can create a small amount of fire, air, earth, or water. (One Gift covers all four 
elements.) You cannot create specialized forms, like precious metals or lethal gases, 
but can replenish the air in a sealed room, make a rock to throw at someone, light a 
fire without using matches, or fill a bathtub without faucet or pipes.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Gnosis Challenge. If successful, you create up to 10 
pounds of the desired element per current Gnosis Trait, up to a maximum weight of 
100 pounds. The element can appear anywhere you can see within 60 feet and 
remains until used up. Flames created with this Gift inflict one level of lethal damage 
per Gnosis Trait, up to a maximum of three health levels. 

Flames created with this gift deal Aggravated Damage (not lethal), and deal damage 
equal to the lower of your Permanent or Current Gnosis rating (before the spend to 
activate the Gift). The maximum of three health levels still remains. 
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Curse of Hatred 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Boar Spirits 

With this Gift, you vent the hatred in your heart, demoralizing your opponents.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, your opponent loses 
two Willpower Traits and two Rage Traits. This Gift can be used on any particular 
opponent once per scene. 

Form Mastery 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

This Gift empowers the Wyld spark that resides in all Garou, granting the character 
greater control over her shapeshifting abilities.  

When shapeshifting, all difficulties are reduced by 1. Additionally, when enacting 
partial transformations, the player needs no longer spend a Willpower point, and the 
difficulty of the challenge is 7. This Gift’s effects are permanent once learned. 

Primal Anger 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rage Spirits  

You have learned to focus the anger Metis suffer and use it to increase your Rage. 
Metis rarely teach this Gift to non-Metis, as few ever experience enough shame and 
suffering.  

For each health level you sacrifice, you gain two Rage Traits, even if this takes you 
above your permanent Rage score. Such anger eats at its user, though - the damage 
heals as if it were aggravated. Primal Anger can be used once per scene. 

Rat head 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

Metis are born into a world where they metaphorically don’t belong; it seemed only 
natural to rat spirits to teach them to get into such places in the literal sense as well. 
This Gift renders the Metis’s bone structure collapsible, allowing her to squeeze 
through any gap she can fit her head into. 

The player spends one Gnosis and makes a Static Physical Challenge against 8 Traits. 
For the rest of the scene, the Metis may squirm through any gap which she can fit her 
face into, moving at her walking speed as she does. 
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Sense Silver 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None (1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught by: Lune Spirits  

Ahrouns learn to evaluate all potential threats. This Gift lets you detect nearby silver 
weapons through subconscious cues.  

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Primal-Urge). If successful, you can tell that 
silver weapons are nearby, spend an additional Mental Trait to learn their precise 
locations. 

Sense Wyrm 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories.  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a fomor in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Bane that left an hour ago requires 
testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three or fewer Humanity Traits always 
smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter 
what their rating. 

Shed 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lizard or Snake Spirits  

By rapidly shedding and replacing his fur, a Metis can make himself harder to hold 
down and make it easier to squirm through a tight space. 

The Metis gains 2 additional Traits when trying to squeeze through tight spots, slip 
out of handcuffs, and other similar tests. In addition, the Metis wins on ties on any 
attempt to escape being grappled in combat. 
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Wriggle 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cockroach Spirits  

This Gift enables a Metis to squeeze into a space no less than half the size of his body. 
The Gift works regardless of the user's form. Spend 1 Gnosis to active the Gift for a 
scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Badger’s Heart 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Badger Spirits  

This Gift draws on the connection Metis have with their Rage and inner anger.  

Spend 1 Gnosis Trait and make a Willpower Challenge against the intended target. If 
successful, the target must expend twice as many Rage Traits, with no extra benefits, 
as they normally would. For example, it would cost 2 Traits for a single extra action, 
or Gift costs would double. This Gift lasts for 1 day.  

Chameleon 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits  

Like the Gift's reptilian namesake, the Garou can blend with 
her natural surroundings. Unlike the lizard, the werewolf shifts fluidly without 
changing backgrounds, thus allowing the Garou to move about and even attack. 

The player spends 1 Gnosis point to activate the Gift. Anyone trying to see the 
werewolf, even in open ground, must make a Static Mental Challenge (difficulty of 
the Gift-user's Mental Traits), retest Investigation, to detect her. Once the Garou 
attacks, the difficulty drops by 3. The Gift affects only sight; it does not mask the 
Garou's sound or scent.  

Eyes of the Cat 
Retest: None 
Cost: None  
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

Your eyes grow lambent green and can see clearly even in complete darkness.  

This Gift requires no Gnosis or challenges to use; simply declare when it's active. 
When Eyes of the Cat is in effect, you suffer no penalties from darkness. 
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Frozen Form 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Physical Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Aerial Spirits  

This Gift enables a Metis to trap another Garou in Crinos, giving them a taste of what 
it was like to grow up as a Metis.  

Spend 1 Willpower Trait and make a Physical Challenge against the target. If 
successful, the target cannot shift from Crinos for 1 day for each Physical Trait spent 
by the caster. This stays in effect even if the target loses the wolf or is knocked 
unconscious. 

Gift of the Porcupine 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Porcupine Spirits  

With this Gift, your fur becomes long, bristly, and sharp, like porcupine quills. You 
must be in Crinos, Hispo, or Lupus form to use this Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis; your fur immediately sharpens. Anyone you tackle, grapple, or 
immobilize suffers a level of aggravated damage. Anyone who strikes you with bare 
flesh suffers damage as if he'd struck himself. The Gift lasts for one scene, or until you 
will your fur to return to normal. 

Lash of Rage 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Rage, variable) 
Taught By: Fury Spirits 

The Metis harnesses all of the shame, hate, and fury coiled in his heart and lashes out 
with it, destroying another. Bones snap, organs rupture, and cavities fill with blood as 
the Metis’ Rage tears the target apart. 

The player spends one Rage Point to activate the Gift and then additional Rage to 
cause damage to the target. Each expenditure cause one level of Aggravated 
damage to a target within 100 yards. This Gift can be used safely only once per 
scene. Any additional use inflicts the Gift’s full damage on both the Metis and his 
target. 
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Mental Speech 
Retest: Investigation 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bird Spirits  

You can speak directly into another person's mind, even at a great distance. You must 
know the target personally (though you do not have to like the target) or have 
something that belongs to the target, such as a lock of hair.  

Spend one Willpower Trait and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you can 
communicate with the target at a distance of up to 10 miles per current Gnosis Trait 
the Mental Speech user possesses. Mental Speech does not allow for mind reading, 
but you can use social Abilities such as Intimidation. The Gift remains active for one 
scene. 

Rattler’s Bite 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Spider or Snake Spirits 

The Metis’s eyeteeth lengthen, and she can inject a deadly poison with her bite. 

The player spends a Rage Trait when attempting to bite an opponent. If successful, 
she inflicts one extra level of damage. 

Shell 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Turtle Spirits  

This Gift creates a spiritual and emotional barrier around a Metis, protecting himself 
and others from his anger. He becomes distant and withdrawn from the outside 
world. 

While active, the Metis cannot use Rage, nor suffer the ill-effects of Rage. He is 
protected from emotion altering Gifts or magic. He may not use Primal Urge or 
Empathy. Finally, he is down 1 Trait when determining the order of challenges. This 
Gift lasts until dropped. 
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Wither Limb 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits or Snake Spirits 

You direct your hostility at a target's arm or leg and make it twist, desiccate and 
wither. Only creatures with regenerative powers can escape permanent harm from 
this Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Willpower Challenge against a total of your 
target's current Physical Traits. If you succeed, the target suffers a two-Trait penalty 
to all Dexterity-related challenges; if her leg was targeted, she can move at only half 
normal speed. Regenerative powers take effect after one scene; otherwise this Gift 
creates permanent effects. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Madness 

Retest: Psychology 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits  

This Gift imposes the madness against which all metis struggle onto others. Its effects 
vary from one target to the next: Madness finds whatever weaknesses lurk within and 
draws them out.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. The target suffers debilitating 
insanity for one day. You can change the intensity of the madness at any time, 
granting moments of lucidity and then yanking them away with fresh psychosis. The 
victim always suffers at least a one-Trait penalty to tasks requiring concentration, 
and, at the Storyteller's discretion, can simply lose the ability to sustain a chain of 
thought for more than one turn at all. The memories and psychological trauma of the 
madness remain in effect even after the Gift expires. 

Protean Form 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chimerling Spirits 

Born misshapen, the Metis takes her deformity and makes it a source of power. She 
can twist her flesh in any number of ways, sprouting a number of unnatural features, 
from extra limbs to additional mouths to grasping tentacles. 

The character’s ability to partially transform is permanently modified, allowing her to 
make almost any grotesque modifications the player can imagine. These 
modifications must logically bestow one of the following benefits: 

• +3 Traits on a certain category of attacks 
o (extra clawed limbs for claw attacks, tentacles for clinches, etc.) 

• +1 Damage on a certain category of attacks 
o (a chest-mounted squid beak for extra damage in clinches, arms 

coated in shark teeth for boosted claw attacks, etc.) 
• +10 steps per turn of movement 

o (extra legs, vestigial wings, etc.) 
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Totem Gift 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Totem Spirits  

You draw upon your unusually strong ties within Garou society to plead directly with 
your Tribal Totem and gain some of its power. The results depend on the Totem. Rat 
might send swarms of rats to attack an enemy, while Grandfather Thunder might 
defend you with thunder and lightning. Miraculous manifestations are common, and 
the only real limit is the totem's inclinations.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against seven Traits. Further 
expenditures increase the effects, from a minor manifestation to a veritable tide of 
elemental fury. 

Twist of Fate 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Cobra Spirits  

This Gift enables a Metis to throw one last blow as they fall in combat.  

The user must spend 1 Rage Trait to activate the Gift after they have taken a wound 
that takes them to the Dead Health Level. They suffer no wound penalties on the 
strike, and if they hit, they inflict an extra 5 levels of damage. 

Umbral Body 
Retest: Dodge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders  

A Metis is strange thing, born to a body that was not in Gaia’s original plan. This 
strangeness may be what allows them to use this Gift. The Metis shifts portions of 
body in and out of the Umbra, while not leaving the physical world. Such shifts make 
it very hard to land a blow on him. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Gnosis challenge against the local Gauntlet. For the 
rest of the scene, the user gains a free retest on all attempts to Dodge or avoid being 
hit. 
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Auspice Gifts 
Ragabash 
Basic Gifts 
Alter Scent 

Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: Mental Traits (variable) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

Many creatures rely more on scent than sight and this Gift was made to trick them. 

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 6 to mimic any scent the Garou has 
previously encountered. By spending 3 Mental Traits, the Garou can duplicate the 
scent of inanimate objects or plants, and by spending 5 Traits, he can copy exactly 
any specific individual. This Gift lasts for 1 scene. 

Blissful Ignorance 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

With this Gift, you can become nearly invisible to all senses, spirits, and monitoring 
devices by remaining still.  

Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you blend into the landscape as long as you 
remain still. Cross your arms across your chest to show when this Gift is in use. The 
Gift lasts as long as the Garou can remain still. Talking, moving, attacking someone, 
or the like will break the effect. 

Blur of the Milky Eye 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits  

You become a shimmering blur, able to pass unnoticed among others. Once 
someone else sees through the deception, you become visible to that observer until 
something distracts him and allows you to escape.  

Make a Social Challenge. If successful, you become a blur; the sharp-eyed see you as 
a hazy shape. Other can notice you only if you visibly disturb the environment in 
some way and must win a Mental Challenge against you to do so. The Gift lasts for the 
rest of the scene or for one hour. While blurred, you may move at half your walking 
pace and speak in a whisper. You should cross your arms over your chest, and others 
should ignore your passage unless your character interacts with environment in 
some way that leaves noticeable effects (talking out loud, running, dropping a vase, 
attacking).  
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Emergency Exit 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Rabbit Spirits  

This Gift allows a Ragabash to sniff out the nearest exit from a realm or enclosed 
space. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and make a static Mental Challenge against a difficulty of 8 
Traits. Success provides a basic idea of the direction to get out (the direction may not 
be the safest but is the most direct to the nearest exit.) Each additional Mental Trait 
spent will provide another detail about the exit (for example: distance, obstacles to 
crossed, appearance). 

Hush 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Mockingbird Spirits  

Sometimes a Ragabash needs to prevent someone from saying the wrong thing. This 
Gift acts as a temporary stopgap, causing the target to forget his train of thought or 
stumble over his words. It can be used to save a pack mate from his own mouth, 
silence an annoying rival, or prevent a call for help. 

Spend one Gnosis Trait and engage them in a Social Challenge. If successful, the 
target cannot communicate by verbal means for 1 turn per Social Trait spent by the 
user. The user is up 1 Trait when attempting to use this Gift on a pack mate. 

Infectious Laughter 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Coyote or Hyena Spirits 

Laughter is the tool with which Gaia’s tricksters promote enlightenment and the knife 
that slashes through the veil of Rage. When the Ragabash laughs, those around her 
are compelled to follow along, forgetting their own grievances. 

The Ragabash must make some comment mocking the present situation in which she 
finds herself, then laugh at it. The player then makes a Social Challenge against the 
highest Rage rating of anyone listening. Success causes those who hear the 
Ragabash’s comment and laughter to lose hold of their ire, and forget what it was that 
had them upset in the first place – although their temper will return if they are 
reminded of what the New Moon has made them forget. 
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Liar’s Face 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Platypus Spirits  

The Ragabash wraps herself in such a deceitful attitude that nothing she says can be 
trusted - not even the clear and unvarnished truth. The werewolf may make a single 
truthful statement, and no human who hears it will believe her. 

After the character makes a truthful statement, the player spends 1 Willpower Point 
and makes a Social Challenge (versus 11 Traits). This Gift is automatically effective 
on humans, causing them to believe the Ragabash is lying. Supernatural listeners 
whose Willpower is lower than the Ragabash's also refuse to believe the Ragabash's 
words. 

Obscure the Truth 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fox Spirits  

Not many Garou can look a Philodox in the eye and get away with bald-faced lies. 
The Ragabash with this Gift has an edge over all her kin. She can calmly explain that 
the sky is green or gleefully regale her comrades with the exploits of a lone, heroic 
Ragabash and have no fear of being called on her prank. 

While this Gift is active, the user gains a free retest on all mundane Subterfuge 
challenges. 

Open Seal 
Retest: Security 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits  

You can open almost every kind of closed and locked device.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge with a difficulty of the local Gauntlet rating to open a 
closed or locked barrier. 

Sense of the Prey 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You gain an innate awareness of any prey about which you know something and can 
move toward it as fast as you can travel. This Gift operates in the Umbra as well as in 
the material world.  

This Gift works automatically if the target isn't trying to hide. If it is, make a Mental 
Challenge (retest with Enigmas); if the target is a spirit, pit your Mental total against 
the spirit's Gnosis. 
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Scent of Running Water 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Water Spirits 

You can almost completely mask your scent. This Gift becomes active whenever you 
indicate. While it's active, all challengers trying to track you by scent suffer a two-
Trait penalty. 

Slip of the Tongue 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

While sensing the truth is the purview of the Philodox, many Ragabash are quite 
adept at obtaining confessions. By engaging someone in conversation, 
the Ragabash can use this Gift to make the target accidentally remark on something 
he wished to hide. ("Of course, I had everything to do with his death" or "I don't have 
the Fetish, feel free to search me, oh don't bother looking in the study for it.") 

During a conversation, engage the intended target in a Social Challenge. If 
successful, the target will let slip one secret related to the conversation. 

Spider’s Song 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider or Raven Spirits  

The Ragabash can steal messages from the Weaver’s web, plucking them from the air 
or eavesdropping as they race through telephone lines. The Ragabash must be 
aware that a conversation is happening to listen in on it (though she doesn’t have to 
know who’s on the other end of the line). For conversations across land lines, 
the Ragabash must place her ear against a telephone pole or cord; to listen in on cell 
phone discussions (or even to intercept text messages) she need only be able to see 
one of the phones being used. 

The player spends a Gnosis point. She listens in on the conversation (or receives 
mental translations of text messages) for as long as she keeps her ear to the line or 
keeps the cell phone user in sight. 
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Taking the Forgotten 
Retest: Stealth (vs. Streetwise) 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

You can take something from a target who then forgets about ever having owned it.  

Make a Mental Challenge, the Garou can retest with Stealth, the target with 
Streetwise. Bonded fetishes may stir memories of their own accord, though (the 
victim may make a Mental Challenge, Storyteller discretion, to "remember" that he 
had an item like this, but not how it went missing or by whom). 

The owner of a Fetish taken this way gains a free retest in order to resist. 

Trickster Beacon 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Trickster Spirits  

This Gift places a spiritual tag on the target, like an umbral "kick me" sign. Local 
trouble-making spirits will flock to the target, and while they won't engage in lethal 
pranks, pretty much everything else is fair game. Small items will go missing. While 
in the Umbra, the victim will become lost and surrounded by jeering spirits. 

After touching the intended target, spend 1 Gnosis Trait and engage them in a Social 
Challenge. The Gift lasts for 1 day for each Social Trait spent by the user. 
The Ragabash can only use this Gift once per lunar month, and only once per season 
against a given target. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Fog of War 

Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

No matter how disciplined the army and ordered the plan, a battlefield is chaos. 
Smoke, noise, hidden enemies, and fear can all lead to disorganization. Even in the 
modern age, mistaken identity leads to "friendly fire" casualties. This Gift 
exacerbates this problem to often devastating effect. A commander might not see 
advancing foes or see foes that aren't there; a team may fire upon allies or mistake a 
command to "advance" for a call to "retreat."  

The Garou performs her song, spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Social Challenge. 
With success, all foes in hearing range must make a Mental Challenge at the 
beginning of every turn (at Storyteller discretion, this may be performed as a mob 
challenge for ease in marshalling). On a win, the foe is unaffected; on a tie, the foe 
suffers a three-Trait penalty on any perception or visually related challenge; on a 
loss, the foe loses on all ties during the turn due to the increased difficulty of sight. 

Gremlins 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: Social Traits (optional) 
Taught By: Spider or Wyld Spirits  

You can make a technological device malfunction just by touching it. The Gift actually 
disrupts the spiritual energy inside the device, possibly even frightening the spirit 
into leaving the device permanently and thereby dooming it to permanent 
breakdown. Make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Intimidation) with the 
difficulty based on the type of device. 

Traits  Complexity of Device  

4  Computers, complex electronics  

6  Telephones, electrical items  

8  Cars, machines  

10  Knives, simple tools  

If successful, the device stops working for the rest of the scene. Spend one additional 
Social Trait to make the failure last for the rest of the session, two to make it 
permanent. At the Storyteller's discretion, good roleplaying may add to your Social 
total or count as one (or even both) of the additional Traits. 
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Impunity 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

Since a Ragabash is tasked with voicing unpleasant truth, they often find themselves 
the target of another’s wrath. This gift allows a no moon to tell a superior that he 
screwed up without becoming the dead messenger. 

The Ragabash must make a Social Challenge with a difficulty of 6. If successful the 
target must spend a Willpower Trait to punish or attack the user for the rest of the 
scene. Each extra use of this Gift in a lunar month adds 1 to the difficulty. The Gift will 
only work if the Ragabash speaks honestly and believes in the charge he is making 
(the Storyteller is final arbitrator of this). Should a Ragabash misuse this Gift, not only 
will it fail automatically, but Cat will make her displeasure apparent. 

Liar’s Craft 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: Social Traits (Variable) 
Taught By: Fox Spirits  

The Ragabash can tell the most outrageous of lies and have the accepted as truth - for 
a while, at least. 

The character first tells his lie, then the player makes a Mental Challenge against the 
target (or the highest Mental Traits + Subterfuge against a group). If successful, 
the Ragabash may expend 1 Social Trait per individual (subject to normal limitations) 
in order to convince the listeners. Since the challenge is made after the lie is told, this 
Gift always carries some element of risk. 

Luna’s Blessing 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

While the moon is visible in the night sky, silver does not inflict aggravated damage 
on you. During the full moon, silver may even turn against those who would use it to 
hurt you.  

This Gift is active whenever you indicate. While it's in effect, as long as the moon is 
clearly visible in phase above the horizon (stepping into a building, bad weather or 
sunrise/moonset negates this Gift), you can regenerate damage from silver as if it 
were bashing or lethal damage (bashing if the weapon is blunt, lethal if it's edged). 
Note that this Gift is not active during the new moon.  During the full moon, any 
attacker who makes an unsuccessful attack against you must then make two Simple 
Tests. If both fail, the attacker takes normal damage from his silver weapon. 
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Madness Season 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

There is a thin line between humor and madness, and this Gift exploits that. 
The Ragabash can temporarily push a target over that line, leaving the victim a 
gibbering wreck. While no permanent harm is done, the target can be taught a 
valuable lesson. 

Spend one Gnosis Trait and engage the target in Social Challenge. If successful, the 
target is reduced to a helpless ball of madness, unable to act for a number of turns 
equal to the Ragabash’s Permanent Gnosis score. 

The victim of this Gift may defend themselves as normal, if attacked during the 
duration of this Gift. 

Monkey Tail 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

The Lupus may lengthen her tail and use it as a prehensile appendage at will. 
Although it’s no replacement for a hand, it can grasp objects, wrap around branches, 
and even allow the Garou to hang upside-down. 

The Gift user may employ her prehensile tail at will in any form which possesses a 
tail. 

This Gift does not grant an additional attack in combat, though it may be used as a 
normal action for manipulating objects, etc. 

Open Moonbridge 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

You can create a moon bridge, with or without the cooperation of a Caern Totem.  

Spend one Gnosis to activate this Gift. See Rite of the Opened Bridge for details; a 
moon bridge created with this Gift can stretch for up to one thousand miles. 
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Pathfinder 
Retest: Survival/Streetwise 
Cost: Mental Traits (Variable) 
Taught By: Crow Spirits  

The werewolf can strike implausible trails through pristine wilderness and the urban 
jungle alike, locating the fastest and shortest routes from one place to another. 

The player makes a Static Mental Test (difficulty 11), retesting with Survival 
(wilderness) or Streetwise (urban). If successful, she may expend a number of Mental 
Traits, up to 5. Each Trait thus expended reduces her travel time by approximately 
10%. The difficulty of any attempts to track the Garou increase by two when this Gift 
is active; this increase is cumulative with other similar effects, such as Scent of 
Running Water. 

Riddle 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

This Gift is a favorite of trickster Ragabash, serving to occupy and bewilder a target. 

Spend 1 Gnosis and tell a riddle to the intended target. The riddle must have a solid 
answer that would make sense to most people. Until the target solves the riddle, he is 
down 1 Trait on all challenges. Each morning that passes without solving the question 
will cost the victim 1 Temporary Willpower trait. If reduced to 0 Willpower Traits, the 
victim will isolate themselves from everyone for a day, at which time the Gift ends. 

The Usual Suspects 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (after use) 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

It’s often very important to keep tabs on others. This Gift makes that easier for 
the Ragabash by giving her the general location of selected people. She may keep 
track of a number of individuals equal to her Permanent Gnosis score. 

To choose a target she must have either a clear view of them (or have strong scent to 
go off of) and then make a Gnosis Challenge with a difficulty of 7. Thereafter she can 
spend three turns concentrating, spend a Gnosis trait and make a Physical Challenge 
with a difficulty of 8 traits. If successful, she will know the general location of target. 
Should the user have her limit of targets marked, she can drop one to add another. 

Use of this Gift requires that the names of the individuals being tracked be recorded 
on the Character Sheet or a Note Card and logged with the Storytellers. 
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Umbral Dodge 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Trapdoor Spider Spirits  

The Ragabash finds that the best way to deal with an enemy is to send him far away — 
perhaps to a place where he’ll learn the folly of his ways. She may tear open a hole in 
the Gauntlet while dodging an enemy’s attack, sending them to the land of spirits. 

When attempting to dodge a close-range attack, the player spends one Gnosis point 
and gains 3 Bonus Traits, or half of the rating of the local Gauntlet, whichever is 
higher. If the dodge succeeds in avoiding the attack completely, the attacker is 
dropped into the Penumbra (or into the physical world if this Gift is used in the 
Penumbra). 

Whelp Body 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught by: Snake Spirits  

You can curse a foe's body to render it weak or palsied. Using this Gift is tantamount 
to a declaration of permanent war, as far as the vast majority of Garou are concerned.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Gnosis Challenge against the target. Success (not a 
tie) lets you permanently remove one of your target's Physical Traits. You may only 
remove six Physical Traits this way (by expending additional Gnosis during the 
challenge). The target can regain them by spending experience points as usual. This 
Gift works only once ever against a particular target. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Blank 

Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 3 Rage 
Taught By: Darkness Spirits  

This powerful Gift was once described as “a biological blackout.” For a short time, 
everyone in a room will simply blank out, enabling the Ragabash to act unhindered. 

Spend 3 Rage and make an extended Gnosis Challenge against 8 Traits. Each 
success freezes every person in the room for 1 turn. They will not move nor notice 
anything that happens for the duration. The Ragabash may act normally. Any attempt 
to harm a subject of this Gift instantly breaks the effect for everyone. Supernatural 
creatures may resist the effect by winning a static Willpower Challenge (difficulty 
equal to the Ragabash’s Gnosis). 

Thieving Talons of the Magpie 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Magpie Spirits  

With this Gift, you can appropriate the powers of others. This Gift extends to Garou 
Gifts, spirit Charms, vampiric Disciplines, mage Spheres and the like.  

Make a Mental Challenge against the target. If successful, you can use one specified 
power for one turn per Gnosis Trait you spend. During this time, the target cannot 
use the same power. Use your current Gnosis total in place of any Trait that Garou 
don't normally possess, like Blood Traits, Glamour and so on. You must know 
something about the power in question - enough to specify which one you're taking- 
and must physically be able to accomplish the actions it requires, like looking at 
someone. 
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Thousand Forms 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits  

Trickster is a shapeshifter; so are the Ragabash, who bring his archetype into present 
experience. You can adopt any form at least as large as a small bird and no bigger 
than a bison. You gain all the standard powers of that animal (such as gills, flight, 
poison glands, etc.). You can't take on the form of Wyrm-beasts but can evoke 
mythical creatures.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Animal Ken). The 
difficulty increases as the desired animal form becomes more remote from your own 
form: Test against five Traits for an ape, panther or other animal about as big as the 
Garou, seven Traits for an alligator or other reptile somewhat larger than the Garou, 
nine Traits for a frog or other very small creature, and against 10 Traits for any 
mythical creature. 

Turn the Moon 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1Willpower (+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

This Gift can temporarily change the Auspice of another Garou to one of the user's 
choosing. This is used to show people a new viewpoint or to punish those who show 
too much hubris about their role. 

Spend a Willpower Trait and engage the target in Social Challenge. If successful, the 
target must spend 1 day per Social Trait spent by the user has the new Auspice. The 
target will lose accesses to his normal Auspice Gifts, his Rage will adjust to the 
minimum base Rage for the new Auspice, and he will find his thinking influenced by 
the role of his new Auspice. He cannot learn any Gifts of this new Auspice. 

Weakest Link 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits  

This Gift enables a Ragabash to look into the hearts and minds of a given pack, 
sensing the fears and troubles that afflict them. Armed with this knowledge, 
the Ragabash can either try to solve the problems or use this to harm the pack. 

Spend 1 Willpower Trait and engage in a Social Challenge with the person with the 
highest Social Traits in the target pack. For every Social Trait spent, the user can find 
out information on 1 pack member. The Storyteller should determine the exact 
information gained. 
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Legendary Gifts 
Firebringer 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Permanent Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

The Ragabash performs the ultimate trick, stealing a supernatural power and turning 
it into a Gift, which may in turn be bestowed upon others as though the New Moon 
were a spirit teacher. Alas, the Ragabash must first survive having the power used 
upon him. 

After having a power used on him, the Ragabash may spend one point of Permanent 
Gnosis to internalize it into a Gift. The Ragabash cannot use this Gift himself and, in 
fact, forfeits all defenses against that power if ever used on him in the future; it exists 
instead as a treasure to bequeath upon the Garou Nation. Any power may become a 
Gift in this fashion – even the vile magic of the Wyrm may be stolen and turned to the 
defense of Gaia. The Storyteller determines the new Gift’s appropriate level and 
what sort of spirit Garou should be able to learn it from. In the case of Mages, this 
power steals particular Rotes, rather than entire Spheres. 
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Wild West Gifts 
Intermediate Gifts 
Man with No Name 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

The Garou can interact with people and even grow close to them, but they forget who 
he is or what he looks like shortly after he moves on. Some might forget interacting 
with the character altogether. Ironically, werewolves who habitually use this Gift 
often develop a collective mystique about themselves. 

The Garou with this Gift has mastered the ability to go from town to town without 
leaving a trace of her identity, as people forget they met or even saw the Garou. Any 
time the Garou takes her leave of someone, she can call for a Simple Social Test (no 
Traits at risk, Social Traits compared in the event of a tie); success means the person 
is unable to remember what the Garou looked like, what her name was (if given), any 
specific details she mentioned, or where she went. If the target is a regular mortal, 
the Garou wins all ties, regardless of who has more Traits. The Garou should inform 
the target as to what she does or doesn’t remember before she leaves, and the target 
must roleplay this memory lapse honestly. Other supernatural creatures can 
cancel this power’s effects by spending a Willpower Trait, though even then all 
the relevant details seem hazy and dreamlike. 
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Theurge 
Basic Gifts 
Airt Perception 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

Using this Gift, a Theurge is able to track a Spirit by its Airt, the spiritual wake it 
leaves behind it in the umbra. He must track it normally and identify the type of Spirit 
(if he possesses the Lore to do so) but gains no other special information. All this Gift 
does is make the trail visible to the Theurge. 

Battle Mandala 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider or Antlion Spirits 

A mystical sigil burns itself into the ground around the Theurge, visible only to those 
with Gnosis ratings. This circle drains the Essence from spirits caught within its web.  

The player spends one Gnosis and makes a Static Mental Challenge versus a number 
of Traits equal to 5 + the Gauntlet Rating. The battle mandala encompasses a radius of 
(25 x the user’s Permanent Gnosis Rating (round up)) in feet around the Garou; spirits 
(other than the Garou’s Pack Totem) within the mandala lose one Essence per turn. 
The mandala dissipates at the end of the scene or when the werewolf steps outside of 
its bounds, whichever comes first. 

Blood Life 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Insect Spirits 

Many things reside in the blood, both mundane and mystical. Heritage, power, 
magical connections, and life-giving nutrients all pulse through the veins of living 
creatures, encompassing their life experiences. The Theurge can gain insight from 
these experiences by tasting the blood of her prey.  

The player spends one Gnosis point when the werewolf succeeds at a bite attack 
against a target that has blood running through its veins and deals at least one level 
of damage. She experiences a brief vision that replays a memory from the target’s 
past. It could be one of great mystical import or significant relevance to the current 
situation, or one that had a marked personal effect on the target. The Storyteller or 
the target’s player chooses the memory, but it should be one that gives the Theurge 
some insight into her foe (or ally). The Garou gains 3 Bonus Traits on the next 
challenge she makes for an action that’s relevant to the experience. This Gift only 
works on living creatures, although the Theurge may pick up fragments of distant 
memory from a vampire’s victims if she uses this Gift to bite it. 
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Command Spirit 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Any Spirits  

You can give simple orders to spirits and expect them to obey, at least partially. 
Command Spirit cannot draw spirits from a distance, only command the ones on 
hand. 

Spend one Willpower and make a Social Challenge against the spirit's Gnosis. Each 
command after the first requires another Willpower Trait. You cannot command 
spirits to leave areas to which they're bound, that requires the Theurge Intermediate 
Gift: Exorcism. 

This Gift only works on Gaian spirits. To command Banes, the Gift: Command Bane 
must be used. 

Eyes of the Lynx 
Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1+ Mental Traits 
Taught By: Lynx Spirits 

Lynx-spirits, embodying the Umbral ideal of their earthly counterparts’ powerful 
eyesight, can see even beyond physical obstacles. Theurges who learn this Gift can 
peer through walls or beneath the earth. A lynx-spirit teaches this Gift. 

The player makes a Static Mental Test (difficulty 10). For the rest of the scene, the 
Garou can see through solid objects, up to a number of yards of material equal to the 
number of Mental Traits she spends on activation. 

Hear the Silence 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Crow or Raven Spirits 

In tune with all things hidden, the Theurge can hear the tell-tale whispers of secret-
spirits whenever someone nearby bears the burden of hidden knowledge. A crow- 
or raven-spirit teaches this Gift. 

The player spends on Gnosis point, and the werewolf becomes aware of anyone in 
her immediate vicinity with an important secret weighing on his mind, hidden either 
from her specifically or from the world at large. The importance of the secret 
depends on how it’s perceived by the one who keeps it. The Theurge gains no 
insight into the nature of the secrets; she only knows who keeps them. 
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Mother’s Touch 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can heal any wound in a living creature, even aggravated wounds, by laying 
hands on the afflicted area. You cannot use Mother's Touch to heal yourself, spirits, or 
the undead with this Gift. Spend one Gnosis to heal one health level of damage (make 
a Mental Challenge to heal non-Garou). Spend a second Gnosis Trait and make a 
Mental Challenge (retest with Medicine) to heal battle-scars, but only if you apply 
Mother's Touch in the same scene in which the scars were inflicted. 

The user of this Gift may only heal other people (not themselves) but may spend as 
many Gnosis as they are able and desire to heal in a single action.  

Name the Spirit 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

You have learned the Umbral ways and can sense the type and general power of 
nearby spirits.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge. If successful, you learn the type 
and approximate Rage, Gnosis, and Willpower of a particular spirit within 50 feet (on 
either side of the Gauntlet). Further expenditure does not grant more knowledge; 
you learn enough to get started on research or have a general idea of what you're 
encountering. 

Sense Chiminage 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (+ 3 Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

This Gift enables a Theurge to see the balance of chiminage that lies within any 
spiritually aware being. The user can tell if the target has paid all his debts to the 
Spirits, or if he has offended any of the Spirits.  

The user must engage in a Social Challenge against the target. If successful, 
he discovers the target’s state of debt with the Spirit World. By spending three Social 
Traits, the Theurge may learn the name of the most recent Spirit the target has 
offended. 

Additionally, this Gift enables the Theurge to test against a Spirit to determine what 
sorts of chiminage the Spirit would find favorable. 
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Sense Weaver 
Retest: Lore: Weaver 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Weaver Spirit  

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Weaver. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place smells of the Weaver." 

Sense Wyrm 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories.  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a fomor in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Bane that left an hour ago requires 
testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three or fewer Humanity Traits always 
smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter 
what their rating. 

Sight from Beyond 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bird Spirits  

You receive visions of impending danger or portentous events. These visions come 
without warning and always present the subject in metaphorical terms; a powerful 
vampire might appear as a bloody skeleton, while an impending battle might be 
represented by carrion crows or shouted commands. Where possible, roleplaying is 
the best way to resolve interpretations of the signs Sight from Beyond provides, but 
Storytellers may allow a Mental Challenge (retest with Occult) to interpret particular 
elements of an omen. 
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Spirit Knife 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wasp Spirits  

Using this Gift, a Theurge may imbue any weapon he crafted by himself with the 
power to strike across the Gauntlet. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait to place the Gift on a weapon. It may then strike across the 
Gauntlet in any area where the gauntlet rating is equal to or less than his permanent 
Gnosis score. This Gift grants no extra ability to sense targets across the Gauntlet. 

This Gift lasts for 1 scene and does not enable any Fetish powers or other magical 
effects to be used through the attack. 

Spirit Skin 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+Social Traits (variable) optional) 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits  

While Spirits are generally well disposed towards Garou, they don’t treat the 
Changers the way they would other Spirits. This Gift enables a Theurge to pass 
himself off as just another Spirit. 

While in the Umbra, spend 1 Gnosis and make a Social Challenge with a difficulty 6 
to pass as wolf spirit, 8 for anything else. The Gift lasts for 1 hour for each Social Trait 
spent. While activated, the caster will normally appear as a spiritual version of his 
Lupus form. 

Spirit Snare 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

The Theurge casts out an invisible, mystic net which entangles hostile spirits, 
confounding them with a mixture of magical force and long-broken but still potent 
Gaian law.  

The player spends one Gnosis point and makes a Mental Challenge as an attack 
directed at a spirit within 30 feet, which can be defended against normally. Rather 
than inflicting damage, this attack reduces the spirit’s effective Willpower by two for 
the purpose of all combat actions for the rest of the scene. Multiple applications of 
this Gift don’t stack. 
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Spirit Speech 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirits  

You can communicate with spirits in their "language." Of course, the ability to 
address a spirit does not mean the spirit must answer or even stay in the area. This 
Gift works automatically and intuitively. You can understand spirits and speak to 
them in ways they understand. Reaching very alien spirits can be difficult; 
communicating with Banes can be downright painful. 

The user of this Gift speaks in their native tongue; the Spirits are simply able to 
understand this language due to the power of the Gift. 

The Spirit’s Displeasure 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Stormcrow Spirits  

Theurges use this Gift to provide a warning for those who have angered Spirits. It 
causes the target to suffer bad luck and to see an omen appropriate to his own 
culture that indicates foreboding. 

The Theurge must burn a small effigy of the target, spend a Gnosis Trait and make a 
Social Challenge with a difficulty of 7 traits. If successful, the target will automatically 
fail one challenge (of the Storyteller’s choice) during the current story. 

Umbral Tether 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits  

The Umbra can be a confusing place, where rules of direction and logic fail. With this 
Gift a Theurge may create a “silver cord” connecting them to their point of entry in 
the Umbra, providing protection from becoming lost. Only the Theurge who 
activated the Gift can see the cord, though some Spirits can interfere with it. 

For each hour the Gift is in use, spend 1 Gnosis to maintain the cord. Should this 
upkeep not be paid, the cord will begin to disappear, starting at the point of entry to 
the Umbra. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Blurring the Mirror 

Retest: None 
Cost: Gnosis (Variable) 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits  

This Gift allows the Theurge to cloud the minds of other beings, making it impossible 
for them to find the Umbra or step sideways into it. Once used as a form of 
punishment for arrogant pups, this Gift is more often deployed as a weapon against 
Black Spiral Dancers in the days of the coming Apocalypse. 

The player spends 1 Gnosis for every individual that she wishes to affect (subject to 
normal limitations). The Gauntlet increases by five for those targets for the rest of the 
scene. Up to five individuals can be affected at once. While normally used against 
other Garou, this Gift is effective against any beings capable of entering the Umbra 
by stepping sideways, including other Fera and some mages. 

Castigate 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits (variable), optional) 
Taught By: Hyena Spirits  

This Gift calls on the Spirits to revoke their favor from another Garou who has 
committed an offense. 

The user must spend a Gnosis Trait and then make a Social Challenge with a difficulty 
equal to the target’s Gnosis +3. If successful, the target loses one Temporary Renown 
(appropriate to the offense) for each Social Trait the user spends. In addition, the 
target will lose access to one of their Gifts (chosen by the Storyteller) for the 
remainder of the story, or until amends have been made to the Spirits or the Nation. 

This Gift takes 10 minutes to invoke and cannot be used in combat. 

Evocation of Ceremony 
Retest: Rituals 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Enigma Spirits  

Rituals are not merely magical effects; they have a value in and of themselves. This 
Gift evokes a sense of awe and reverence through ritualistic behavior. This Gift can 
be used to reaffirm spiritual devotions or add a sense of dread for the Spirit World, 
depending on the style the Theurge adopts. 

While performing a ritual, the user may make a mass Social Challenge to affect the 
mood of the participants. The caster is up 4 Traits on the challenge. 

Successful use of this Gift grants the Theurge a free retest on the use of Rituals in the 
space where this Gift was used for the remainder of the session. 
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Exorcism 
Retest: Intimidation/Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

You can force a spirit to leave objects and places, regardless of whether the spirits 
were there voluntarily or bound.  

Make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Intimidation) against the spirit's 
Willpower to displace a spirit that can choose to leave but does not wish to. Make a 
Static Social Challenge (retest with Subterfuge) against eight Traits to displace a 
spirit that has been bound into place; Exorcism requires more successes on this 
challenge than the binder won while tying the spirit there. Exorcism can "cure" 
formori, but the host generally dies once the Bane is ejected unless a powerful healer 
can preserve the host's life through the Exorcism. 

Grasp the Beyond 
Retest: None 
Cost: Variable Willpower 
Taught By: Horse Spirits  

You may carry things into and out of the Umbra without dedicating themselves to 
yourself. (See the Rite of Talisman Dedication.) This Gift even allows you to take 
humans and animals, willing or otherwise. Garou often use Grasp the Beyond to 
bring loyal Kinfolk on Umbral quests and to heal injured Kinfolk in mystic glens.  

You must grasp the person or object to carry it (make a Physical Challenge to 
grapple an unwilling target). Spend one Willpower for small items (pocket watch, 
knife, etc.), two for larger items like backpacks and bows, or three for big items like 
people. Make the usual challenge to step sideways. If you succeed, you and your 
carried object both enter or depart the Umbra. Unwilling targets may make a 
Willpower Challenge to resist and only cross the Gauntlet if the Garou wins this 
challenge as well. 

Once in the Umbra, carried people must rely on the Garou or an area like a Caern 
with very low Gauntlet rating (3 or less) to escape if they don't possess the ability to 
step sideways themselves. People left in the Umbra indefinitely gradually turn 
entirely to spirit matter. 
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Parting the Velvet Curtain 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

The user of this Gift physically opens the Gauntlet, allowing non-Shifters to enter the 
Umbra. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and then make a Standard Challenge to Step Sideways adding 
+1 to the Gauntlet Rating for each non-Garou the user wishes to bring with them. A 
maximum of 8 creatures may be brought along using this Gift. 

Once in the Umbra, all affected creatures are bound to the Gift-user with a silver cord 
and cannot stray far from him while in the Umbra. They must all depart the Umbra 
when the user does. The user may sever the cord, and the affected subject is sent 
back to the point before entry, by spending a Willpower Point.  

Subjects unwilling to accompany the Garou can resist with an opposed Willpower 
Challenge against the Gift user. 

Placation 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Erebus Spirits 

This Gift enables a Theurge to know exactly what kind of sacrifice a spirit requires to 
make atonement for an offence, and to know how to meet the requirement. The 
Theurge can use this Gift on behalf of another.  

By making a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7 Traits, the Theurge learns 
what is required. Usually, as long as both the Theurge (and the offender) are sincere, 
the spirit will ask for only a simple payment. When the offense is great, or the 
offender is not present to see the debt paid, the spirit’s terms will increase in 
harshness. 

This Gift may only be used in the presence of the spirit in question. 

Prophecy 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

This Gift offers the Theurge visions of the future. This Gift is similar to Sight from 
Beyond, though the visions tend to be more detailed and of greater significance. 
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Prophetic Vision 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Star Spirits  

This Gift enables a Theurge to gain a prophetic vision based on the night sky. 

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against 7 Traits. If successful a vision 
containing useful advice for the future will be revealed. The caster can direct the 
question somewhat, but the revelation will still be at the whim of the stars. 

Use of this Gift requires 30 minutes and an unobstructed view of the night sky. 

Pulse of the Invisible 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

Spirits fill the world, but most Garou do not see them most of the time. This Gift lets 
you see the spirits whether in the Umbra or in the material world and interact with 
Umbral spirits at will. Most spirits aren't doing anything very interesting, but 
sometimes things change dramatically, and Pulse of the Invisible lets you know when 
a change or complication arises.  

You can see into the Umbra without a challenge whenever your permanent Gnosis 
equals or exceeds the local Gauntlet rating. When the Gauntlet is stronger, make a 
Static Mental Challenge against twice the Gauntlet rating. The effect lasts for the rest 
of the scene or until you go somewhere with a higher Gauntlet rating. 

Shadowplay 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Darkness Spirits 

The Theurge breathes life into her shadow, which can then perform tasks for her. The 
shadow moves about independently with the same abilities as its creator. The 
Theurge’s emissary can cause lifesaving distractions, pick up remote objects and 
even fight battles. 

To activate the shadow, the player must make a Static Physical Challenge (difficulty 
8) and spend one Gnosis point. The Theurge must act out the doings of her shadow 
by making “shadow puppets” with her hands. No light need be present for the 
shadow to be active. In all respects besides appearance, the shadow uses the Traits 
and Abilities of the Garou. The werewolf cannot create multiple shadows. The 
shadow can operate out of sight of the Garou; its range is ten yards per success. If 
attacked, the shadow is considered to possess two health levels. 
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Spirit Drain 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

You may siphon power from a spirit to feed your own resolve.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against the spirit's Gnosis. On a success, you may 
drain two Power points from the spirit, gaining a temporary Willpower Trait. You may 
use this Gift as frequently as you like, but any Willpower exceeding the maximum for 
your Rank is lost at the end of the scene. 

Spirit Path 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cockroach Spirits 

The Umbra can often confuse the senses of even the most perceptive tracker. The 
Theurge who possesses this Gift can track a particular spirit anywhere in the spirit 
world. As long as the Garou knows the spirit’s name, she can find that spirit no matter 
which Umbral realm it takes refuge in.  

As long as the Garou knows the true name of the spirit, she can use this Gift. She must 
spend a Gnosis point to be able to find the spirit. A successful Static Mental Test 
(difficulty 8) reveals the location of the errant Umbral denizen. Some Realms and 
certain Charms can make this Gift more difficult to use. The Gift: Name the Spirit can 
be used in conjunction with Spirit Path. 

Spirit Ward 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits  

You can create an invisible pictogram to shield against spirits. The resulting symbol 
unnerves spirits other than Pack Totems and Caern Spirits, and travels with you.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against seven Traits. On 
success, spirits within 100 feet of you (other than Pack Totems and Caern Spirits) 
suffer a one-Trait penalty to all challenges, plus an additional one-Trait penalty for 
each Social Trait you spend. The Spirit Ward lasts for one scene or one hour. 
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Umbral Camouflage 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

Although perfectly visible to all others, this Gift renders the werewolf undetectable to 
spirits.  

The player spends one Gnosis point, and for the remainder of the scene, she is 
completely invisible to spiritual senses. She may move about as normal but cannot 
make any attack actions without disrupting the Gift. 

Umbral Sight 
Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

Although all Garou can Peek from the Penumbra into the Realm, the Uktena is 
capable of shifting his sight into the Penumbra from the physical world. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Mental Test against twice the local 
Gauntlet rating. With success the Uktena may see into the Penumbra in the same 
manner as peeking into the physical world. This Gift lasts for the rest of the scene, 
until the user stops peeking across, or until the character moves into an area with a 
higher Gauntlet rating. Note that while focused on the Umbra, the character cannot 
see in the physical realm. 

Umbral Tracking 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fly Spirits  

This Gift enables a Theurge find the Umbral Tethers left by others and then affect 
them. 

Spend one Gnosis to see all Umbral Tethers in the area. To break an existing tether, a 
Physical Challenge must be made against the tether’s owner. 
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Web Walker 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders  

This Gift allows the user to travel the Pattern Web as if it were a Moon-Bridge. 
Weaver Spirits will ignore the user of this Gift. 

Spend two Gnosis Traits, then make a Static Social Challenge with a difficulty of 
7. Success allows the use of the Pattern Web as a Moon-Bridge, but it only works 
where the Web itself reaches. 

This Gift may only be used to ride physical data or power lines; it does not reach 
where these do not go. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Feral Lobotomy 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 2+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits  

You can reduce an opponent's mind to animal-like complexity, effectively destroying 
the target's ability to reason.  

Spend two or more Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against Traits equal to 
the target's Willpower +3. You can destroy one Mental Trait per success, at a cost of 
two Gnosis each. The target becomes more and more animalistic with each lost Trait; 
he can only be dropped to one Mental Trait. 

Healing the Soul 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits  

By means of a week-long ordeal of fasting, trances and communion with the spirits, 
the Theurge is able to perfectly balance the forces of the Triat within a target’s soul. 
The target must be willing, and both she and the Theurge must remain sequestered 
for the entirety of the week. The Gift can cure insanity, ease emotional pain, or cure 
the aftereffects of trauma. If the source of the spiritual injury was caused by 
ill conduct on the target’s part, the Gift may only be used upon them once in their life. 

The effects of this Gift are largely in the hands of the Storyteller. The Gift cannot cure 
Harano but can stop it before it begins. Likewise, the Gift cannot free a Silver 
Fang or Metis of their permanent madness. Theoretically the Gift could restore 
Humanity Traits to Vampire or remove Angst from a Wraith, but it is unlikely that an 
Elder would even consider such an action. 

The Malleable Spirit 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Frog Spirits  

You can change a spirit's form and purpose.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against a difficulty depending on the intended 
change, while the spirit makes a Static Gnosis Challenge against your Gnosis. 
Changing the spirit's Willpower, Rage, or Gnosis requires a Static Gnosis Challenge 
against six Traits, with one successful challenge required per Trait added or 
removed. Changing the spirit's disposition (friendly, neutral, or hostile) requires a 
Gnosis Challenge against eight Traits, with success allowing you to specify the 
spirit's new disposition. Changing the spirit's basic type (Naturae, Elemental, Bane, 
etc.) requires a Gnosis Challenge against 10 Traits. Many spirits are not crazy about 
being monkeyed with and will fight such change. 
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Poisoned Legacy 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Hatred Spirits  

This Gift calls down a terrible and lingering curse upon a victim. The stigma will last 
for the rest of the target’s life. 

The Theurge must confront her target and speak her malediction She then spends a 
Gnosis and a Willpower Trait and makes an extended Social Challenge against the 
target. The victim gains the Cursed Flaw with a level equal to the number of success 
gained by the user. If 6 success are achieved, the victim instead gains the Dark Fate 
Flaw. In either case, no points are gained for these Flaws. 

Spirit Vessel 
Retest: Rituals 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Elemental Spirits or Banes 

One of the best kept secrets of the Theurge elders is the ability to channel a spirit. 
For a short time, Garou and spirit become one creature with the abilities of both. 
Usually, the Garou remains in control, adding the spirit’s Charms to her repertoire — 
but sometimes things go awry.  

The player spends a variable amount of Gnosis Traits and makes a Static Gnosis 
Challenge versus the spirit (who may not relent) to activate the Gift. Every Gnosis 
spent beyond the first allows the Garou to use one of the spirit’s Charms for up to one 
scene. If the Garou fails, they must engage in two simple tests; losing both indicates 
the Garou accidentally channels a Bane that goes on to turn the Theurge against her 
friends. 

Ultimate Argument of Logic 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

Those who speak with the Theurge leave convinced of some fact they might 
otherwise have disbelieved. If successful, the Garou can cause the target to believe 
implicitly in one aspect of existence (true or false) – that the Earth is the center of the 
universe, that there is such a thing as a spirit world, or that cities are unnatural 
affronts to nature, for example. 

The player must best the target three times in an Extended Social Challenge. 

If this Gift fails on a target, the Theurge may not attempt to convince them of the same 
fact for the next moon cycle.  
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Legendary Gifts 
Invoked Presence 

Retest: None 
Cost: 5 Gnosis 
Taught By: Celestine Spirits 

This powerful Gift directly calls upon an Incarna or Celestine, bringing their attention 
down on a specific area. This does not summon an avatar, rather the mystical 
permeations of the Spirit fill the area. 

Spend 5 Gnosis Traits to invoke this Gift. The spirit’s presence fills a 180-foot radius 
area centered on the Theurge. The exact effects are highly variable (based on the 
Spirit’s personality) but the following always occur:  

• Any actions that support the principle of the Spirit gain Bonus Traits equal to 
the Theurge’s Permanent Gnosis score when resolving challenges.  

• Anyone attempting to take an action antithetical to the Spirit’s Nature must first 
spend a Willpower Trait and is down 2 Traits on all such challenges. 

• The Spirit sends members of its brood to assist the Theurge and his allies. 

This Gift lasts for 1 scene. The Theurge will owe chiminage to the Spirit, which must 
be repaid before this Gift can be used again. 

As in the Beginning 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Gaia 

The Theurge can tear away eons of the Weaver’s works for a short while. This Gift 
rips down the Gauntlet entirely, merging the worlds of flesh and spirit as they were in 
the days of legend. Moreover, this mended region acts as a shining beacon to Gaian 
spirits, calling a flood of nature-spirits and other allies to assist the Theurge. 

The player spends three Gnosis Traits and makes a Static Mental Challenge against 
the local Gauntlet. The Gauntlet is torn open within the local area. The thinner the 
Gauntlet, the wider the rip: from a few rooms in the midst of a skyscraper to an entire 
mile of landscape within the Amazon. Friendly spirits of the Storyteller’s choosing 
come flooding out to aid the Theurge – the more Gnosis that the Theurge possesses, 
the greater the number or power. The Gauntlet is permanently lowered by one in an 
area where this Gift has been used; this benefit does not stack with repeated use. 
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Wild West Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Tinker’s Touch 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Metal Spirits 

The Theurge can mend a broken object with a touch, as long as the item contains 
metal. This Gift is especially useful for emergency wagon repairs or fixing guns 
during a siege. 

The player spends one Gnosis Point to activate the Gift. She must place together and 
continuously touch any separated portions of the item to be mended for one turn. 
During this time, slipped nails slither solidly back into place, bent rifle barrels 
straighten, shattered blades re-form, and so forth. Items blasted to bits (such as an 
exploded artillery shell) are beyond the scope of Tinker’s Touch. 

Whispers from Thoth 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

This Gift allows the user to hear across the Shroud. Conversations (if any) happening 
in the Shadowlands become audible to the Garou. This is a very versatile and 
discrete Gift, as there is no visible effect: The Wraiths do not know that they are 
being eavesdropped on. 

The player spends a point of Gnosis and makes a Mental Challenge against the 
Shroud Rating + 3 (to a maximum of 15). If the Test succeeds, the Theurge may hear 
conversations within earshot across the Shroud for the remainder of the scene.  
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Philodox 
Basic Gifts 
Call to Duty 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

You can summon and command any spirit you know by name. This Gift allows for one 
command, after which the spirit is free to leave; it does not teach the names of spirits.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against the spirit's Willpower. If successful, you can 
summon a local spirit and give a single command. Spend two Gnosis to summon all 
spirits within one mile to aid or protect you, even without knowing their names. Name 
the Spirit can provide spirit names as can personal acquaintance through other 
means. 

This Gift only functions on Gaian spirits. 

Command the Gathering 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

The Philodox draws all eyes to herself with a great exclamation, a clap of her hands, 
the striking of Klaive to shield, or some other such gesture. Until she has had her say, 
none may depart or interrupt her.  

The player spends one Willpower point and makes a Social Challenge against the 
target with the highest Willpower among those whose attention she seeks to gain. If 
she succeeds, all in attendance fall quiet and listen. Any individual who wishes to 
interrupt the Philodox or walk out before she has finished speaking must spend two 
points of Willpower to do so. 

Fangs of Judgement 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

It falls upon the Philodox to levy not only judgement but also punishment against 
those who have fallen from their proper stations. This Gift, taught by an ancestor-
spirit, causes the werewolf's claws and fangs to burn with the righteous power of law. 

The player spends one Willpower point. For the remainder of the scene, all of the 
Garou’s natural weaponry attacks do 1 extra level of damage to all beings who 
have fallen from their original purpose to the service of the Wyrm (such as Black 
Spiral Dancers, formori, and corrupted nature spirits; Banes which came into 
existence as agents of the Wyrm are, regrettably, exempt from this Gift’s sanction). 
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King of the Beasts 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can command the loyalty of a specific animal, which will follow your commands 
willingly and unconditionally. The target must be within 100 feet.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against three Traits for a sibling animal (such as a wolf 
littermate), six Traits for an animal you feed and care for, eight Traits for an 
unfamiliar animal, or 10 Traits for a hostile one. This Gift can only affect one animal at 
a time and does not draw animals to your vicinity. 

Ma’at’s Feather 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

While most commonly found among Silent Strider’s this Gift has spread to 
the Philodox of other Tribes. Like the Egyptian legend from where it takes its name, it 
measures the weight of a slain Garou’s soul, and determines if the deceased was 
among the pure or if they had fallen to the Wyrm. 

The caster must make a Mental Challenge against the deceased’s Gnosis Traits. 
Success indicates if the fallen was of the Wyrm or had broken Gaia’s laws. 

Moon Lore 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None (1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Moon Spirits  

This Gift enables a Philodox to learn the phase of the moon under which another was 
born. The Gift does not tell anything else about the person. 

The user must make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 6 to discover the 
information. By spending a Mental Trait, the user will learn if the moon was waxing or 
waning. 

Omen of Truth 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dream Spirits  

Sometimes even the judgment of a skilled Philodox needs helping hand. By taking a 
moment to observe the area around him he can catch a hint on the answer he seeks. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty set by the 
surroundings: 9 in an empty room, 7 in a normal city, 5 in the wilderness. The Gift 
requires a full minute to use. The Storyteller will provide an appropriate clue to the 
issue the Philodox is studying 
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Persuasion 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (+ Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Peacock Spirits 

Your words carry meaning and credibility in whatever way reaches each listener.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against six Traits. If the challenge succeeds, you gain 
a bonus Trait on all Social Challenges for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. You 
may gain additional bonus Traits at the cost of one point of Gnosis for each, spent at 
the time of the initial challenge. In addition to the game-mechanical effect, your 
words are more influential than usual on the role-playing level, and Storytellers 
should work with players to make the use of Persuasion clear in play. 

This Gift provides a free retest in Social Challenges against mundane individuals. 

Realm Wisdom 
Retest: Lore: Umbra 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits (variable), optional) 
Taught By: Wisdom Spirits  

By channeling the Spirits of Wisdom of a Realm, the Philodox can intuitively guess 
important facts about the Realm. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against a difficulty based on 
the obscurity of the Realm or information desired. A success gives the Gift user one 
relevant fact about the Realm, such as the rules of operation, exit conditions, or type 
of inhabitants. Additional facts can be gained by spending Mental Traits to a 
maximum of five relevant facts. Whatever the Storyteller feels is most relevant is 
given first and progresses down the line to the least relevant. 

Resist Pain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You can continue to act without suffering impairment from wounds. The wounds 
themselves must be treated and healed later; Resist Pain only blocks some of their 
effects.  

Spend one Willpower. No wound penalties apply for the rest of the scene or for one 
hour. 
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Scent of the True Form 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

With this power, you can tell what a person's true nature is through scent and other 
cues that manifest like scents.  

You can automatically recognize other werewolves. To detect other sorts of 
creatures, make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Primal Urge) against six Traits 
for most sorts of creatures, against eight Traits for vampires, faeries, and other 
shapeshifters, or against 10 Traits for formori and mages. 

Strength of Purpose 
Retest: Rituals 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rock Spirits 

You can draw strength from your underlying conviction about your place in pack, 
tribe, and world.  

Make a Static Physical Challenge (retest with Rituals) against seven Traits. For every 
success, regain one Willpower Trait, up to your maximum. You may use this Gift once 
per scene. 

Truth of Gaia 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits  

You can tell when others are speaking the truth or lying.  

Make a Mental Challenge. If successful, you can determine whether the target is 
deliberately lying. (The key word is "deliberately" - the target may speak falsehood, 
but be telling the truth as she understands it, complete with misinformation or altered 
memories.)  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Bonds that Tie Us 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Ant Spirits  

Philodox use this Gift when they perform the duties as investigators. The Gift reveals 
the emotional connections and opinions that a person has for another. 

The Philodox spends a Rage Trait and then connects his feelings to his target. Then, 
he whispers the name of a person the target has a relationship with. The Philodox will 
feel the emotions the target bears for this person. A supernatural target who refuses 
to cooperate may resist by making a Static Willpower Test against the caster’s 
current Rage. 

Divided Heart 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Badger Spirits  

A Garou is always torn by the internal conflict between their Will and Rage, and often 
they cannot contain the fires in their heart. With this Gift a Philodox can temporarily 
allow another to keep their fury in check.  

The Philodox must make a Social Challenge with a difficulty of 7 Traits. If successful, 
the target can ignore the usual risk of having his Rage exceed his Willpower for 5 
minutes per Social Trait spent by the user. 

If the target’s Rage reaches double their Willpower, they still automatically enter 
Frenzy as normal. 

Mental Speech 
Retest: Investigation 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bird Spirits  

You can speak directly into another person's mind, even at a great distance. You must 
know the target personally (though you do not have to like the target) or have 
something that belongs to the target, such as a lock of hair.  

Spend one Willpower Trait and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you can 
communicate with the target at a distance of up to 10 miles per current Gnosis Trait 
the Mental Speech user possesses. Mental Speech does not allow for mind reading, 
but you can use social Abilities such as Intimidation. The Gift remains active for one 
scene. 
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Power of the Ways 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Camel Spirits  

This Gift enables a Philodox to draw on the strength of the Umbra. 

The user spends a Gnosis Trait and makes an extended Willpower Challenge with a 
difficulty of 8. Each success enables the user to regain one Trait of Gnosis, Rage or 
Willpower. 

This Gift may only be used in a location which possesses a Gauntlet rating. 

Reality’s Path 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None (3 Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

Perception may be subjective, but a Philodox cannot afford such luxuries. This Gift 
allows the user to tell if what a subject believes to be true is actually true. 

The user must make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7. Success will indicate if 
the subject is telling an unintended falsehood. By spending 3 Mental Traits the user 
can determine if subject was deliberately misinformed. The Gift only works if the 
subject believes what he saying to be true, you can’t simply fish for truths by saying 
multiple things to determine if they were true. 

Roll Over 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

You can compel a target to submit to you by exerting your presence and force of will. 
You can make humans fall to their knees, wolves roll on their backs and so on. Make 
a Willpower Challenge. If successful, the victim can take no action other than 
submission unless in direct danger. This Gift lasts for one scene or one hour. 

Supernatural victims may break this Gift through expending a Willpower. 

The effects of this Gift end immediately if the subject is placed in danger or attacked. 
Under such circumstances, the Target may not be affected again by this Gift (from the 
same source) until the end of the scene/hour. 
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Sense Balance 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

As the arbitrators of the Garou Nation, the Philodox have developed an attunement 
with the cosmic forces that balance the Tellurian. The werewolf may sense an 
overabundance of the Wyrm, Wyld, or Weaver energies in a location. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Mental Challenge against 8 
Traits to detect the spiritual balance of an area, if any. Wyrm manifestations feel 
dense and oily, Weaver presence feels cold and unyielding, and Wyld energies feel 
hot and trembling. The Philodox must be at peace and without distraction to use this 
Gift. 

Scent of Beyond 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bird Spirits  

You can focus your senses on a distant spot - at any distance, in fact, or even in the 
Umbra as long as you're familiar with it. You see it as if standing in the middle of the 
chosen area.  

Make a static Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas) against eight Traits or the local 
Gauntlet rating, whichever is higher. The change of viewpoint lasts for the rest of the 
scene, or until you choose to stop observing the target. While using Scent of Beyond, 
you are unaware of your immediate environment. 

This Gift only functions on locations in the Tellurian or the Penumbra – other Umbral 
Realms are beyond its scope. 

Scent of the Oathbreaker 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dog Spirits 

Oaths sanctified before a Philodox are a serious matter indeed, so this Gift grants the 
judges of the Garou Nation the ability to know when an oath has been broken and to 
track the oathbreaker to correct him personally. 

The Philodox may spend one Gnosis Trait to sanctify any oath or promise he 
personally witnesses, no matter how formal or informal. If, at any point in the future, 
one of the individuals sworn to the oath breaks it, the Philodox immediately becomes 
aware of this, and all tests for the werewolf to track the oathbreaker by scent gain a 
free retest. This benefit lasts until he Philodox next stands in the oathbreaker’s 
presence. 

Any uses of this Gift must be recorded on an index card (with details and date) which 
is signed by all parties involved and a Storyteller. 
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Take the True Form 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None (Mental Traits (variable), optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

Garou are dangerous creatures in their war forms, and many of the Nation's enemies 
are adept at changing form. This Gifts is a boon to Philodox who must maintain peace 
among his kind or face his foes. 

Make a Mental Challenge against the target's Physical Traits. If successful, the target 
reverts to his breed form (or his natural unmodified form for other supernatural 
shape shifters). This Gift lasts for 1 turn plus 1 turn per Mental Trait spent by the 
caster. 

Weak Arm 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: (Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits  

You can observe an opponent's fighting style and evaluate strengths and weaknesses 
based on subtle clues others would miss.  

Concentrate for one full turn and make a Mental Challenge (retest with Brawl). 
Success gives you a one-Trait bonus on your next attack against that target, plus an 
additional bonus Trait for each Mental Trait spend on Weak Arm. Weak Arm can only 
be used once per scene against any individual target, and the benefits only last until 
the end of the scene. 

Wisdom of the Ancient Ways 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: (1-2 Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

All werewolves retain some innate connection to their ancestors, accessible through 
meditation. This Gift lets the Garou bring old memories to the surface and recall 
ancient lore.  

Meditate for at least one full turn and make a Static Gnosis Challenge against nine 
Traits (-1 for each level of Ancestors the Garou possesses). If successful, the Garou 
gets a general impression of the information she seeks. Spend one Mental Trait to 
make it clear though broad, two to make it detailed and specific. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Geas 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Nature Spirits  

You can impose a Geas, a sacred binding oath, upon the target. A Geas cannot 
override basic instincts such as self-preservation, but you may otherwise command 
one or more individuals as you see fit.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Leadership) 
against the target's Willpower. To Geas a group, such as a pack or family, make the 
test against whoever has the highest Willpower. The compulsion lasts until the 
assigned task is completed, or the target falls to Incapacitated in pursuit of the quest. 
No victim can suffer from more than one Geas at a time, and the first one laid always 
takes precedence.  

Soul’s Gift 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None  
Taught By: Falcon Spirits  

This powerful but temperamental Gift allows the weight of guilt that a person feels to 
come to the surface. The effect varies, but usually appears as shadowing across the 
subject’s face or ominous howls. The Gift only registers what troubles the individual; 
a saintly old lady might be wracked with guilt over a white lie, while a vigilante might 
go unnoticed by this Gift. 

By spending a full turn concentrating on the subject and making a Mental Challenge 
with subject, the user may tell if the subject is feeling guilty on something and how 
severe the guilt is. 

Wall of Granite 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rock Spirits  

Philodox have an unusually strong relationship with earth elementals. While in 
contact with earth or rock, you can invoke a wall to protect yourself, which will move 
with you to protect you from all angles.  

Spend one Gnosis. The wall emerges automatically, and is three yards high, two 
yards long, and one yard thick. It can absorb 10 levels or bashing and lethal damage 
and has 15 health levels that must be penetrated to break through at any point. The 
wall lasts for one scene or until released by the Garou. 
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Legendary Gifts 
Release from Bondage 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Incarna Spirits  

There are many ways to mystically bend the will of others. This Gift shatters all such 
bonds, from the blood slavery of a vampire, to the mind control of a mage. 
The Philodox is immune from all mind control save that from being more powerful 
than an Incarna. He may also break the compulsions on others. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge against the Traits of the being who 
placed the bond. The Gift will lift any control on a target.  
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Galliard 
Basic Gifts 
Beast Speech 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Animal Spirits  

You can communicate with any sort of animal, from fish to mammals. Beast Speech 
does not change animals' natures or reactions and does not make the Garou seem 
like any less formidable a predator. Make a Social Challenge (retest with Animal 
Ken).  Each type of encounter or type of animal requires its own challenge - for 
example, a successful challenge to speak with a rattlesnake would allow you to speak 
with all venomous snakes, but you need another successful challenge to talk with a 
stag. 

This Gift does not confer the ability to speak with Animal Spirits, only mundane 
animals. 

Call of the Wyld 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None (1-3 Physical Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Your natural aptitude for communication with howls becomes greatly magnified. A 
Call of the Wyld can stir other Garou to fresh energy, even those beyond the normal 
range of hearing. Galliards regularly use this Gift at the beginning of Revels and 
other Pack and Sept activities and to call for aid in trouble. 

Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, the remarkable call goes out. A single 
success carries it to all Garou within twice normal hearing range. Spending an 
additional Physical Trait provides the following bonus - those Garou who hear the call 
gain a one-Trait bonus on the next Challenge that they take part in as members of the 
Pack or Sept (that is, to group efforts, not individual ones). Spend two additional 
Physical Traits to impose a one-Trait penalty on all combat-related challenges that 
the hearing Garou's opponents engage in for the rest of the scene. 

The ability to inflict a 1-Trait penalty on opponents does require that the opponents in 
question be capable of hearing the howl. 
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Call of the Wyrm 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: None (1 Social Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Dog Spirits  

This extremely dangerous Gift draws Wyrm-creatures to you. Galliards traditionally 
surround this Gift with a great deal of cautionary advice and watch those who know it 
for signs of corruption. It's most often used to bait ambushes and flush prey from 
hiding.  

Make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Performance) against the Wyrm-
creature's Willpower. If successful, you can implant an overwhelming urge in the 
Wyrm-creature's mind. Spend an additional Social Trait to hide the otherwise 
obviously external source of the impulse and make the creature regard the urge as 
its own idea. 

Command the Gathering 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

The Philodox draws all eyes to herself with a great exclamation, a clap of her hands, 
the striking of Klaive to shield, or some other such gesture. Until she has had her say, 
none may depart or interrupt her.  

The player spends one Willpower point and makes a Social Challenge against the 
target with the highest Willpower among those whose attention she seeks to gain. If 
she succeeds, all in attendance fall quiet and listen. Any individual who wishes to 
interrupt the Philodox or walk out before she has finished speaking must spend two 
points of Willpower to do so. 

Distractions 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: None (1+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

You can supernaturally distract your target with a mix of yips, yelps, and howls.  

Make a Social Challenge (retest with Performance). If you succeed, the victim suffers 
a one-Trait penalty on all challenges next turn, plus an additional one-Trait penalty 
for each Social Trait you spend. 
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Dreamspeak 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Dream Spirits  

You can enter another's dream and change its course. You do not have to be 
anywhere nearby but must know of or have seen the dreamer. 

Make a Mental Challenge to gain control over the victim's dream. No damage the 
victim suffers in the dream carries over into waking reality, but disorientation 
imposes a one-Trait penalty on the victim's challenges for one turn per Gnosis Trait 
you possess (if you are inflicting a disorienting or unpleasant dream). If the dreamer 
awakens while you are still in the dream, you will be immediately thrown out of the 
dream world and lose one Gnosis Trait.  

Heightened Senses 
Retest: None  
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Your senses all become preternaturally sharp. In Homid or Glabro form, you can see 
hear and smell as acutely as a wild wolf, while in wolf-related forms you're all but 
precognitively alert. Note that this Gift doesn't allow for selective intensification: 
routine city noises can overload and cripple a wolf-form Garou with Heightened 
Senses. In Homid and Glabro form, you gain a two-Trait bonus to all perception-
related challenges, and you may make Mental Challenges to perform feats normally 
impossible to human beings, like tracking by scent. In Crinos, Hispo, and Lupus 
forms, you gain a three-Trait bonus to perception-related challenges and a one-Trait 
bonus to Primal-Urge challenges.  

Heightened Senses lasts for the rest of the scene or hour. A sudden surge of sensory 
information (a discharging skunk, car alarm, flashbulb, etc.) overloads the sense in 
question, leaving stunned for two rounds and possibly losing the overloaded sense 
for an hour (at Storyteller discretion). 

Howls in the Night 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

The werewolf sends a full-throated howl shivering into the night sky, evoking primal 
terror in Gaia’s enemies. Creatures of the Wyrm who hear the howl find themselves 
troubled and unable to rest easily while their enemies are on the prowl.  

The player spends a Gnosis point and makes a Static Social Challenge (difficulty 11). 
Creatures of the Wyrm who hear the howl will be jolted awake if asleep and 
rendered unable to sleep for a number of hours equal to the number of Social Traits 
expended by the Garou. 
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Memory Circle 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (Recording) / 1 Willpower (Recalling) 
Taught By: Elephant Spirits  

A useful trick for those Galliards who memory isn’t their strongest suit. 

When the Galliard hears something they wish to remember, they spend 1 Gnosis 
Trait to gain perfect eidetic record of a given set of words. When the Galliard wishes 
to tap this record, she must spend 1 Willpower Trait. The words will come back to 
her exactly as they were spoken. This Gift leaves tiny clear spheres matted in 
the Galliard's fur while in the Umbra. 

Mimic 
Retest: Subterfuge or Performance 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Parrot Spirits  

With this Gift, the Galliard may imitate any noise she’s ever heard, from voices and 
accents to the sounds of shotguns and construction equipment. 

One Mental Trait must be spent to activate this Gift, but it remains in effect for the 
duration of the scene. Only one Trait needs to be spent, no matter how many different 
sounds the Galliard wishes to imitate during the scene. These imitations sound 
exactly like the original and cannot be distinguished as “false” by Heightened 
Senses or other supernatural means. A Social Challenge might be called for in the 
case of truly outlandish impressions, or against a particularly suspicious audience, 
but only to convince listeners of its veracity - the sound is still perfect, the challenge 
is just to see if the Galliard is noticed as the source or otherwise gives the ruse away. 

Mindspeak 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower per Target 
Taught By: Any Spirits  

You can link the minds of targeted individuals into a sort of shared waking dream. 
They perceive the shared dream overlaid on mundane reality and can communicate 
with each other freely with each other while it lasts, at the cost of some impairment of 
their ability to deal with their respective immediate physical surroundings.  

Spend one Willpower Trait per sentient being linked in Mindspeak. Make a Social 
Challenge against each unwilling participant. Participants can speak freely once 
linked and can use Social Abilities with each other. They suffer a two-Trait penalty on 
all challenges dealing with their own surroundings. Mindspeak ends when all 
participants choose to end it, or when you fail a challenge against an unwilling target. 
Participants must be within line of sight of each other when the Gift goes into effect 
but can move any distance thereafter. 
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Perfect Recall 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits  

Memory is an important tool for the Galliard and this Gift enhances it to incredible 
levels. 

By spending one Gnosis Trait, the Galliard can recall perfectly any one detail, no 
matter how small, that she has ever experienced: a name she heard once, a faint 
scent caught, the PIN number she saw typed in. The detail gained is short, and the 
context around it is remembered no more than it normally would be.  

Reverie 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

This Gift makes the victim's mind wander down memory lane. While it may 
occasionally dredge up useful remembrances, it mainly serves to make someone less 
observant or less focused on the task at hand. 

Make a Static Social Challenge against the target's Willpower. With success, the 
target drifts off into daydreaming and suffers a two-Trait penalty on Mental 
Challenges. Something that would shake him out of his woolgathering - an attack, a 
loud noise, being shaken - will end the Gift's effect. If the target isn't awakened first, 
the Gift lasts for five minutes. 

Unified Force 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

The Galliard can use this Gift to improve the bonds of his Pack, making them into a 
truly frightening force, one that can strike at the same time. 

This Gift costs 1 Gnosis Trait for each turn it is active. While active, the entire Pack 
acts when the member with the highest initiative would. The entire Pack must be 
present for the Gift to work and the Gift only works on a Pack dedicated to the 
same Totem. If any member of the Pack frenzies, the Gift ends. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Book of Years 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

This Gift taps into the floodgate of knowledge accumulated by the ancestors of the 
Garou Nation. While the total amount of information is far too great retain, 
a Galliard who keeps her wits about her can find information on nearly any subject. 

The Galliard must make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty of the local Gauntlet. If 
successful, she falls into a trance and is immersed in the flow of memories. The 
longer the Gift remains on, the further back in time the memories stretch. For each 
hour in the trance, roughly five centuries worth of memories occur. Every hour, the 
Galliard must make a Willpower Challenge with a difficulty of 7. If she fails, the 
trance ends, and she must make two Simple Tests. Failure on these will result in her 
being cast into the Umbra (the Legendary Realm or Battlefield being the most 
common endpoints).  

During the trance the character is on a vision quest and the Storyteller should direct 
her as she seeks for the information she needs. 

Bridge Walker 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (1 Permanent Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

You can create minor moon bridges for your own exclusive use. It takes one percent 
of the usual time to travel along one of these bridges, allowing (among other things) 
for you to disappear in front of a foe and reappear behind it. Lunes do not protect 
these bridges, and they do sometimes attract spirit creatures' interests. Such 
creatures may even follow you into the physical world.  

Spend one Gnosis to create the bridge. It lasts for only one passage unless you also 
spend a permanent Gnosis Trait while creating the bridge, in which case it lasts until 
the next full moon. The bridge can extend up to one mile per Gnosis Trait the Garou 
possesses at the time of creation. 

Additional individuals may be taken on the moon bridge at a cost of 1 Willpower per 
traveler. 
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Eyes of the Cobra 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: (1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Snake Spirits  

With a strangely compelling look, you can draw a victim to your side.  

Make a Social Challenge (retest with Enigmas). If you win, the victim begins moving 
toward you; spend an additional Mental Trait to make the victim move as rapidly as 
possible without risking actual injury. The victim regains power of choice within 
arm's reach of you. 

Fog of War 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

No matter how disciplined the army and ordered the plan, a battlefield is chaos. 
Smoke, noise, hidden enemies, and fear can all lead to disorganization. Even in the 
modern age, mistaken identity leads to "friendly fire" casualties. This Gift 
exacerbates this problem to often devastating effect. A commander might not see 
advancing foes or see foes that aren't there; a team may fire upon allies or mistake a 
command to "advance" for a call to "retreat."  

The Garou performs her song, spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Social Challenge. 
With success, all foes in hearing range must make a Mental Challenge at the 
beginning of every turn (at Storyteller discretion, this may be performed as a mob 
challenge for ease in marshalling). On a win, the foe is unaffected; on a tie, the foe 
suffers a three-Trait penalty on any perception or visually related challenge; on a 
loss, the foe loses on all ties during the turn due to the increased difficulty of sight. 

Gift of Dreams 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

The Galliard crafts a dream, then breathes it into a sleeping individual. 

The player makes a Mental Challenge against 7 Traits. To ensure that an individual 
experiences this dream, the Galliard must breathe it into the target’s mouth while 
they sleep. The player spends a Gnosis Trait to complete the Gift. Dreams crafted 
with this Gift are often unusually vivid and dramatic, often leaving even lifelong 
skeptics convinced that they hold some deep meaning. 
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Scent of Distinction 
Retest: Streetwise (Urban) / Survival (Rural) 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

This Gift allows a Galliard to ‘sniff’ out the general Spirit nature (Wyrm, Wyld, 
Weaver, Incarna influence, etc.) of his surroundings, as well as the area’s history. 

The Galliard must physically sniff around the area, then meditate for 10 minutes. 
Once done, spend a Gnosis Trait, then make a Mental Challenge against a difficulty 
set by the Storyteller. Success reveals information about the area. The area affected 
can be as large as the character can physically sniff, but smaller areas give 
more specific information. 

Shadows by the Firelight 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Memory Spirits  

You invoke shadows and dreams to create stories in which others take part ... 
willingly or not. Shadows surround the participants as they act out the roles you 
assign, and dreamlike sensations fill in sensory gaps. Galliards often use this Gift at 
moots while teaching stories from Garou history and legend. It also can serve as a 
weapon, however, commanding the targets into fixed behavior.  

There is no challenge required to use this Gift on willing subjects. To force unwilling 
targets into a story, make a Social Challenge against each victim. The story begins 
when the requisite number of victims are all compelled to act. Each must act 
precisely as one of the characters in the story you tell. This Gift lasts for one turn per 
Gnosis Trait you spend. 

This Gift cannot force a target to harm themselves or their allies. 

Sing the Spirits 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits or Fish Spirits  

Galliards remember many of the original songs the Garou Nation used to deal with 
Spirits, this Gift is one of them. 

The song begins by calling out the Spirit’s name (though simply calling it by the type 
of Spirit it is will suffice). Then the Galliard spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a 
Physical Challenge against the Spirit’s Rage. If successful, the Spirit cannot approach 
the singer or those she is touching. 
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Song of Heroes 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Reciting a tale of ancient Garou heroism, the Galliard calls up the spirit of fallen 
heroes and infuses those listening with some of their power. 

This Gift requires the full recitation of a story of epic heroism, taking at least several 
minutes. At the end of the tale, the player spends two Gnosis Traits and makes a 
Static Social Challenge against 10 Traits. Success grants the Galliard’s Performance 
Rating as Bonus Traits on a single ability, determined by the Galliard at the telling of 
the story. This bonus lasts until the sun rises. 

Song of Rage 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None (1+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Rage Spirits  

You sing a song that unleashes the Beast in others, driving werewolves, vampires, 
and other supernatural creatures into frenzy and inspiring berserk rages in human 
beings.  

Make a Social Challenge (retest with Leadership). The victim flies into a violent rage 
for one turn (or frenzies if he is susceptible to frenzy), plus one turn for each 
additional Social Trait spent. This Gift affects one victim at a time; you may use it once 
per turn. 

Song of the Siren 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Songbird Spirits 

The Garou’s song or howl can entrance anyone who hears it. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Static Social Challenge versus 10 
Traits. Packmates resist the Gift automatically; all others in earshot must make a 
Willpower Challenge against 7 Traits or be affected. Enchanted targets can’t perform 
any actions for a number of turns equal to the Garou’s Rank, unless one Willpower 
Trait is spent for turn of free action. 

Characters thus enchanted may defend themselves as normal, and the enchantment 
is broken if they are attacked. 
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View the Battlefield 
Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Hawk Spirits  

Galliards are well known for their ability to be everywhere during a battle. This Gift 
is part of the reason for that reputation. 

The Galliard spends one Gnosis and makes a Mental Challenge with a difficulty 
based on the size of the battle: one large room would be a 5, a football field a 7, and 9 
for an entire forest. The Galliard can then see the entire battle from above (and can 
look through ceilings or other cover to see the combatants). Should a Gift like shroud 
be blocking normal vision, the Galliard still knows instinctively where each of her 
Packmates are.  
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Advanced Gifts 
Fabric of the Mind 

Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis per scene 
Taught By: Dream Spirits  

The greatest Galliards can bring the products of their imagination to life, drawing out 
creatures and objects from their dreams. Make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with 
Performance) against eight Traits. With success, each Trait successfully risked 
provides one Trait which you can assign as you like to a single imagined object or 
creature. The Traits can go into one object or several and have any characteristics 
you can imagine and describe. Once created, the objects require one Gnosis Trait 
per scene per object to remain in the material world if they're relatively inactive, one 
Gnosis Trait per turn per object if they're involved in fights and other strenuous 
activities. Creatures brought out thusly are sentient, but not entirely independent; 
they react naturally, but perform by your volition. 

If you fail the challenge before accumulating the desired Traits, make two Simple 
Tests. If you fail both, the object emerges immediately, independent of your control 
and often not exactly as you wanted. It lasts until destroyed, banished, or otherwise 
removed. 

Head Games 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Emotion Spirits  

This Gift puts a target's emotions under your control. You can change love to hate and 
back again, twist the objects of desire and do almost anything else you please to your 
victim. Keep in mind that over-indulging in destructive impulses may, over time, 
corrupt your soul.  

Make a Social Challenge (retest with Empathy) against the target. Success allows you 
to manipulate the target's emotions in any way you desire. The Gift lasts for the rest of 
the scene, or for one hour. Creating lasting emotions is difficult: The effects of Head 
Games wear off in ensuing scenes unless events reinforce them. You can, for 
instance, make the target fall in love with someone, but the passions will fade unless 
the target has reasons to find that person attractive without manipulation and without 
some sign of favorable response from the object of desire. On the other hand, an 
irrational fear of a particular mode of attack or kind of creature can easily become 
lasting if the target suffers damage from the object of fear while Head Games is in 
effect. 
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Legend’s Insight 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: Ancestor Background, variable 
Taught by: Ancestor Spirits  

While any Garou with a connection to their Ancestors can call upon them for 
occasional insight, the Galliards have perfected this process. Only Galliards who 
have the Ancestor Background may call on this Gift. 

The Galliard makes a Social Challenge with a difficulty of 7. For each level of 
Ancestors the user spends, he may boost his level in an ability to five (or if he is 
already at 5, gain a 6th level of the ability). This Gift lasts for 1 scene.  
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Legendary Gifts 
Release from Bondage 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Incarna Spirits  

There are many ways to mystically bend the will of others. This Gift shatters all such 
bonds, from the blood slavery of a vampire, to the mind control of a mage. 
The Philodox is immune from all mind control save that from being more powerful 
than an Incarna. He may also break the compulsions on others. 

Spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge against the Traits of the being who 
placed the bond. The Gift will lift any control on a target.  
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Ahroun 
Basic Gifts 
Empathy of Hatred 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rage Spirits  

Using this Gift, an Ahroun can tell at glance how much anger resides in an individual. 

The effect is automatic; by spending an action to study another, the user knows how 
much Temporary and Permanent Rage the target has. This Gift is most useful on Fera 
and Spirits, though some Formori possess Rage. The Gift: Aura of Confidence blocks 
this Gift. 

Falling Touch 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bear Spirits  

You can knock over your target with lightest touch. Make a Physical Challenge 
(retest with Medicine). If successful, the target falls down. Using this Gift counts as an 
action; using Falling Touch and striking to inflict damage are separate actions. The 
target must sit on the ground for the next four actions (or 15 seconds if not in combat). 
He may not initiate Physical Challenges but may defend himself as normal. 

The effects of this Gift are measured in “rounds” not actions – Rage may not be 
expended to end the effects sooner. 

Inspiration 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can share your confidence, resolve and righteous anger with your comrades. 

Spend one Gnosis. Each comrade (excepting the Gift-user) within arm's reach 
receives an automatic success on a single Willpower Challenge that scene, or one 
additional Willpower Trait to spend. 
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Loyal Defender 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Dark forces conspire to turn the Garou against one another in these fallen days. 
Between the mind-bending powers of the Leeches, the meddling of mages, and the 
Thrall of the Wyrm, every pack fears the day when its Ahroun defender turns his 
claws on them instead of the enemy. The werewolf who learns this Gift pledges a vow 
of loyalty to his sisters and brothers in arms, as proof against anything that could tear 
open a rift between them.  

Once learned, the effects of this Gift are permanent. The victin of any attack the 
character makes against his packmates, whether due to mind-control, uncontrolled 
frenzy, or even his own will, gains a Bonus Trait to resist or avoid the attack. If he 
deals damage to a packmate while under supernatural influence or Thrall of the 
Wyrm, he may immediately make a Static Willpower Challenbge with a difficulty 
equal to his current Rage. If successful, the supernatural effect or frenzy ends, and the 
Ahroun gains a point of Rage. 

Pack Shield 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

The Garou were chosen as Gaia’s protectors, but even protectors need protecting 
occasionally. That’s where the Ahroun come in. With a fierce snarl and a show of 
might, the werewolf convinces the enemy that he’s the greatest threat on the 
battlefield (they’re probably right!) and needs to be taken down first.  

The player makes a Social Challenge against the enemy with the lowest Willpower 
on the field and spends an action drawing their attention. For the rest of the scene, 
opponents take a Trait penalty equal to the Ahroun’s Rank to any attacks that don’t 
include her as a target. Opponents who have a Permanent Willpower lower than the 
Ahroun’s Rank are unable to attack any target but the Ahroun. 

Pack Tactics 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

Ahrouns are expected to lead during battle and to guide a Pack to their best course 
of action. This Gift strengthens this role. 

The user must spend a Willpower Trait before the Pack engages in a Pack 
Tactics maneuver. The entire Pack is up one Trait for each level of the Leadership 
ability the user possesses when taking part in the maneuver. 
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Razor Claws 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can sharpen your claws by raking them over stone or other hard surfaces.  

Spend one Rage and take one full turn to sharpen your claws. For the rest of the 
scene, your claw attacks inflict an additional level of damage. 

Rhythm of War 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

So long as the Ahroun keeps fighting to the rhythm of his inner war-drum, he can’t be 
stopped. Blows that would fell a lesser combatant are as mere wasp stings to the 
Garou’s mightiest warriors.  

The player spends one Rage point. For the rest of the scene, as long as the werewolf 
makes an attack on every turn, he’s immune to stunning via massive damage and 
knockdown. The Gift’s effects end if a turn goes by in which he doesn’t attack. 

Sense Silver 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None (1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught by: Lune Spirits  

Ahrouns learn to evaluate all potential threats. This Gift lets you detect nearby silver 
weapons through subconscious cues.  

Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Primal-Urge). If successful, you can tell that 
silver weapons are nearby, spend an additional Mental Trait to learn their precise 
locations. 

Shield of Rage 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wolverine Spirits  

Such is the Rage burning within an Ahroun's heart that all lesser furies quail before it. 

The player spends 1 Willpower Point. For the rest of the scene, all spirits' Rage 
scores are considered two less than their real values for purposes of damage against 
the Ahroun. 
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Spirit of the Fray 
Retest: None 
Cost: (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught by: Cat Spirits  

You can strike like lightning, preempting even the fastest opponents. This Gift is 
always in effect. You are considered to have 10 (yes 10) additional Traits for initial 
challenges and can spend a Gnosis Trait for an additional 10 for a single challenge. 
Remember that Garou can't spend Rage and Gnosis in the same turn, so buying the 
edge this way means that you can't spend Rage for extra actions.  

The Traits gained are for purposes of determining initiative only. 

Spur Claws 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Bee Spirits  

This Gift is used to sting and distract an opponent. 

Spend 1 Rage to activate this Gift. The next successful claw attack will cause 
the Ahroun’s claws to break off in the target. Until removed (which takes a 
full action), the victim is down 2 Traits on all challenges. The user must regrow his 
claws (which takes 1 turn) before he may make another claw attack. Any other Gifts 
on the claws (such as Razor Claws or Silver Claws) are lost with this attack. 

True Fear 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: (Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Predator Spirits  

You can scare your chosen target into fearful quiescence.  

Make a contest of your Physical Traits against the target's Willpower. If you are 
successful, the target cannot attack you for one turn, plus one turn for each Mental 
Trait you spend. The target can defend against attacks and otherwise act normally (or 
as normally as possible when gripped with terror). 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Body Shift 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Garou raised in the shifting maze of human society are well-prepared for the endless 
adaptations Gaia demands of her protectors.  

The Garou can use her shapeshifting to alter her physical Attributes: the character 
may now bid any Physical Trait as though it were of the appropriate category. 
Additionally, during downtimes, the character may re-arrange her Physical Traits, 
replacing them as desired. 

Black Mamba Strike 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Snake Spirits 

Between one blink and the next, the Ahroun is there to bury his claws in his 
unsuspecting prey. He can dash across the battlefield with astonishing speed when 
he’s ready to strike.  

Spend 1 Rage, for the remainder of the scene, you may take double your natural 
movement and still make a physical attack after you have finished moving. 

Clenched Jaw 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage  
Taught By: Wolverine Spirits  

You can bite down with such force that you can't be pried loose until you decide to let 
go. If you are killed, your teeth remain clenched.  

Make a successful bite attack before using this Gift. Spend one Rage Trait. On 
succeeding turns, make a biting attack with a two-Trait bonus to keep inflicting bite 
damage. The victim can make a Physical Challenge to break free (suffering an 
additional level of lethal damage if it works), but you can add half your Willpower 
Traits to your total for the challenge 

Use of this Gift constitutes a grapple. 
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Combat Healing 
Retest:  None 
Cost: 2 Rage 
Taught By: Wolverine Spirits 

The Ahroun are famous for their ability to fight — it’s their purpose in life. This Gift 
allows a Garou to heal wounds during combat without hesitation or even a moment’s 
pause. While other Garou are licking their wounds, the Ahroun with this Gift keeps 
fighting.  

The player spends two Rage points to activate this Gift. The Garou no longer need 
pause for a turn to heal a Health Level. Every round, the Ahroun heals one non-
aggravated Health Level, regardless of her actions. 

Full Moon’s Light 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

The full moon is Luna's warrior phase, when she searches out her enemies. 
The Ahroun can call upon her determination in finding her foes, illuminating any who 
oppose her. 

The player spends 1 Gnosis Point. For the remainder of the scene, anyone within one 
mile who is working against the Ahroun or her pack emits a soft glow, as though 
illuminated by moonlight. This can be used to confound powers of stealth or even 
invisibility, but only if the target is actively attempting to harm, compete with, or 
otherwise foil the Ahroun or her pack. 

Heart of Fury 
Retest: None 
Cost: None (1 Willpower, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

With this power, you erect mental and spiritual barriers against the flow of anger 
within, restraining yourself by suppressing the rage for the time being. You must 
vent it later, of course, before it erupts in frenzy.  

Make a Static Willpower Challenge against your permanent Rage Trait total. You 
receive a one-Trait bonus per success to efforts at resisting frenzy that scene. At the 
end of the scene, spend one Willpower Trait or make a frenzy check at normal 
difficulty. 
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Home Turf 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1+ Rage 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

When an Ahroun claims an area for his pack, he makes a challenge to all comers, 
daring them to invade at their peril. In this place, no packmate fears outside dangers, 
while those dangers have every reason to fear the united Garou. 

The character howls his claim on an area around him with a radius of (10 x his Rage 
rating) yards, and the player makes a Static Social Challenge with a difficulty of (12 – 
number of packmates present, not counting himself). If he succeeds, tests made to 
intimidate or cow the Ahroun’s packmates suffer a Trait penalty equal to his Rage. 
Challenges which his packmates make to intimidate or cow others gain the same as a 
Trait bonus. This effect lasts for a number of hours equal to the Rage that the Ahroun 
expends at the time of activation. The Ahroun himself only benefits from this Gift if he 
has at least one other packmate with him. 

Purity of Spirit 
Retest: None 
Cost: Gnosis (variable) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

This Gift can briefly shield an Ahroun against the effects of silver. 

When struck by silver, the Ahroun may spend Gnosis Traits on a one-to-one basis to 
negate any levels of damage taken. This Gift does not take an action to use, but it may 
not be used in a round where the Garou has spent Rage.  

Renewed Vigor 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower, Social Traits (variable) 
Taught By: Hawk Spirits  

By slaying an enemy in a particularly spectacular fashion, an Ahroun can inspire his 
allies who witness the event. 

The Ahroun must have spent 3 Rage Traits on the round he slew the foe. 
The Ahroun spends a Willpower Trait to activate the Gift. For every Social Trait he 
spends, each ally in line of sight of him gain 1 Temporary Rage Trait. This Rage can 
be used as normal (and may trigger Frenzy as usual). Activating this Gift does 
not take an extra action 
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Shatter Bone 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Rage, 1 Willpower 
Taught by: Hyena Spirits  

Victims with twisted arms or crushed legs are much easier prey. The Ahroun with this 
Gift can destroy bone with a single punch, regardless of the damage inflicted by the 
blow. Before striking an opponent, the Garou must spend a Rage and a Willpower. 
The Garou must target a specific limb, which increases the difficulty of the attack. 
Damage inflicted by this Gift is Lethal (it cannot be aggravated) and inflicts only a 
single level. This cannot be increased by any means. In addition, in order to attack a 
specific limb, the Garou must risk an additional number of traits, in accordance with 
the following table: 

  

  

 

Silver Claws 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

You can transform your own claws into silver.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against seven Traits. If successful, your claws 
become silver for the rest of the scene or until you decide to return them to normal. 
While silver, your claws do aggravated damage to all targets. When you make a 
successful strike on your target, you inflict an extra level of aggravated damage to 
any creature susceptible to silver. The transformation is agonizingly painful, giving 
you an automatic Rage Trait each turn and imposing a one-Trait penalty on non-
combat challenges. When your Rage total exceeds your Willpower, you must test for 
frenzy. 

This Gift is a Gnostic Action, even though no Gnosis is spent – therefore, this Gift may 
not be activated in the same round as Rage is spent. 

  

Limb Traits 
Risked 

Effect 

 Skull 3 Traits  Victim must make a physical test (vs 10 Traits) to stay conscious 

Arm  2 Traits  Victim cannot utilize that arm to attack or hold items such as 
weapons.  

Leg  1 Trait  Victim can take 1 less step each round.  

Rib  2 Traits  Victim must make a physical test (vs 8 Traits) to prevent puncturing a 
lung  
(1 extra damage)  

Spine  4 Traits  (must attack from behind) Paralysis  
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Spirit Savage 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Crocodile Spirits  

This Gift allows an Ahroun to brutally savage a Spirit with a bite, impeding the Spirit’s 
ability to attack or defend itself. Spirits find the Gift horrifying and will not aid any 
warrior who uses it unjustly. 

After successfully biting a Spirit, the user may spend a Rage Trait and make a 
Physical Challenge against the Spirit’s Willpower. Success reduces the Spirits 
effective Rage by one, plus one for every Physical Trait spent by the user. This cannot 
reduce a Spirit to zero Rage. The lost Rage Traits return at the end of the scene.  

Spiritual Wrath 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Crocodile Spirits  

This Gift allows an Ahroun to brutally savage a Spirit with a bite, impeding the Spirit’s 
ability to attack or defend itself. Spirits find the Gift horrifying and will not aid any 
warrior who uses it unjustly. 

After successfully biting a Spirit, the user may spend a Rage Trait and make a 
Physical Challenge against the Spirit’s Willpower. Success reduces the Spirits 
effective Rage by one, plus one for every Physical Trait spent by the user. This cannot 
reduce a Spirit to zero Rage. The lost Rage Traits return at the end of the scene.  

Stoking Fury’s Furnace 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rage Spirits  

This Gift allows Ahroun to channel their rage in very precisely controlled ways. You 
automatically regain one Rage Trait in any turn that you suffer damage, and do not 
have to test for frenzy from that specific stimulus (though other stimuli may impose 
challenges as usual). You can spend one Rage Trait per turn without losing 
temporary Rage. If you spend two or more Traits in one turn, they're marked off as 
usual. 

This Gift does not generate Rage on a “friendly” attack. I.e. the Ahroun may not have 
allies attack her in order to regenerate Rage before a combat. 
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Wind Claws 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Air Elementals 

The Ahroun’s claws and fangs pass through the flimsy protections of their enemies as 
though they were but air and hope.  

The player spends one Rage point. For the next attack he makes, the Ahroun’s natural 
weaponry (fists, claws, teeth, etc.) completely ignore any armor (mundane or 
magical) that targets might be wearing. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Aegis Shield 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

This Gift grants the user a mystical protection from attacks. This is not a literal shield, 
but rather the Garou becomes harder to hit and blows tend to miss vital areas. 

The Ahroun spends 1 Willpower Trait to activate the Gift. He is two Traits up on all 
attempts to dodge, and all lethal damage done to him becomes bashing. This Gift 
lasts for 1 scene. 

Kiss of Helios 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Helios  

You draw on the sun's power to become immune to fire damage and can set any part 
of your body on fire and keep it burning for extended periods.  

Spend one Gnosis. For the rest of the scene, you take no damage from natural fire, up 
to and including molten lava. Artificial sources of fire like napalm and gas fires inflict 
half their usual damage (round up), and it's treated as bashing damage. You can 
inflict two additional levels of aggravated damage if you attack with blazing fists, 
claws, or fangs. 

This Gift does not automatically set the user ablaze. That must be done as a separate 
action. 

Shared Strength 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

There are times when an Elder simply can’t be everywhere, and another must be 
sent in his place. This Gift serves to provide some protection to his Packmates. 

The Ahroun spend 2 Gnosis Traits and states the duration of the Gift (such as “an 
hour”, “this fight”, “the rest of my life"). For that time period, one Garou of 
the Ahroun’s choice takes on the caster’s Physical Traits, Brawl, Dodge, and Melee 
abilities (unless his own are higher). The caster is treated as having 3 Physical Traits 
and none of those abilities until the duration is done. He may not refresh these Traits 
during this time. Neither the caster nor the recipient may spend experience on any of 
the shared Traits until the Gift ends.  
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Strength of Will 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: War Spirits 

You can inspire yourself and your comrades to remarkable heights of courage - no 
task is too daunting.  

Make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Leadership) against eight Traits and 
spend Gnosis. Each Gnosis Trait spend gives all of the Garou's allies within 100 feet 
an extra Willpower Trait. These bonus Traits last for the rest of the scene and are 
spent as usual. Strength of Will can raise Willpower totals over their Rank maximum, 
and even over 10. This Gift may be used once per scene by any individual Garou, 
and allies can receive its benefits from only one Garou at a time. 
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Legendary Gifts 
One-on-One 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (Permanent) 
Taught By: Luna  

While the world is a complex place of intrigue and deceit, Ahroun are simple and 
direct creatures at heart. This Gift allows them to take this direct approach into places 
that it might never be able to be otherwise. By calling upon Luna, the Ahroun is 
transported to the location of a single foe of his choice. The two combatants are then 
locked in a struggle to the death. Neither can flee (though a tactical retreat with the 
specific intent of rejoining the battle is allowed) nor can they receive any outside aid. 
Both are reduced to their directly physical powers, a vampire could use his speed, 
but not his powers of emotion for example). 

A Permanent Gnosis must be spent to activate this Gift. The Gift lasts for the duration 
of the battle. Once the combat is over, the normal rules of reality apply, and 
the Ahroun must make his way home normally. As this Gift requires the direct 
intervention of Luna, it seldom called upon.  

Unstoppable Warrior 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Warrior Incarna Spirits 

The werewolf with this potent Gift may shrug off even flames and the claws of his own 
kind. 

The Garou becomes permanently capable of healing all aggravated damage as 
though it were lethal, save for wounds inflicted by silver.  
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Wild West Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Iron Claws 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Earth Elementals  

The Garou's claws transform into sharp iron talons, making her the bane of the fae, 
whether Nunnehi or Kithain, who live in the Savage West. 

The Garou spends a Rage Trait and touches her claws to an iron object. For the 
remainder of the scene, her claw attacks then do an additional level of damage. The 
iron talons inflict an additional level of aggravated damage to on any target which 
has a susceptibility to iron. What's more, the character can more readily claw 
enemies that are toxic, spiny, or otherwise dangerous to the touch; if 
the Garou would take damage from clawing such an opponent, she suffers one less 
level of such damage. The only applies to damage that's a direct result of attacking 
such an opponent; if the cactus-skinned mockery smacks the werewolf with a fist, the 
werewolf must soak as usual. 

Steadfast 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage  
Taught by: Horse Spirits 

No matter the task, the Ahroun does not tire. This Gift allows the Garou to work, run, 
or fight far beyond her normal limits. 

The player spends one Rage Trait. For the remainder of the scene, the character 
gains a free retest for any non-soaking Stamina Tests. 

Strength of the Pack 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage  
Taught By: Bear Spirits  

The Ahroun, the heart of the pack's strength, can share any or all of her physical 
might with her pack members. Just as if she handed her packmate a loaded gun, 
the Ahroun grants her more power to do the work of the pack. 

The player spends a Rage Trait to make the Gift active. She may then temporarily 
reduce her Physical Traits by any amount, to a minimum of 1, and lend that strength 
to her packmates with just a touch. The Garou decides how much strength goes to 
each pack member chosen. The effects last for one scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Shake the Earth 

Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Variable Rage, optional) 
Taught By: Earth Elementals  

The force of the Ahroun's Rage splits the ground before him and knocks his foes off 
their feet. Even a minor tremor can cause great damage to houses, mineshafts, and 
people. 

The player spends one Rage Trait to cause a three-foot wide stretch of ground, 
extending 10 feet in front of the user, to split into a chasm that is 10 feet deep. Anyone 
over that spot must make a Physical Challenge (retest Athletics) or fall into the hole. 
For every Rage Trait beyond the first, the Garou can make similar holes or deepen 
the first one by another 10 feet. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Hail of Bullets 

Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

Using this mighty Gift, the Garou may stride untouched through vicious gun battles, 
wade through a sea of arrowheads, even cross through Gatling cannon fire without a 
scratch. 

By spending two Gnosis Traits, the Garou becomes immune to all metal or stone 
projectiles for the remainder of the scene. They simply do not touch the Gifted 
Garou, veering away harmlessly or vanishing inches from his skin. If an opponent is 
using silver ammunition, the Garou must win or tie a Simple Test for each such attack 
but doing so means that he suffers no ill effects from it. 

Note that melee or brawling attacks of any kind are unaffected by this Gift, and that 
the Gifted Garou is perfectly able to fire back at her opponents. 
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Astrological gifts 
Planetary Gifts 

These Gifts are not common, as theurges cannot simply summon a spirit to teach them. 
Instead the Garou usually must travel to the Aethereal Realm and petition the Incarna 
directly to learn the Gift. 

Nerigal 
Basic Gifts 
Battle Sense  

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Nerigal 

The Garou can sense the tactical situation around him, knowing where to strike and 
where his foes stand.  

Spend 1 Gnosis to gain a quick understanding of the battlefield. The number and 
position of hostile forces will be known, as will any spots of advantageous terrain. 

Shards of Icy Rage 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Nerigal 

The Garou using this gift can convert his rage into physical bolts ice, cutting his foes 
at a distance.  

Spend 1 Rage and make a Static Mental Challenge against 8 traits. For every Mental 
Trait spent (up to 5) one shard appears. Each shard may be targeted on a different 
opponent if desired. Make a Mental Challenge against a target’s Physical Traits to 
strike with each shard. Each shard inflicts 1 level of aggravated damage. Range on 
the shards is 5 yards per Strength-related Physical Trait of the caster.  

If this Gift is used more than once during a conflict, add 1 to the difficulty to activate 
on each successive attempt. 

The caster may not spend any other rage in a turn he uses this gift. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Nerigal’s Call to Arms 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Nerigal 

This Gift calls on the followers of the ice warrior, bringing forth spirit warriors or 
predatory animals to fight alongside the Garou.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against 8 Traits. If successful, the 
caster will summon either a war spirit or a wild predatory animal which will serve 
him for the scene. The number of additional creatures summoned depend on how 
many Social Traits the caster spends. 

Traits Expended Creatures Fetched 
1 Trait 2 Creatures 
2 Traits 5 Creatures 
3 Traits 10 Creatures 
4 Traits 15 Creatures 
5 Traits All such creatures within 1 mile 

 

Note: if no spirits or appropriate animals are in the area, nothing happens. 

Challenge of Single Combat 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Nerigal 

By calling on Nerigal a Garou may force an opponent to face him in a fair one on one 
battle.  

After issuing his challenge for combat the caster spends 1 Rage and engages his 
target in a Social Challenge. If successful the target may not use any unfair tactics, 
tricks, or accept outside help in the combat to come. The Gift’s user is under the 
same restrictions. The fight cannot be broken off until one side submits or dies. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Heart of the Ice Warrior 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Nerigal 

Used only in the most desperate of battles, this Gift renders the Garou impervious to 
damage long enough to strike one last blow on a foe.  

Spend 1 point of Rage to invoke this power. The caster may not attempt to dodge any 
attacks until the Gift is used but may ignore the effects of ALL damage or other events 
that would impair his attack. On the next attack the caster makes, he is up four Traits 
on tie resolutions, has a free retest on the attack, and inflicts an additional 2 levels of 
damage. After making the attack (whether it is successful or not), the caster drops to 
Incapacitated. Unless saved using some outside mystical means (i.e. regeneration 
won’t save him) he will die the next turn. 
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Eshtarra 
Basic Gifts 
Earth Sense 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Eshtarra 

This gift grants the Garou a feel for the “aura” of an area.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and spend at least two minutes concentrating to activate this gift. The 
caster will be granted information about the spiritual nature of an area. This can be 
anything from Wyrm-taint to the strength of the Earth Spirits within. The degree of 
details gained is up to the Storyteller. 

Herb Call 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Eshtarra 

By singing or chanting, the Garou can locate medicinal plants even in poor areas 
such as a desert.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against 7 Traits. If successful, the 
caster can detect the location of the desired herbs, or plants within 1 mile per Mental 
Trait spent. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Oaksong 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Eshtarra 

This Gift enables the caster to “speak” with inanimate objects made of wood or other 
organic material. The objects do not actually speak, but the Garou can sense their 
thoughts as images and sensations.  

Spend one turn in concentration on the desired question, then spend 1 Gnosis and 
make a Static Mental Challenge versus 7 Traits. For each Mental Trait spent, the 
caster may ask one question. 

Lore of the Land 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Eshtarra 

By eating, smoking, or otherwise ingesting a portion of the land, The Garou can 
sense things that have happened in the immediate vicinity.  

The user must spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 
7. For each Mental Trait spent, the caster may garner 1 piece of information about 
events that have transpired in the area. The information provided will be as pertinent 
as possible; the character actually learns the most important (to Garou standards) 
thing that has happened in the area. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Earth Heal 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Permanent Gnosis 
Taught By: Eshtarra 

This Gift allows Gaia to help a piece of land recover from blight, Wyrm-taint, or other 
environmental poisoning. The Garou spends part of their essence to begin the 
renewal.  

Spend 1 Permanent Gnosis and make an Extended Mental Challenge against 7 Traits 
(8 for Wyrm-related damage). If successful, the land will be repaired. One success 
will make minor improvements in the land’s health, while 5 can undo most any 
damage. The area can be as large as a few miles, but must constitute a single terrain 
feature, a forest, a lake, or mountain. The land gains no protection from later 
pollution. 
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Mitanu 
Basic Gifts 
Speed of the Messenger 

Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Physical Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Mitanu 

This Gift increases the movement rate of Garou, enabling him to cover distances in 
less time. The Garou moves like quicksilver, with incredible agility.  

Spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Physical Challenge against 8 Traits. The caster 
gains 2 extra Traits for any dodging or running challenges. For every Physical Trait 
the caster spends, he doubles his movement rate, up to 4 times normal. The Gift only 
affects movement and will not allow for the caster to attack without ending the effects. 
This Gift lasts for 1 turn or scene depending on circumstances. 

Sticky Fingers 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Mitanu 

This Gift coats the Garou’s fingers with a silvery substance that adheres to most any 
surface, aiding in climbing and pilfering.  

Spend one Gnosis to activate this Gift. For the next scene the caster may climb nearly 
any surface without fear of falling. In addition, the caster receives a 2-Trait bonus on 
attempts to steal small objects. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Deliberate Misinformation 

Retest: Linguistics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Mitanu 

The Garou may use this Gift to slip misleading and contrary information into his 
target’s conversation, making their plans fall apart.  

The caster must engage in a Mass Social Challenge against all members of the target 
group. Each person affected will find all verbal instructions and information altered 
in its meaning. (i.e. instructions to go left will be heard as “go right” addresses will 
be messed up, etc.). The effects of this Gift last for 1 scene. 

Mercurial Messenger 
Retest: Linguistics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Mitanu 

This Gift enables a Garou to fix a conversation or message perfectly in his memory.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against 7 Traits to activate this 
Gift. One scene’s worth of conversation can be remembered as if the caster had the 
Merit: Eidetic Memory. Furthermore, the Garou will be able to replicate the speakers 
voice, inflections and speech patterns. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Madthought 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Mitanu 

This trick makes the Garou’s foes too clever for their own good. The victim’s thoughts 
speed up so quickly that they are unable to focus on any one issue.  

Spend one Willpower Trait and engage the target in a Mental Challenge. If 
successful, the victim can do nothing except stand still, trapped in confused thoughts, 
for one turn per Mental Trait spent by the caster. The target will respond if attacked, 
but as soon as the danger passes will revert to the confused sate. 
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Sokhta 
Basic Gifts 
Lambent Sight 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Sokhta 

This Gift provides sight where it would normally be absent.  

Spend one Gnosis to activate this Gift. For the next scene, the user can see under 
conditions where sight would normally be impossible. This Gift grants sight at a level 
equal to a bright moonlit night. This Gift cannot grant vision to the naturally blind. 

Moonpool of Sokhta 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Sokhta 

This Gift transforms clear standing water into a pool which shows visions of possible 
futures. The Garou must concentrate on the event she wishes to see.  

Spend one Gnosis and make an Extended Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7 for 
near future events, 8 for more distant ones. Each success allows the user to gain one 
vision. These images show the future that may come to pass unless the user alters 
their actions. The exact details of the vision are left up to the Storyteller. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Moonriver 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Sokhta  

By using this Gift, a Garou may travel along the surface of the water.  

Make a Static Physical Challenge against 6 Traits to activate this Gift. The user may 
cross any body of water, as long as he moves along the moon’s reflection. The user 
travels at 3x normal running speed. 

Mooncat 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Sokhta 

Cats are favored animals of Sokhta, and this Gift enables a Garou to take the shape of 
one.  

The user must spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Physical Challenge against 7 Traits. 
If successful, the user transforms into a white cat for one scene per Mental Trait spent. 
The user may return to normal form at any time.  

In cat form the user has all the normal Attributes he would in Lupus form. Close study 
of the cat form will reveal something amiss, the eyes of the cat reflect the current 
phase of the moon, regardless of the time of day. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Moon Dream 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Sokhta 

The Garou can petition Sokhta to grant her a prophetic dream before she goes to 
sleep by the moon’s light. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against 8 Traits to activate this 
Gift. The user will enter a dream state that shows the near future. While inside the 
dream, the user can “test” various approaches to the next two or three scenes. The 
dream will last for the next 8 hours and the user may not be awakened prematurely.  

Upon rising, the caster retains the memory of what she saw. 
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Katanka-Sonnak 
Basic Gifts 
Find the Heart’s Flame 

Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Katanka-Sonnak 

This Gift locates sources of energy, even if they are hidden. The Garou must 
concentrate to detect the pulsations of power that emanate from even a dormant 
energy source.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against 7 Traits. Success 
identifies all power sources within a range of 50 feet per Mental Trait spent. This Gift 
lasts for one scene. 

Flame of the Wind Rider 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Katanka-Sonnak 

This Gift engulfs the user in a ghostly blue and white flame, protecting her from 
damage and cold.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Physical Challenge against 7 Traits to activate 
this Gift. While the Gift lasts, the caster reduces all damage from cold sources by one 
level. In addition, the caster gains 2 Healthy levels of armor. The Gift lasts for one 
scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Ride the Solar Wind 

Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Gnosis, variable, optional) 
Taught By: Katanka-Sonnak 

This Gift allows the Garou to soar along the solar winds that sweep across the 
Aethereal Realm without the threat of being thrown off course by storms.  

The user must spend one Gnosis and make an Extended Mental Challenge against 7 
Traits. Success enables the user to reach his destination without becoming lost. Each 
additional Gnosis spent allows the user to either shorten the trip’s length by half or 
take an additional person along with him. As long as the user stays on the solar 
winds, the Gift remains in effect. 

Hand of the Sun 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Katanka-Sonnak 

The Garou’s hand blazes with a terrible heat and gives off white-hot light. Anyone 
touched by the Garou becomes branded with an indelible mark. Any Garou who 
sees the mark immediately recognizes it as a sign of the bearer’s treachery and 
shame.  

The Garou must spend one Rage and one Gnosis to activate the Gift. The caster’s 
hand becomes engulfed in fire. Anyone hit by the flame takes an additional level of 
aggravated damage. Any wounds inflicted by the flame leave a permanent scar. The 
Gift lasts for one scene, unless dropped earlier.  

Vampires struck by the hand take 2 levels of damage. Using this Gift against a 
blameless target may cause it to fail. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Cleansing Flame 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost:  1 Permanent Rage 
Taught By: Katanka-Sonnak 

The Garou may pinpoint a person or area and then call down the fire of the sun, 
purifying the target in its cleansing flame.  

The user must spend a Permanent Rage and then make a Willpower Challenge either 
against the target (for a person or spirit) or against 8 Traits for a location. The flames 
burn for 60 seconds in an area no larger than house. The fire only burns things 
touched by the Wyrm. Formori will be killed outright, other Wyrm-creatures take 1 
aggravated wound per turn.  

Black Spiral Dancers who survive the flame must make a Static Gnosis Challenge 
against 9 Traits. Success leave them unaffected, failure removes their Wyrm-taint and 
all Gifts, reducing them in Rank to Cub and stripping their connection to the Wyrm. 

They may fall again later, but they have a second chance for now. 
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Hakahe 
Basic Gifts 
Uncloak the Hidden 

Retest: Investigation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Hakahe 

By concentrating on a person or arear, the Garou can discover if the target is 
physically concealing anything.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge against 8 Traits to activate this Gift. The user will 
become aware of any hidden or concealed items, spaces or people in the immediate 
area. He will not learn specifics, just that something is hidden, nor will this Gift reveal 
supernaturally hidden items or people. 

Shadow of the Ebon Whisper 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Hakahe 

This Gift makes the Garou as insubstantial as a shadow and as hard to see.  

Spend one Willpower Trait and make a Static Social Challenge against 8 Traits to 
active this Gift. The user must be in an area where shadows exist. The user becomes 
a shadowy, semi fluid form for one turn per Social Trait spent. Those with 
supernaturally heightened senses can make a Mental Challenge to detect the user if 
he moves. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Hidden Heart 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Hakahe 

This Gift enables the user to take a piece of information and lock it away in his mind 
so that it becomes inaccessible without a key.  

After choosing what information the user wishes to conceal, and what the trigger for 
remembering it will be, he must spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Static Willpower 
Test against a difficulty of 8 Traits. Until the trigger is used, nothing can uncover the 
information, including supernatural means. 

Whisper in the Dark 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Hakahe 

The Garou may unearth one of a subject’s secrets, ranging from relatively mundane 
knowledge to deep dark secrets. The Garou must spend a Gnosis Trait and win or tie 
a Static Mental Challenge against nine Traits. He may continue to make tests until he 
loses. The more successes he obtains, the deeper the secret revealed. If the target 
knows the Garou is going to use this Gift, a Mental Challenge must also be won 
before the inquisitor learns anything. 

One Success Creature type, minor treachery or wrong doing 
Two Successes Real name, embarrassing fact, sire, parents 
Three Successes Alliances, affair with another Garou 
Four Successes Earth-shattering revelations 
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Advanced Gifts 
Ebon Binding 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Permanent Gnosis 
Taught By: Hakahe 

This Gift enables a Garou to use her knowledge of a someone’s vices or hidden 
crimes and bind a fitting punishment for that person.  

The user must spend one Permanent Gnosis and then engage in a Willpower 
Challenge with the target. He may then declare one of the target’s vices. Each time 
the victim attempts to indulge in such activities they suffer crippling pain (suffer the 
effects of being at the Wounded health state.) 

This punishment is permanent. 
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Tambiyah 
Basic Gifts 
Find the Child Within 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Tambiyah 

With this Gift, the Garou can play upon a target’s instinctive response to parental 
authority.  

The user must make a Social Challenge against the target. If successful, he may issue 
one simple suggestion to the victim. The suggestion must be something a child would 
find reasonable from a parent.  

This Gift cannot be used during combat, but it could stave off an imminent fight. 

Mantle of the Land 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Tambiyah 

You can call up an unnatural fog to obscure opponents' vision and intimidate them. 
You can see through the fog, but all others suffer impairment. Make a Static Gnosis 
Challenge against a number of Traits, dependent on frequency of fog in the area: four 
Traits on the seashore, six Traits in most locations, nine Traits in the desert. This 
power does not function in places where fog could not naturally occur (such as 
indoors).  You suffer no visual impairment; all others can use only half their normal 
Trait total (rounded up) in perception-related challenges. Everyone except you and 
your packmates also suffer a one-Trait penalty on Willpower Challenges as the fog 
seems unnerving and menacing. This Gift lasts for the rest of the scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Veil of the Mother 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Tambiyah 

This Gift allows Garou to assume a different appearance for a short time. Primarily 
useful in Homid form, the user may alter their facial features, change their height by 
up to 6 inches and their apparent weight by 30 lbs.  

The user must spend one Willpower Trait and make a Static Social Challenge against 
7 Traits. By spending Social Traits, the user can increase the amount of changes: 1 
Trait can make the changes listed above, 3 can provide a complete change in 
appearance, while 5 can duplicate a specific person. This Gift lasts for one scene. 

Motherly Guardian 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Tambiyah 

This Gift enables the Garou to tag an individual so that she may keep track of them.  

The user must spend 1 Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty 
equal to the target’s Permanent Willpower. Thereafter, the user may spend a round 
concentrating on the recipient, gaining a general sense of the person’s location, 
current health levels and if they require aid.  

While concentrating, the user is down one Trait on any challenges. This Gift lasts for 
one full cycle of the moon. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Bring Forth the Future 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Permanent Gnosis 
Taught By: Tambiyah 

This Gift calls on Tambiyah to change one facet of an individual’s future. The change 
must be specific, such as avoiding a known situation that would result in the user’s 
certain death.  

The caster must spend one Permanent Gnosis and then win a Static Mental Challenge 
against 15 Traits. The caster may then request one event in the recipient’s future to 
be altered in a manner she chooses. The event affected may be no further in the 
future than 24 hours. This Gift cannot be used to seek the destruction of another, only 
pleas for preservation meet with the Veiled Mother’s approval. 
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Meros 
Basic Gifts 
Sense the Transformation 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Meros 

This Gift can identify states of transformation or significant changes in within 
creatures or objects. He may identify if someone is dying from disease, or if a female 
is pregnant. They can tell if an object is about to breakdown.  

The user must spend one Gnosis Trait to activate the gift for a scene. The user will be 
aware of the general health state of those around him, and the state of repair of any 
items. 

Shorten the Road 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Meros 

The user must spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Static Social Challenge against 7 

Traits. If successful, the user may cut the travel time on his next trip by 1
3
. The means 

of this shortcut range from happy coincidences to clearly supernatural agencies. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Wyld Spirits 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Meros 

The Garou can call upon Meros’ erratic nature and inflict his foes with bouts of 
confusion.  

Spend one Willpower Trait and make a Social Challenge against each target the 
caster wishes to affect. Affected targets behave in an erratic behavior, switching 
actions, altering behaviors, or reversing choices. This lasts for one scene. A victim of 
this power may spend a Willpower each turn to control his actions. 

Sleep’s Travels 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Meros 

Through this Gift, a Garou may send his spirit on a journey while his body sleeps. 
Once he arrives at his destination, he may examine his surroundings, impart a 
message to someone he meets, or retrieve a small hand-held object.  

The Garou must have at least 4 hours of uninterrupted sleep before he begins the 
journey. Any disturbance in his sleep will cause the gift to fail, though he suffers no 
other ill effects. 

Spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Static Mental Challenge against 8 Traits. He may 
then journey to his destination. By spending 3 Mental Traits, the Garou may converse 
with those at the destination, 5 Traits enables him to retrieve an object. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Essential Transformation 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 3 Attribute Traits 
Taught By: Meros 

This Gift enables the Garou to convert part of his essence into Gnosis. Each use of this 
power is cumulative as more and more of his body becomes “spirit substance” until 
he eventually becomes a creature of pure spirit, trapped in the Umbra or returning to 
Gaia.  

The user must make a Willpower Challenge against 9 Traits. If successful, the caster 
may convert 3 Attribute Traits into 10 Temporary Gnosis Traits. Until the user spends 
the Gnosis, he losses access to the Attribute Traits. Once this Gift has been used a 
number of times equal to the user’s total Attributes, he becomes a creature of pure 
spirit and may not leave the Umbra. 
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Zarok 
Basic Gifts 
Aura of Leadership 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: Variable Social Traits 
Taught By: Zarok 

This Gift surrounds the user with an aura of authority. Others will react to him as if he 
was their pack leader for the duration of the Gift.  

The user must spend one Social Trait for each person in a group he intends to affect 
with this Gift. He then must make a Mass Social Challenge against the group. If 
successful, he is up 1 Trait on all Social Challenges against the affected members for 
the next scene. 

Proclamation of Action 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Zarok 

This Gift enables the user to force an end to a discussion and the course of action he 
feels best. Other who had been debating the course of action will follow his lead.  

Spend one Willpower Trait and make a Mass Social Challenge. The user may affect 1 
person for each Social Trait he spends. The group will follow the user’s suggestion to 
the subject they had been debating. The Gift lasts for 1 scene. Those affected may 
spend a Willpower Trait to avoid the effects. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Undisputed Ruler 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Willpower, variable) 
Taught By: Zarok 

This Gift enables the Garou to take over the leadership of a small gathering of 
humans or spirits for up to 6 months. During this time the group will respect and 
follow the Garou, displaying a high degree of loyalty, and obeying orders.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge against the individual with the 
highest Social Traits in the group. The Gift lasts according to the number of 
Willpower Traits spent. 

Willpower Spent Duration 
1 Trait 1 Week 
2 Traits 1 Month 
3 Traits 2 Months 
4 Traits 4 Months 
5 Traits 6 Months 

 

This Gift is only effective against mortals and spirits of no greater than Jaggling 
status. 

Enthronement 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: None (+ Physical Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Zarok 

The Garou may create small simple objects out of thin air, for example cups, bowls or 
a chair. Alternately the user may create small stone balls to use as weapons.  

Make a Static Physical Challenge with a difficulty of 7 Traits. The user may create one 
small object for each Physical Trait he spends. (larger objects like chairs require two 
Traits). The stones created by this gift do 1 level of lethal damage to any target hit by 
them.  

In addition, the target must make a Static Physical Challenge with a difficulty of 8 
(retest with Survival) or be knocked from his feet, losing 1 action to stand up. The 
stones dissipate after being thrown; other objects last until dismissed by the user. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Grand Gesture 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Zarok 

By handing out appropriate gifts to an individual or group, the user increases his 
esteem and reputation in their eyes. The targets of the Gift tend to support the user’s 
arguments and come to her aid in combat. 

Make a Social Challenge against the targets you wish to affect. For the rest of the 
scene, the user wins ties on any Social Challenge related to persuasion against the 
affected individuals. 
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Lu-Bat 
Basic Gifts 
Sense Limits 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lu Bat 

This Gift enables the Garou to determine the rough amount of Rage, Gnosis, or 
Willpower in an individual. The Gift also allows the Garou to determine the relative 
strength of other supernatural creatures.  

Make a Mental Challenge against the target. The information is general in nature, 
rather than a specific count (for example, the BSD has plenty of Rage left, but is out of 
Gnosis.) For other supernatural creatures the specific trait is not named (a vampire 
low on blood would be described as “nearly out of power”). 

Peace of the Counselor 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Willpower (+ Social Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Lu Bat 

This Gift enables the Garou to bring even the most heated discussion to a peaceful 
conclusion. The Gift creates an atmosphere of temporary truce.  

Spend a Willpower Point and make a Social Challenge against the target with the 
highest Social Traits. If successful, the participants will cease fighting (or be 
prevented from starting a fight) for 1 turn per Social Trait spent. Alternately, the user 
may spend 5 Social Traits to keep the Gift in effect for one scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Pall of Despair 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lu Bat 

This Gift inflicts a wave of despair upon the target, making him incapable of action 
due to melancholia. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge against the target. If successful, the 
target must spend a Willpower Trait to take any action. This Gift lasts for one scene. 

Harmonious Slumber 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Physical Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Lu Bat 

This Gift creates a perfect environment for sleep, even in the most difficult 
circumstances.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Physical Challenge with a difficulty of 7 Traits. 
For each Physical Trait spent, the Gift may affect another willing participant. Those 
affected will sleep for 2 hours, waking completely rested and with their Gnosis fully 
refreshed. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Burden of Knowledge 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lu Bat 

The Garou floods his target with the knowledge of all their failings and reminding 
them of every wrong they ever committed. This knowledge can crush all but the 
strongest minds.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against the target (retest with 
empathy). If successful, the target must face up to all their innermost flaws. The 
effects of this are up to the storyteller but can range from overwhelming desire to 
reform themselves to suicidal impulses. 
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Ruatma 
Basic Gifts 
Find the Portent 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ruatma 

This Gift enables the Garou to call for a sign or portent that can help her determine 
her next course of action.  

Spend a moment to meditate and spend one Gnosis. The Storyteller will provide you 
with a hint of a future event. 

Hidden Depths 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Ruatma 

This Gift uncovers some hidden fact or deciphers some cryptic passage of text. The 
Gift can also determine who the real power behind an event is.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 8 Traits. For 
each Mental Trait spent, one hidden clue can be uncovered, or one line of text can be 
translated. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Unravel 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ruatma 

This Gift allows the Garou to put together seemingly random bits of information to 
form a picture of what is going on.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7 
Traits. If successful, the Garou may make some basic sense out a confusing situation. 
The Storyteller will provide an explanation of the matter in question. 

Blank State 
Retest: Academics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ 1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Ruatma 

The Garou may use this Gift to completely remove one piece of information from her 
own mind or that of another. Not only is the information removed but the edges in the 
target’s memory can be smoothed over, so no gap is apparent.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge against the target (the Gift is 
automatically successful when used on yourself) to remove the memory. By spending 
an additional Mental Trait, the removal leaves no gaps in the person’s memory. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Diplomatic Immunity 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ruatma 

This Gift enables the Garou to walk about in the midst of hostile groups without 
provoking the outbreak of hostilities. The Garou cloaks herself in an aura of 
neutrality.  

Spend 1 Willpower Trait and make a Static Social Challenge with a difficulty of 8 
Traits. If successful, the user may walk among even extremely hostile groups (such as 
BSDs or vampires) without being attacked. She may deliver a message, retrieve an 
item, or just pass through safely. The Gift lasts for one scene. Should the user attack 
anyone in the group, all bets are off though. 
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Shantar 
Basic Gifts 
Threads of the Tapestry 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Shantar 

This Gift allows the Garou to determine the basic elements of a confused situation.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7 Traits. If successful, the user 
learns one behind the scene fact, such as a group’s leader, or the real emotions 
behind a particularly stone-faced contact. 

Fixit 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: None (2 or 4 Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Shantar 

The Garou can determine what is wrong with a device and make on the spot repairs.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 7 Traits to fix the object for 1 turn. 
By spending 2 Mental Traits the object will work for 1 scene, while 4 Traits will enact 
permanent repairs (barring, of course, future damage or ill use). 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Tangling the Skein 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Shantar 

This Gift causes the user’s foes to by mixing up their perceptions, sowing confusion. 
Victims may mistake one person for another or follow the wrong leader.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mass Mental Challenge against those you wish to 
affect. For every Mental Trait spent, one visual or perception-based memory of the 
targets is altered in a detrimental way. This Gift lasts for one scene, after which the 
victims return to normal. 

Shantar’s Loom 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Rage, 1 Gnosis, or 1 Willpower (+ Physical Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Shantar 

This Gift enables the user to craft an item from the energy of his Rage, Gnosis, or 
Willpower. The item may not involve multiple parts or have an overly complex 
makeup. While this Gift cannot produce exotic materials such as uranium, it can 
make silver items.  

Spend either a Rage, Gnosis, or Willpower Trait and then make a Static Physical 
Challenge against 8 Traits. The item lasts for one day per Physical Trait spent. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Drown 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Shantar 

This Gift causes a target’s lungs to fill with fluid. Without immediate medical or 
magical assistance, the victim will die.  

Spend one Rage Trait and make a Willpower Challenge against the target. If 
successful, the victim will begin to drown (taking one level of lethal damage per 
round which cannot be regenerated). The victim can avoid taking damage in a given 
round by doing nothing but coughing up the fluid. Such things as the Gift: Mother’s 
Touch, or the Gift: Spirit of the Fish can negate this Gift. 
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Rorg 
Basic Gifts 
Rouse to Anger 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Rorg 

This Gift enables the Garou to say or do something to cause his target to refresh her 
inner Rage.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Static Social Challenge with a difficulty of 8 Traits. 
If successful, the target gains one point of Rage. For each Social Trait spent, the user 
may grant a Rage Trait to another target, including herself. 

Foetracker 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Rorg 

This Gift enables the Garou to track her quarry even through the most difficult 
conditions. The target’s scent trail becomes so strong that even if he crosses water, 
or tries to mask it, the Garou will still be able to follow him.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge with a difficulty of 6 Traits. For 
each Mental Trait spent, the Garou can track the target for one scene (up to a limit of 
5 scenes, after which the trail fades). 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Savagery of the Taloned Hunter 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1+ Rage 
Taught By: Rorg 

This Gift enables the Garou to gain twice the advantage of his Rage.  

The Garou may spend a Rage Trait but gain the benefits of spending two (thus 
attacking twice for one Rage Trait). Alternately, he can spend a Rage Trait to recover 
from a stunned state and make an attack. He could Rage Heal and immediately take 
an extra action.  

This Gift can be used once per story for each point of Permanent Willpower the 
Garou possesses. 

This Gift can be used once per session. 

Hunter’s Horn 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Rorg 

This Gift enables the Garou to create a sound so horrible and mind-chilling that it 
sends enemies into utter panic, causing them to flee without thought of hiding their 
escape or evading pursuit.  

Spend one Rage and make a Mass Social Challenge against those you wish to target. 
Creatures who are susceptible to frenzy enter fox-frenzy (or Rötschreck) while others 
simply panic and run. The Gift lasts for one scene. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Pack Mind 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Willpower, variable, optional) 
Taught By: Rorg 

This Gift forces a group of foes to behave like a single-minded pack. All individuals 
must perform the same task at the same time, regardless of its appropriateness.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait and make a Willpower Challenge (difficulty 8 Traits) against 
the highest Willpower that you wish to affect for up to 4 individuals. For each 
Willpower Trait spent, the Gift affects another 2 individuals. 

The group will follow the action of the first person to act each round. The Gift lasts for 
one combat. 
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Changing Breed Gifts 
Bastet 
General Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Banish Sickness 

Retest:  None 
Cost: 1 Medicine Ability 
Taught By: Water Spirits 

Cats have long been renowned for their healing prowess. Which a purr and a lick, a 
skillful Bastet can cure minor diseases and chase venoms away. Although a Bastet 
never takes ill herself, this Gift is helpful when a loved one is unwell. 

By placing her hands on the target and spending a level of the Medicine Ability, the 
Bastet may purge all illnesses, diseases, and venoms from the victim’s body. 
Particularly virulent conditions or toxins might require spending one to three Gnosis 
Traits as well; at the Storyteller’s discretion, some illnesses may not be curable with 
this Gift. 

This Gift cannot cure conditions such as AIDs, cancer, or genetic disorders. 

Call Spirits 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

Though Bastet are more distanced from the Umbra than their fellow changers, they 
have no less of a need to communicate with the worlds beyond. This Gift allows the 
Bastet to understand any spirit she encounters as well as cast her voice into the 
Umbra to petition nearby spirits. Note that the Bastet has no automatic power to 
command, dispel, or even perceive spirits because of this Gift, although she may 
certainly bargain or otherwise interact with them, as well as use Abilities such as 
Intimidation or Leadership. A Static Gnosis Challenge against the local Gauntlet is 
required, unless the Bastet is already in the Penumbra, in which case this Gift is 
automatic. 
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Caper 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

The Bastet may charm watchers with a dance, or with the predatory grace of his feline 
form. 

The character must dance or move in a way designed to get the attention of those 
around him. Then, by winning a Social Challenge against the Willpower of his 
observers (mob rules apply), he may pull them into a genial haze for so long as he 
continues to perform. 

Violence breaks this trance, but subtle actions (such as the Bastet’s allies sneaking 
away or walking into a secured area) remain unnoticed. 

Catfeet 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

You gain catlike agility, including immunity to damage from falls of less than a 
hundred feet (you always land just right) and perfect balance on all slopes. This Gift 
is innate and always active. The Garou gain a two-Trait bonus to all challenges 
involving body slams and efforts at grappling, and to challenge involving balance 
and equilibrium. 

Cat Sight 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet may see clearly even in absolute darkness, and even other 
impediments are less hindering than normal. The Bastet may ignore all Trait 
penalties due to darkness, and any other Trait penalties due to factors such as smoke 
or rain are halved (round down). This Gift is reflexive once learned and costs nothing 
to activate, although the Bastet’s eyes glow an eerie green while it is in effect. 
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Command Attention 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

There werecat can use her feline presence to make a memorable first impression.  

Activating the Gift requires a victory (not a tie) on a Simple Test with the Storyteller. 
At Storyteller discretion, she may attempt further Simple Tests, one per each Social 
Trait relating to the Bastet’s intended effect (i.e. intimidation, seduction, etc.). If 
successful, the Bastet draws the immediate attention of everyone in the room as she 
enters. She also gains one bonus Social Trait per success for use on her first Social 
Challenge. This bonus applies only once when entering a room, and all the Traits 
gained must be the same. Note that the reactions of others after her entrance will 
depend on the actions of the werecat and their own feelings for her but turning so 
many heads does make one hell of an impression! 

Dowsing 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Water Spirits 

By sniffing around and pawing the earth (i.e. making a Mental Challenge), a Bastet 
can locate nearby water sources and determine whether such sources are pure. The 
difficulty of the challenge depends on how far away the water is (it must be within 100 
feet) and how much water is present. 

Eerie Eyes 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1+ Mental Traits (optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Your eyes gain a subtle but powerful quality that makes humans and animals flee and 
freezes other werewolves where they stand. Make a  

Social Challenge against the target. If successful, a human or animal target flees for 
one turn, plus one additional turn per Mental Trait you spend. (The target may spend 
a Willpower Trait to avoid flight for one turn). Garou targets do not flee but cannot 
attack while you continue to stare them down. If you are attacked, Changing Breeds 
targets regain their freedom of movement. If the target is attacked, the effects of the 
Gift are dispelled. You can use this Gift on one target per turn. 

This Gift requires that eye-contact be made and maintained with the target. 
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First Slash 
Retest: None 
Cost: (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught by: Cat Spirits  

You can strike like lightning, preempting even the fastest opponents. This Gift is 
always in effect. You are considered to have 10 (yes 10) additional Traits for initial 
challenges and can spend a Gnosis Trait for an additional 10 for a single challenge. 
Remember that Bastet can't spend Rage and Gnosis in the same turn, so buying the 
edge this way means that you can't spend Rage for extra actions.  

The Traits gained are for purposes of determining initiative only. 

Lick Wounds 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

You can heal any wound in a living creature, even aggravated wounds, licking the 
afflicted area. You cannot use Mother's Touch to heal spirits or the undead with this 
Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis to heal one health level of damage (make a Mental Challenge to 
heal non-Garou). Spend a second Gnosis Trait and make a Mental Challenge (retest 
with Medicine) to heal battle-scars, but only if you apply Mother's Touch in the same 
scene in which the scars were inflicted. 

The user of this Gift may only heal other people (not themselves) but may spend as 
many Gnosis as they are able and desire to heal in a single action.  
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Night Terror 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Night Spirits 

Standing over a sleeping target, the Bastet may evoke the legendary cat fear of old, 
giving the victim terrible nightmares.  

To use this Gift, the Bastet must actually sit by the sleeping victim for several minutes, 
spend a Gnosis Trait and defeat the victim in a Mental Challenge; if successful, the 
victim suffers horrible nightmares for a number of nights equal to the number of 
Mental Traits the Bastet wishes to spend, which must be declared before the 
challenge is resolved. Those Traits are still lost, even if the Bastet loses the challenge.  

The Bastet may choose some general images or themes for the nightmares if he likes 
but cannot control them entirely. Victims of such attacks lose a Willpower Trait from 
the experience, and do not receive any resting benefits (such as healing) for any 
affected nights. If the target is unfortunate enough to have the Flaw Nightmares, the 
Bastet receives a free retest on the Gift challenge; what’s more, due to their 
susceptibility, such victims may suffer more serious effects such as additional 
Willpower Trait loss or even a temporary derangement at the Narrator’s discretion.  

Night’s Passage 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Darkness Spirits 

Calling on their natural bond with darkness, the Bastet may blend with shadows 
almost completely, becoming almost impossible to detect until total illumination is 
provided or the cat chooses to act. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Bastet becomes invisible in areas of dim light – treat 
this invisibility the same as the Ragabash Gift Blur of the Milky Eye, including the 
gesture used to indicate such invisible status. The werecat does not become 
insubstantial during this time, but until he chooses to leave the darkened area, attack 
someone, or the area is completely illuminated, he is totally invisible. Supernatural 
creatures may attempt to pierce this concealment with Heightened Senses or similar 
powers. 

Open Seal 
Retest: Security 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits  

You can open almost every kind of closed and locked device. Make a Static Gnosis 
Challenge with a difficulty of the local Gauntlet rating to open a closed or locked 
barrier. 
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Pathfinder’s Pride 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

This Gift allows Bastet to sharpen her sense of direction incredibly, allowing her to 
find her way out of anything from a desert or dense forest to artificial hazards such as 
mazes.  

The Bastet must win a Static Mental Challenge against a Narrator’s difficulty; most 
natural terrain has a difficulty of four or five Traits, while artificial landscapes are 
seven or eight Traits. Even Gifts of confusion, such as the Garou Gift Trackless Waste 
may be defeated with this Gift, with a Static Mental Challenge against a difficulty of 
the user’s Mental Traits + 3. 

Note: This power does not provide any means of transportation; the Bastet merely 
learns where the exit is with this power – getting to it is her problem. 

Razor Claws 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

You can sharpen your claws by raking them over stone or other hard surfaces.  

Spend one Rage and take one full turn to sharpen your claws. For the rest of the 
scene, your claw attacks inflict an additional level of damage. 

Sense Magic 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught by: Uktena Spirits  

You can discern the magical emanations of Changing Breed Gifts, vampiric powers, 
human magic and the like.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas) against the mental total of the 
magic’s creator. You enjoy a one-Trait bonus for familiar magic and highly obvious 
effects, and a two-Trait bonus on Garou Gifts. Very unfamiliar magic imposes a one-
Trait penalty, or even more at the Storyteller’s discretion for particularly alien 
manifestations. You can only recognize broad categories, including whether you’ve 
encountered this sort of thing before: “Gaian” and “blood magic” are about as 
precise as this Gift allows. The Gift covers all magic within 10 feet of you, plus an 
additional 10 feet per Mental Trait spent. 
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Sense of the Prey 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You gain an innate awareness of any prey about which you know something and can 
move toward it as fast as you can travel. This Gift operates in the Umbra as well as in 
the material world.  

This Gift works automatically if the target isn't trying to hide. If it is, make a Mental 
Challenge (retest with Enigmas); if the target is a spirit, pit your Mental total against 
the spirit's Gnosis. 

Sense the Truth 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits  

You can tell when others are speaking the truth or lying.  

Make a Mental Challenge. If successful, you can determine whether the target is 
deliberately lying. (The key word is "deliberately" - the target may speak falsehood, 
but be telling the truth as she understands it, complete with misinformation or altered 
memories.) 

Sense Unmaker’s Hand 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories.  

Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty depending on the concentration and 
strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against six Traits to sense a fomor in the next 
room but detecting the lingering residue of a Bane that left an hour ago requires 
testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three or fewer Humanity Traits always 
smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter 
what their rating. 
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Shriek 
Retest: None 
Cost: Physical Traits (variable) 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Loosing a bloodcurdling cry, the Bastet may render those near her deaf for a short 
time, and even those farther away will still be in a good deal of pain. The Bastet must 
make an appropriate shriek and spend a number of Physical Traits; doing so means 
that anyone within three paces is considered deaf for a number of turns equal to the 
number of Physical Traits the Bastet spent. Those outside that range but within her 
hearing distance, as well as characters who were deafened after the time has expired 
are one Trait down on all challenges for the duration of the scene. Those with 
Heightened Senses or similar powers are automatically deafened, no matter how far 
from the Bastet they are, and suffer the penalties for twice as long as normal. 

Casual shriekers beware, however – allies and bystanders are also affected by this 
power! Deaf characters automatically fail any challenges involving hearing and are 
surprised by attacks they cannot perceive due to their condition, such as gunfire 
from behind them or similar tactics. 

Silent Stalking 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Calling on their innate stealth and predatory nature (and winning a Static Physical 
Challenge against five Traits), the Bastet may silence all sounds of her passing, no 
matter what surface she might cross. Floorboards don’t squeak, stones don’t crunch, 
and twigs don’t snap as the cat passes; this Gift does not conceal the Bastet in any 
other way than silencing the sounds the cat normally makes by walking. 

Spirit’s Sight 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirits 

Although they cannot cross over themselves without appropriate Gifts, most Bastet 
still need to interact with spirits from time to time and peering into the spirit world is 
often a good way to learn interesting secrets. 

By winning a Simple Test, the Bastet may peek freely into the Penumbra for the rest of 
the scene and see any spirits or other beings in the area; most spirits don’t notice 
such observation, but you never know. Remember, this Gift doesn’t impart any 
ability to speak to spirits (that’s Call Spirits), so it can be quite frustrating for the 
Bastet to observe events without being able to contribute herself. 
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Summon Water 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Water Elementals 

 By calling upon the ancient affinity between catkind and the waters, a Bastet can 
create a bit of water in someplace where none was before or add to an existing 
amount of it. This Gift, known by most desert cats, only creates pure water, not any 
other form of liquid. 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a Static Social Challenge against 7 Traits, the 
cat creates a pool of water amounting to approximately five gallons. 

Swipe 
Retest: Stealth (vs. Streetwise) 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

You can take something from a target who then forgets about ever having owned it. 
Make a Mental Challenge, the Garou can retest with Stealth, the target with 
Streetwise. Bonded fetishes may stir memories of their own accord, though (the 
victim may make a Mental Challenge, Storyteller discretion, to "remember" that he 
had an item like this, but not how it went missing or by whom). 

The owner of a Fetish taken this way gains a free retest in order to resist. 

Treeclimber 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

By extending and sharpening his claws, the Bastet may climb just about any surface 
with ease. A Static Physical Challenge against eight Traits must be made to climb 
truly challenging surfaces (sheer ice or smooth steel); otherwise, the character can 
climb any surface roughly as fast as he can jog. 

Touch the Mind 
Retest: Investigation 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bird Spirits  

You can speak directly into another person's mind, even at a great distance. You must 
know the target personally (though you do not have to like the target) or have 
something that belongs to the target, such as a lock of hair. Spend one Willpower 
Trait and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you can communicate with the target 
at a distance of up to 10 miles per current Gnosis Trait the Mental Speech user 
possesses. Mental Speech does not allow for mind reading, but you can use social 
Abilities such as Intimidation. The Gift remains active for one scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Attunement 

Retest: Streetwise 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (1-2 Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Rat or Cockroach Spirits 

You can communicate with the spirits of a city or town and learn useful things from 
them: The population of the city (in general terms), Changing Breeds and other 
supernatural beings' enclaves, secret tunnels, and the like. This Gift only works in the 
Bastet’s Den Realm and the corresponding areas in the mortal world.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge. Success provides you with general 
information. Spend one additional Mental Trait for precise answers to one or two 
questions, and two additional Mental Traits for detailed information on a whole 
category of questions like “supernatural enclaves”, “derelict buildings”, and so on. 
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Call the Pride 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None (1-3 Physical Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Your natural aptitude for communication with howls becomes greatly magnified. A 
Call of the Wyld can stir other Garou to fresh energy, even those beyond the normal 
range of hearing. Galliards regularly use this Gift at the beginning of Revels and 
other Pack and Sept activities and to call for aid in trouble. 

Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, the remarkable call goes out. A single 
success carries it to all Garou within twice normal hearing range. Spending an 
additional Physical Trait provides the following bonus – those Garou who hear the 
call gain a one-Trait bonus on the next Challenge that they take part in as members of 
the Pack or Sept (that is, to group efforts, not individual ones). Spend two additional 
Physical Traits to impose a one-Trait penalty on all combat-related challenges that 
the hearing Garou’s opponents engage in for the rest of the scene. 

The ability to inflict a 1-Trait penalty on opponents does require that the opponents in 
question be capable of hearing the howl. 

By spending two Social Traits and winning a Static Social Challenge, using the Animal 
Ken ability, the Bastet may also attempt to summon local cats (domestic or wild, by 
location). The difficulty for this challenge is usually four Traits but can vary 
depending on the type of cat called – wild cats are harder to call than domesticated 
ones – and the distance between the cats and the Bastet. While not a life-or-death 
command, this Gift does ensure that these cats will attempt to aid the Bastet as best 
they can. Remember, however, that they are still regular animals and cannot follow 
complex commands – spying on an area and simple guard duty are within their 
talents, but commands such as “Attack anyone who strikes me with the attempt to 
harm” are right out. At the Narrator’s discretion, other animals appropriate to the 
Bastet’s breed may be summoned instead – birds for the Qualmi, jackals for the 
Bubasti, etc. 
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Cat Fear 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Garou aren’t the only ones who command primal fear. By bristling and spitting, a 
werecat can scare the holy hell out of everyone nearby. Unfortunates suffering from 
ailurophobia (fear of cats) often go catatonic with fear when confronted this way. 

A successful Social Challenge against 8 Traits and a point of Gnosis can send 
everyone within 10 feet per Rage that the Bastet possesses into a panic. Supernatural 
creatures may resist with their Willpower (a Static Test against the Bastet’s Rage), but 
humans and animals flee or fall into shock for three rounds. Ailurophobes fall into a 
coma for three days. 

This Gift cannot be used in Homid or Sokto forms. 

Cheshire Prank 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 or 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Night Spirits 

This Gift certainly existed before Lewis Carrol came along, but the Bastet don’t mind 
honoring one who shows their kind appropriate respect. By putting on a wide grin 
and spending a Gnosis Trait, the Bastet may fade away, disappearing from all forms 
of normal and magical perception; this Gift even foils electronic methods of 
detection, such as cameras and motion sensors. Even Heightened Senses cannot 
detect a grinning Bastet! 

This Gift takes ten seconds or three turns to activate and lasts for one scene or until 
the Bastet reveals himself (normal rules of invisibility apply). In a pinch, this Gift may 
be made instantaneous by spending three Gnosis Traits (instead of one). 
Additionally, this Gift only functions in Feline and Chatro forms, and changing shape 
ends the invisibility immediately. This Gift does nothing to muffle sound. 
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Clawstorm 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage and 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Cornering an animal is seldom a wise decision, and Bastet with this power become 
holy terrors when their backs are against the wall – a whirling, hissing blur of 
movement that sends limbs flying in its wake.  

By spending a Trait each of Rage and Gnosis, the Bastet receives two extra attacks 
that turn (to a maximum of three actions per turn, total – the Bastet cannot spend Rage 
normally for extra actions while using this Gift). Only simple slashing attacks can be 
made; the Bastet cannot fire a gun, travel more than two steps, or attempt elaborate 
maneuvers, although she may use edged melee weapons.  

This Gift cannot be used more times in a single combat than the Bastet has Stamina-
related Physical Traits. 

Command the Prey 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

By purring and trilling softly, the Bastet may actually bring her prey to her, as long as 
he stands still and does nothing but call to them.  

The Bastet must make a Social Challenge to enact this Gift. Supernatural creatures 
may ignore it with a Willpower Trait. This Gift only functions if the target was 
unaware of the Bastet’s presence – as far as they know, they want to head in that 
direction, and will do so until they’re within arm’s reach of the Bastet. After that, the 
trance is broken as soon as the werecat moves, but it gives her the advantage of 
having the first move, be it a witty opening line or a killing leap. This Gift does not 
function in combat situations. 
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Farsight 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits 

By calling to a spirit or staring into a reflective surface, the Bastet may conjure 
images of distant locations. This Gift is easier if the Bastet has visited a place before, 
but such knowledge is not essential. Places viewed in this manner are seen in a 
“bird’s eye” perspective – far away enough to see the entire area well, but close 
enough to discern objects. A Static Mental Challenge against six Traits is required if 
the Bastet wishes to “zoom in” on specific things, or to use Perception-based Gifts 
such as Sense Unmaker’s Hand.  

To activate this Gift, the werecat must have access to one of the two sources listed 
above, spend a Gnosis Trait, and win a Static Mental Challenge against a variable 
Trait difficulty: place the Bastet has been to once are eight; and places never visited 
have a nine Trait difficulty. This Gift lasts for one minute per permanent Mental Trait 
the Bastet has, and is effective up to 30 miles away. Note that only places may be 
spied on, not people, although any people in the area of effect may be observed 
normally. 

Fortuna 
Retest: None 
Cost: Variable Gnosis 
Taught By: Luck Spirits 

Cats love their friends, and they’re famous for their luck. This Gift allows them to 
share some of that good fortune with others, or even to use a bit of it themselves. 

The Bastet may spend up to their Rank in Gnosis to activate this Gift. For each Gnosis 
that she spends, she gains a retest which may be used by her or anyone else of her 
choice. Only one person at a time may receive the benefits of this Gift – it cannot be 
given to a number of people before an adventure begins. No more than one such 
retest may be used on a single challenge, and this Gift may not be activated more 
than once per scene; nor can it be reactivated until all uses of the previous activation 
have been used. 
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Freyja’s Blessing 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Fertility Spirits 

The old Norse goddess of fertility and love traveled in a chariot drawn by cats. Now 
she remembers the service by gifting certain cat-folk with a profound fertility, which 
they may bestow upon others if they wish. Although the Gift doesn’t ensure that a 
given mating will sire a Bastet kitten, many within the Folk claim that without the 
Blessing, their kind might be virtually extinct. 

By making a Gnosis Challenge (against the local Gauntlet) and calling upon Freyja, 
Gaia, or Nala, the Bastet summons a Fertility-spirit into herself. By laying her hands 
on another’s belly, the werecat may pass the spirit into someone else who wants a 
child. A male may use this Gift at a +2 difficulty to sire some offspring with his next 
mating. If the challenge succeeds, a child of some kind will result. Whether that child 
carries the “werecat gene” depends on Nala’s (and the Storyteller’s) whim. 

Gift of Rage 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Rage Spirits 

With this power, the Bastet may summon up a killing fury in which all wounds are 
ignored; this is typically a last resort of the normally reserved Bastet, and most cats 
use this Gift only once. The Bastet must spend a Rage Trait to invoke the frenzy, but 
once it is started, it lasts until all danger has passed (and just about anyone or 
anything counts as danger in this state). This Gift is otherwise identical to Garou 
berserk frenzy in every way. 

Ignore Pain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You can continue to act without suffering impairment from wounds. The wounds 
themselves must be treated and healed later; Resist Pain only blocks some of their 
effects. Spend one Willpower. No wound penalties apply for the rest of the scene or 
for one hour. 

Impala’s Flight 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Roadrunner or Cheetah Spirits  

You can double your running speed. Spend one Gnosis; the effects are automatic and 
last for the rest of the scene.  

While active in combat, this Gift grants the user 3 bonus Traits on dodging. 
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Invisibility 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Night Spirits  

You vanish completely from sight. You must concentrate on staying invisible, moving 
no faster than half your normal walking speed and doing nothing to attract attention 
to yourself (such as attacking).  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against four Traits if already 
concealed, six Traits if on open ground, or nine Traits if in plain sight of hostile 
observers. Anyone looking for you must win at a Mental Challenge while you enjoy a 
three-Trait bonus for the purpose. Remove this bonus if you do something that clearly 
draws attention: entering combat, slamming doors, etc.  

Invisibility lasts for the rest of the scene. Cross your arms over your chest to indicate 
that you are not visible to others. 

Purr 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Ah, that feline charm! With this Gift, the Bastet greatly boosts her natural seductive 
powers, making the object of her attention want nothing more than to spoil her and 
shower her with affection. By spending a Willpower Trait and winning a Social 
Challenge, the Bastet creates a powerful infatuation in her target; he will not blindly 
follow her commands or bring harm to himself or others, but he will think the world 
of her and do just about anything to humor her, make her happy, and ensure that 
she’s safe. 

What’s more, the target sincerely believes his affection is genuine (and it might even 
become so over time) and resists efforts to persuade him otherwise. Naturally, 
violence or unreasonable requests destroy the charm, and if broken in this fashion, 
this Gift can never be used on that target again. This Gift lasts for one session, 
although the target may choose to spend a Willpower Trait every hour/scene, 
whichever is longer, to resist this Gift. 
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Righteous Gaze 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Panther Spirits 

Bastet don’t suffer fools lightly, and they like liars even less. This Gift allows the 
Bastet to wring the truth from a suspect, as well as shame those who have been 
deceitful to them. To use this Gift, the Bastet must stare his target in the eye for a turn, 
accuse him of lying, and win a Mental Challenge; if successful, the target confesses 
any lies he told, loses a Willpower Trait, and falls to his knees in tearful humiliation. If 
the accused is telling the truth, this Gift merely makes him uneasy; he also 
automatically regains any Traits he lost due to this Gift’s use. 

Sense Silver 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: None (1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught by: Lune Spirits  

Bastet learn to evaluate all potential threats. This Gift lets you detect nearby silver 
weapons through subconscious cues. Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Primal-
Urge). If successful, you can tell that silver weapons are nearby, spend an additional 
Mental Trait to learn their precise locations. 

Spirit Claws 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

By winning a Simple Test, the Bastet may strike from the Penumbra into the mortal 
world or attack an Umbral opponent through the Gauntlet without stepping sideways 
herself. Only natural or fetish weapons may be used for such attacks, and each new 
attack requires another Simple Test. This Gift may only be used within the Bastet’s 
Den-Realm, and of course the Bastet must have some means of seeing her opponents 
before she can attack them… 

Spitfire 
Retest: Firearms 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dragon Spirits 

By emitting an evil hiss, the Bastet may spit a stream of fire at his opponent. The 
Bastet must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Physical Challenge to hit his target; 
success means that the target suffers two health levels of Aggravated Damage. 
Flammable items may also ignite. Each additional bolt of flame requires another 
Gnosis expenditure, though there is no other limit to how many times this Gift may be 
used. 
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Wolf’s Terror 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

You can transform your own claws into silver. Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against 
seven Traits. If successful, your claws become silver for the rest of the scene or until 
you decide to return them to normal. While silver, your claws do aggravated damage 
to all targets. When you make a successful strike on your target, you inflict an extra 
level of aggravated damage to any creature susceptible to silver. The transformation 
is agonizingly painful, giving you an automatic Rage Trait each turn, and imposing a 
one-Trait penalty on non-combat challenges. When your Rage total exceeds your 
Willpower, you must test for frenzy. 

This Gift is a Gnostic Action, even though no Gnosis is spent – therefore, this Gift may 
not be activated in the same round as Rage is spent. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Future Warning 

Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Luna 

By spending two Gnosis Traits, the Bastet receives premonitions whenever danger is 
near; these premonitions do not necessarily specify what is placing her in danger, 
but they provide an excellent warning system nonetheless. Treat Bastet with this Gift 
as having the Merit Danger Sense as well as the Silent Strider Tribal Advantage for 
the remainder of the scene. 

Obviously, using this Gift too often invites paranoia and false visions of doom; the 
Storyteller is fully entitled to lessen the effects of this Gift or even suspend its powers 
entirely for Bastet who keep this Gift constantly “active.” 

Jump to the Moon 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Luna 

By performing a great ritual to honor Seline, the Bastet may open a Moon Bridge from 
her Den-Realm to the moon’s surface; if successful, friendly Lunes arrive to escort the 
Bastet and her guests to the Court of Luna. Once there, the Bastet and her charges 
may breathe and move normally and are free to explore the wonders of the moon’s 
mysteries. 

This Gift may only be attempted once per night and requires that the Bastet 
accumulate 10 successes in an Extended Static Mental Challenge against eight Traits. 
The initial attempt takes one hour of real time, and each subsequent attempt requires 
another half hour of supplication; if dawn arrives before the successes are 
accumulated, the ritual is wasted. Likewise, if the Bastet does not return by dawn, the 
Moon Bridge dissolves, and she must create another. 
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Perfect Passage 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

The ultimate spies and burglars, Bastet with this Gift may travel straight through any 
obstruction in her path, opening doors, springing locks, deactivating security 
devices as she passes. This Gift doesn’t render the Bastet invisible, but it does 
eliminate scent and footprints, and the Bastet may even walk through walls if need 
be. This Gift requires one Gnosis Trait per scene (per hour if it’s a long trip), and a 
Static Mental Challenge every time the cat wishes to pass through a solid object or 
defeat a particularly difficult obstacle. Failing the challenge means the obstacle 
cannot be surpassed (the cat may even be discovered, depending on the obstacle); if 
the cat is walking through a solid object, she must immediate win a Simple Test or 
become trapped in the object. This condition is treated the same as being trapped in 
the Gauntlet, including the conditions needed to escape, although it should be noted 
that the cat is not actually in the Umbra. 

Powers such as Sense Magic and Aura Perception may detect traces of this Gift’s 
usage, but this Gift can only be detected while in progress at the Narrator’s 
discretion, and even then, such attempts are at a two-Trait penalty. This Gift only 
applies to the Bastet and anything she can carry in her jaws or hands. 

Soothe/Summon Storm 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Storm Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet may call up a terrible storm to ravage a particular area. 
Casual users beware, however – the cat is not immune to the weather she conjures, 
and the stronger the storm the Bastet wishes to call up, the harder it is to summon, 
and once called, the storm normally must run its course naturally, which may take 
hours. 

This Gift requires two Gnosis Traits and at least an hour of capering and yowling to 
the heavens, after which time the Bastet must make a Static Mental Challenge against 
a difficulty equal to the type of weather she desires; a basic rain storm is difficulty six, 
a severe thunderstorm is difficulty eight, and a tornado or small hurricane is difficulty 
ten. If the weather is exceptionally unusual for the area (a rainstorm in a desert) at 
five Traits to the difficulty and another 30 minutes to the time required.  

Dispelling a storm called up this way requires another Gnosis Trait and another Static 
Challenge against a difficulty two Traits higher than the original. Failing the 
dispelling challenge means the storm must run its course normally. 
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Walking Between Worlds 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Bastet cannot easily travel between worlds as their other cousins can; however, those 
lucky and experienced enough to learn this rare Gift have finally developed just such 
a talent. A Bastet with this Gift may step sideways just as Garou do, with the same 
difficulties, requirements, and so on for doing so. Once learned, this Gift is reflexive 
and costs nothing to use (beyond any costs and challenges that crossing the Gauntlet 
might normally incur). 

Withering Stare 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Basilisk Spirits 

This Gift allows the Bastet to cripple and kill her foes with little more than a 
disapproving stare; using this Gift against fellow Bastet is considered a heinous 
crime, but it does occur. To use the Gift, the Bastet must lock eyes with her target, 
spend a Gnosis Trait, and make a challenge of her Rage against the target’s 
Willpower. If the Bastet succeeds, her target takes an Aggravated Damage for each 
Rage Trait she wishes to spend. 

Once trapped, the target cannot break the Bastet’s gaze until either the werecat 
grants release, the Bastet runs out of Rage, or the victim dies; the victim may still 
defend himself against other attacks, however, and supernatural creatures may 
spend a Willpower Trait to break the stare after the first round of its use if they did 
not succeed in blocking it initially. 
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Breed Gifts 
Homid Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Cat Claws 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Physical Trait 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

By spending a Physical Trait, the Bastet may instantly unsheathe her claws in Homid 
and Sokto forms and make claw attacks just as if in beast form. The claws hurt a bit to 
use, however, and are impossible to hide, so the Bastet had best exercise some 
judgment as to when to employ them or attract a great deal of negative attention. 
Once re-sheathed, the claws cannot be called forth again without using this Gift. The 
Bastet suffers the Negative Trait Painful on all attacks made with these claws. 

Eavesdropper’s Ear 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Whispers 

A Gift of the Whispers Jamak, this Gift allows the werecat to hear things well outside 
the normal human range, as well as understand conversations from extraordinary 
distances away.  

This Gift costs a Mental Trait to activate (cup your hand around your ear to indicate 
use of this Gift); the Bastet can also hear into the high and low sonic spectrum with 
ease, and gains hearing equal to the Gift Heightened Senses, including vulnerability 
to sudden loud noises. 
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Jam Technology 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cockroach or Netspiders 

This Gift allows you to disable technological devices. "Technology" in this case 
extends to all tools, though it's harder to break simple tools. Spend one Gnosis Trait 
and make a Static Social Challenge, the number of Traits depending on the nature of 
the device. 

4 Traits  Computers, Complex Electronics  

6 Traits  Telephones, Simple Electronics  

8 Traits  Cars, Complex Mechanical Devices  

9 Traits Guns, Straightforward Machines  

10 Traits Knives, Levers, Simple Tools 

 If the challenge succeeds, all devices of the target complexity and higher within 50 
feet cease to work for one turn, plus an additional turn for each Mental Trait the 
Garou spends. Affected devices remain unchanged but inert, and resume working 
when the jamming wears off.  

Sweet Hunter’s Smile 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Primal Urge 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

With this subtly powerful Gift, the Bastet may win friends more easily to her side or 
scare her foes off with but a look.  

The Bastet must simply give her target a smile and expend a level of the Primal Urge 
Ability, and she gains the additional Social Traits Magnetic x 2 or Intimidating x 2 
(player’s choice). These Traits can be used up like any other Social Traits. 
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Urban Hunter 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ Physical Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Alley-Cat Spirits  

The Bastet who uses this Gift finds rooftop chases more survivable, if not winnable. 
They may leap up or down stories and jump alleys with ease. 

Spend a Rage Trait and make a Physical Challenge with a difficulty of 6. If successful, 
the Garou may jump up or down one story (3 meters) or 3 meters horizontally - plus 
an additional 3 meters per Physical Trait spent, up to 3 - without danger or difficulty. 
An Athletics Challenge can improve jumping distance, just as always; the effects of 
the Athletics Challenge just add to the result given by this Gift.  

The Gift's effects last for one scene, or until the Bastet sets foot upon ground at street 
level - pavement, grass, or anything else commonly referred to as "ground" qualifies. 
(Rooftop to rooftop across cars is not considered "ground.") 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Babel’s Cure 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Social Trait 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet can translate any language or turn all communication into 
unintelligible gibberish.  

By expending a Social Trait, the Bastet can affect all those within 50 feet (generally, 
within the same room) for one turn, making everyone understood or scrambling their 
words as she chooses. This Gift extends to written languages as well. 

Cowing the Bullet 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits 

The spirits of tools recognize man as their master; as a result, they become reluctant 
to harm the Homid.  

The player spends a Gnosis point. For the rest of the scene, the Bastet gains 4 bonus 
Traits to soak damage inflicted by all crafted weapons not made of silver. 

Craft of the Maker 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform once-living material (but not the substance of undead beings) into 
objects; trees into shelter, antlers into spears, animal hides into armor, flowers into 
perfume, and so on. The resulting items resemble their sources: the spear shaft is 
made of antler, the armor retains skin textures, etc. Spend one Gnosis and make a 
Static Social Challenge (retest with Repair). The difficulty depends on the degree of 
transformation: making a broken tree branch into a spear requires a test against five 
Traits, while making a single plank into a raft that can carry three Garou requires a 
test against eight Traits and making a blade of grass into a lean-to that can resist 
hurricane winds requires a test against 10 Traits or even more. Spend a second 
Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 
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Monkey’s Uncle 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Social Trait 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits 

Ever the deceptive ones, the Bastet may adopt the guise of any human form in 
seconds: physical prowess, attractiveness, racial features, gender and age may all be 
altered.  

This Gift requires a Social Trait and a turn of concentration, although at the Narrator’s 
discretion truly radical changes (going from a midget to a professional wrestler) may 
require a Static Social Challenge against five Traits as well. All changes should be 
indicated with a description card of some sort, and those with supernatural senses 
may detect the change (though not see the cat’s true form) with a Mental Challenge. 

Tech Speak 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

This Gift allows the Bastet to contact others through any technological device. The 
Bastet speaks to a Pattern Spider in or near a technological device and tells them the 
message to be delivered and to who it should be delivered to. The Pattern Spider 
then finds the receiver and uses any communications technology near them to 
deliver the message; Telephones yell it out, (without picking up the handset), 
electronic billboards display it, computer printers print it out as text. If no 
communications technology is present, any other technology will activate, though no 
message will be imparted. If no technology whatsoever is present near the receiver, 
the Gift fails. 

Find a Pattern Spider to play messenger (it must be inhabiting or near a 
technological device), then spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Social Challenge (retest 
with Science). With success, the Pattern Spider scuttles off to find the target and 
deliver the message. This is not the subtlest of Gifts - anyone near the recipient will 
see or hear the message as well. 
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What’s the Password? 
Retest: Computers 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Net Spiders 

The Bastet may commune with Net-spirits, allowing her to learn all manner of digital 
secrets: passwords, accounts, system files, even encryption codes.  

This Gift requires access to a computer (though not necessarily one that normally has 
Net access), a Gnosis Trait and a Static Social Challenge. The difficulty of the 
Challenge depends on what the Bastet wishes to access: simple things like accounts 
or basic corporate records are three or four Traits, while cracking government 
systems or sensitive corporate systems would be eight or nine Traits. This exchange 
should also be roleplayed out with the Spirit Keeper if at all possible, since most Net-
spirits are quite bizarre and may require some form of bribery. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Black Friday 

Retest: Computers 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Net Spiders 

A true terror in this Information Age, this Gift allows the Bastet to crash an entire 
computer network, thoroughly destroying any and all information it contained. It can 
be very risky, but the potential damage that can be done makes it an acceptable risk 
in the eyes of many monkeywrenchers. The Bastet need not actually operate a single 
computer terminal, but she does need some means of contacting the Net Spiders, be 
it a trip to the Penumbra, spirit speaking Gifts or even a quick message typed into the 
target system. As with the Gift What’s the Password?, this interaction should be 
roleplayed out if possible.  

In addition, the Bastet must win a Static Social Challenge against a difficulty 
determined by the Narrator. Once set in motion, however, the Spiders will destroy 
the data in the target system without fail; especially skillful technicians may be able 
to recover it eventually, but it’s arduous work and will take a minimum of days, even 
weeks. Failing the Static Challenge requires the Bastet to immediately win or tie a 
Simple Test; failure on the Simple Test turns the Spiders on the Bastet’s own files. 
Note also that this kind of interference immediately sets off any and all security 
measures the system has; keep one eye on the exit before using this Gift! 

Deny the Hungry 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Permanent Rage 
Taught By: Spirits of Disease 

With but a small gesture of contempt, the Bastet may cause crops to fail, plants to 
wither and otherwise create a famine of impressive proportions.  

This Gift requires the expenditure of a permanent Rage Trait, as well as a Static 
Mental Challenge against seven Traits. If successful, waterholes or lakes are fouled, 
crops fail, and one ton of food or drink is ruined for up to a mile around per 
permanent Mental Trait the Bastet possesses. Only the Gift Redeem the Waste, a 
powerful Rite of Cleansing or similarly potent magic has any hope of undoing this 
damage; left on its own, the affected areas remain foul and useless for at least a year. 
Obviously, this power comes from Cahlash, and can be detected by appropriate 
Gifts. 
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Madness 
Retest: Psychology 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits  

This Gift imposes the madness against which all metis struggle onto others. Its effects 
vary from one target to the next: Madness finds whatever weaknesses lurk within and 
draws them out.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. The target suffers debilitating 
insanity for one day. You can change the intensity of the madness at any time, 
granting moments of lucidity and then yanking them away with fresh psychosis. The 
victim always suffers at least a one-Trait penalty to tasks requiring concentration, 
and, at the Storyteller's discretion, can simply lose the ability to sustain a chain of 
thought for more than one turn at all. The memories and psychological trauma of the 
madness remain in effect even after the Gift expires. 
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Metis Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Blinding Moonbeam Gaze 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

By winning or tying a Simple Test and calling on her bond with Seline, the Bastet may 
project beams of blinding illumination from her eyes, allowing her to blind foes and 
light an area as if she had a high-powered flashlight. This Gift lasts for up to as many 
turns as the Bastet has permanent Gnosis Traits; if the Bastet wishes to blind an 
opponent, she uses the usual rules for ranged combat and must make a Physical 
Challenge, retested with the Brawl Ability (even if outside normal Brawl range). 

Create Element 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Elemental Spirits 

You can create a small amount of fire, air, earth, or water. (One Gift covers all four 
elements.) You cannot create specialized forms, like precious metals or lethal gases, 
but can replenish the air in a sealed room, make a rock to throw at someone, light a 
fire without using matches, or fill a bathtub without faucet or pipes. Spend one Gnosis 
and make a Gnosis Challenge. If successful, you create up to 10 pounds of the 
desired element per current Gnosis Trait, up to a maximum weight of 100 pounds. 
The element can appear anywhere you can see within 60 feet and remains until used 
up. Flames created with this Gift inflict one level of lethal damage per Gnosis Trait, 
up to a maximum of three health levels. 

Flames created with this gift deal Aggravated Damage (not lethal), and deal damage 
equal to the lower of your Permanent or Current Gnosis rating (before the spend to 
activate the Gift). The maximum of three health levels still remains. 

Sense Primal Nature 
Retest: Investigation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm (Cahlash), Weaver (Rahjah), or 
Wyld (Nala).  This Gift reveals which of the three forces your target most embodies. 
Thus, werecreatures and faeries typically show Nala’s kiss, Black Spiral Dancers and 
most vampires bear the mark of Cahlash, and Rahjah’s hand lies on certain Glass 
Walkers and technomaji. This applies to places and objects as well – ask the 
Storyteller if in doubt. 
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Shed 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lizard or Snake Spirits  

By rapidly shedding and replacing his fur, a Metis can make himself harder to hold 
down and make it easier to squirm through a tight space. 

The Metis gains 2 additional Traits when trying to squeeze through tight spots, slip 
out of handcuffs, and other similar tests. In addition, the Metis wins on ties on any 
attempt to escape being grappled in combat. 

Whisker Sight 
Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

By spending a Mental Trait and attuning herself to her own rarefied senses, the Bastet 
may detect everything around her within 10 feet as if it lay in plain sight, even 
invisible foes or opponents sneaking up behind her. The Bastet may ignore all 
penalties for darkness, blindness or other environmental factors at close range 
(distance attacks suffer normal penalties) and may attempt to detect invisible targets 
with a Mental Challenge, just like a character with Heightened Senses. This Gift lasts 
for the remainder of the scene. Note that the Bastet does not automatically detect 
hidden objects for what they are, only that they are present. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Fist of Cahlash 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Rage (+ variable Rage, optional) 
Taught By: Spirits of War 

With a ferocious snarl, the Bastet may destroy items of technology around her or 
inflict serious injury on living (or undead) targets. Against inanimate targets, the 
Bastet need only spend Rage Traits – each Trait spent in such a fashion destroys 10 
pounds or 10 cubic feet of matter.  

Against living or undead targets, this Gift requires a successful Physical Challenge as 
well as a Rage Trait -success means that the target suffers one aggravated health 
level of damage. No more than one Rage Trait per challenge may be spent in this 
fashion. This Gift has no effect on fetishes, self- aware objects or spirit-matter of any 
kind, not even spirits that have materialized or are otherwise present in the living 
world. 

Moon’s Gateway 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

By calling on Lunes for assistance, the Bastet may open Moon Bridges between two 
places of mystical power - obviously, Den-Realms and Caerns are the most common 
locations, although faerie freeholds, wraith Haunts and similar locations are possible 
destinations if the cat is bold (or crazy) enough.  

This Gift may only be used at night and requires a Static Mental Challenge against 
seven Traits as well as one Gnosis Trait for every hundred miles the Bastet needs to 
travel. Success means a one-way portal opens to the target locations - any number of 
roughly human-sized beings may travel through ahead of the Bastet, but once she 
crosses into the gateway it vanishes immediately behind her. Failing the Static 
Mental Challenge means the gateway might still open, but now it will drop any 
travelers off in some exotic and/or dangerous location in the spirit world instead. 
Please note that while the player knows the outcome of the challenge, the Bastet 
herself may not know if this Gift is entirely successful until she attempts to cross over. 
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Redeem the Waste 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

Closely bonded to the wild as they are, Metis often need to undo the damage done to 
it by the hands of unscrupulous folk. To use this Gift, the Metis must claim the area in 
question (as per the Rite of Claiming, though that Rite need not actually be used), 
make a Simple Test, and spend a Gnosis Trait for each half-mile of land she wishes to 
restore. If successful, the land will revitalize drastically - new plants spring up 
overnight, toxins are flushed from the land, water is purged of impurities, etc. This 
restoration is permanent until someone befouls the land again. 

Spirit-Touch 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

By winning a Simple Test, the Bastet may strike from the Penumbra into the mortal 
world or attack an Umbral opponent through the Gauntlet without stepping sideways 
herself. Only natural or fetish weapons may be used for such attacks, and each new 
attack requires another Simple Test. Of course, the Bastet must have some means of 
seeing her opponents before she can attack them… 

Visceral Agony 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Lizard Spirits 

Your claws become barbed talons which drip black venom. They inflict no extra 
physical damage, but deal out horrendous, crippling pain. 

Spend one Rage before attacking. Wound penalties the target suffers during the next 
attack are doubled - the target is at a four-Trait penalty when Wounded and so on. 
The target only suffers normal wound penalties if in frenzy or otherwise capable of 
resisting or ignoring pain. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Moon Sense 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits 

By calling to a spirit or staring into a reflective surface of water, the Bastet may 
conjure images of distant locations. Through this method, the werecat may see 
anything that transpires under Seline’s light (indoors, near windows, within the 
Penumbra, anywhere that’s touched by moonlight), no matter what the range might 
be, although she must spend a Gnosis Trait for each minute she wishes to scry on 
locations within the Penumbra or more than 100 miles away in the normal world.  

To activate this Gift, the werecat must spend a Gnosis Trait, and win a Static Mental 
Challenge against a variable Trait difficulty: place the Bastet has been to once are 
eight; and places never visited have a nine Trait difficulty. Note that only places may 
be spied on, not people, although any people in the area of effect may be observed 
normally. 

Wrath of Nala 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Storm Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet may call up a terrible storm to ravage a particular area. 
Casual users beware, however – the cat is not immune to the weather she conjures, 
and the stronger the storm the Bastet wishes to call up, the harder it is to summon, 
and once called, the storm normally must run its course naturally, which may take 
hours. 

This Gift requires two Gnosis Traits and at least an hour of capering and yowling to 
the heavens, after which time the Bastet must make a Static Mental Challenge against 
a difficulty equal to the type of weather she desires; a basic rain storm is difficulty six, 
a severe thunderstorm is difficulty eight, and a tornado or small hurricane is difficulty 
ten. If the weather is exceptionally unusual for the area (a rainstorm in a desert) at 
five Traits to the difficulty and another 30 minutes to the time required.  

Dispelling a storm called up this way requires another Gnosis Trait and another Static 
Challenge against a difficulty two Traits higher than the original. Failing the 
dispelling challenge means the storm must run its course normally. 
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Feline Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Heightened Senses 

Retest: N/A 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Your senses all become preternaturally sharp. In Homid or Sokto form, you can see 
hear and smell as acutely as a wild wolf, while in cat-related forms you're all but 
precognitively alert. Note that this Gift doesn't allow for selective intensification: 
routine city noises can overload and cripple a cat-form Bastet with Heightened 
Senses.  

In Homid and Sokto form, you gain a two-Trait bonus to all perception-related 
challenges, and you may make Mental Challenges to perform feats normally 
impossible to human beings, like tracking by scent. In Crinos, Chatro, and Feline 
forms, you gain a three-Trait bonus to perception-related challenges and a one-Trait 
bonus to Primal-Urge challenges. Heightened Senses lasts for the rest of the scene or 
hour.  

A sudden surge of sensory information (a discharging skunk, car alarm, flashbulb, 
etc.) overloads the sense in question, leaving stunned for two rounds and possibly 
losing the overloaded sense for an hour (at Storyteller discretion). 

Killer’s Leap 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Bastet with this Gift are capable of astounding leaps, and when these cats spring any 
unfortunate targets caught in their path are in for a world of hurt.  

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Bastet gains the Physical Traits Nimble, Quick, and 
Dexterous. These Traits last for one scene and only apply to challenges where the 
Bastet is leaping or dodging. At the Narrator’s discretion, the Bastet may also earn a 
Fair Escape with this Gift in some circumstances. 
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Kitten’s Cry 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Kitten Spirits 

With a Social Challenge and a suitably pathetic-sounding meow, the Bastet can make 
a target go out of his way to aid and comfort her; this power even works on foes in 
combat, who will break off their hostilities unless attacked in return. Targets will not 
do anything outrageous but will help the Bastet with basic needs and simple requests 
as long as it’s within their power and doesn’t place them in direct danger.  

Beware, for foes with absolutely no pity in their hearts (such as Banes, sociopaths and 
other wholly foul creatures) will simply torment the Bastet more. 

Mark as Mine 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and spraying an object or area with musk, the Bastet 
essentially places a supernatural “Mine!” or “Keep Out” sign upon it indicating the 
object is her property. Shapeshifters will immediately sense the mark for what it is 
(including that a Bastet placed it), and even other supernatural creatures will feel 
uneasy entering the area or handling the object, as if trespassing on someone’s land 
or rifling through another’s prized possessions. Affected items or areas should be 
indicated with distinctive insignias or description cards. (Kind Bastet should spare 
their Narrators a headache and refrain from spraying everything in sight.)  

This mark may be perceived with sensory magic and removed with appropriate 
magical means; otherwise, the mark lasts until the Bastet herself wishes it removed. 
Yes, this Gift does work on living creatures, but does not harm them in any way; 
supernatural creatures may shrug off any unwanted marks by spending an 
appropriate Trait (Gnosis, Glamour, Blood, etc.), provided they are somehow aware 
of the mark in the first place. 
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Perfect Cover 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

With this Gift, you can become nearly invisible to all senses, spirits, and monitoring 
devices by remaining still. This Gift only works if there is some form of existing 
cover, be it shadows, undergrowth, or other distracting and concealing factors.  

Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you blend into the landscape as long as you 
remain still. Cross your arms across your chest to show when this Gift is in use. The 
Gift lasts as long as the character can remain still. Talking, moving, attacking 
someone, or the like will break the effect. Supernatural senses have trouble 
detecting targets hidden by this Gift and add two Traits to all sensory difficulties to 
detect them. 

A Bastet using this Gift may also attempt to hid objects and even other people; each 
extra target of the Gift requires a win or tie on a Simple Test and the expenditure of 
another Gnosis Trait.  

Pounce 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Hare Spirits  

You can leap incredible distances.  

This Gift requires no Gnosis. Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you double 
your normal jumping distance for your next leap. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Beast Life 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Mental Traits & Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can communicate with wild animals and give them orders. Domesticated animals 
will speak with you but must be persuaded rather than ordered since they're now 
part of the human order.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you can speak with all 
animals. You can also call animals of a single type within 10 miles, and those who can 
reach you without too much trouble or delay will do so. Spend an additional Mental 
Trait for each increase in 10 miles of the calling radius. Wild animals become friendly 
to you, willing to follow all reasonable requests and many unreasonable ones. 
(Ordering an animal to sacrifice itself must be followed with homage to its spirit, or 
you risk angering Gaia.)  

The Gift lasts for one scene, plus an additional scene for each Gnosis Trait you 
choose to spend. 

Chains of Mist 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fog Spirits 

Silvery filaments spin out from the Bastet’s claws, becoming streamers of mist that 
enwrap and confound nearby spirits, sapping their strength. 

The Bastet concentrates for a turn; and the player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes 
a Static Physical Challenge against 7 Traits. One spirit of the player’s choice within 
200 feet is affected. Spirits struck by this Gift treat their Rage, Gnosis, and Willpower 
ratings as though they were one lower than they truly are for the remainder of the 
scene. 
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Ghosts at Play 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

By spraying the area with musk, the Bastet may reveal all nearby active spirits, 
including any wraiths in the area; the Gauntlet remains intact, and this Gift does not 
harm the spirits in any way, but everyone in the area (even normal humans) may now 
perceive spirits as if they possessed the Gift Spirit’s Sight. This Gift lasts for one 
scene and can be used on an area the size of a small forest clearing or large room.  

Note that conditions like the Fog and the Delirium still apply - most mortals really 
aren’t ready to see what lives in the worlds beyond! This Gift costs nothing to use but 
requires Static Social Challenge against the Gauntlet as well as a minute or two to 
properly spray the area, and thus cannot usually be performed during combat. 

Hand of Will 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: (Air and Earth) Spirits  

You draw on the land's innate power to move a single object weighing up to a 
thousand pounds by force of will alone. An air elemental and an earth elemental must 
work together to teach this Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. You must concentrate on the 
object at all times while the Gift is active and can move the object at up to 20 mph 
(breaking concentration means dropping the object, which can be disastrous). The 
Gift remains active for one turn, plus an additional turn per Mental Trait spent. 

Taking other actions (such as combat) while this Gift is active is possible but requires 
that the test be won again at the top of each round. 

Prehensile Tail 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

The Bastet may use her tail as a prehensile appendage at will. Although it’s no 
replacement for a hand, it can grasp objects, wrap around branches, and even allow 
the Bastet to hang upside-down. 

The Gift user may employ her prehensile tail at will in any form which possesses a 
tail. 

This Gift does not grant an additional attack in combat, though it may be used as a 
normal action for manipulating objects, etc. 
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Underbelly 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None (+ 1 Gnosis, conditional) 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Feral cats must choose their prey carefully to survive; with this Gift, the Bastet 
develops a natural eye for weaknesses, allowing her to tear through most foes with 
but a few strokes. 

With a successful Mental Challenge, the Bastet may make a Simple Test as a follow-
up to her next successful strike; success means that the target takes an additional 
level of damage. Magical objects or wards require a Gnosis Trait in addition to the 
Static Challenge, and this Gift does not function on spirits of any kind. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Judgement of Pestilence 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Disease Spirits 

Acting as a carrier of disease, the Bastet may move a deadly disease from one area to 
another, bringing relief to populations that win her favor and ravaging those who 
have invited Nala’s displeasure. This Gift doesn’t actually create a disease; rather, 
the Bastet must actually absorb it herself, then travel to the target area and exhale the 
toxins into the night air.  

This process requires a Gnosis Trait and a Simple Test to enact. Survivors at the 
original site miraculously recover, while the disease runs its course in the new 
location normally. This Gift is not without risk - if the Bastet fails the first Simple Test, 
or if she carries the disease for more than a single night or day (next sunrise or 
sunset), she must immediately win or tie a Simple Test or she quickly dies, 
overwhelmed by the toxins in her bloodstream. (Willpower may be spent on this 
Simple Test.) 

Revolt of the Land 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Earth Spirits  

You can turn nearby ground into a stick entangling mess, bring vines to life to 
entangle or immobilize targets, transform rocks into jagged spikes, or similarly turn 
any other natural features into treacherous ground. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. Success changes a spot of ground 10 
feet in radius into difficult terrain; you can increase the radius by 10 feet for each 
Mental Trait spent. Anyone but the creator moves through the affected area at half 
walking speed, suffers a one-Trait penalty on all combat challenges, and cannot 
execute any combat maneuvers requiring special movement. This Gift lasts for the 
rest of the scene. 
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Tribal Gifts 
Bagheera 
Basic Gifts 
Humbaba’s Escape 

Retest: None 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Snake Spirits 

With this clever Gift, the Bagheera may twist and contort his body, allowing him to 
escape all manner of bonds as well as squeeze through tiny openings. Simple 
restraints such as ropes and handcuffs can automatically be defeated, at no cost to 
the Bastet; the Bastet may also spend a Gnosis Trait to receive a free retest on a 
related Security or Streetwise Challenge. In addition, major body adjustments such 
as dislocating all the limbs or popping the spine out of place to crawl into a tiny hole 
require a Gnosis Trait. While out of joint, the Bastet is two Traits down on any 
challenges to resist damage, as his oddly contorted form is easily damaged. 

Lawgiver’s Legacy 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

There werecat can use her feline presence to make a memorable first 
impression.  

Activating the Gift requires a victory (not a tie) on a Simple Test with the 
Storyteller. At Storyteller discretion, she may attempt further Simple Tests, 
one per each Social Trait relating to the Bastet’s intended effect (i.e. 
intimidation, seduction, etc.). If successful, the Bastet draws the immediate 
attention of everyone in the room as she enters. She also gains one bonus 
Social Trait per success for use on her first Social Challenge. The effects last 
for an entire scene. 

Those in the area are not compelled to follow the Bagheera’s every 
movement, but they will treat him with a measure of respect, even if they are 
bitter enemies, and tend to obey commands more readily. The Bagheera also 
receives a free retest on all Leadership and Law challenges while using this 
Gift. 
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Oja’s Surge 
Retest: Meditation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Panther Spirits 

By channeling ojas, the mystic energy within all living things, the Bagheera may 
boost himself beyond his normal limits.  

To use this Gift, the Bastet must meditate for at least five minutes, during which time 
he cannot interact with anyone. At the end of that time, the Bastet must make a Static 
Gnosis Challenge against four Traits; success means that he feels invigorated, 
refreshed and gains one Trait per permanent Gnosis Trait he possesses, which he 
can distribute in the following ways: Physical Traits, Charisma-related Social Traits, 
or Perception-related Mental Traits. Thus, a Bagheera with five permanent Gnosis 
Traits gains five Traits from this Gift; he may add all five to Physical, three Physical 
and two Social, one Physical and four Mental, etc. These bonus Traits can be 
combined with those gained from shapeshifting but cannot be “stacked” with any 
other Gifts except with the express permission of the Storyteller.  

The Bagheera may not attempt to channel ojas more than once per scene, and a failed 
attempt renders the cat depressed and unable to use this Gift again until the next 
session. 

Treeclimber 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

By extending and sharpening his claws, the Bastet may climb just about any surface 
with ease. A Static Physical Challenge against eight Traits must be made to climb 
truly challenging surfaces (sheer ice or smooth steel); otherwise, the character can 
climb any surface roughly as fast as he can jog. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Cobra’s Dance 

Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cobra Spirits 

By swaying hypnotically, spending a Gnosis Trait and defeating his target with a 
Social Challenge, the Bastet may freeze the target in place. Those frozen can do 
nothing, not even speak, until the Bastet releases them, stops the dance, leaves the 
area, or attacks them. If attacked, the target is surprised for the first round of combat 
and cannot attempt to injure the Bastet as a result of the initial combat challenge, 
although they are free to do as they please afterward 

Traveler’s Tongues 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Social Trait 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet can translate any language or turn all communication into 
unintelligible gibberish.  

By expending a Social Trait, the Bastet can affect all those within 50 feet (generally, 
within the same room) for one turn, making everyone understood or scrambling their 
words as she chooses. This Gift extends to written languages as well. 

Paradox of Time 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Time Spirits 

Those learned cats with this Gift understand that time is not the linear phenomenon 
that most people believe it is and can fill others with this knowledge as well. Such a 
glimpse of the truth of reality can be a powerfully spiritual experience, but it also has 
more direct benefits as well - those affected by this Gift are disoriented due to their 
altered perceptions and suffer a two- Trait penalty on all actions for the next two 
turns.  

This Gift requires that the Bagheera talk to his target in low, hypnotic tones and make 
a successful Mental Challenge; furthermore, any targets with a supernatural grasp of 
time - changelings with the Chronos Art, vampires with the Temporis Discipline, or 
mages with the Time Sphere - are completely immune to this Gift’s effects. 
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Potter’s Clay 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform once-living material (but not the substance of undead beings) into 
objects; trees into shelter, antlers into spears, animal hides into armor, flowers into 
perfume, and so on. The resulting items resemble their sources: the spear shaft is 
made of antler, the armor retains skin textures, etc. Spend one Gnosis and make a 
Static Social Challenge (retest with Repair). The difficulty depends on the degree of 
transformation: making a broken tree branch into a spear requires a test against five 
Traits, while making a single plank into a raft that can carry three Garou requires a 
test against eight Traits and making a blade of grass into a lean-to that can resist 
hurricane winds requires a test against 10 Traits or even more. Spend a second 
Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 

Weak Arm 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: (Variable Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits  

You can observe an opponent's fighting style and evaluate strengths and weaknesses 
based on subtle clues others would miss.  

Concentrate for one full turn and make a Mental Challenge (retest with Brawl). 
Success gives you a one-Trait bonus on your next attack against that target, plus an 
additional bonus Trait for each Mental Trait spend on Weak Arm. Weak Arm can only 
be used once per scene against any individual target, and the benefits only last until 
the end of the scene. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Part the Curtain 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Bastet cannot easily travel between worlds as their other cousins can; however, those 
lucky and experienced enough to learn this rare Gift have finally developed just such 
a talent. A Bastet with this Gift may step sideways just as Garou do, with the same 
difficulties, requirements, and so on for doing so. Once learned, this Gift is reflexive 
and costs nothing to use (beyond any costs and challenges that crossing the Gauntlet 
might normally incur). 

The Bastet may bring with him as well, up to as many “guests” as he has permanent 
Gnosis Traits. Of course, unless they have their own means of returning, these 
individuals would do well to stay close to the Bagheera or risk being lost in the 
Umbra. Individuals cannot be taken into the Umbra against their will. 

Shiva’s Might 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Rage & 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Panther Spirits 

This Gift is the ultimate in last-ditch combat tricks, but it virtually guarantees the 
Bastet takes at least a few of his enemies with him.  

To activate this Gift, the Bagheera must emit a hearty roar, then spend two Rage 
Traits and two Gnosis Traits; immediately afterward, he transforms into a 12-foot-tall, 
six-armed werepanther wielding supernatural flaming swords in each hand, and 
begins hacking and biting anything in his path into tiny pieces. His Physical Traits are 
doubled in this state (known as the juddho form), Traits from shapeshifting included, 
and the Bastet receives three free additional attacks every turn from his extra arms. 
The swords are considered the same as hakarrs for Trait purposes, except they inflict 
Aggravated damage and have no Negative Traits.  

Furthermore, the Bastet is in deep frenzy the entire time, and incapable of rational 
communication or combat tactics; the good news is that this means that Social and 
Mental powers are useless against him, but at the same time the Bagheera cannot use 
any such powers of his own, and must attack everyone within reach - even allies and 
bystanders - making this Gift exceedingly dangerous to use. This transformation lasts 
for as many turns as the Bastet has permanent Rage Traits; when it ends, the Bastet 
immediately reverts to breed form, loses any remaining Rage Traits he might have 
and sleeps for at least two hours of game time, during which time he cannot be 
awakened.  
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Balam 
Basic Gifts 
Ancestral Wings 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Legend states that one of the two races the Balam are descended from had wings, 
and this Gift allows the Bastet to reclaim her true heritage, if only for a while. The 
Balam need only spend a Gnosis Trait, and a pair of brightly colored feathered wings 
spring from her shoulders to carry her aloft; in this state, the Bastet may travel up to 
six paces per turn in any form and carry an additional 200 pounds of weight if 
necessary. This Gift lasts for one scene, at which time the wings atrophy and fall off 
harmlessly. 

Hunter’s Mists 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fog Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet may summon a thick fog to shroud an area, disorienting 
trespassers and allowing her to slip through unnoticed. This Gift costs a Gnosis Trait 
to use and affects an area roughly the size of a large room. Those within the fog 
(except the Bastet herself, but including her allies) are two Traits down on all vision-
related challenges, including most combat challenges. The fog lasts for one scene or 
until prevailing weather conditions disperse it. 

Pathfinder 
Retest: Survival/Streetwise 
Cost: Mental Traits (Variable) 
Taught By: Crow Spirits  

The werecat can strike implausible trails through pristine wilderness and the urban 
jungle alike, locating the fastest and shortest routes from one place to another. 

The player makes a Static Mental Test (difficulty 11), retesting with Survival 
(wilderness) or Streetwise (urban). If successful, she may expend a number of Mental 
Traits, up to 5. Each Trait thus expended reduces her travel time by approximately 
10%. The difficulty of any attempts to track the Bastet increase by two when this Gift 
is active; this increase is cumulative with other similar effects, such as Scent of 
Running Water. 
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Smoking Mirror 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits 

By calling to a spirit or staring into a reflective surface, the Bastet may conjure 
images of distant locations. This Gift is easier if the Bastet has visited a place before, 
but such knowledge is not essential. Places viewed in this manner are seen in a 
“bird’s eye” perspective – far away enough to see the entire area well, but close 
enough to discern objects. A Static Mental Challenge against six Traits is required if 
the Bastet wishes to “zoom in” on specific things, or to use Perception-based Gifts 
such as Sense Unmaker’s Hand.  

To activate this Gift, the werecat must have access to one of the two sources listed 
above, spend a Gnosis Trait, and win a Static Mental Challenge against a variable 
Trait difficulty: place the Bastet has been to once are eight; and places never visited 
have a nine Trait difficulty. This Gift lasts for one minute per permanent Mental Trait 
the Bastet has, and is effective up to 30 miles away. Note that only places may be 
spied on, not people, although any people in the area of effect may be observed 
normally. 

Storm of Pests 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Insect Spirits 

A target the Balam touched at some point during the last hour begins to exude a 
wonderfully sweet aroma and becomes slightly sticky to the touch. All manner of 
vermin quickly appear and coat the victim. The resulting coat of gnats, flies, bees, 
and beetles crawl, sting, and generally impair vision and hearing. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Mental Challenge against the 
target. If successful, the target suffers a 1 Trait penalty to all actions for the remainder 
of the session; the smell will not wash off during this time. 

Alternately, the Balam may use this Gift to affect an entire group of targets at once. 
Such attempts are handled using the standard group challenge rules. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Fury of the Sun God 

Retest: Firearms 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dragon Spirits 

By emitting an evil hiss, the Bastet may spit a stream of fire at his opponent. The 
Bastet must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Physical Challenge to hit his target; 
success means that the target suffers two health levels of Aggravated Damage. 
Flammable items may also ignite. Each additional bolt of flame requires another 
Gnosis expenditure, though there is no other limit to how many times this Gift may be 
used. 

Jungle’s Vengeance 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Earth Spirits  

You can turn nearby ground into a stick entangling mess, bring vines to life to 
entangle or immobilize targets, transform rocks into jagged spikes, or similarly turn 
any other natural features into treacherous ground. Most Balam start off warning 
trespassers with minor annoying events, but those that don’t get the point are treated 
to more deadly lessons. 

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. Success changes a spot of ground 10 
feet in radius into difficult terrain; you can increase the radius by 10 feet for each 
Mental Trait spent. Anyone but the creator moves through the affected area at half 
walking speed, suffers a one-Trait penalty on all combat challenges, and cannot 
execute any combat maneuvers requiring special movement. This Gift lasts for the 
rest of the scene. 

Touch of the Tree-Frog 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Frog Spirits 

By spending two Gnosis Traits, the Balam may cause her skin to secrete a powerful 
paralyzing toxin; those she touches or strikes in brawling combat must win a Static 
Physical Challenge against seven Traits or freeze in place for a short period of time. If 
a target does not wish to be touched for any reason, the Balam must win a Physical 
Challenge.  

What’s more, any enemies who strike the Bastet in brawling combat must win a 
Simple Test or be forced to resist the poison’s effects as well. Those who fail to resist 
the poison are frozen in place for a number of turns equal to the Balam’s current 
Gnosis Traits (before the Gift was cast); by spending a Willpower Trait, they may 
attempt to defend themselves, but their movements are painfully slow, and they are 
at a two-Trait penalty on all such attempts. 
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Vision Cloud 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bird Spirits  

The Balam creates a cloud of mystical fog roughly the size of a small room. Anyone 
within this area of effect (including the Bastet herself and all those without protective 
breathing gear) will experience visions in accordance with the Theurge Gift: Sight 
from Beyond: 

You receive visions of impending danger or portentous events. These visions 
come without warning and always present the subject in metaphorical terms; 
a powerful vampire might appear as a bloody skeleton, while an impending 
battle might be represented by carrion crows or shouted commands. Where 
possible, roleplaying is the best way to resolve interpretations of the signs 
Sight from Beyond provides, but Storytellers may allow a Mental Challenge 
(retest with Occult) to interpret particular elements of an omen. 

Of course, considerate Balam give their Narrators some warning before using this 
Gift, so that appropriate visions can be prepared. 

Wandering Forest 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Wyld Spirits  

This Gift enables you to make sure people get lost and stay that way. Compasses 
malfunction, maps mislead, and landmarks appear to move unpredictably. You must 
know the territory to use this Gift.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge against six Traits. If 
successful, the Gift "scrambles" an area two miles in radius, plus an additional two 
miles for each Mental Trait you spend. The Gift functions on shapeshifters as well as 
humans, but Fera can overcome their confusion with a Mental Challenge (retest with 
Primal-Urge) against the Bastet who used Trackless Waste (do this as a Static 
Challenge if the Gift-user isn't on the scene). Trackless Waste's effects last for four 
hours. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Feed the Gods 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Jaguar Spirits 

With this terrifying Gift, the Balam may literally extract an opponent’s heart and 
consume it in a burst of flame.  

This requires two Gnosis Traits and a Static Gnosis Challenge against seven Traits; 
success means the victim’s heart departs the body in a gruesome burst and flies to 
the jaguar’s hand, where it lights with mystical fire. This whole sequence of events 
takes two turns to run its course; obviously, those affected by this Gift will die if it is 
completed. Ordinary mortals have little hope of resisting this terrible power, but 
savvy foes and supernatural creatures have better odds – each level/Trait of 
Fortitude, Glamour, Spirit magic, innate magic resistance or magical armor the victim 
has adds an additional Trait to the difficulty of the Static Challenge, making heavily 
armored or supernaturally potent beings difficult targets indeed.  

This Gift may only be retested with a Willpower Trait, and the victim may spend a 
Willpower of his own to “block” such retests in the same manner as blocking Ability 
retests. This Gift does not function on spirits or other beings who are already dead 
but is perfectly functional against the undead. 

Heal the Wounded Land 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

Closely bonded to the land as they are, Balam often need to undo the damage done 
to it by the hands of unscrupulous folk. To use this Gift, the Balam must claim the area 
in question (as per the Rite of Claiming, though that Rite need not actually be used), 
make a Simple Test, and spend a Gnosis Trait for each half-mile of land she wishes to 
restore. If successful, the land will revitalize drastically - new plants spring up 
overnight, toxins are flushed from the land, water is purged of impurities, etc. This 
restoration is permanent until someone befouls the land again. 
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Bubasti 
Basic Gifts 
Alms to the Poor 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Bubasti may conjure up small scraps of food or a little 
bit of money (no bills, silver or gold) to comfort the less fortunate; aside from the 
altruistic potential of this Gift, more than a few of the shadowcats use it to help 
maintain a network of grateful street people as informers and confidants. Of course, 
the shadowcat may also use these “alms” for his own needs, but they taste slightly 
bitter and leave the palm greasy if misused in this fashion. 

Dreamspeak 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Dream Spirits  

You can enter another's dream and change its course. You do not have to be 
anywhere nearby but must know of or have seen the dreamer. 

Make a Mental Challenge to gain control over the victim's dream. No damage the 
victim suffers in the dream carries over into waking reality, but disorientation 
imposes a one-Trait penalty on the victim's challenges for one turn per Gnosis Trait 
you possess (if you are inflicting a disorienting or unpleasant dream). If the dreamer 
awakens while you are still in the dream, you will be immediately thrown out of the 
dream world and lose one Gnosis Trait.  

Mousemaze 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

This unsettling Gift allows the Bubasti to confuse his target as to the nature of her 
surroundings, causing her to become lost even in familiar locations and to generally 
feel uncomfortable and disoriented. The very area itself seems to shift before the 
target’s eyes, becoming looming and menacing, shadows closing in and sounds 
trailing away into nothingness all around her.  

The Bubasti must win a Social Challenge to use this Gift; if successful, the target 
cannot do any sensible traveling or navigating for the next half-hour and is one Trait 
down on all Mental Challenges due to distraction and disorientation. 
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Scholar’s Friend 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits 

Simply put, Bubasti with this Gift may read anything put in front of them, from difficult 
modem dialects to ancient manuscripts in tongues long lost. This doesn’t teach the 
cat any new languages, nor will it automatically allow him to decipher any puzzles or 
esoteric concepts contained in the text.  

This Gift costs one Gnosis Trait and functions for one hour, after which the Bubasti 
must rest his eyes for a similar amount of time before using it again. Normally this 
expenditure alone is sufficient, but at the Narrator’s discretion, truly obscure 
languages or astoundingly difficult texts may also require a Static Willpower 
Challenge. 

Spirit Ward 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Mental Traits) 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

Wise Bubasti know when to keep the spirits away from their affairs, and this Gift 
allows them to create such a barrier, walling off an area from the prying eyes of the 
Chaya.  

This Gift costs a Gnosis Trait and a variable number of Mental Traits to enact, and 
creates a barrier no larger than about 30 feet by 30 feet; each Mental Trait spent adds 
one to the local Gauntlet rating (maximum rating of 10) along the barrier, making it 
nigh impossible for all but the strongest Chaya to penetrate. (Spirits who wish to 
attack the barrier must make a Rage Challenge against the Gauntlet rating; each 
success inflicts one level of damage to the barrier, and more than three levels dispels 
it completely.) Naturally, spirits dislike this Gift intensely, and since they can often 
discern its source, the Bubasti had best have a good reason...  or a good bribe handy.   
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Intermediate Gifts 
Arms of Darkness 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Snake Spirits  

Using this Gift, a Bubasti can call forth dark tentacles of darkness that wrap around 
enemies and hold them in a viselike grip. Each coil is four feet long and possesses 
the same Physical characteristics as the Bastet who summons the coils. 

Once per scene, a Bubasti with this Gift can summon tentacles of fog to bind and 
slow opponents. One tentacle is summoned per level of Occult the Bubasti possesses, 
plus an additional tentacle per Physical Trait the user wishes to spend 
when activating the Gift. A Physical Test is necessary to ensnare a target with this 
Gift; the Bubasti is considered a number of Traits up on this test equal to the number 
of tentacles attacking the target. The Bubasti may also choose to have summoned 
tentacles focus on multiple targets, up to a maximum number of separate targets 
equal to their Occult rating. Treat uses against multiple targets like a standard group 
challenge.  

Those successfully ensnared by tentacles can defend themselves normally but cannot 
attack or move from their current location until they break free, which requires a 
Physical Test against a difficulty equal to twice the Bubastis’s Occult rating plus the 
number of tentacles currently grappling them. These tentacles do not inflict damage, 
and last until the end of the scene, the target frees himself or the caster dismisses 
them. 
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Banish Cahlash’s Brood 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Banes (though not willingly) 

Calling upon Cahlash, the Bubasti may invoke him to remove one of his children from 
the area; while powerful spirits are seldom easily gotten rid of, minor elementals and 
many Banes can be dismissed with little more than a gesture.  

The Bubasti must spend a Willpower Trait and make a Social Challenge against the 
spirit’s Gnosis to use this Gift; success means that the spirit must depart immediately. 
Of course, elder spirits and those bound into potent fetishes cannot be banished so 
easily; doing so may require rituals and even a sacrifice, as dictated by the Spirit 
Keeper. Likewise, the Narrator may also rule that insignificant spirits require no Trait 
expenditure to dispel; the mere force of the Bastet’s presence is reason enough for 
them to flee!  

Since this Gift invokes Cahlash, every time it is used the Bubastis’s fur goes a shade 
darker, and those using the Gift Sense Wyrm will detect a faint taint, which grows 
stronger with every spirit banished. This taint may be purged by undergoing a 
rigorous quest of atonement without Renown; such quests are best coordinated 
between the Storyteller and the Spirit Keeper. 

Many Tongues of Ptah 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Social Trait 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet can translate any language or turn all communication into 
unintelligible gibberish.  

By expending a Social Trait, the Bastet can affect all those within 50 feet (generally, 
within the same room) for one turn, making everyone understood or scrambling their 
words as she chooses. This Gift extends to written languages as well. 
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Scarab’s Flight 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Scarab Spirits 

With this bizarre power, the Bubasti may focus his soul into the form of a small 
winged insect while his body falls into a deathlike trance.  

This requires a Gnosis Trait and a Static Mental Challenge against five Traits; success 
means the insect takes shape and departs unnoticed from the body. The soul can stay 
separated for up to a number of hours equal to the Bubastis’s permanent Gnosis 
Traits; during this time the body does not decay, but appears to all other forms of 
detection, magical and otherwise, to have died. If the soul does not return in time, 
however, the body instantly decays, even if it has been preserved somehow, and the 
shadowcat must pass on to his next life.  

Obviously, the insect shape is ideal for fitting into small spaces or spying on 
conversations; magical senses will detect a bright glow about it, but that is all, and 
few supernatural creatures think to scan every insect they come across. 

Shadowplay 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 2 Social Traits 
Taught By: Darkness Spirits 

By spending a Gnosis Trait and two Social Traits, the Bubasti may breathe life into his 
very shadow, creating a duplicate of himself.  

This duplicate possesses the same Traits and Abilities (but not Gifts) the Bubasti does 
at the time it is created and will perform any action the shadowcat wills it to, 
including combat. This direction is telepathic, instantaneous and cannot be disrupted 
by any known means. The duplicate cannot travel more than a dozen paces from the 
shadowcat, however, and this Gift lasts for up to a number of turns or minutes equal 
to the Bubastis’s combined Gnosis + Willpower total, at which time the duplicate 
fades away.  

No more than one duplicate can be created at a time, and the Bubasti must wait at 
least one scene before creating another. This Gift requires an actual shadow be 
present for the duplicate to be created; due to the independent nature of their 
actions, a duplicate is best handled by a Narrator to avoid confusion, although a prop 
card can work as well.  
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Advanced Gifts 
Deny the Hungry 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Permanent Rage 
Taught By: Spirits of Disease 

With but a small gesture of contempt, the Bastet may cause crops to fail, plants to 
wither and otherwise create a famine of impressive proportions.  

This Gift requires the expenditure of a permanent Rage Trait, as well as a Static 
Mental Challenge against seven Traits. If successful, waterholes or lakes are fouled, 
crops fail, and one ton of food or drink is ruined for up to a mile around per 
permanent Mental Trait the Bastet possesses. Only the Gift Redeem the Waste, a 
powerful Rite of Cleansing or similarly potent magic has any hope of undoing this 
damage; left on its own, the affected areas remain foul and useless for at least a year. 
Obviously, this power comes from Cahlash, and can be detected by appropriate 
Gifts. 

Shadow Brethren 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Darkness Spirits  

You can summon up shadow-duplicates of yourself in battle. These shadow-cats 
resemble you and share some of your characteristics.  

Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against eight Traits and spend one or more Gnosis 
Traits. Each Trait summons one shadow-duplicate, which has your Attributes and 
Abilities but may not use Gnosis, Willpower, or any of your Gifts. Each shadow-
duplicate has just one health level so that most major damage destroys it. Surviving 
duplicates fade away at the end of the scene. 

The shadow-duplicates summoned by this Gift may expend Rage from the user’s 
Rage pool. 
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Spirit Wall 
Retest: Lore: Umbra 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Pattern Spiders 

Bubasti with this power may coalesce and reform minor spirits in the area into a 
wailing Umbral wall, which blocks all but the mightiest of spirits and otherwise 
creates an impassable Umbral barrier.  

The Bubasti must spend two Gnosis Traits and make a Static Social Challenge against 
seven Traits; success means that in two turns (the time required to call and shape the 
spirits) the wall will be imposed. Failure means the spirits are unmoved, furious and 
likely to take revenge on the Bubasti for even attempting such an act. While the wall 
is in effect, all spirits are blocked, and the Gauntlet is raised to 10 Traits. The wall 
lasts for one turn per permanent Willpower Trait the Bubasti possesses.  

The wall can be any shape and size the cat requires, up to the size of a small building; 
use common sense when determining any boundaries but bear in mind the powerful 
nature of this Gift when adjudicating such decisions. Spirits despise being used in 
this fashion, and Bubasti who use it had either be powerful enough that they can deter 
reprisal or fast enough to escape the Chaya they have angered! 
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Legendary Gifts 
The Fleeing Scarab 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

One of the Bubastis’s most obscure tribal secrets, this Gift allows a cat to remove her 
soul, incarnate it, and send it out of harm’s way while her body dies. The soul, which 
often takes the form of a flying scarab beetle, searches out an appropriate new host 
body, climbs into its mouth while it sleeps, and “lays” the old soul into the new host. 
The Bubasti who knows this forbidden secret (and less than eight such cats exist) is 
theoretically immortal, though such longevity is purchased in other beings’ lives. 

Collecting the soul for transport requires three Gnosis Traits and a Static Social Test 
against 12 Traits. Failure traps the soul in the body as it dies (although the Gift may 
be tried up to three times if the cat has enough time to do so). Once freed, the soul 
wings forth, searching for a host. It has 25 hours to do so before the soul-essence 
scatters.  

Once a host is found, the beetle climbs into his mouth and tries to take the body over. 
This “possession” demands an additional Gnosis and a test of the Bastet’s Willpower 
against that of the host + 3. If successful, the Bastet takes over the body, retaining her 
old memories and those of the host as well. If not, she can make one final try before 
her soul fades away forever. 

To retain command of the host, the cat makes weekly Willpower Tests against the 
host’s original Willpower. Hence, the Bubasti rarely commandeer supernatural 
creatures or stubborn individuals, at least for long. After a lunar month has passed in 
one body, the host becomes a Bubasti with five points in the Past Life Background. 
Although all of her previous Gifts are lost in the process, her memories remain intact. 
Thus, she knows where she can learn them again later.  
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Ceilican 
Basic Gifts 
Banish Burning 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Fire Spirits 

This Gift is designed to ensure that the atrocities of the Burning Times are never 
committed again.  

With the expenditure of a Willpower Trait, the Ceilican becomes immune to all 
nonmagical fires for the rest of the scene and ignores the first level of damage taken 
from all magical fires as well. Note that the Ceilican is not immune to smoke 
inhalation, oxygen deprivation or falling debris, only the fire itself. 

Faerie Light 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Fairy Spirits 

You can conjure a small, floating sphere of light bright enough to illuminate a three-
foot area. Make a Mental Challenge. Success lets you create a light anywhere within 
line of sight and move it at up to 10 feet per turn. It lasts for one turn per Mental Trait 
you possess, or until the end of the scene, if you spend a Gnosis Trait. 

You may expend a Mental Trait to change the color of the light, or to increase the 
light radius by one foot (to a maximum equal to the greater of 3 or your Gnosis) once 
summoned. Only one change may be applied at a time. 

Laughing Last 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 or 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Night Spirits 

By putting on a wide grin and spending a Gnosis Trait, the Bastet may fade away, 
disappearing from all forms of normal and magical perception; this Gift even foils 
electronic methods of detection, such as cameras and motion sensors. Even 
Heightened Senses cannot detect a grinning Bastet! 

This Gift takes ten seconds or three turns to activate and lasts for one scene or until 
the Bastet reveals himself (normal rules of invisibility apply). In a pinch, this Gift may 
be made instantaneous by spending three Gnosis Traits (instead of one). This Gift 
does not function in Crinos form, and any changing of shape ends the invisibility 
immediately. This Gift does nothing to muffle sound. 
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Satyr’s Wisdom 
Retest: None 
Cost: Variable Mental Traits 
Taught By: Spirits of Music 

Calling on the talents of her faerie ancestry, the Ceilican can capably sing, act or 
play any musical instrument, even if she’s never stepped onto the stage or held the 
instrument before.  

The Bastet may spend a number of Mental Traits; each Trait spent converts to two 
temporary levels of the Performance or Expression Ability. These temporary levels 
last only as long as the cat is actually playing or performing- as soon as she stops, the 
levels vanish. These extra levels cannot take the Bastet over five levels in an Ability, 
although the Gift may certainly be reused during the performance if the faerie cat 
needs a quick infusion of talent. 

Sorcerer’s Blade 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: War Spirits 

With this Gift, the Ceilican can enchant a weapon to injure supernatural creatures, 
making even a humble knife or sling a fearsome weapon.  

The faerie cat must actually have the weapon in her hands to use this Gift, and she 
must spend a Gnosis Trait - after that, the weapon inflicts aggravated damage on all 
supernatural creatures for the rest of the session or until the next sunrise (whichever 
comes first). Although bullets, arrows and the like can be enchanted in this fashion, 
each such missile must be Gifted separately; while arrows may sometimes be 
reused, bullets cannot be.  

Note: Weapons enchanted in this fashion cannot be passed around to the Bastet’s 
companions; for anyone but the original Ceilican, they are normal weapons. (This 
Gift is not intended to create a one-cat arms race!)  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Gift of Dreams 

Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

The Ceilican crafts a dream, then breathes it into a sleeping individual. 

The player makes a Mental Challenge against 7 Traits. To ensure that an individual 
experiences this dream, the Galliard must breathe it into the target’s mouth while 
they sleep. The player spends a Gnosis Trait to complete the Gift. Dreams crafted 
with this Gift are often unusually vivid and dramatic, often leaving even lifelong 
skeptics convinced that they hold some deep meaning. 

Monkey’s Uncle 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Social Trait 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits 

Ever the deceptive ones, the Bastet may adopt the guise of any human form in 
seconds: physical prowess, attractiveness, racial features, gender and age may all be 
altered.  

This Gift requires a Social Trait and a turn of concentration, although at the Narrator’s 
discretion truly radical changes (going from a midget to a professional wrestler) may 
require a Static Social Challenge against five Traits as well. All changes should be 
indicated with a description card of some sort, and those with supernatural senses 
may detect the change (though not see the cat’s true form) with a Mental Challenge. 
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Phantasm 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Faerie Spirits 

This Gift allows the Ceilican to conjure up majestic nonsense to amuse allies and 
terrify enemies, creating complex illusions that appeal to the five senses.  

The Ceilican may attempt to create whatever she desires, but no matter what the 
illusion may be, she must spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Social Challenge 
to call it into being; the difficulty of this challenge depends on the complexity of the 
illusion, with simple mono-sensory illusions being two Traits, illusions appealing to 
three senses being four Traits, and illusions invoking all five senses being six Traits. 
Movement adds two Traits to the difficulty, as does interaction with the environment.  

Illusions created with this Gift last for the remainder of the scene or until the cat 
dismisses them; they may occupy up to roughly a 10-square-foot space, but they 
have no solid form. They also cannot harm anyone, although observers might be 
harmed by their confused perceptions (such as by attempting to walk onto an 
illusionary bridge); those attempting to disbelieve in the illusion must defeat the 
Bastet in a Mental Challenge; those with Heightened Senses or similar powers 
receive a free retest on such challenges. Characters must have a valid reason to 
attempt disbelief, although anyone who directly comes in contact with the illusion 
(such as trying to open an illusory door or lean on an illusory wall) automatically 
receives a test to disbelieve.  

While maintaining the illusion, the Ceilican is at a one-Trait penalty to all other 
challenges due to the concentration involved. 
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Possum’s Book 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Fairy Spirits 

You can call on ancient pacts between the Ceilican and the fae, summoning them to 
help (albeit not without questions or their own concerns) with a distinctive cry. 
Learning this Gift almost always involves a quest of some sort.  

Spend one or more Gnosis Traits and make a Social Challenge. Each Gnosis spent 
calls forth a fae of some sort. One Gnosis Trait produces a very weak creature, more 
Traits raise the capabilities of the creatures. If you fail the initial challenge, make two 
Simple Tests. If both fail, fae still come, but now they're hostile. 

In addition, the Ceilican may attempt to determine if a target is a changeling with a 
successful Mental Challenge; this ability becomes reflexive once this Gift is learned. 
Finally, by spending two Mental Traits the Bastet may perceive and interact normally 
with the chimerical world of the faerie folk for a scene - although she receives no 
protection from it. (For those of you with The Shining Host, Ceilican using this last 
power count as enchanted beings for the scene, though since they are “self-
enchanted)) the Mists do not apply when this enchantment fades; the faerie cats 
retain all of their memories unless chimerically slain or otherwise harassed.) 

Small Cousin 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Also known as Blofeld’s Cat to those Ceilican steeped in human culture, this subtly 
powerful Gift allows the Bastet to assume the form of a common housecat.  

While physically limiting (the Bastet may not speak and can have no more than three 
Physical Traits), this form is extremely unobtrusive, making it ideal for spying and 
otherwise passing unnoticed. More than one Ceilican has swallowed their pride long 
enough to adopt the disguise of “Patches” or “Mittens” in order to infiltrate the house 
of their enemy (or escape from it, for that matter), and the things mere “pets” are 
allowed to overhear are often well worth the humiliation of a few nights with a litter 
box.  

While in housecat form, the Ceilican retains her Mental and Social Traits, and may 
use any Gift that her feline shape allows. Furthermore, only magical senses have any 
chance of discerning that the Bastet is anything other than a normal cat, and the 
Ceilican receives a free retest on all such challenges.  

Note that very few supernatural creatures routinely scan every passing cat in the first 
place, no matter how paranoid they may usually be, and are even less likely to 
bother expending the effort if the Ceilican appears to be no more than their beloved 
Fluffy.  
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Advanced Gifts 
Chariot of Lions 

Retest: None 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Faerie Spirits 

A Ceilican using this Gift may spend three Gnosis Traits to conjure up from thin air a 
shining golden chariot drawn by giant cats, which may then carry her and one 
passenger. The cats pulling the chariot can run as fast as the average car and may 
even be urged into flight for a short time - the chariot may fly for two turns or six 
seconds per Willpower Trait the Ceilican spends.  

The chariot lasts for one scene or hour, whichever is longer, at which time it 
disappears again in a puff of smoke. Obviously, this Gift makes for an excellent if 
less-than-subtle method of obtaining a Fair Escape, since few opponents indeed can 
keep up with the speeds the chariot reaches.  

The chariot itself and the cats pulling it are immune to all known means of attack, 
although the Ceilican and her passenger are still vulnerable to any attacks that can 
normally affect a fleeing opponent. 

Madness of Crowds 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Prey Spirits 

Indulging in the dark side of her nature, the Ceilican can take control of a mob of 
mortals and direct them to her will, causing orgies or riots to break out at her whim. 
This Gift can also be used to calm an excited crowd, though it is generally easier to 
start trouble than stop it.  

The Ceilican must caper around the area, spend a Willpower Trait and make a Social 
Challenge against the people she wishes to affect; obviously, Mob Scene rules apply 
in most uses of this Gift, though targets receive no additional Traits for outnumbering 
the faerie cat. If attempting to calm a disturbance, the Ceilican is two Traits down on 
the Social Challenge.  

This Gift affects an area up to the size of a nightclub or large conference room; 
normal mortals are powerless to retest this Gift’s use, although mortals with 
supernatural lineage, Numina or other special powers (i.e., mortal player characters) 
may spend a Willpower Trait to retest it. Supernatural creatures may also spend a 
Willpower Trait to ignore this Gift’s use entirely. This Gift’s effects last for one scene 
or hour, whichever comes first, and the madness is out of the cat’s control once set in 
motion. 
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Khan 
Basic Gifts 
Heart of Fury 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rage Spirits  

This Gift allows Khan to channel their rage in very precisely controlled ways. You 
automatically regain one Rage Trait in any turn that you suffer damage, and do not 
have to test for frenzy from that specific stimulus (though other stimuli may impose 
challenges as usual). You can spend one Rage Trait per turn without losing 
temporary Rage. If you spend two or more Traits in one turn, they're marked off as 
usual. 

In addition, due to his martial discipline the Khan may choose to double his Traits on 
all tests to resist frenzy for one scene, although at the end of the scene, the stresses 
endured boil over, and he must make a normal frenzy check to retain control. 

This Gift does not generate Rage on a “friendly” attack. I.e. the Bastet may not have 
allies attack her in order to regenerate Rage before a combat 

Rhino’s Favor 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rhino Spirits 

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Khan may grow a temporary horn from his forehead, 
allowing him an extra bit of natural weaponry in a pinch. The horn grants the Khan 
two bonus Traits when attacking, like a normal weapon, and has the Negative 
Physical Trait Painful. The horn retracts harmlessly into the skull at the end of the 
scene. 

Ricepaper Walk 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Small Animal Spirits  

The Khan focuses on becoming so attuned to her surroundings that she can walk 
across surfaces such as water, mud, thin ice, quicksand and snow at normal speed 
without danger of falling through. Khan who use this Gift leave no tracks of their 
passing.  

After the character concentrates for one turn, the player makes a Physical Challenge 
to activate the Gift, which lasts for one scene. 
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Skin of Jade 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Jade Spirits 

Invoking his bond to the elements and spending a Gnosis Trait, the Khan may harden 
his skin to the toughness of jade, granting him additional protection. All bashing 
damage is halved, round down (minimum one level of damage inflicted), and the 
Khan gains an additional health level; these benefits last for one scene. If only the 
extra health level is lost during the scene, the Khan is unharmed when this power 
wears off.  

This power may only be used once per scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Asura’s Bane 

Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Tiger Spirits 

Calling upon Rahjah, the Khan may invoke him to remove one of his Cahlash’s 
children from the area; while powerful spirits are seldom easily gotten rid of, minor 
elementals and many Banes can be dismissed with little more than a gesture.  

The Khan must spend a Willpower Trait and make a Social Challenge against the 
spirit’s Gnosis to use this Gift; success means that the spirit must depart immediately. 
Of course, elder spirits and those bound into potent fetishes cannot be banished so 
easily; doing so may require rituals and even a sacrifice, as dictated by the Spirit 
Keeper. Likewise, the Narrator may also rule that insignificant spirits require no Trait 
expenditure to dispel; the mere force of the Bastet’s presence is reason enough for 
them to flee!  

Since this Gift invokes Rahjah, every time it is used the Khan’s fur goes a shade 
whiter; so snow-white tigers are accorded great respect.as demon hunters. 

Dragonroar 
Retest: Firearms 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dragon Spirits 

By emitting an evil hiss, the Bastet may spit a stream of fire at his opponent.  

The Bastet must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Physical Challenge to hit his target; 
success means that the target suffers a number health levels of Aggravated Damage 
equal to the Khan’s current Gnosis rating. 

Those struck by this Gift will continue to burn for two more turns unless sudden and 
drastic measures are taken to douse the flames. On the second turn, the fire inflicts 
half of its original damage (round up), and an the third turn it inflicts one more level 
of damage before going out. Flammable items may also ignite.  

Each additional bolt of flame requires another Gnosis expenditure, though there is no 
other limit to how many times this Gift may be used. 
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Maker’s Charm 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform once-living material (but not the substance of undead beings) into 
objects; trees into shelter, antlers into spears, animal hides into armor, flowers into 
perfume, and so on. The resulting items resemble their sources: the spear shaft is 
made of antler, the armor retains skin textures, etc. Spend one Gnosis and make a 
Static Social Challenge (retest with Repair). The difficulty depends on the degree of 
transformation: making a broken tree branch into a spear requires a test against five 
Traits, while making a single plank into a raft that can carry three Garou requires a 
test against eight Traits and making a blade of grass into a lean-to that can resist 
hurricane winds requires a test against 10 Traits or even more. Spend a second 
Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 

Paws of the Raging Spirit Tiger 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Tiger Spirits 

With this fearsome power the Khan may surround his claws with crackling spirit 
energy, allowing him to strike opponents across the Gauntlet without actually 
crossing it himself, so long as he can see them.  

This Gift costs a Gnosis Trait and lasts for six turns; it may be used any number of 
times in a scene, however. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Call to Battle 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: War Spirits 

You can inspire yourself and your comrades to remarkable heights of courage - no 
task is too daunting.  

Make a Static Social Challenge against eight Traits and spend Gnosis. Each Gnosis 
Trait spend gives all of the Garou's allies within 100 feet an extra Willpower Trait. 
These bonus Traits last for the rest of the scene and are spent as usual. Strength of 
Will can raise Willpower totals over their Rank maximum, and even over 10. This Gift 
may be used once per scene by any individual Bastet, and allies can receive its 
benefits from only one individual at a time. 

Heaven Thunder Hammer 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 3 Rage 
Taught By: Tiger Spirits 

Channeling the power of Heaven itself, the Khan strikes out with a shockwave-blow 
that shatters wall and splinters trees. 

The player spends three Rage and makes a Physical Challenge against everything 
within 10 feet directly in front of the weretiger. A successful attack deals the Khan’s 
Ferocity in damage to anything (or anyone) unfortunate enough to be caught in the 
blast. 

Thousand-Thunder Strike 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Tiger Spirits 

Khan are some of the most fearsome devil fighters in the world, and this Gift shows 
why - by clapping his hands together and spending two Gnosis Traits, the Khan 
creates a spiritual/ physical shock wave that rends Asura and other Bane-spirits, as 
well as levels those structures the Khan considers unclean.  

For each permanent Rage and Willpower Trait the Khan possesses, any Banes or 
other spawn of Cahlash within 200 feet suffer three points worth of Power damage, no 
matter which side of the Gauntlet they’re on; the strike may damage or even destroy 
any buildings the Khan targets, at the Narrator’s discretion. The wave lasts only a 
moment or so but can be felt up to a mile away.  
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Pumonca 
Basic Gifts 
Mockingbird’s Mirror 

Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Bird Spirits 

The simple trick of mimicry allows the Pumonca to throw his voice anywhere and 
even imitate various sounds: people, machines, animals, etc.  

This Gift allows the cougar to mimic sounds for the duration of the scene; to fool 
someone, the Bastet must defeat them in a Social Challenge. If attempting to mimic a 
sound outside the normal vocal range, the Pumonca must also spend one Gnosis 
Trait. 

Raincalling 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Rain Spirits 

Calling upon beneficent winds and storms, the Pumonca can draw out rain for crops 
or cool off on a hot day.  

The cougar must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Static Social Challenge (six-Trait 
difficulty for a blustery, cloudy day; 15 Traits for clear, cloudless and utterly dry 
weather). Success means a small pocket of clouds forms and a shower comes down 
for about 10 minutes or the duration of one conflict. This does not cause any injury but 
can put out some fires and cool off characters. 

Speak with Wind Spirits 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

You can call up wind-spirits for advice and guidance and ask them a single question, 
which must concern the immediate area. (You can ask about more distant matters, 
but wind-spirits don’t have long attention spans.) You can automatically speak with 
wind-spirits while in the Umbra; calling them in the physical world requires spending 
one Gnosis.  

In either case, make a Social Challenge. Success lets you obtain a generally correct 
answer, albeit a very general one. Spend one additional Mental Trait to clear things 
up a bit, or two Mental Traits to get a precise and focused answer. 
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Spirit of the Fish 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Fish Spirits  

You can breathe underwater and can swim as fast as you can run in Chatro form.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. The effects last for one hour, plus 
an additional hour per Mental Trait spent. 

Stonework 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform stone, dirt, or clay into objects; boulders into shelter, rocks into 
chairs, mud into armor, pebbles into arrowheads, and so on. The resulting items 
resemble their sources.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge. The difficulty depends on the 
degree of transformation: simple changes require a test against five Traits, while 
complex alterations require a test against eight Traits and near fantastical ones 
require a test against 10 Traits or even more.  

Spend a second Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 

Wanderer’s Boon 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Cougar Spirits 

This Gift is a necessity for the long-traveling Pumonca. The hardened traveler 
ignores seasons, climate, hunger and thirst.  

With the expenditure of a Willpower Trait, the cougar may ignore all of the negative 
effects of hunger, thirst or temperature (choose one) for the entire session.  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Bayou’s Embrace 

Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Earth Spirits  

You can turn nearby ground into a sticky entangling mass.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. Success changes a spot of ground 10 
feet in radius into a quicksand-like morass; you can increase the radius by 10 feet for 
each Mental Trait spent. Anyone but the creator moves through Quicksand at half 
walking speed, suffers a one-Trait penalty on all combat challenges, and cannot 
execute any combat maneuvers requiring special movement. Quicksand lasts for the 
rest of the scene. 

Bayou Shambler 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Swamp Spirits 

The swamps of the Southern wetlands are home to many mysterious legends, and a 
proper swamp cat knows them all. Pumonca with this Gift can call out a swamp 
elemental (a conglomeration of plants, vines and ooze) by crooning to the spirits in 
the swamp.  

This requires a Rage Trait and a Gnosis Trait to be spent (probably in successive 
turns, since they may not be spent in the same turn) and a Simple Test. On a win or a 
tie, a foul. smelling morass of animate swampy mass that is favorably inclined to the 
Pumonca appears. Swamp elementals have the Traits Brawny x 2, Rugged x 2, 
Tireless x 2 and Tough x 2, a normal health level chart (though it suffers no wound 
penalties), and one level of each of Brawl and Stealth Abilities.  

The creature remains for up to five turns, then rejoins the swamp. 

Elemental-Folk Favor 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Elemental Spirits 

With the expenditure of a Gnosis Trait and a successful Social Challenge (difficulty of 
the Gauntlet), the Pumonca can summon up an elemental spirit for aid. See the 
elemental spirits in Laws of the Wild, under Elemental Gift.  

Only Pumonca can use this Gift; other Bastet who swipe this Gift’s secrets and attempt 
to use it are immediately attacked by the angry elemental. The elemental remains for 
one scene, one hour or one task (whichever comes first). 
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Hungry Earth 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

Rousing the ire of Mother Gaia, the Pumonca causes the earth to tremble and crack.  

The cougar must spend a Rage Trait and make a Social Challenge with a difficulty 
equal to twice the area’s Gauntlet. If successful, a natural disaster befalls everyone 
within 100 feet - swamps beget quicksand, mountains suffer rockslides, snowcaps 
suffer avalanches, deserts and plains crack open and swallow offenders.  

Everyone in the area takes one health level of damage automatically (so this Gift 
probably injures just about everyone in play, save the Pumonca himself) and must 
deal with the disaster’s other effects as well. 

Thunderbolt 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Thunderbird Spirits 

From a pact with Thunderbird, the Pumonca can call a stroke of the storm out of the 
sky. Any cloud, however small, can serve as a source for this power.  

The Bastet must spend a Rage Trait and make a Physical Challenge to hit the target; 
success causes the victim to be struck by lightning, scoring one level of Aggravated 
damage for every two Traits of permanent Gnosis that the Pumonca possesses (round 
down).  
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Advanced Gifts 
Earthspeaking 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

Whispering to the rocks in their own tongue, the Pumonca can discern what has 
passed on the earth before.  

The Pumonca must spend a Mental Trait to see into the past; doing so grants a vision 
or impression of events that happened there before, much like the vampiric power of 
Spirit’s Touch or mortal Psychometry. However, the vision is quite vivid and includes 
many components of sight and sound, not just emotional sensation.  

Ask a Narrator for details; cats who use this Gift too often may find themselves subject 
to unwanted emotional problems or derangements from the recurring intensity of 
past events. 

Thunderbird’s Cry 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Storm Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet may call up a terrible storm to ravage a particular area. 
Casual users beware, however – the cat is not immune to the weather she conjures, 
and the stronger the storm the Bastet wishes to call up, the harder it is to summon, 
and once called, the storm normally must run its course naturally, which may take 
hours. 

This Gift requires two Gnosis Traits and at least an hour of capering and yowling to 
the heavens, after which time the Bastet must make a Static Mental Challenge against 
a difficulty equal to the type of weather she desires; a basic rain storm is difficulty six, 
a severe thunderstorm is difficulty eight, and a tornado or small hurricane is difficulty 
ten. If the weather is exceptionally unusual for the area (a rainstorm in a desert) at 
five Traits to the difficulty and another 30 minutes to the time required.  

Dispelling a storm called up this way requires another Gnosis Trait and another Static 
Challenge against a difficulty two Traits higher than the original. Failing the 
dispelling challenge means the storm must run its course normally. 
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Legendary Gifts 
Earthquake 

Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis & 2 Rage 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

An old and desperate secret known only to a handful of living cats, this pact allows a 
Pumonca to shake the earth Herself, wrecking roads and crumbling buildings. 
Although the epicenter of the quake is fairly small, the tremors can be felt for miles. 

The cougar must spend a Rage Trait and make a Social Challenge with a difficulty 
equal to twice the area’s Gauntlet. If successful, a natural disaster befalls everyone 
within 1 mile - swamps beget quicksand, mountains suffer rockslides, snowcaps 
suffer avalanches, deserts and plains crack open and swallow offenders.  

Everyone in the area takes five health level of damage automatically (so this Gift 
probably injures just about everyone in play, save the Pumonca himself) and must 
deal with the disaster’s other effects as well. 
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Qualmi 
Basic Gifts 
Breakfast of Stones 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Lynx Spirits 

This Gift is a necessity for the long-traveling Qualmi. The hardened traveler ignores 
seasons, climate, hunger and thirst.  

With the expenditure of a Willpower Trait, the lynx may ignore all of the negative 
effects of hunger, thirst or temperature (choose one) for the entire session 

No Hidden Thing 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lynx Spirits 

With this Gift, the Bastet may see clearly even in absolute darkness, and even other 
impediments are less hindering than normal. The Bastet may ignore all Trait 
penalties due to darkness, and any other Trait penalties due to factors such as smoke 
or rain are halved (round down). This Gift is reflexive once learned and costs nothing 
to activate, although the Bastet’s eyes glow an eerie green while it is in effect. 

This Gift allows Bastet to sharpen her sense of direction incredibly, allowing her to 
find her way out of anything from a desert or dense forest to artificial hazards such as 
mazes.  

The Bastet must win a Static Mental Challenge against a Narrator’s difficulty; most 
natural terrain has a difficulty of four or five Traits, while artificial landscapes are 
seven or eight Traits. Even Gifts of confusion, such as the Garou Gift Trackless Waste 
may be defeated with this Gift, with a Static Mental Challenge against a difficulty of 
the user’s Mental Traits + 3. 

Note: This power does not provide any means of transportation; the Bastet merely 
learns where the exit is with this power – getting to it is her problem. 

You can discern the magical emanations of Changing Breed Gifts, vampiric powers, 
human magic and the like.  

Make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas) against the mental total of the 
magic’s creator. You enjoy a one-Trait bonus for familiar magic and highly obvious 
effects, and a two-Trait bonus on Garou Gifts. Very unfamiliar magic imposes a one-
Trait penalty, or even more at the Storyteller’s discretion for particularly alien 
manifestations. You can only recognize broad categories, including whether you’ve 
encountered this sort of thing before: “Gaian” and “blood magic” are about as 
precise as this Gift allows. The Gift covers all magic within 10 feet of you, plus an 
additional 10 feet per Mental Trait spent. 
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You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories. Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty 
depending on the concentration and strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against 
six Traits to sense a fomor in the next room but detecting the lingering residue of a 
Bane that left an hour ago requires testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three 
or fewer Humanity Traits always smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of 
Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter what their rating. 

By winning a Simple Test, the Bastet may peek freely into the Penumbra for the rest of 
the scene and see any spirits or other beings in the area; most spirits don’t notice 
such observation, but you never know. Remember, this Gift doesn’t impart any 
ability to speak to spirits (that’s Call Spirits), so it can be quite frustrating for the 
Bastet to observe events without being able to contribute herself. 

Turned Fur 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Deer Spirits  

You blend in with your surroundings, becoming very difficult to see.  

Spend two turns concentrating to camouflage yourself. You receive a three-
Trait bonus on all challenges by others attempting to find you. Turned Fur lasts as 
long as you wish. 
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Wind from the West 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

This unsettling Gift allows the Qualmi to confuse his target as to the nature of her 
surroundings, causing her to become lost even in familiar locations and to generally 
feel uncomfortable and disoriented. The very area itself seems to shift before the 
target’s eyes, becoming looming and menacing, shadows closing in and sounds 
trailing away into nothingness all around her.  

The Qualmi must win a Social Challenge to use this Gift; if successful, the target 
cannot do any sensible traveling or navigating for the next half-hour and is one Trait 
down on all Mental Challenges due to distraction and disorientation. 

The Qualmi must ask her target a riddle (or series of riddles), and the target’s 
confused perceptions come from trying to decipher the riddles. If the target correctly 
answers the riddles, the Gift’s power is canceled.  

Obviously, if the Qualmi player knows one or more riddles, this is a great help to 
roleplaying this Gift correctly, but it is by no means required for the Gift to work. 
Likewise, players who aren’t particularly talented at wordplay but whose characters 
have several levels of Enigmas can make a Mental Challenge to try to cancel this 
Gift’s power, as their characters guess the correct solution.  

Most Qualmi are impressed by those with quick enough wits to defeat them and can 
be very generous losers in such circumstances.  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Chill of Early Frost 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

You call down mystic chill from the north, freezing the area and everyone in it.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Mental Challenge against four Traits for an area 
already in deep winter, six Traits for most climates, or nine Traits for an area in hot 
summer. Success reduces the temperature to somewhat below freezing, or down 20 
degrees if it’s already below freezing, in an area five miles in radius. Everyone 
without a natural coat of fur takes a two-Trait penalty to all challenges. Pipes burst, 
roads freeze, and other suitable consequences decided by the Storyteller take effect.  

The Gift lasts for one hour, plus one hour per additional Mental Trait spent. 

Dancing on Air 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

By calling on Lunes for assistance, the Bastet may open Moon Bridges between two 
places of mystical power - obviously, Den-Realms and Caerns are the most common 
locations, although faerie freeholds, wraith Haunts and similar locations are possible 
destinations if the cat is bold (or crazy) enough.  

This Gift may only be used at night and requires a Static Mental Challenge against 
seven Traits as well as one Gnosis Trait for every hundred miles the Bastet needs to 
travel. Success means a one-way portal opens to the target locations - any number of 
roughly human-sized beings may travel through ahead of the Bastet, but once she 
crosses into the gateway it vanishes immediately behind her. Failing the Static 
Mental Challenge means the gateway might still open, but now it will drop any 
travelers off in some exotic and/or dangerous location in the spirit world instead. 
Please note that while the player knows the outcome of the challenge, the Bastet 
herself may not know if this Gift is entirely successful until she attempts to cross over. 
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Drop of Sea 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits 

Ever the deceptive ones, the Bastet may adopt the guise of any animal form in 
seconds: physical prowess, appearance, features, gender and age may all be 
altered.  

This Gift requires a Static Social Challenge and a turn of concentration, and the 
animal forms may range from rabbit-sized to bear-sized. The form should be 
indicated with a description card of some sort, and those with supernatural senses 
may detect the change (and see the lynx as she really is) with a Mental Challenge. 

Particularly savvy opponents may ask the lynx a riddle; if she cannot answer it, she 
must revert to her old form immediately. 

Nighttime Web 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 or 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Night Spirits 

This Gift certainly existed before Lewis Carrol came along, but the Bastet don’t mind 
honoring one who shows their kind appropriate respect.  

By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Bastet may fade away, disappearing from all forms of 
normal and magical perception; this Gift even foils electronic methods of detection, 
such as cameras and motion sensors. Even Heightened Senses cannot detect a 
hidden lynx! 

This Gift takes ten seconds or three turns to activate and lasts for one scene or until 
the Bastet reveals himself (normal rules of invisibility apply). In a pinch, this Gift may 
be made instantaneous by spending three Gnosis Traits (instead of one).  

Changing shape ends the invisibility immediately. This Gift does nothing to muffle 
sound. 
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Song of the Earth Mother 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

This Gift allows the werecat to sense the presence of supernatural activity within a 
broad area. Essentially, the Bastet communes with the earth and listens to what it 
says. 

The user spends 10 minutes communing with the earth, during which time she may 
take no other actions. The player then spends two Gnosis Traits and makes a Static 
Mental Challenge against 12 Traits. Success indicates that the earth tells her about 
any supernatural presence within an area of 100 yards. While the Gift doesn’t offer 
any specific information about the being or beings detected, it does indicate whether 
or not the presence is Wyrm-tainted. 

Still Breeze Blowing 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Elemental Spirits  

You can call upon elemental forces - not just the natural world brought to animation, 
but primal spirits of tremendous power.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If successful, you call an elemental 
capable of commanding one of the four elements in any of their forms, occupying a 
space of about 20 feet on a side, plus another 20 feet for each Social Trait you spend.  

The elemental remains for one scene or until it's destroyed or dismissed. What 
happens once the elemental is called is another matter. 

Wisdom of the Ancient Ways 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: (1-2 Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

All werecats retain some innate connection to their ancestors, accessible through 
meditation. This Gift lets the Bastet bring old memories to the surface and recall 
ancient lore.  

Meditate for at least one full turn and make a Static Gnosis Challenge against nine 
Traits (-1 for each level of Ancestors the Bastet possesses). If successful, the Bastet 
gets a general impression of the information she seeks. Spend one Mental Trait to 
make it clear though broad, two to make it detailed and specific. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Call Down the Stars 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Fire Spirits 

Sometimes the best answer to a riddle is in fact force, and when it comes to 
disrupting the machines of the invaders, the Qualmi have no problem spreading a 
little chaos.  

By winning a Static Mental Challenge against seven Traits and spending a Willpower 
Trait, the Qualmi may confuse the spirits inside machinery with a staggering riddle, 
causing their power source -be it gas, coal, wood, electricity, whatever - to ignite. 
The resulting explosion usually does the machine itself in and may even harm those 
around it as well. Small power sources explode for one or two levels of damage, 
while larger ones such as a car’s gas tank or a steam train furnace inflict as much as 
four levels of damage.  

Note that some combustion must be involved - a canister of gasoline will not explode 
on its own. Although theoretically possible, no Qualmi has ever dared to use this Gift 
on a nuclear power source, as the results would likely poison the entire land. 

Water’s Vision 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Water Elementals 

Water links all things together, and by learning to see as water does, the Qualmi may 
look through barriers as if they did not exist. Walls, vaults, the Gauntlet- it makes no 
difference to this Gift.  

The Qualmi must win a Static Mental Challenge against the local Gauntlet, but if 
successful, she may see through all objects in her path, even living bodies, allowing 
her to spy on distant or hidden events as if nothing blocked her vision. This Gift 
extends up to a maximum range of 100 feet per permanent Gnosis Trait the lynx 
possesses (though in most games such distances will seldom be encountered), and 
ends at ground level, although cellars and other subterranean structures may be 
seen if the Qualmi’s vision extends far enough.  

This power lasts for one scene.  
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Simba 
Basic Gifts 
Armor of Kings 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits (Variable), optional) 
Taught By: Lune Spirits 

You may call on Luna for protection in battle, even (to some degree) against silver 
weapons.  

Spend one Gnosis. You must concentrate for one full turn and make a Physical 
Challenge. Success gives you one extra Healthy health level for the rest of the scene, 
plus one for each Mental Trait spent. These bonus health levels can absorb damage 
from silver, but only these can. These levels last until wounds are suffered, or until 
the end of the session. You may only carry as much armor as you have in Rank. 

Heart of Storms 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Gnosis (+ variable Social Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You increase your strength tremendously, the better to slay your foes.  

Spend one Gnosis and one Rage and make a Static Willpower Challenge against 
eight Traits. Success doubles your Strength-related Physical Traits for one turn, plus 
an additional turn per Social Trait you spend. Afterwards, you become substantially 
weakened: Halve your Physical Traits and Willpower until you rest for at least one 
hour. 

This Gift lasts for the scene and grants 5 Physical Traits for its duration. At the end of 
this time, the user is down 3 Physical Traits for the following scene. 
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Majesty 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

There werecat can use her feline presence to make a memorable first impression.  

Activating the Gift requires a victory (not a tie) on a Simple Test with the Storyteller. 
At Storyteller discretion, she may attempt further Simple Tests, one per each Social 
Trait relating to the Bastet’s intended effect (i.e. intimidation, seduction, etc.). If 
successful, the Bastet draws the immediate attention of everyone in the room as she 
enters. She also gains one bonus Social Trait per success for use on her first Social 
Challenge. This bonus lasts for the scene, and all the Traits gained must be the same.  

Note that the reactions of others after her entrance will depend on the actions of the 
werecat and their own feelings for her but turning so many heads does make one hell 
of an impression! 

Simba are immune to this Gift. 

Rallying Challenge 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits 

By roaring a challenge, the Simba may boost himself beyond his normal limits.  

To use this Gift, the Bastet must meditate for at least one full turn, during which time 
he cannot interact with anyone. At the end of that time, the Bastet must make a Static 
Gnosis Challenge against four Traits; success means that he feels invigorated, 
refreshed and gains one Trait per permanent Gnosis Trait he possesses, which he 
can distribute in the following ways: Physical Traits or Charisma-related Social Traits. 
Thus, a Simba with five permanent Gnosis Traits gains five Traits from this Gift; he 
may add all five to Physical, three Physical and two Social, one Physical and four 
Social, etc. These bonus Traits can be combined with those gained from 
shapeshifting but cannot be “stacked” with any other Gifts except with the express 
permission of the Storyteller.  

The Simba may not attempt to use this Gift more than once per scene, and a failed 
attempt renders the cat depressed and unable to use this Gift again until the next 
session. 
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Submit 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (per command) 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can compel a target to submit to you by exerting your presence and force of will. 
You can make humans fall to their knees, wolves roll on their backs, and so on. This 
power is only able to be used while the Simba is giving commands (not for warding 
off attacks).  

This Gift does not necessarily change the target’s mind, but it can compel his body 
into following orders, whether he likes it or not. Commands given with this Gift 
cannot be obviously suicidal, cause the target to attack close friends/allies, violate 
the target’s Nature, or take more than 10 minutes to perform. Simba are immune to 
this Gift when it is used by one of their own. 

Make a Willpower Challenge. If successful, the victim can take no action other than 
following the command unless in direct danger. This Gift lasts for one scene or one 
hour. 

Supernatural victims may break this Gift through expending a Willpower. 

The effects of this Gift end immediately if the subject is placed in danger or attacked. 
Under such circumstances, the Target may not be affected again by this Gift (from the 
same source) until the end of the scene/hour. 

Sun Claws 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage  
Taught By: Sun Spirits 

The Simba’s claws and fangs burn with an intense, smokeless golden flame. 

There werelion spends a turn igniting his fury and the player spends one Rage point. 
For the rest of the scene, the Simba’s claw and fang attacks inflict one extra level of 
damage; used against vampires, these attacks inflict an additional point of damage. 

The Simba regenerates at half of his normal rate while this Gift is active. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Bountiful Dominion 

Retest: Survival 
Cost: 2 Gnosis (+ variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

Closely bonded to the wild as they are, Simba often need to undo the damage done 
to it by the hands of unscrupulous folk.  

To use this Gift, the Simba must claim the area in question (as per the Rite of 
Claiming, though that Rite need not actually be used), make a Simple Test, and spend 
one Gnosis Trait plus an additional Gnosis Traits for each half-mile of land she wishes 
to restore. If successful, the land will revitalize drastically - new plants spring up 
overnight, toxins are flushed from the land, water is purged of impurities, etc. This 
restoration is permanent until someone befouls the land again. 

Additionally, this Gift doubles all crop growth within the area of effect and purifies 
water immediately from all natural contaminants.  

Coup de Grace 
Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: War Spirits 

You identify your target's most vulnerable spot and prepare a special attack upon it.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge (retest with Brawl). If successful, 
you inflict double damage with your next attack if it succeeds. (If the next attack fails, 
the benefits of Coup de Grace are lost.) 

Fireroar 
Retest: Firearms 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dragon Spirits 

By emitting an evil hiss, the Bastet may spit a stream of fire at his opponent.  

The Bastet must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a Physical Challenge to hit his target; 
success means that the target suffers a number health levels of Aggravated Damage 
equal to the Khan’s current Gnosis rating. 

Those struck by this Gift will continue to burn for two more turns unless sudden and 
drastic measures are taken to douse the flames. On the second turn, the fire inflicts 
half of its original damage (round up), and an the third turn it inflicts one more level 
of damage before going out. Flammable items may also ignite.  

Each additional bolt of flame requires another Gnosis expenditure, though there is no 
other limit to how many times this Gift may be used. 
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King of the Beasts 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can command the loyalty any animals in your vicinity, which will follow your 
commands willingly and unconditionally.  

The target(s) must be within 100 feet. Make a Static Social Challenge against three 
Traits for a sibling animal (such as a wolf littermate), six Traits for an animal you feed 
and care for, eight Traits for an unfamiliar animal, or 10 Traits for a hostile one. This 
Gift can any nearby animals but does not draw animals to your vicinity. 

 

Shadow the Moon’s Light 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Darkness Spirits 

Nocturnal predators that they are, the Simba have learned a few tricks to bring the 
night with them as they hunt; this one allows them to dim the lights in the area to a 
very low level-no problem for the Bastet’s own sharp senses, but a real problem for 
those with less sophisticated vision.  

With a Static Social Challenge, the Simba may dim all the lights in the area to near 
darkness; already dim light sources are smothered entirely. The difficulty of the 
challenge depends on the lights to be extinguished - light on the level of moonlight 
or headlights is seven Traits, while powerful light sources such as halogen lights or 
sunlight are 10 Traits. Those in the affected area who do not have some means of 
seeing in the dark suffer a one-Trait penalty on all combat- and vision-related 
challenges.  

This Gift does not actually extinguish the lights - torches and candles remain lit and 
can still bum those handling them, for example - but it does dim them to a point 
where they might as well be out. This Gift lasts for one turn per permanent Social 
Trait the Bastet possesses. 
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Wrath of Kings 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Gaia  

You display the full terrible glory that is your birthright as one of Gaia’s chosen 
warriors. You can cow minions of the Wyrm into helpless flight.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge (retest with Intimidation). If you 
are successful, all Wyrm-minions within line of sight must make a Willpower 
Challenge to remain, then make a second Willpower Challenge to attack you. Wrath 
of Gaia remains manifest for the rest of the scene. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Command the Multitude 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis per command) 
Taught By: Lion Spirits  

You can compel an individual or group to submit to you by exerting your presence 
and force of will. This Gift affects everyone within your line of sight. You can make 
humans fall to their knees, wolves roll on their backs, and so on. This power is only 
able to be used while the Simba is giving commands (not for warding off attacks).  

This Gift does not necessarily change the target’s mind, but it can compel his body 
into following orders, whether he likes it or not. Commands given with this Gift 
cannot be obviously suicidal, cause the target to attack close friends/allies, violate 
the target’s Nature, or take more than 10 minutes to perform. Simba are immune to 
this Gift when it is used by one of their own. 

Make a Willpower Challenge. If successful, the victim can take no action other than 
following the command unless in direct danger. This Gift lasts for one scene or one 
hour. 

Normal mortals or animals cannot resist the Gift without expending a Willpower Trait. 
Against most crowds (i.e., those composed of at least a few supernatural opponents), 
this Gift requires a typical mob scene challenge, with those who resist successfully 
remaining unaffected by the Simba’s authority. Strongwilled crowds may require 
expenditures of further Gnosis, at Storyteller discretion. 

Supernatural victims may break this Gift through expending a Willpower. 

The effects of this Gift end immediately if the subject is placed in danger or attacked. 
Under such circumstances, the Target may not be affected again by this Gift (from the 
same source) until the end of the scene/hour. 
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Obedience 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Gnosis, variable) 
Taught By: Grandfather Thunder  

You take on a supernatural presence to become the ultimate alpha. Others feel 
compelled to follow your orders.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against eight Traits. Anyone in 
the vicinity must make a Willpower Challenge to avoid the compulsion to obey. 
Spend Gnosis to determine the degree of obedience. One Trait allows you to give 
orders that others wouldn't normally mind following (even if they wouldn't choose to 
do those things now). Three Traits requires others to treat you as their alpha and fight 
for you. Five Traits, and you can lead others into the Abyss or other virtually suicidal 
actions 

This Gift effects only a single (targeted) individual and requires a contested 
challenge of the user's Social Traits against twice the target's Willpower. 

Rising Sun 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Sun Spirits 

Legend states that the lion carries the sun within his heart, and this Gift is proof that 
this old myth has some truth to it.  

By spending two Gnosis Traits, the Simba may cause the very earth and rocks 
themselves to glow with a blinding light; this light is not the same as true sunlight, but 
still bums those vulnerable to such damage. On the first turn, this light inflicts one 
aggravated health level of damage to any vampires or other creatures in the area; 
each successive turn inflicts another level of damage, cumulatively. Thus, on the 
second turn those in the area suffer two levels of aggravated damage, on the third 
turn three levels of damage, etc. This damage can be resisted with Fortitude (the 
vampire wins all ties on such tests, due to the fact that this isn’t actually true sunlight), 
but the only other defense is to flee the area.  

Finally, any creatures with sensitive vision may be blinded by the light after the 
second turn unless they take care to shield their eyes. This Gift lasts for six turns, at 
which time the glow fades away. This Gift can only be used on natural earth and 
stone; outdoor settings are fine, but the inside of a marble crypt wouldn’t count.  
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Legendary Gifts 
Royal Privilege 

Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Sun Spirits 

This deeply despised trickery allows an ancient and powerful lion to steal another 
werecat’s Gifts, even those which traditionally only belong to that Tribe or Breed. 
Black Tooth has gathered a lot of his power through this deadly secret. Those who’ve 
met him claim he invokes his “privilege” by killing other Bastet, then taking their 
secrets from their spirits as they die. While there may be other Bastet who know this 
Gift, they don’t have many friends. 

This Gift comes from the Unmaker and may be restricted to one or two corrupt old 
lions in the Storyteller’s domain. Using it is simple, yet difficult: To learn a new Gift, 
the werecat who knows it must be killed. As the victim dies, the Simba invokes this 
terrible power, ripping the secrets from the dying flesh. 

This requires two Gnosis and a Static Social Challenge against 10 plus the Rank of the 
dying cat. Success means that the lion may learn one Gift he didn’t know before, 
provided that the slain Bastet knew it instead. To “keep” these Gifts, the Simba must 
pay experience points for them; a stolen Gift that remains “free” can be used once, 
then forgotten.  

Only Simba know this trick – some Bubasti have tried to acquire it but have died in 
the process.  
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Swara 
Basic Gifts 
Blissful Ignorance 

Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

With this Gift, you can become nearly invisible to all senses, spirits, and monitoring 
devices by remaining still.  

Make a Physical Challenge. If successful, you blend into the landscape as long as you 
remain still. Cross your arms across your chest to show when this Gift is in use. The 
Gift lasts as long as the Bastet can remain still. Talking, moving, attacking someone, 
or the like will break the effect. 

Diamond Claws 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

You can sharpen your claws by raking them over stone or other hard surfaces.  

Spend one Rage and take one full turn to sharpen your claws. For the rest of the 
scene, your claw attacks inflict an additional level of damage. 

Impala’s Flight 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Roadrunner or Cheetah Spirits  

You can double your running speed.  

Spend one Gnosis; the effects are automatic and last for the rest of the scene.  

While active in combat, this Gift grants the user 3 bonus Traits on dodging. 

 
Sense the Unnatural 

Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

You can detect unnatural presences and their general strengths and types. Sense the 
Unnatural reveals magic, spirits, the Wyrm, wraiths, vampires, and other creatures, 
but doesn't distinguish between something unnatural and someone merely touched 
by it (a haunting, a ghoul).  

Make a Mental Challenge. Success provides a vague impression susceptible to 
various interpretations. That smell of old blood might be a vampire, or a cannibalistic 
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spirit, or something else. Spend one additional Mental Trait for a clear but general 
impression - "something long dead but still moving on this side of the Gauntlet" - or 
two Mental Traits for a specific signature impression. Once you know that a vampire 
smells this particular way, for instance, spending two Mental Traits on future uses of 
Sense the Unnatural will always make it clear that some new peril is another vampire. 

The Storyteller may require a second static Mental Challenge (retest with Occult) 
against six Traits, to interpret an unfamiliar impression. 

Walking Between Worlds 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Bastet cannot easily travel between worlds as their other cousins can; however, those 
lucky and experienced enough to learn this rare Gift have finally developed just such 
a talent. A Bastet with this Gift may step sideways just as Garou do, with the same 
difficulties, requirements, and so on for doing so. Once learned, this Gift is reflexive 
and costs nothing to use (beyond any costs and challenges that crossing the Gauntlet 
might normally incur). 

The fact that this power is so common among the Swara is a closely guarded tribal 
secret, and they will go to great lengths to keep it that way. 

Weight of a Heart 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, conditional) 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

With a successful Social Challenge, the Swara may alter another’s mood, changing 
sorrow to serenity, anger to indifference, and so on. Truly radical shifts – from 
murderous anger to giddy happiness, for example – require a Gnosis Trait to be 
spent as well. 

These altered moods last for the rest of the scene and inflict no damage – indeed, 
these emotions seem perfectly natural to the target (who resists attempts to point out 
this sudden mood swing).  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Clearwater Passage 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Physical Trait 
Taught By: Water Elementals 

With this Gift, the Swara may transform herself into liquid, allowing her to squeeze or 
soak through most barriers and reform on the other side. 

This Gift costs a Gnosis Trait and a Physical Trait to enact, but the Swara is immune to 
all attacks save fire (which inflicts the usual Aggravated damage) while in the liquid 
state; she may reform at any time, though transforming to liquid again requires the 
Gift be activated once more.  

If she’s been “absorbed” while in this watery state, the Swara bursts forth from the 
material when she turns back to solid form. Any being foolish enough to swallow the 
cheetah in this form automatically takes a level of Aggravated damage when she 
reforms, then vomits her up in a rather spectacularly disgusting manner. 

Dance of the Chaya 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

Offering her skin to the spirits, the Swara may effectively take on a controlled, 
temporary possession, granting her a measure of a spirit’s power in return for 
allowing it to play in the living world for a while.  

Smart cheetahs take a look around the local Umbra and call a spirit before using this 
Gift, lest a malevolent entity take residence instead; once a spirit has been chosen, 
the Swara must make a Static Social Challenge against seven Traits. Failure means 
the possession either fails to take hold, or even worse – in the case of especially 
powerful or wicked spirits – that the cheetah is totally taken over by the spirit for the 
rest of the scene and should be played by a Narrator during this time.  

If successful, however, the Swara gains some of the spirit’s powers for two turns per 
Permanent Gnosis Traits she has; these powers depend on the type of spirit that takes 
hold, and the Swara should work with the Spirit Keeper to determine exactly what 
powers a given spirit grants, as well as any costs or challenges related to their use. 
Spirit Keepers are encouraged to base these “gifts” on any Charms or other powers 
the spirit possesses – a butterfly spirit might grant beauty or flight, while a rhino 
would boost toughness and strength, etc.  

Above all, this exchange should be roleplayed; spirits are fickle folk and do not grant 
such favors lightly. 
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Ghost Caress 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Carrion Spirits 

Using old principles of sympathetic magic, the Swara may take an item filled with the 
essence of her target – a piece of clothing, a prized possession, a lock of hair, etc. – 
and use it to pass along pain or pleasure to the target as she desires. 

The Swara must spend a Willpower Trait and make a Static Gnosis Challenge against 
four Traits to use this Gift; success means she may perform a number of actions equal 
to her permanent Gnosis Traits on the item, thus transferring those sensations to her 
target.  

Once those actions are used up, the Gift ends. This Gift cannot actually harm the 
target; it may transfer the feeling of a kick to the shin, but the target doesn’t actually 
suffer pain, although the Narrator may rule that extreme pain (or pleasure!) may 
force the subject to act at a one-Trait penalty on the next turn due to distraction from 
such phantom sensations.  

Likewise, it cannot move the target at all; lifting an action figure made to look like the 
vampire prince doesn’t mean you can actually toss him around like a doll! 

Messenger’s Fortitude 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Camel Spirits  

You can run at full speed for up to three days without requiring food, water, or rest. 
When you reach your destination, you have 10 minutes to complete your business 
before your keel over and must sleep.  

Spend one Gnosis. Doing anything but running cancels the Gift, and you must sleep 
for as long as you've been running. Spend an additional Gnosis Trait to let another 
individual share in the Gift. 
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Racing the Wind 
Retest: Athletics 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Cheetah or Air Spirits 

 You can run at 10 times normal land speed, for up to eight hours, as long as you 
continue to concentrate exclusively on running. When you stop, you must 
immediately eat or face frenzy from hunger.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Physical Challenge to activate the Gift. 

While active in combat, this Gift grants the user the ability to dodge, even if they do 
not currently have an action.  

This Gift may be used in conjunction with Impala’s Flight, but only for 
combat/mechanical advantage – the speed does not stack  
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Advanced Gifts 
All Beasts Under the Sun 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

Trickster is a shapeshifter; so are the cheetah, who bring his archetype into present 
experience. You can adopt any form at least as large as a small bird and no bigger 
than a bison. You gain all the standard powers of that animal (such as gills, flight, 
poison glands, etc.). You can't take on the form of Wyrm-beasts but can evoke 
mythical creatures.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Animal Ken). The 
difficulty increases as the desired animal form becomes more remote from your own 
form: Test against five Traits for an ape, panther or other animal about as big as the 
Bastet, seven Traits for an alligator or other reptile somewhat larger than the Bastet, 
nine Traits for a frog or other very small creature, and against 10 Traits for any 
mythical creature 

Judgement of Pestilence 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Disease Spirits 

Acting as a carrier of disease, the Bastet may move a deadly disease from one area to 
another, bringing relief to populations that win her favor and ravaging those who 
have invited Nala’s displeasure. This Gift doesn’t actually create a disease; rather, 
the Bastet must actually absorb it herself, then travel to the target area and exhale the 
toxins into the night air.  

This process requires a Gnosis Trait and a Simple Test to enact. Survivors at the 
original site miraculously recover, while the disease runs its course in the new 
location normally. This Gift is not without risk - if the Bastet fails the first Simple Test, 
or if she carries the disease for more than a single night or day (next sunrise or 
sunset), she must immediately win or tie a Simple Test or she quickly dies, 
overwhelmed by the toxins in her bloodstream. (Willpower may be spent on this 
Simple Test.) 
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River of Blood 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Blood Spirits  

The soil of Africa has been bathed in blood for tens of thousands of years. With this 
Gift, a Swara calls that spilled blood together through the soil and gives it form, 
creating a pool, a river, a mass of tentacles, or a variety of other things. 

The player spends a Rage point and makes a Static Social Challenge against 12 Traits 
(9 for a notable site of bloodshed). It takes three turns for the blood to coalesce; once 
it does, it will assume any form the Swara demands. All forms have Physical Traits 
and health levels equal to the Swara’s Gnosis. 
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Corax 
Basic Gifts 
Carrion’s Call 

Retest:  None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Vulture Spirits 

Gristly though it may be at times, dealing with the dead is the special province of the 
Corax, and this Gift always lead the user unerringly to the nearest corpse in the 
vicinity. Although this may seem to be a talent of dubious power at first, the ability to 
locate the recently (or not so recently) deceased can often solve many kinds of 
mysteries, or least to greater ones. All that’s needed is for the Corax to spend a 
Gnosis Trait and concentrate for a moment, and the way to the body becomes clear; 
this Gift functions up to one mile distant. Of course, the Corax are bound by their 
ancient duty to help the spirit of the departed find some rest as well; while they need 
no answer the call immediately, failing to do so within 24 hours will incur Raven’s ire, 
causing them to lose a permanent Trait of Honor Renown. Frequent users of this Gift 
must also beware – many Wyrm-creatures have no problem slaughtering innocent 
people to lure a persistent raven into a trap. 

Enemy Ways 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: None (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Stormcrow Spirits 

A Corax with this Gift is a fine-tuned danger detector, capable of determining the 
nature of nearby foes and how many there are. The Corax must make a Static Mental 
Challenge against seven Traits; success indicates if there is indeed danger within 10 
steps of the Corax, and if so then she may spend a variable number of Mental Traits 
to learn more about it. For two Mental Traits, the Corax may learn how many enemies 
are within the Gift’s range; for two more Mental Traits, the Corax may determine 
what type of creature each foe is (werewolf, human, vampire, etc.). In no instance 
does this Gift have a range beyond 10 steps. If player characters are subjected to this 
Gift, either the Corax or a Narrator must ask them out of character if they intend to 
put the Corax in danger; they must answer honestly. This Gift also functions in regard 
to enemies on the other side of the Gauntlet, but the Corax may only learn their 
number, not their composition. Characters do not necessarily know when this Gift is 
used on them unless they have a means of detecting supernatural scrying, but they 
are not likely to be amused if it is somehow brought to their attention – it’s not a great 
vote of confidence for a friend to assess you as a possible threat. 
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Morse 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Machine Spirits 

Corax are never out of touch with each other for very long, and this Gift ensures that 
a Corax can always pass on a message to her fellows. The Corax must simply spend a 
Gnosis Trait and tap out her message in Morse Code on some hard surface, and the 
nearest Corax will hear it clearly, no matter how far away that might be. If the nearest 
Corax is a player character, the sender may seek her out and deliver the message in 
private (it cannot be overheard); if not, a Narrator should take on the role of the 
nearest Corax and respond accordingly. Of course, if the nearest Corax doesn’t 
know Morse Code, this Gift may not be quite so useful, but that’s the risk one takes 
with this Gift. Benevolent Narrators may allow a Static Mental Challenge against eight 
Traits for characters who don’t understand Mores Code to try to figure out the gist of 
messages more complex than a simple “S.O.S.!” 

Omens and Signs 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Stormcrow Spirits 

Most Corax are skilled at picking out the threads of the intangible in mundane 
events, but this Gift renders that talent second nature. The Corax must make a Static 
Mental Challenge against six Traits to activate this Gift, and due to the nature of the 
omens, a Narrator should be present to deliver the prophecy. The signs received this 
way are often very vague and requires the Corax to decipher them on her own; after 
all, Raven doesn’t want his children to get complacent in their efforts to find the truth! 
Truly momentous events also might be felt a long way off, at the Narrator’s discretion. 
Corax tend to use this Gift sparingly, as overuse tends to evoke false omens and 
doesn’t do much to help the paranoid tendencies may ravens have either. 

Open Seal 
Retest: Security 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits  

You can open almost every kind of closed and locked device. Make a Static Gnosis 
Challenge with a difficulty of the local Gauntlet rating to open a closed or locked 
barrier. 
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Raven’s Gleaning 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

Entranced by shiny things as they are, many Corax develop a natural eye for what’s 
worth picking up and what’s not in a glance; this Gift is essentially a value detector, 
allowing the Corax to go straight to the most valuable object out of a group. Looking 
at an object (or objects), spending a Mental Trait and making a Mental Challenge, 
the Corax may ask a Narrator whether the item is worth picking up (or which is the 
most valuable item in the lot). Once the Corax has the item in her possession, she 
may also make additional tests to inquire about its craftsmanship, composition, dollar 
value, etc. Note that the definition of “value” may vary in some instances and that 
Corax may not always see why something is considered valuable – “What’s so 
special about this dirty old box, anyway?” – all they know is what their gut is telling 
them. Clever Narrators can quickly capitalize on this Gift to work all kinds of plot 
hooks into the story, and avaricious Corax had best beware – some items are also 
more trouble than they’re worth. 

Razor Feathers 
Retest: None 
Cost:  1 Gnosis & 1 Physical Trait 
Taught By: Steel Spirits 

Corax have very few combat talents, but this Gift helps even the odds a bit in battle. 
The Corax must spend a Physical Trait and a Gnosis Trait to activate this Gift, but 
once it is activated, the feathers along the edge of the Corax’s wings takes on the 
strength and sharpness of steel, making them useful tools and lethal weapons. 
Damage from the feathers is aggravated, and after any successful attacking Physical 
Challenge involving her wings, the Corax may immediately call for a Simple Test; on 
a win or a tie, she inflicts an additional, non-aggravated wound. This Gift lasts for as 
many turns as half the Corax’s Physical Traits (round down) but may be used as many 
times per scene as the Corax is willing to pay the activation cost. This Gift may only 
be used in Rara Avis form. 

Scent of the True Form 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits  

With this power, you can tell what a person's true nature is through scent and other 
cues that manifest like scents. You can automatically recognize other Corax. To 
detect other sorts of creatures, make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Primal 
Urge) against six Traits for most sorts of creatures, against eight Traits for vampires, 
faeries, and other shapeshifters, or against 10 Traits for formori and mages. 
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Sky’s Beneficence 
Retest: Melee 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Aerial Spirit 

What fun is flying if you can’t occasionally nail somebody from above? With this Gift, 
the Corax may deliver all manner of payloads (including the stereotypical) from any 
altitude with unerring precision. This Gift requires nothing but a Physical Challenge – 
when trying to hit moving targets, this is conducted in a normal manner as any other 
combat challenge; against immobile objects, the difficulty is never higher than six 
Traits. Unless the target is previously aware of the Corax’s presence, however, the 
first attack made in this fashion counts as a surprise, coming as it does from such an 
unusual vector. Depending on what’s dropped, damage may be inflicted as well – 
most objects will inflict only a level or two of bashing or lethal damage. (Remember, 
the Corax has to be able to take the object into the air with him to begin with, so 
things like grand pianos and the ever-popular anvil aren’t very likely.) Obviously, 
the Corax must be fully airborne to use this Gift, so those in Homid Form need not 
even bother. The Corax must also be able to see his target, although this Gift can be 
used in conjunction with other Gifts which increase the Corax’s vision. 

Sky’s Shadow 
Retest:  Intimidation 
Cost:  1 Rage 
Taught By: Bird Spirits 

Creeping paranoia is a specialty of the raven-folk, and with this Gift the Corax 
imparts some of this unease to her target, causing him to jump at shadows and 
possibly even make some mistakes he wouldn’t normally make (fear does strange 
things to a person, after all). This Gift costs a Rage Trait to activate, and the Corax 
must defeat her target in a Mental Challenge as well. If successful, the target feels 
eyes watching him wherever he goes and is one Trait down on all Mental- and 
Willpower-related challenges due to the constant distraction; this behavior should be 
roleplayed as well. Those who actually have the Paranoia Derangement suffer the 
penalties above, and their derangement is considered active for the next scene or 
hour (whichever is longer). This Gift lasts for one session and is not cumulative. 
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Swallow’s Return 
Retest:  None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Swallow Spirits 

Essentially a form of autopilot, this Gift allows an injured or fatigued Corax to makes 
his way home, even while healing or sleeping. This Gift costs a Gnosis Trait to 
activate, but barring direct, willful intervention of some kind, it will always and 
unerringly bring the Corax back home. Note that the Corax doesn’t travel any faster 
than normal while this Gift is in effect; most Corax choose to fly when activating this 
Gift, they may also walk or even (shudder) drive if the situation requires. This Gift 
only bring the Corax home – no other destination is possible – and the definition of 
“home” may get the Corax into trouble from time to time. 

Taking the Forgotten 
Retest: Stealth (vs. Streetwise) 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Monkey Spirits  

You can take something from a target who then forgets about ever having owned it. 
Make a Mental Challenge, the Garou can retest with Stealth, the target with 
Streetwise. Bonded fetishes may stir memories of their own accord, though (the 
victim may make a Mental Challenge, Storyteller discretion, to "remember" that he 
had an item like this, but not how it went missing or by whom). 

The owner of a Fetish taken this way gains a free retest in order to resist. 

Tongues 
Retest: Linguistics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

By drawing upon the shared knowledge of all intelligent beings, a Corax can attempt 
to understand languages previously unknown to her. This requires a Mental 
Challenge against the difficulty of the language. The effects of the Gift last for one 
scene. 

Four Traits Common or modern dialect 
Seven Traits Obscure or heavy dialect 
Ten Traits Unknown or forgotten language 
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Truth of Gaia 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits  

You can tell when others are speaking the truth or lying. Make a Mental Challenge. If 
successful, you can determine whether the target is deliberately lying. (The key 
word is "deliberately" - the target may speak falsehood, but be telling the truth as 
she understands it, complete with misinformation or altered memories.) 

Voice of the Mimic 
Retest:  None 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Mynah Spirits 

With this Gift, the Corax may imitate any noise she’s ever heard, from voices and 
accents to the sounds of shotguns and construction equipment. One Mental Trait must 
be spent to activate this Gift, but it remains in effect for the duration of the scene. 
Only one Trait needs to be spent, no matter how many different sounds the Corax 
wishes to imitate during the scene. These imitations sound exactly like the original 
and cannot be distinguished as “false” by Heightened Senses or other supernatural 
means. A Subterfuge or Performance Social Challenge might be called for in the case 
of truly outlandish impressions, or against a particularly suspicious audience, but 
only to convince listeners of its veracity – the sound is still perfect, the challenge is 
just to see if the Corax is noticed as the source or otherwise gives away the ruse. 

Word Beyond 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

The Corax may employ this Gift to use available materials to make a marker in the 
Umbra decipherable only by other Corax. The Corax must spend a Mental Trait to 
use this Gift but may then leave a secret message for any other Corax who pass by 
the area. The player may write it down and put it in an envelope marked for Corax 
only, leave it with a Narrator, or otherwise encode it, but no one other than a Corax 
may decipher the message. Of course, the marker may be destroyed, but only at the 
Narrator’s discretion – most Corax markings are designed to be noticeable only from 
the air (of course) or are otherwise quite inconspicuous. After all, what’s the point of a 
secret message if everyone else knows where it is?  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Airt Sense 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

As the Spirit Charm of the same name, except the Corax must spend one Gnosis Trait 
and make a Static Mental Challenge against seven Traits to use it. If successful, the 
knowledge of the Umbra granted by this Gift halves all travel times in the Umbra and 
may well reveal other local travel secrets at the Spirit Keeper’s discretion. 

Dark Truths 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dream Spirits 

The Corax may unearth one of a subject’s secrets, ranging from relatively mundane 
knowledge to deep dark secrets. The Corax must spend a Gnosis Trait and win or tie 
a Static Mental Challenge against nine Traits. He may continue to make tests until he 
loses. The more successes he obtains, the deeper the secret revealed. If the target 
knows the Corax is going to use this Gift, a Mental Challenge must also be won 
before the inquisitor learns anything. 

One Success Creature type, minor treachery or wrong doing 
Two Successes Real name, embarrassing fact, sire, parents 
Three Successes Alliances, affairs 
Four Successes Earth-shattering revelations 

Dead Talk 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Vulture Spirits 

Corax have long trucked with the dead, learning their secrets and preserving their 
stories as part of Gaia’s plan. This Gift allows the Corax to have a conversation with a 
body no more than a day dead; the Corax must spend a Gnosis Trait and make a 
Static Mental Challenge against six Traits. If successful, the Corax may ask the corpse 
questions for about 10 minutes before the Gift fades. The corpse answers honestly 
(although those who die unpleasantly may well answer in curt phrases). Note that 
most of the time it is the body itself answering the questions, for chances are that the 
ghost is long gone. (If the Wraith does happen to be nearby, it may converse freely 
with the Corax for the duration of the Gift but is under no compunction to answer 
questions honestly or even at all.) 
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Eyes of the Eagle 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits 

Corax have good eyesight as it is, but this Gift makes their vision superhumanly clear 
and accurate. This Gift requires that a Gnosis Trait and a Mental Trait be spent but 
remains in effect for the remainder of the scene. The Corax is up two Traits on and 
automatically wins all ties on any challenge involving vision, has eyesight roughly 
twice as good as an eagle for the purposes if range and clarity, and most of all 
becomes able to see through visual obstructions such as darkness or fog as if it were 
high noon. Nothing short of a solid object blocks the Corax’s vision. This Gift can be 
used in conjunction with Gifts which require line of sight, making it a potent Gift 
indeed. 

This Gift does not cancel supernatural darkness, such as that generated by 
Obtenebration. 

Flight of the Swift 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Swift Spirits 

Normally, Corax don’t have a problem with their flight speed; when formori come 
calling in combat helicopters, however, it becomes necessary to summon an extra 
burst of velocity. By spending a Rage Trait, the raven may double her flight speed for 
a number of turns equal to her Permanent Gnosis Rating. This Gift can be used more 
than once per scene, and each usage is cumulative. Thus, must ravens typically fly at 
up to 35 mph or so, using this Gift once jumps that to 70 mph, twice to 140 mph, and 
so on. Corax using this Gift are shielded from the natural hazards of excessive speed 
– no worries about breathing, losing feathers, or hitting bugs at Mach 4 – but may 
need to make a Physical Test to retain control at any speeds higher than 70 mph or 
so, especially if in tight quarters or attempting maneuvers of any kind. Obviously, 
this Gift works only for airborne Corax. 
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Gauntlet Runner 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wyld Spirits 

This Gift allows the Corax to lower the level of the local Gauntlet, allowing her and 
others to step sideways more easily but also allowing nasty things on the other side 
to cross over, so it is used sparingly. The Corax must make an Extended Static Mental 
Challenge against eight Traits; each win or tie lowers the local Gauntlet level by one. 
This Gift affects roughly a 20-foot area, but no matter how successfully it is used, the 
Corax must still use a reflective surface to step sideways. The Spirit Keeper should 
be notified when this Gift is used. 

This Gift may only be used/attempted once per scene and lasts for one hour. 

Helios’ Child 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Servants of Helios 

By making a request of Helios and spending two Gnosis Traits, the Corax may 
conjure up a little piece of the sun itself to aid her. This Gift creates a ball of lambent 
flame in the Corax’s hand, which doesn’t burn the Corax herself but will ignite 
anything that it touches; those struck with this flame suffer an aggravated level of 
damage, and those lit on fire must spend an action and win or tie a Simple Test to 
extinguish the flames. Additionally, the light of this Gift counts as true sunlight and 
can injure nearby vampires accordingly; all Kindred within two steps suffer damage 
as if confronted by direct sunlight. This Gift lasts for one scene or until the Corax 
dismisses it. 

The Corax must keep the ball in her hand(s). If released, the flame extinguishes. 

Hummingbird Dart 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Hummingbird Spirits 

Another Gift to balance the odds in battle, this Gift allows the Corax to pluck one of 
her own feathers and toss it like a dart, essentially assuring her a supply of ranged 
weapons even if she’s apparently unarmed. The Corax must spend a Rage Trait and 
win or tie a Simple Test for each dart that she wishes to create, but once created the 
dart flies straight and true, in defiance of physics and aerodynamics. The dart inflicts 
a single level of lethal damage unless used in conjunction with Razor Feathers, in 
which case the damage becomes aggravated. 
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Larder of the Shrike 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Shrike Spirits 

Shrikes are masters of storing food for later consumption, and eventually the ravens 
gleaned the power of this Gift from them. By spending a Gnosis Trait, the Corax may 
preserve food – and anything else, like, say, a corpse – nearly indefinitely, so long as 
the target is allowed to hang in the Corax’s “larder.” (Talk about your skeletons in 
the closet!) As long as the Gift lasts, no natural decay will visit the target, though 
external factors may still come into play. Living beings cannot be placed into 
suspended animation with this Gift, nor are undead and Risen targets affected by it. 

Mynah’s Touch 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis & 1 Mental Trait 
Taught By: Mynah Spirits 

With this incredibly versatile Gift, the Corax may tap into her keen perceptions and 
knowledge of spirit lore to recreate the effects of any Basic Garou Gift, provided that 
she herself as directly witnessed a successful use of the Gift in question. Not Gifts she 
heard about somewhere, not one’s she’s been in the area of before, not ones she saw 
tried but fizzled – only successful ones that she has directly witnessed. This Gift costs 
two Gnosis Traits and a Mental Trait to activate, and of course the Corax must still pay 
the normal Trait costs and perform the standard challenges required by the Gift itself 
as well. Otherwise, the Gift functions exactly as it would normally. For purposes of 
clarity and game balance, the Narrator may require that the Corax keep an approved 
list of all such witnessed Gifts on her character sheet; he is also within his rights to 
ask her to provide a witness or two (out of character) to verify such “sightings” 
before allowing her to add a new Gift to this list. 

This Gift may only copy Gifts which have been used within the same scene. 

Sun’s Guard 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Rage 
Taught By: Servants of Helios 

Hanging out with Helios as often as they do, many ravens develop a resistance to 
extreme heat; no one wants to repeat that whole Icarus fiasco, after all. By spending 
two Rage Traits, the Corax becomes immune to all flames up to and including those 
on the surface of the sun for the remainder of the scene. Even balefire and other 
magical fires fail to harm or trouble her in the slightest, although any items not 
dedicated with the appropriate Rites may very well be incinerated even if the Corax 
is untouched. 

The Corax takes half damage from Balefire. 
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Vulture’s Feast 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Willpower & 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Vulture Spirits 

Ravens are carrion eaters by nature, but some prefer not to wait and instead give 
nature a nudge in the right direction; with this brutal Gift, the Corax may cause her 
target’s flesh to rot away in but a few moments. Obviously, this Gift causes permanent 
and horrific damage to normal creatures, and even those with supernatural healing 
capabilities may suffer from its cosmetic effects for quite a long time after the actual 
injuries have healed. To use Vulture’s Feast, the Corax must spend a Willpower Trait 
and two Gnosis Traits, then touch her target and make a Physical Challenge; if 
successful, she inflicts two levels of aggravated damage as the flesh that she touches 
withers and rots. For each successful use of this Gift, the target also gains the 
Negative Trait Decrepit (if a limb or body was attacked) or Repugnant (if the face was 
struck); these Negative Traits must be bought off normally and cannot be bought off 
at all until the damage from the attack has been healed. Other Corax take special 
note of those ravens who seem to use this Gift a great deal, as it is often a sign of 
Wyrm corruption, so those who use it overzealously may face a stern inquiry from 
their fellows before long. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Gift of Eyes 

Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Raven Spirits 

Normally, the visions they gain from the eyes of the dead are the burden of the Corax 
alone; with this Gift, however, the raven may pass on any such memories in raw, 
undiluted, and undistorted form. To use this Gift, the Corax must touch her target (a 
Physical Challenge if the target resists), spend two Gnosis Traits, and defeat her 
target in a Willpower Challenge; if successful, the target is bombarded by a memory 
of the Corax’s choice, which must have been gained through the drinking of an eye. 
Unprepared targets may be overwhelmed and terror-stricken, while those braced for 
the gory experience may be able to learn clues or find details in the glimpse of the 
corpse’s last few moments. Either way, those affected are at a two-Trait penalty on all 
actions for the next combat turn due to the intensity of the experience. 

Moments of Eclipse 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Helios 

Although Helios hates to impart this Gift to his new charges, it is occasionally 
necessary to do so; by spending two Gnosis Traits, the Corax may temporarily sever 
his relationship with the sun. This renders him immune to the pernicious effects of 
gold for the duration of the Gift but also robs the raven of the sun’s energy, 
preventing him from using Rage during the Gift’s duration as well. This Gift lasts for 
up to 10 minutes for every permanent Willpower Trait the Corax possesses, although 
the Corax may cancel it sooner if he wishes. At the Narrator’s discretion, those Gifts 
and Rites related to Helios may become more expensive or even impossible to 
activate while this Gift is in effect, as the full extent of the severing is felt. 

Portents 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

This Gift allows a Corax to sneak a peak at the important events of the near future, in 
a much broader way than previous Gifts. The Corax must spend two Gnosis Traits 
and remain undisturbed for at least ten minutes; she may just want a general omen, 
or she may name an area of interest (say, the future of a particular neighborhood or 
the local Pentex CEO) and hope that Raven provides. The visions provided are vivid 
and accurate as prophecy can get, which is not to say that they aren’t sometimes 
wrapped in riddles or symbolism – the meaning is still clear and accurate enough, if 
you can puzzle it out. The riddles are a small price (by Corax standards) for the view 
of the future that this Gift offers. Obviously, the Storyteller should be contacted when 
this Gift is used to ensure that the prophesy is as true and accurate as possible. 
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Theft of Stars 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Servants of Helios 

Raven brought the sun, moon, and the stars, and what Raven brought, Raven can take 
back. This bizarre but effective Gift allows the Corax to steal the light of these 
celestial bodies from her target, making him unable to see any light derived from a 
natural source. Hence the target is as blind at high noon as he is under a full moon 
and gains the disadvantages of the Blind Flaw for the duration of the Gift (so long as 
he remains in natural light only). Of course, artificial light sources such as candles or 
lamps allow him to see, but even then, the fear and disorientation of such a strange 
point of view remains. Few people realize how much natural lighting is used until it is 
taken away – not to mention that someone nervously wandering around his yard with 
a flashlight in the middle of the afternoon is bound to attract less than favorable 
comments from his neighbors. This Gift lasts for one hour and requires that the Corax 
spend a Rage Trait and a Willpower Trait in addition to besting her target in a 
Willpower Challenge. As many games are played mostly or entirely indoors, the 
Storyteller may wish to modify this Gift a bit to retain its playability – for example, 
she might extend it to all electrical lights as well as Raven vents his displeasure on 
creature comforts, etc. 

Thieving Talons of the Magpie 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Magpie Spirits  

With this Gift, you can appropriate the powers of others. This Gift extends to Gifts, 
spirit Charms, vampiric Disciplines, mage Spheres and the like. Make a Mental 
Challenge against the target. If successful, you can use one specified power for one 
turn per Gnosis Trait you spend. During this time, the target cannot use the same 
power. Use your current Gnosis total in place of any Trait that Corax don't normally 
possess, like Blood Traits, Glamour and so on. You must know something about the 
power in question - enough to specify which one you're taking- and must physically 
be able to accomplish the actions it requires, like looking at someone. 
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Gurahl 
General Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Calm 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits (Variable), optional) 
Taught by: Unicorn Spirits 

You can calm others' anger. Spend one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. Success 
removes one of the target's Rage Traits, plus one for each Mental Trait that you 
spend. Creatures who can frenzy but do not possess Rage, like vampires or formori, 
come out of frenzy 

Desperate Strength 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Rat Spirits 

The Gurahl may use Willpower for retests in Physical Challenges, but each such 
retest inflicts one aggravated health level of damage. There's no limit to the number 
of potential retests, subject to the Garou's expenditure of Willpower and health. Thus, 
the Gurahl could conceivably call for three or four retests on the same challenge with 
this Gift, a departure from the normal limits of retests. Damage inflicted by this Gift 
can be healed, but it can't be reduced by any other Gift or power. 

Fiddlefish 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Fish Spirits  

By using this Gift and scooping her paw (or hand) into a river, stream, or other body 
of fresh or saltwater, a Gurahl can guarantee herself a filling and nutritious dinner 
consisting of a fish large enough to satisfy her hunger. Overuse of this Gift, 
particularly if a Gurahl consistently uses the same area to sate her appetite, results in 
Gaia’s displeasure and a failure of the Gift to produce any food. 

The Gurahl wins a simple test to acquire a single fish using this Gift. While more than 
one Gurahl may use this Gift in the same location, the same Gurahl may not snare 
more than one fish at a time from the same spot. The Storyteller should determine if a 
Gurahl is overusing this Gift and, if this is the case, should deny the Gift’s efficacy 
regardless of the outcome of the Simple Test. This Gift lasts for one scene (or one 
fish). 
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Grisly Aspect 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

This Gift endows the Gurahl with an aura and appearance so frightening that it can 
dishearten opponents enough to cause them to flee before engaging in combat. 
While this Gift does not actually make the Gurahl any stronger, it causes an increase 
in height and mass. In addition, the Gift enhances the ferocity of the Gurahl’s 
appearance – particularly in Crinos form. While under the effects of this Gift, the 
Gurahl also emits a pheromone which incites panic among herbivores and invokes a 
sense of dread in even the fiercest carnivores. 

The Gurahl makes a Social Challenge (against eight Traits) to evoke this Gift. Normal 
humans flee from the Gurahl as if suffering from the Delirium (it’s a great big snarling 
bear, folks). Some humans have been known to suffer heart failure upon seeing a 
Gurahl use this Gift in Crinos. Supernatural creatures must spend a Willpower Trait 
and then engage the Gurahl is a Social Challenge to attempt to resist the effects of 
this Gift. For purposes of this Gift, the Gurahl possesses Intimidating x4. (These Traits 
only last as long as the Gift is in effect.) The Gift lasts for one scene.  

Healing Tongue 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You can heal any wound in a living creature, even aggravated wounds, by laying 
hands on the afflicted area. You cannot use Mother's Touch to heal yourself, spirits, or 
the undead with this Gift. Spend one Gnosis to heal one health level of damage (make 
a Mental Challenge to heal non-Garou). Spend a second Gnosis Trait and make a 
Mental Challenge (retest with Medicine) to heal battle-scars, but only if you apply 
Mother's Touch in the same scene in which the scars were inflicted. 

The user of this Gift may only heal other people (not themselves) but may spend as 
many Gnosis as they are able and desire to heal in a single action.  
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Ignore Wounds 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

You can continue to act without suffering impairment from wounds. The wounds 
themselves must be treated and healed later; Resist Pain only blocks some of their 
effects. Spend one Willpower. No wound penalties apply for the rest of the scene or 
for one hour. 

Nature’s Plenty 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Nature Spirits 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to locate sufficient food or healing herbs to tend to a 
creature in need of assistance. Regardless of the season, the Gurahl can find and 
retrieve enough of the necessary herbs or plants, even if they are buried in snow or 
grow in normally inaccessible places. The Gurahl must succeed in a Static Mental 
Challenge against seven Traits to achieve the benefits of this Gift. The Storyteller 
should describe the materials the Gurahl may locate. This Gift lasts for one scene. 

Roused to Fury 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

This Gift may only be used at the beginning of a battle which was not begun by the 
Gurahl or her allies.  

For the remainder of the scene, the Gurahl gains the Physical Traits: Ferocious x 2, 
and Lithe whenever attacking the enemy who began the fight or any target who has 
inflicted a physical injury on the Gurahl's allies. 
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Sense Pattern Breaker 
Retest: Lore: Wyrm 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirit 

You can perceive nearby manifestations of the Wyrm. The Gift acts directly on your 
consciousness through a mystical sense, but Garou using it often describe it in terms 
of other senses, like "This place stinks of the Wyrm." Garou must remember that the 
Wyrm's taint often clings to innocent victims, such as those who eat tainted food or 
work in Wyrm-controlled factories. Make a Mental Challenge with a difficulty 
depending on the concentration and strength of the Wyrm's influence. Test against 
six Traits to sense a fomor in the next room but detecting the lingering residue of a 
Bane that left an hour ago requires testing against eight Traits. Vampires with three 
or fewer Humanity Traits always smell of the Wyrm; vampires on a Path of 
Enlightenment stink of the Wyrm, no matter what their rating. 

Sentinel’s Warning 
Retest: Awareness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Deer Spirits 

This Gift provides the Gurahl with an awareness of threats, hostile forces, or other 
dangerous elements in his protected lands. The Gift manifests as a sense of unease or 
discomfort. Unlike the Merit: Danger Sense, which is always “on,” this Gift requires 
conscious effort to activate it. The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and must succeed in a 
Static Mental Challenge against six Traits. The Storyteller then informs the Gurahl of 
any enemies – natural or supernatural – in his vicinity, this giving him the opportunity 
to act first in a combat situation or take steps to neutralize the threat. This Gift lasts for 
one scene. 

Treeshake 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Tree Spirits 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to obtain ample food for several individuals by grasping 
the trunk of a tree and shaking acorns or other edible tree-fruits from it. The tree 
does not need to be a fruit-bearing tree, nor does it need to be in season for the Gift 
to extract nutritious food from it. The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Simple 
Test. The Storyteller should determine the quantity and kind of fruit found. The 
Gurahl may feed up to five persons with one use of this Gift. 
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Ursa’s Cleansing 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Pig Spirits 

An unusual diet, rich in dangerous substances, provides the basis for developing a 
truly amazing resistance to poisons of all sorts. Make a Physical Challenge (retest 
with survival). Success neutralizes most poisons and gives you a three-Trait bonus on 
challenges to cope with Wyrm-enhanced poisons. 

Wyld Resurgence 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Willpower, optional) 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

Spending one turn in concentration, the Gurahl spends one Gnosis and immediately 
heals themselves for either 3 levels of Bashing Damage or 2 levels of Lethal Damage. 
By spending a Willpower Trait, the Gurahl may heal 1 level of Aggravated Damage 
instead. Damage caused by silver cannot be healed with this Gift. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Calm the Savage Beast 

Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

Even the most callous of Gurahl can sympathize with the Rage that moves their fellow 
changing breeds in the final days. This Gift allows the werebear to lend a frenzying 
changer the will to escape her Rage’s hold over her.  

The player spends a Willpower point and rolls makes a Social Challenge against a 
target. If successful, the Willpower point soothes a frenzying Gurahl within 30 feet (9 
m), canceling the frenzy. By spending an extra point of Willpower, this Gift may affect 
non-Garou in a state of frenzy, such as other shapeshifters or vampires. 

Dreams of the Buri-Jaan 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dream Spirits 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to send out a series of dream visions or spirit callings to a 
Cub she has chosen to mentor. The dreams act as a summons and a homing beacon, 
allowing the Cub to find her teacher (if she heeds her dreams). The Gurahl spends a 
Gnosis Trait and wins a Static Mental Challenge against seven Traits (adjustable 
based on the distance between the Gurahl and the Cub). After describing the 
contents of the dream or dreams to the Storyteller, the Gurahl waits while the 
Storyteller relays the information to the chosen target, who may resist with Willpower 
or follow the visions to find her Buri-Jaan. This Gift becomes most useful in ongoing 
chronicles to work new players into the story. 
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Ease the Fevered Mind 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Water Spirits 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to treat victims of extreme spiritual or emotional trauma, 
including post-traumatic stress disorder, social avoidance disorder, and other 
serious mental or emotional disturbances. The use of this Gift can temporarily 
remove or alleviate the symptoms of many derangements. The Gurahl spends a 
Willpower Trait and engages the patient in a Mental Challenge. The patient may not 
relent, but must undergo the challenge, since some individuals are resistant to 
treatment – even with the help of the Great Bear.  

The Gurahl may repeat the Mental Challenges until he loses. When the Gurahl loses, 
he must make two Simple Tests – failing both results in the target’s derangement 
being inflicted on the Gurahl. For every successful challenge, the Gurahl removes 
the effect of the trauma or derangement for a scene. Repeated and regular 
applications of the Gift, coupled with the expenditure of Permanent Willpower (by 
the target), can make the treatment permanent – with the approval of the Storyteller. 
However, if the source of the problem is not removed, the trauma will reoccur in 
time. 

Heart of the Mountain 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Mountain-Goat Spirits 

The werebear becomes as untiring and eternal as the mountains and cannot be 
defeated in a test of endurance. 

The player spends one Rage point and one Willpower point. For the rest of the scene, 
the Gurahl cannot fail any task involving Stamina. Torturers can never break him; 
though he can’t breathe underwater and his lungs may fill with water, he will not die. 
The only exception to this is soaking damage. While this Gift is active, the werewolf 
is guaranteed to always soak at least one level of damage, but otherwise takes 
damage normally. 

While this Gift is active, you automatically succeed at all tests of endurance. 
Additionally, you gain 1 Supernatural Armor level which refreshes at the beginning 
of each round. 
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Hide the Bear 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

The job of a Gurahl is seldom a matter of slashing claws and righteous fury — often 
duplicity is required. A werebear can temporarily “restrain” her inner wolf and 
appear to be a normal human.  

The player spends one Gnosis point and makes a Static Gnosis Challenge against her 
own Willpower. Success causes the character to appear human to all supernatural 
scrutiny. The Gift also nullifies the Curse and makes spending Rage impossible and 
locks her in Homid form so long as its effects persist. The difference between the 
user’s Permanent Gnosis and Permanent Willpower determines the Gift’s duration; to 
“free the bear” before that time elapses requires a full turn of concentration and 
another point of Gnosis. 

Willpower Above Gnosis Duration 
Zero One Scene 
One One Session 
Two    12 hours 
Three One day 
Four One week 
Five One lunar cycle. 

 

Masking the Hunted 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Nature Spirits 

The Gurahl may, with this Gift, use the terrain around her to create a safe haven for 
creatures or individuals pursued by hunters. Under the effect of this Gift, the land 
responds to the needs of the prey – bushes cluster together to form impassable 
barriers; grasses conceal tracks or else form the appearance of false paths. Odors 
contribute to the Gift's effects as well, leaving false scent trails or masking true scents 
to confuse creatures who hunt by scent. The Gurahl pends a Gnosis Trait and makes a 
Static Social Challenge against the hunter's Mental Traits to invoke this Gift. While 
this Gift does not last more than one scene, it usually provides enough time for the 
hunted individuals to escape. The Gurahl may hide up to 12 human or large mammal-
sized individuals, or twice as many mailer creatures.   
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Survival of the Bear 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bear Spirits  

You become temporarily immune to harm from poison, disease and naturally 
occurring environmental extremes - pressure, temperature, atmospheric conditions, 
etc. This Gift doesn’t protect against hazardous situations like falling or Wyrm 
emanations, only against circumstances that prevail throughout the area. Spend one 
Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. Success allows you to adapt for one hour. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Gaia’s Breath 

Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Permanent Gnosis & 1 Permanent Willpower 
Taught By: Gaia 

Some Gurahl believe that the desires of other Changing Breeds (particularly the 
Garou) to possess the knowledge of this Gift formed a direct cause of the War of 
Rage. This Gift, known only to the wisest and eldest of the Gurahl, remains the 
werebears’ most closely guarded secret. Through the use of this Gift, a Gurahl may 
return the departed spirit of a dead werecreature, bringing it back from death. In 
ancient times, Gurahl rewarded those among them who sacrificed their lives to 
provide food for their human Kin or who died in the protection of others. 

The Gurahl must spend a permanent Gnosis Trait and a Permanent Willpower Trait 
before engaging in a Static Social Challenge versus nine Traits. Success means that 
the departed spirit returns to its body, returning the creature to life. The recipient 
awakens as Incapacitated and must receive healing from other Gifts in order to gain 
strength and restore additional health levels. Missing body parts are not restored 
through this Gift, though other supernatural means may, if known, be used to regrow 
limbs. 

This Gift only succeeds in restoring life to a victim who has died recently (i.e. within 
the last four hours of game time). A Gurahl who attempts the use of this Gift on an 
individual who has been dead longer than four hours risks not only failure but the 
possibility of summoning a Wyrm-creature (such as a Bane) into the corpse. Only one 
attempt may be made on a single creature at any time. Ever. 

Gentle Soul 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Gaia 

The werebear’s nature as a bringer of comfort and release from pain finally 
overwhelms the Rage simmering within. 

The character is no longer subject to the Curse; her rage never leaks out to alienate 
those around her. 
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Great Grandfather’s Summons 
Retest: None 
Cost: 3 Gnosis and 1 Rage 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

This Gift allows the Great Grandfather or Great Grandmother (or Ancient One) to 
issue a summons to all Gurahl, gathering them together in a time of great need. The 
call is so powerful that it even wakens hibernating Gurahl and reaches into the 
Umbra.  

Gurahl who heed the summons gather together healing items, fetishes, weapons, and 
food, and travel to the place where the summoner waits for them. Lore keepers 
among the Gurahl credit this Gift with the mass awakening of Gurahl in the 19th 
century to combat the Storm Eater in the Umbra of the American West. 

This Gift requires the sacrifice of three Gnosis and one Rage Trait in order to activate 
it. No test is required. 
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Breed Gifts 
Homid Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Climate Control 

Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

The Gurahl may use this Gift to alter the temperature in her immediate vicinity from 
five to twenty-five degrees in either direction. She can create a circle of coolness in 
the desert or warmth in the middle of winter that covers an area large enough to 
encompass up to five human-sized individuals. Thus, she can protect those around 
her from heatstroke, frostbite, or other effects of overexposure. This Gift lasts for 
twenty-four hours, although the Gurahl may voluntarily end it. The Gurahl must win a 
Static Social Challenge against the Gauntlet Rating to invoke this Gift. 

Dolorous Countenance 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Rage (+1 Rage, optional) 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

Similar to the Garou Homid Gift: Paralyzing Stare, this Gift enables the Gurahl to 
project a countenance so baleful that an opponent backs away, either out of shame or 
in submission to an obvious superior – sometimes leaving the vicinity entirely. The 
Gurahl must make eye contact with the intended target, spending a Rage Trait, and 
win a Social Challenge. With success, the target must retreat five feet from the 
Gurahl, and will do his best to avoid her. By spending a second Rage Trait during the 
initial challenge, the Gurahl can force her target to leave the area altogether; he will 
not return until she leaves. 

Master of Fire 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fire Spirits  

Taming fire helped separate humanity from the beasts. This Gift lets you call on the 
ancient pact with fire-spirits, persuading them to withhold their hunger when you 
touch them.  

Spend one Gnosis Trait. Fire damage now heals as if it were bashing damage. The 
effects last for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. 

Note that damage is still taken as aggravated, it merely heals as though it were 
bashing. 
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Persuasion 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None (+ Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Peacock Spirits 

Your words carry meaning and credibility in whatever way reaches each listener. 
Make a Static Social Challenge against six Traits. If the challenge succeeds, you gain 
a bonus Trait on all Social Challenges for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. You 
may gain additional bonus Traits at the cost of one point of Gnosis for each, spent at 
the time of the initial challenge. In addition to the game-mechanical effect, your 
words are more influential than usual on the role-playing level, and Storytellers 
should work with players to make the use of Persuasion clear in play. 

This Gift provides a free retest in Social Challenges against mundane individuals. 

Ursa’s Light 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Star Spirits 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to draw down the light of the stars as a directional beacon 
or to illuminate an area. The Gurahl appears to reach upward toward the stars in 
supplication as he invokes this Gift. If the Gurahl wins a Simple Test, his outstretched 
hand fills with a soft white illumination that can either illuminate 100 square feet or 
cast a penetrating ray of light for 100 yards. (If the Gurahl invokes this Gift when Ursa 
Major or Ursa Minor happen to be visible in the night sky, the effect is doubled. This 
Gift only functions at night.) 

Gurahl may use this Gift to counteract either naturally or supernaturally caused 
darkness and assist friends or companions who have trouble seeing in the dark. This 
Gift lasts for one scene.  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Sense Need 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None (1 Mental Trait, optional) 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

By means of this Gift, the Gurahl can open her mind to the world around her and 
sense a voiced or even unspoken cry for help from someone in need of assistance or 
succor from up to five miles away. The Gurahl concentrates and wins or ties a Static 
Mental Challenge against seven Traits to detect the presence of someone in need. 
Spend one Mental Trait to raise the radius by 10 miles. Sense need will also 
determine if anyone in the area is in fact in need. This Gift lasts for one scene.  

Shape Matter 
Retest: Repair 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

You can transform once-living material (but not the substance of undead beings) into 
objects; trees into shelter, antlers into spears, animal hides into armor, flowers into 
perfume, and so on. The resulting items resemble their sources: the spear shaft is 
made of antler, the armor retains skin textures, etc. Spend one Gnosis and make a 
Static Social Challenge (retest with Repair). The difficulty depends on the degree of 
transformation: making a broken tree branch into a spear requires a test against five 
Traits, while making a single plank into a raft that can carry three Garou requires a 
test against eight Traits and making a blade of grass into a lean-to that can resist 
hurricane winds requires a test against 10 Traits or even more. Spend a second 
Gnosis to allow a created weapon to inflict aggravated damage. 

This power lasts until the end of the scene. 

Spirit Shield 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Social Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Wolf Spirits  

You can create an invisible pictogram to shield against spirits. The resulting symbol 
unnerves spirits other than Pack Totems and Caern Spirits, and travels with you. 
Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against seven Traits. On 
success, spirits within 100 feet of you (other than Pack Totems and Caern Spirits) 
suffer a one-Trait penalty to all challenges, plus an additional one-Trait penalty for 
each Social Trait you spend. The Spirit Ward lasts for one scene or one hour. 

This “shield” differentiates between friendly (or neutral) and unfriendly spirits, 
having little or no effect on the former and actively discouraging the latter from 
intruding on the Gurahl. 
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Ursa’s Coat 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Manji 

This Gift surrounds the Gurahl with a heavy coat of protective fur colored like a starry 
night. The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and concentrates for one turn. Once invoked, 
this Gift effectively halves all damage the character takes (round down): an opponent 
must inflict two levels of damage to cause one health level. The Gift lasts one scene, 
but the Gurahl may extend the duration of the Gift by spending an extra Gnosis Trait. 
The Gift must be invoked immediately prior to a combat; a Gurahl may not activate 
this Gift as a “contingency.” The Gurahl may move but at a three Trait penalty. The 
Gurahl may defend herself normally. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Charismatic Presence 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

This Gift bestows upon the Gurahl a compelling aura of attraction to humans. In 
ancient times, werebears often used this Gift to place themselves in positions of 
leadership or influence among early human tribes, sometimes serving as the spiritual 
center of bear cults.  

The Gurahl must win a Social Challenge against the targets he wishes to affect (within 
20 paces). Those who lose the challenge feel a great awe and respect for the Gurahl 
and willingly listen to and often follow his directions (though they do not become 
mindless slaves). Those who successfully resist may experience an active resentment 
against the Gurahl who tried to influence their minds.  

This Gift lasts for a single scene, although individuals affected by the Gift may retain 
some positive feelings towards the Gurahl depending on the strength of the 
werebear’s arguments of the force of his natural personality. Hostile actions will 
negate the Gift’s effects. 

Fearless Unveiling 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits, Ancestor Spirits, Wolf Spirits 

This Gift lets you protect a human being from the effects of the Delirium. The human 
can then interact with Gurahl without suddenly breaking into flight or denial. If the 
target suffers the Delirium at a later date, much of what happened while Part the Veil 
was in effect will become lost, just like other Delirium-obscured memories. Spend 
one Gnosis and make a Social Challenge. If you win, the target is protected from the 
Delirium for one scene or one hour. 

Once the need for this Gift has passed, the Gurahl must perform the Rite of the Ban to 
remove any “unpleasant” or “incredible” memories from the minds of the affected 
individuals.  
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Ursine Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Burrow 

Retest: Athletics 
Cost: None (+ Physical Traits, optional) 
Taught By: Badger Spirits  

With this Gift, you can burrow through the earth, creating a tunnel just large enough 
for you to go through. Others can follow, if they're small enough to fit into the hole. 
You must be in Crinos, Bjornen, or Ursine to use this Gift, since it requires digging 
claws. The tunnel isn't structurally sound and crumbles over time. Make a Physical 
Challenge against a difficulty depending on the substance to be burrowed through 
four Traits for loose mud, up to nine Traits for solid rock. Strong metals and 
reinforced structures don't yield at all. You can burrow at one yard per turn, plus one 
yard per turn per Physical Trait spent, and need not make another challenge unless 
the composition of the material to be burrowed through changes.  

Create Element 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught by: Elemental Spirits 

You can create a small amount of fire, air, earth, or water. (One Gift covers all four 
elements.) You cannot create specialized forms, like precious metals or lethal gases, 
but can replenish the air in a sealed room, make a rock to throw at someone, light a 
fire without using matches, or fill a bathtub without faucet or pipes.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Gnosis Challenge. If successful, you create up to 10 
pounds of the desired element per current Gnosis Trait, up to a maximum weight of 
100 pounds. The element can appear anywhere you can see within 60 feet and 
remains until used up. Flames created with this Gift inflict one level of lethal damage 
per Gnosis Trait, up to a maximum of three health levels. 

Flames created with this gift deal Aggravated Damage (not lethal), and deal damage 
equal to the lower of your Permanent or Current Gnosis rating (before the spend to 
activate the Gift). The maximum of three health levels still remains. 
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Heightened Senses 
Retest: N/A 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Your senses all become preternaturally sharp. In Homid or Arthren form, you can see 
hear and smell as acutely as a wild wolf, while in Ursine-related forms you're all but 
precognitively alert. Note that this Gift doesn't allow for selective intensification: 
routine city noises can overload and cripple a wolf-form Garou with Heightened 
Senses. In Homid and Arthren form, you gain a two-Trait bonus to all perception-
related challenges, and you may make Mental Challenges to perform feats normally 
impossible to human beings, like tracking by scent. In Crinos, Bjornen, and Ursus 
forms, you gain a three-Trait bonus to perception-related challenges and a one-Trait 
bonus to Primal-Urge challenges. Heightened Senses lasts for the rest of the scene or 
hour. A sudden surge of sensory information (a discharging skunk, car alarm, 
flashbulb, etc.) overloads the sense in question, leaving stunned for two rounds and 
possibly losing the overloaded sense for an hour (at Storyteller discretion). 

Voice of Woe 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Minor 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to use her voice as an early warning system, sending out a 
call that alerts all creatures (regardless of their species) within five miles of the 
presence of an active danger. The sound mimics that of a bear cub in distress, so 
other Gurahl or bears (or Kinfolk) might actually come to the assistance of the calling 
Gurahl. The Gurahl must spend a Gnosis Trait to invoke this Gift. The Gift lasts for one 
scene. 

Weather Watch 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Weather Spirits 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to make accurate predictions concerning the weather, such as 
approaching storms, changes in weather patterns, or other significant climatic occurrences. 
The Gurahl need have no knowledge of weather or meteorology, but simply studies the 
skies with her sight, scent, and taste. The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Static 
Mental Challenge versus six Traits to gain information from the Storyteller as to important 
changes in the weather for the next 48 hours. This Gift can also determine, if appropriate, 
the approximate length of a dry spell or the likelihood of a tornado approaching the 
immediate vicinity. This Gift lasts for one scene, though the Gurahl may learn of significant 
weather conditions that extend beyond the duration of the Gift. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Gnaw 

Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Alligator Spirits  

Your jaws become strong enough to chew through just about anything, given time. 
Spend one Willpower and make a Static Physical Challenge, difficulty based on the 
toughness of the target material. Wood is only three Traits worth of difficulty, while 
steel cables require testing against six Traits, and titanium doors require nine Traits 
or even more. In addition, you inflict an additional level of damage when biting in 
combat. The Gift lasts for the rest of the scene, or for one hour. 

The damage gained from this Gift is of the same type (lethal or aggravated) as the 
normal (unaltered) form that the user is in. 

Pull of the Chosen Land 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

The Gurahl uses this Gift to find the quickest route to his protectorate, regardless of 
his current location. Even if he has been forcibly relocated to an unknown place, the 
Gurahl may follow an internal compass that guides him unerringly to familiar 
territory. The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Mental Challenge to invoke 
this Gift. 

Once invoked, the Gift remains in effect until the Gurahl reaches his destination, 
though the Storyteller may require additional challenges if the werebear needs to 
sop to rest or sleep or gets distracted by another pressing matter (such as an attack 
by hunters). This Gift works in the Umbra as well as the real world. 

Shelter of the Earth 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Nature Spirits 

The Gurahl, through the use of this Gift, “disappears” amid the local environment, 
making use of tall grasses, concealing trees, rockfalls, or whatever terrain features 
are around her. While slow movement is possible without breaking cover, rapid 
motion, such as jogging or running, ends the Gift’s effects. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Physical Challenge to invoke this Gift. 
The effects last for one scene or until the Gurahl breaks cover by moving too quickly. 
If someone wishes to hunt for the Gurahl, she makes a Static Mental Challenge 
against the Gurahl’s Physical Traits. 
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Sweet Swarm of Vengeance 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bee Spirits 

The Gurahl can summon a swarm of angry bees which surround an enemy, harrying 
and stinging the targeted individual. Depending on his environment, the Gurahl may 
call forth as few as a dozen or as many as a thousand wasps, hornets, honeybees, or 
other indigenous bees. The swarm obeys the Gurahl’s directions, attacking the target 
indicated by the summoner. Depending on the victim’s reactions and size, this attack 
may serve as a nuisance and distraction, or may cause death due to anaphylactic 
shock. 

The Gurahl must spend a Gnosis Trait and win a Static Social Challenge against seven 
Traits in order to locate a swarm of bees. Depending on the nature of the target, the 
Storyteller may need to adjudicate further challenges to determine the result of the 
bees’ attack. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Bear’s Bounty 

Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Bear  

You draw upon your unusually strong ties with the three aspects of Bear to plead 
directly with your Totem and gain some of its power. The results depend on the 
aspect. For example, Ursa Major might provide a means of escape or an unexpected 
place of shelter, while Mangi the Death Bear might grant the Gurahl the ability to fell 
an opponent with a single blow. The Storyteller should decide the exact nature of the 
assistance which the Gurahl receives.  

Miraculous manifestations are common, and the only real limit is the totem's 
inclinations. Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge against seven 
Traits. Further expenditures increase the effects, from a minor manifestation to a 
veritable tide of elemental fury. 

Call of the Cave Bear 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Gurahl Ancestor Spirits 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to summon her prehistoric cave bear ancestor from the 
Umbra to assist her for one task. The task may have several parts, but must consist of 
achieving one distinct goal, such as defeating a particular monster or finding some 
ancient burial ground or lost sacred place. The cave bear returns to its place of origin 
once its task is completed.  

The Gurahl spends one Gnosis Trait and wins a Social Challenge against 15 Traits. 
The cave bear should be considered to have the maximum Traits of a Gurahl in 
Bjornen form. This Gift lasts for one scene or until the creature completes the task for 
which it was summoned. Such a legendary spirit will not be pleased to answer 
frivolous summons and may discipline its wayward descendant.  
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Auspice Gifts 
Arcas Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Cajole 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

The Gurahl may use this Gift to coax some item or piece of information from an 
individual. Expressions of wide-eyed innocence or pitiful pleading usually 
accompany the Gift’s activation. The Gurahl can convince someone to give her food 
and clothing, a car or bicycle, hidden information, or secure shelter through the use 
of this Gift. 

The Gurahl must win a Social Challenge against her intended target. The Storyteller 
may require more than one Test for the Gurahl to acquire extremely valuable items 
(such as cars). This Gift lasts for one scene. 

Open Seal 
Retest: Security 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Raccoon Spirits  

You can open almost every kind of closed and locked device. Make a Static Gnosis 
Challenge with a difficulty of the local Gauntlet rating to open a closed or locked 
barrier. 

Sense of the Prey 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

You gain an innate awareness of any prey about which you know something and can 
move toward it as fast as you can travel. This Gift operates in the Umbra as well as in 
the material world. This Gift works automatically if the target isn't trying to hide. If it 
is, make a Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas); if the target is a spirit, pit your 
Mental total against the spirit's Gnosis. 
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Walk Like a Man 
Retest: Survival 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ape Spirits 

This Gift enables a Gurahl in Ursine, Bjornen, or Crinos form to alter his footprints to 
form an exact duplicate of a human footstep, thus creating a false trail to confuse 
pursuit. The Gurahl must win a Physical Challenge against seven Traits to invoke this 
Gift. The effects last for one scene. The Gurahl may extend the duration of the Gift by 
attempting additional tests, although the Gift ends automatically if the Gurahl loses. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Favor of Ursa Minor 

Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

While the moon is visible in the night sky, silver does not inflict aggravated damage 
on you. During the full moon, silver may even turn against those who would use it to 
hurt you. This Gift is active whenever you indicate. While it's in effect, as long as the 
moon is clearly visible in phase above the horizon (stepping into a building, bad 
weather or sunrise/moonset negates this Gift), you can regenerate damage from 
silver as if it were bashing or lethal damage (bashing if the weapon is blunt, lethal if 
it's edged). Note that this Gift is not active during the new moon.  During the full 
moon, any attacker who makes an unsuccessful attack against you must then make 
two Simple Tests. If both fail, the attacker takes normal damage from his silver 
weapon. 

Rejuvenate 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spirits of Time 

The use of this Gift provides the target with a temporary boost in spirits and a 
renewed zest for living, as if she had become young again. Sometimes, at 
Storyteller’s discretion, this Gift manifests physically, making the target appear and 
feel younger than her actual years. Gurahl may perform this Gift on themselves or 
another creature to bolster spirits, allow an elderly person the energy to complete 
some vital task, or rescue an aging friend from depression. 

The Gurahl spends one Gnosis Trait and wins a Static Mental Challenge versus the 
target’s Willpower. The exact effects of this Gift are up to the Storyteller. This Gift has 
no effect on the young – only the aged in body and mind can benefit – and lasts for 
the rest of the session. 

Safe Passage 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Nature Spirits 

This Gift allows the Gurahl (and those with him) to pass through a place without 
leaving any traces of his travel. The Gurahl leaves no footprints and makes no other 
marks upon the land due to the effects of the Gift. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Static Physical Challenge against six 
Traits to invoke this Gift for one scene (or the time it takes to travel between starting 
point and destination). By spending a second Gnosis Trait, the Gurahl may take up to 
five additional people with him and extend the Gift’s effects to include them. 
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Trackless Waste 
Retest: Primal-Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, optional) 
Taught by: Wyld Spirits  

This Gift enables you to make sure humans get lost and stay that way. Compasses 
malfunction, maps mislead, and landmarks appear to move unpredictably. You must 
know the territory to use this Gift. Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Mental 
Challenge against six Traits. If successful, the Gift "scrambles" an area two miles in 
radius, plus an additional two miles for each Mental Trait you spend. The Gift 
functions on supernatural beings as well as humans but Changing Breeds can 
overcome their confusion with a Mental Challenge (retest with Primal-Urge) against 
the Gurahl who used Trackless Waste (do this as a Static Challenge if the Gift-user 
isn't on the scene). Trackless Waste's effects last for four hours. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Humiliate 

Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bear 

The Gurahl uses this Gift to castigate (usually verbally) up to five individuals, 
generating such a loss of self-esteem and shame in them that they back down from a 
fight or flee the area. This resembles an extremely powerful form of Dolorous 
Countenance since it affects more than one opponent.  

After verbally haranguing her target(s), the Gurahl makes a Social Challenge (mob 
scene rules apply) against up to five targets. Individuals who lose to the Gurahl either 
back down or flee. Those who win may ignore the effect of the Gift. Even targets who 
manage to resist the Gift’s effect still suffer a two-Trait penalty to their actions due to 
the belief that they will fail. The effects of this Gift persist for one week, sometimes 
leaving the victims with a permanent aversion to the Gurahl who so shamed them. 

Only sentient creatures qualify as targets for this Gift. Normal animals, Wyrm-
creatures, and spirits who lack a sense of shame are immune. 

Natural State 
Retest: None 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Nature Spirits 

The Gurahl uses this Gift to return a patch of ground (roughly 100 square feet of 
terrain) to its natural state. For example, plowed or planted fields erupt in tall grasses 
and wildflowers; human-built objects such as cabins or houses fall into disrepair and 
collapse; clear-cut forest lands sprout saplings in abundance. The Gurahl uses this 
Gift to heal lands that have suffered from over-development or corruption. 
Occasionally, vengeful werebears return a poacher’s camp to its “natural state.” 

The Gurahl spends two Gnosis Traits. The Storyteller should determine the precise 
changes to the intended area. The effects of the Gift are permanent, but the land can 
be re-altered. 
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Uzmati Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Mangi’s Strong Arms 

Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1-3 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Mangi the Death Bear 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to execute the formidable (or infamous) “bear-hug,” 
squeezing his opponent to the point of incapacitation, unconsciousness, or even 
death.  

Invoking the Gift requires one full action. The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and 
makes a Physical Challenge against six Traits. Doing so adds one health level of 
damage inflicted by the Gurahl with a successful grappling maneuver in combat. 
Spending additional Gnosis Traits increases the damage on a one-for-one basis. No 
more than three levels of additional damage may be added. The Gurahl must apply 
this additional damage all at once, though he may invoke the Gift before a battle and 
hold it in reserve until he makes a successful grapple. This Gift lasts for one scene. 

Slash of the Death Bear 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage 
Taught By: Mangi the Death Bear 

You can sharpen your claws by raking them over stone or other hard surfaces.  

Spend one Rage and take one full turn to sharpen your claws. For the rest of the 
scene, your claw attacks inflict an additional level of damage. 

Threaten 
Retest: Intimidation 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Mangi the Death Bear 

The Gurahl invokes this Gift, stands erect and roars a challenge to his opponent, thus 
increasing his ability to intimidate his foe, forcing the enemy to wilt in terror or back 
of entirely from battle. The Gurahl may use this Gift to intimidate his own or another 
individual’s opponent. 

The werebear engages in a Static Social Challenge against the target’s Willpower. If 
the Gurahl is successful, the opponent cannot approach any closer than arm’s length 
and must cower in terror or turn and run. Certain conditions – such as Negative 
Traits, Derangements, or Flaws – may trigger fear frenzy in Garou, vampires, or 
certain other Changing Breeds. Normal humans or animals may be so panic-stricken 
that they flee altogether or faint from terror. This Gift lasts for one scene. 
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Ultimatum 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Bear Spirits 

Through this Gift, the Gurahl imposes her will on her opponent, delivering an 
ultimatum that reduces the target’s actions to a choice between two alternatives 
(“Fight me where you stand, or else flee this place never to return.”). In this fashion, 
the werebear may dictate the form of attack (or lack of attack), thus providing an 
advantage over her opponent. 

The werebear must succeed in a Willpower Challenge against her opponent, who 
may not take another action until one of the terms of Ultimatum are met. This Gift lasts 
for one scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Crush 

Retest: Brawl 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1-2 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Mangi the Death Bear 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to deliver a devastatingly massive bear hug attack at a 
distance, potentially crushing internal organs, breaking bones, and rendering the 
opponent unfit to continue battle. The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and engages in a 
Physical Challenge versus his opponent’s Willpower Traits but does so without 
coming into hand-to-hand range. If successful, the Gurahl inflicts an additional level 
of health damage above the amount that she would normally cause. As in Mangi’s 
Strong Arms, the Gurahl may spend a second (or third) Gnosis Trait to add to the 
damage on a one-for-one basis. The Gift ends after one successful attack. 

Delay the Death Bear’s Coming 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

This Gift enables the Gurahl or another individual designated by the Gurahl to 
sustain massive damage without dying. Although the recipient of this Gift’s benefits 
may not engage in combat or other strenuous activities, the target remains alive long 
enough to allow for normal or magical healing to take place. This Gift also allows the 
target a very limited movement, with the assistance of another person, in order to 
leave the area of danger. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Mental Challenge against twelve Traits. 
Success enables the target to gain an additional Incapacitated Health Level, making it 
possible to absorb otherwise fatal damage without dying. The phantom health level 
does not have to be “healed,” but disappears after normal or magical healing 
restores a character to at least Wounded. The Gurahl must re-invoke the Gift for each 
individual she wishes to affect. The Gurahl may use this Gift on herself, provided that 
she has not reached Incapacitated. 
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Silver Claws 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lune Spirits  

You can transform your own claws into silver. Make a Static Gnosis Challenge against 
seven Traits. If successful, your claws become silver for the rest of the scene or until 
you decide to return them to normal. While silver, your claws do aggravated damage 
to all targets. When you make a successful strike on your target, you inflict an extra 
level of aggravated damage to any creature susceptible to silver. The transformation 
is agonizingly painful, giving you an automatic Rage Trait each turn, and imposing a 
one-Trait penalty on non-combat challenges. When your Rage total exceeds your 
Willpower, you must test for frenzy. 

This Gift is a Gnostic Action, even though no Gnosis is spent – therefore, this Gift may 
not be activated in the same round as Rage is spent. 

Strength of the Earth 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

You draw on Gaia's strength, fixing yourself where you stand. You cannot retreat or 
move from the spot while Gaia's power supports you. Make a Static Willpower 
Challenge against eight Traits. Success gives you two bonus Traits on all Physical 
Challenges. You may not be surprised. and all attacks are considered frontal. You 
may not move until all foes have been defeated or fled. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Engulf the Prey 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Rage and 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to draw on his connection to the earth, causing the ground 
underneath his target (or targets) to open up, creating a pit large enough to swallow 
the intended victim(s) whole or trap them so they cannot avoid further attacks. Since 
this Gift affects an area, all individuals in the area are vulnerable to its effects. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and a Rage Trait and makes a successful Simple 
Test. If the Gurahl succeeds, a chasm approximately 15 feet across and at least 50 
feet deep opens beneath the targets. Victims must succeed in a Simple Test to avoid 
falling into the pit, those who tie become partially trapped, and those who lose are 
swallowed altogether. The pit closes almost immediately after opening, trapping 
(and crushing) anyone inside unless they have some extraordinary means of survival, 
can go incorporeal, or escape through the Umbra. (Vampires and certain Wyrm-
creatures might survive but must free themselves or be rescued.) 

Victims partially caught in the pit receive two health levels of lethal damage while 
anyone unlucky enough to remain fully engulfed sustains five levels of lethal damage 
and is buried alive. Victims remaining alive soon suffocate unless they possess some 
means of escape (such as the Gift: Burrow). 

The Gurahl may not open multiple pits without additional uses of this Gift. 

Rage of the Mother Bear 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis and 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

Through this Gift, the Gurahl may arouse in herself a white-hot anger, endowing 
herself with uncharacteristic rapidity of movement and action. While under the 
effects of this Gift, the Gurahl may take extra actions either during combat or in the 
event of an emergency requiring swift responses and desperate measures. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and a Willpower Trait. If she wins a Static Physical 
Challenge against 8 Traits, she receives and additional action for that turn. She may 
expend additional Gnosis or Willpower Traits on a one-for-one basis to gain more 
actions. The Gurahl must take all of her additional actions in the same turn or lose 
them. 
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Kojubat Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Beast Speech 

Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Animal Spirits  

You can communicate with any sort of animal, from fish to mammals. Beast Speech 
does not change animals' natures or reactions and does not make the Gurahl seem 
like any less formidable an opponent. Make a Social Challenge (retest with Animal 
Ken).  Each type of encounter or type of animal requires its own challenge - for 
example, a successful challenge to speak with a rattlesnake would allow you to speak 
with all venomous snakes, but you need another successful challenge to talk with a 
stag. 

This Gift does not confer the ability to speak with Animal Spirits, only mundane 
animals. 

Eyes of the Soul 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ursa Minor  

With this power, you can tell what a person's true nature is through a form of “inner 
vision.” You can automatically recognize other werebears. To detect other sorts of 
creatures, make a Static Mental Challenge (retest with Primal Urge) against six Traits 
for most sorts of creatures, against eight Traits for vampires, faeries, and other 
shapeshifters, or against 10 Traits for formori and mages. 

Song of Terra 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

By making contact with the earth and invoking this Gift, the Gurahl may “hear” 
something about the recent history of the place around her. Depending on the 
degree of concentration (how “hard” she listens), the Gurahl may discover events 
that have taken place in the vicinity within the past 24 hours. The Gurahl may learn 
about acts of violence, overhear conversations, or discover which creatures have 
passed through the targeted spot. The contact with the earth must involve bare skin 
(such as placing one’s bare palms on the ground, putting an ear to the ground, or 
standing on the ground in bare feet), and the earth cannot be under anything such as 
concrete. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Static Mental Challenge against eight 
Traits. The Storyteller then informs the Gurahl of appropriate events concerning the 
targeted piece of ground. As a general rule, the Gurahl “hears” the most immediate 
or most intense piece of information first. This Gift lasts for one scene. 
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Stonesight 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Earth Elementals 

The Gurahl, using this Gift, may examine a large rock or stone, seeing “through” it to 
determine its use or potential. Useful primarily for sculptors or stone workers who 
need to assess or particular piece of rock, this Gift also determines mineral 
composition or the presence of fossils. 

The Gurahl need only concentrate on the stone to activate this Gift. A successful 
Gurahl learns some information about the stone’s composition, its potential use in art 
or construction, or some other piece of useful knowledge. As an example, the Gurahl 
might learn that a particular stone contains crystals within a volcanic exterior and 
might serve as a healing focus if used in the construction of a Fetish. This Gift lasts for 
one scene. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Mind to Mind 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower per Target 
Taught By: Any Spirits  

You can link the minds of targeted individuals into a sort of shared waking dream. 
They perceive the shared dream overlaid on mundane reality and can communicate 
with each other freely with each other while it lasts, at the cost of some impairment of 
their ability to deal with their respective immediate physical surroundings. Spend 
one Willpower Trait per sentient being linked in Mindspeak. Make a Social 
Challenge against each unwilling participant. Participants can speak freely once 
linked and can use Social Abilities with each other. They suffer a two-Trait penalty on 
all challenges dealing with their own surroundings. Mindspeak ends when all 
participants choose to end it, or when you fail a challenge against an unwilling target. 
Participants must be within line of sight of each other when the Gift goes into effect 
but can move any distance thereafter. 

Mind Sight 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Minor 

The Gurahl uses this Gift to read the surface thoughts of an individual. The targeted 
creature must possess an intelligence greater than that of an animal in order for the 
Gift to function. The Gurahl may not unearth secrets that the target wishes to keep 
hidden or probe too deeply into the target’s mind. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Mental Challenge against the target, 
who must then reveal (out of character) the thoughts closest to the surface of her 
mind. The target has no knowledge that anyone has probed her thoughts. 
Supernatural creatures such as vampires, mages, changelings, or other Changing 
Breeds may resist this Gift by spending a Willpower. This Gift lasts for one scene. 

Probe Thoughts 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Minor 

A more powerful version of the Gift: Mind Sight, Gurahl may use this Gift to probe 
information hidden in the mind of the target. This Gift undoubtedly serves as the 
basis for the belief by many tribal people that bears have the ability to read minds.  

The Gurahl expends two Gnosis Traits and wins a Mental Challenge against the 
target, who must then reveal (out of character) one of the following pieces of 
information – Nature, one Flaw, any Derangements, one Negative Trait (player’s 
choice). This Gift lasts for a single scene. 
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Shadows by the Fire Light 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: 1+ Gnosis 
Taught By: Memory Spirits  

You invoke shadows and dreams to create stories in which others take part ... 
willingly or not. Shadows surround the participants as they act out the roles you 
assign, and dreamlike sensations fill in sensory gaps. It also can serve as a weapon, 
however, commanding the targets into fixed behavior.  

There is no challenge required to use this Gift on willing subjects. To force unwilling 
targets into a story, make a Social Challenge against each victim. The story begins 
when the requisite number of victims are all compelled to act. Each must act 
precisely as one of the characters in the story you tell. This Gift lasts for one turn per 
Gnosis Trait you spend. 

This Gift cannot force a target to harm themselves or their allies. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Aversion Therapy 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Willpower against supernaturals) 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

Gurahl use this Gift to rehabilitate chronic offenders or to force wrongdoers to cease 
their harmful activity. By tapping into the individual’s deepest emotions and linking 
one or more of them with the thought of carrying out the forbidden deed, the Gurahl 
establishes a link between action and emotion. For example, an abusive spouse may 
be wracked with incapacitating feelings of guilt and feelings of violation if he ever 
thinks about hurting his wife. This link, when established, lasts for a year and a day 
(in game time).  

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Static Mental Challenge against the 
target’s Willpower. Gurahl using this Gift on a supernatural creature must expend a 
Willpower Trait as well. 

Prophetic Vision 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis Trait (+ Variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Star Spirits 

Lorekeepers of the Gurahl claim that this Gift once gave them early warnings of the 
War of Rage. This Gift allows a Gurahl to enter a deep trancelike state to cross the 
barriers between present and future, thus receiving warnings or images of what lies 
ahead. These images, while often vivid and cinematic, need interpretation, since they 
frequently employ dream imagery. Many Gurahl who use this Gift do not always 
understand what they have seen or heard until the events have come to pass. Lately, 
this Gift has presented Gurahl with very disturbing images which lorekeepers 
believe portend the imminence of the Apocalypse. 

To activate this Gift, the player must spend 15 minutes out of game as her Gurahl 
character enters a meditative state. After the time has elapsed, the Gurahl must 
spend a Gnosis Trait and win a Static Mental Challenge against nine Traits. Spending 
additional Gnosis Traits adds depth and detail to the vision. A Storyteller or Spirit 
Keeper should describe the vision the Gurahl receives, making use of symbols, 
dreamscapes, and other cryptic images. If a Gurahl wishes to interpret the vision, she 
must engage the Storyteller in a Static Mental Challenge against seven Traits. 
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Kieh Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Diagnose 

Retest: Medicine 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to determine the general state of health of an individual, 
often allowing him to identify diseases or other ailments present.  

After concentrating on his target for one minute, the Gurahl must win a Mental 
Challenge. The difficulty of this challenge is set by the Storyteller, based on what (if 
anything) is wrong with the target. Success allows the Gurahl to ascertain specific 
diseases – including lung disorders, stomach ailments, or infectious diseases. This 
Gift lasts for one scene. 

Refresh 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

The Gurahl may use this Gift in battle to give an ally a second wind, allowing the 
target to ignore wounds long enough to continue fighting – and, perhaps, surviving. 
This serves as the equivalent of “battlefield medicine,” providing a stopgap measure 
until further healing can take place. 

By touching her target, spending a Gnosis Trait, and winning a Mental Challenge 
against seven Traits, the Gurahl temporarily restores up to two health levels of 
damage, even Aggravated, for the rest of the combat scene. When the combat is 
over, the damage returns unless healed by Gifts or medical care. 

Sense the Unnatural 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Cat Spirits  

You can detect unnatural presences and their general strengths and types. Sense the 
Unnatural reveals magic, spirits, the Wyrm, wraiths, vampires, and other creatures, 
but doesn't distinguish between something unnatural and someone merely touched 
by it (a haunting, a ghoul). Make a Mental Challenge (retest with Enigmas). Success 
provides a vague impression susceptible to various interpretations. That smell of old 
blood might be a vampire, or a cannibalistic spirit, or something else. Spend one 
additional Mental Trait for a clear but general impression - "something long dead but 
still moving on this side of the Gauntlet" - or two Mental Traits for a specific signature 
impression. Once you know that a vampire smells this particular way, for instance, 
spending two Mental Traits on future uses of Sense the Unnatural will always make it 
clear that some new peril is another vampire. 
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The Storyteller may require a second static Mental Challenge (retest with Occult) 
against six Traits, to interpret an unfamiliar impression. 

Spirit Speech 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirits  

You can communicate with spirits in their "language." Of course, the ability to 
address a spirit does not mean the spirit must answer or even stay in the area. This 
Gift works automatically and intuitively. You can understand spirits and speak to 
them in ways they understand. Reaching very alien spirits can be difficult; 
communicating with Banes can be downright painful. 

The user of this Gift speaks in their native tongue; the Spirits are simply able to 
understand this language due to the power of the Gift. 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Exorcism 

Retest: Intimidation/Subterfuge 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits  

You can force a spirit to leave objects and places, regardless of whether the spirits 
were there voluntarily or bound.  

Make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Intimidation) against the spirit's 
Willpower to displace a spirit that can choose to leave but does not wish to. Make a 
Static Social Challenge (retest with Subterfuge) against eight Traits to displace a 
spirit that has been bound into place; Exorcism requires more successes on this 
challenge than the binder won while tying the spirit there. Exorcism can "cure" 
formori, but the host generally dies once the Bane is ejected unless a powerful healer 
can preserve the host's life through the Exorcism. 

Name the Spirit 
Retest: Lore: Spirit 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

You have learned the Umbral ways and can sense the type and general power of 
nearby spirits.  

Spend one Willpower and make a Mental Challenge. If successful, you learn the type 
and approximate Rage, Gnosis, and Willpower of a particular spirit within 50 feet (on 
either side of the Gauntlet). Further expenditure does not grant more knowledge; 
you learn enough to get started on research or have a general idea of what you're 
encountering. 

Spirit Healing 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ variable Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Unicorn Spirits 

As Gaia’s healers, the Gurahl serve not only as healers of physical creatures but of 
spirits as well. This Gift allows a Gurahl in the Umbra to replenish a wounded spirit’s 
Power. 

By entering the Umbra and wining a Social Challenge against the spirit, the Gurahl 
may convert one of his own Gnosis Traits into five points of Power and give it to a 
damaged spirit. The Gurahl may spend additional Gnosis Traits on a one-to-five basis 
if he so desires without any further challenges. Any additions to a spirit’s Power last 
until depleted by normal means. 
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Spirit Shape 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Chameleon Spirits 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to assume the appearance of a creature native to the 
Umbra, thus appearing to spirits as one of their own kind. This Gift allows the Gurahl 
to travel in parts of the Umbra that might otherwise prove hostile or inimical to them. 

The Gurahl must enter the Umbra, spend a Gnosis Trait and win a Static Social 
Challenge versus six Traits. Success allows the Gurahl to take on the appearance of 
an umbral creature. For example, a Gurahl may assume the form of a Pattern Spider 
when in a part of the Umbra ruled by the Tapestry Maker. If the Gurahl loses the test, 
she runs the risk of alerting hostile spirits to her presence unless she leaves the 
Umbra quickly. This Gift lasts until the Gurahl leaves the Umbra. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Image of the Sky Bear 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

The Gurahl calls down the power of Ursa Major, the Great She-Bear, to amplify his 
own mystical abilities. The Gurahl’s body glows with seven points of light that mirror 
the stars in the constellation Ursa Major. 

The Gurahl spends a point of Gnosis to invoke this Gift. Once the Gift has come into 
play, the Gurahl may use the seven “points” of borrowed light as if he had seven 
extra Traits, or seven extra Health Levels, or seven actions to heal wounds (choose 
one option when the Gift is invoked.). Each time that the Gurahl uses one of these 
extra Traits, one of the lights blinks out. The Gift ends when all of the lights have 
darkened, indicating that the Gurahl has used the borrowed power of Ursa Major. 

A Gurahl may not use this Gift more than once in any given session. The extra Traits 
he receives remain until lost through being expended of from losing a challenge or 
until the end of the session; extra health levels are lost before regular ones and are 
not replenished. Healing is permanent until more damage is incurred.  

Restore Sanity 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+2 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

With this Gift, a Gurahl may completely restore the mind of an individual affected by 
an unexpected catastrophe, mental trauma, or deliberately induced insanity. Unlike 
Ease the Fevered Mind, this Gift cannot remove derangements or pre-existing mental 
problems; it simply restores a traumatized mind to its pre-trauma state. 

The Gurahl must spend a Gnosis Trait and win a Mental Challenge against the target. 
Success brings the target back from a state of induced insanity or trauma. This Gift 
may not heal a Metis’ madness (if that is his deformity), a Malkavian vampire’s 
primary derangement, or permanent forms of insanity. This Gift may be used to treat 
Harano (with a static Mental Challenge against eight Traits and the expenditure of 
three Gnosis). The Storyteller should act as the final judge as to whether or not a 
particular mental problem falls within the parameters of this Gift. 

The effects of this Gift are permanent until something occurs to change them. The 
Gurahl may not treat another individual without re-invoking the Gift.  
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Rishi Gifts 
Basic Gifts 
Befriend 

Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Dog Spirits 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to alter the emotions of a potentially hostile individual so 
that the target exhibits a friendlier attitude towards the Gurahl than she previously 
demonstrated. 

The Gurahl assumes a non-threatening physical posture and wins a Social Challenge 
against the target, who then responds more favorably towards the Gurahl than the 
original response. For example, a hostile target might regard the Gurahl with a wary 
neutrality, while a noncommittal individual would warm considerably. The effect of 
the Gift last for one scene, although the Gurahl may use the improved atmosphere as 
a means of using personal charisma and natural persuasion to cause a permanent 
change in attitude. 

This Gift does not affect creatures naturally inimical to the Gurahl, such as Wyrm-
spirits, poachers, etc. 

Compel Truth 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Falcon Spirits 

This Gift enables the Gurahl to force another individual to speak only the truth, at 
least as that person perceives it.  

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and engages the target in a Mental Challenge. If 
the Gurahl wins, the target must speak only the truth as she knows it for the next 10 
minutes. 

Presence of the Great Bear 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

You can command the loyalty of all bears in the immediate vicinity, which will follow 
your commands willingly and unconditionally. The targets must be within 100 feet. 

Make a Static Social Challenge against three Traits for a sibling animal (such as a 
bear littermate), six Traits for an animal you feed and care for, eight Traits for an 
unfamiliar animal, or 10 Traits for a hostile one. This Gift does not draw animals to 
your vicinity. 
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Truth of Gaia 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Eagle Spirits  

You can tell when others are speaking the truth or lying.  

Make a Mental Challenge. If successful, you can determine whether the target is 
deliberately lying. (The key word is "deliberately" - the target may speak falsehood, 
but be telling the truth as she understands it, complete with misinformation or altered 
memories.)  
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Intermediate Gifts 
Bestow Ursa’s Blessing 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

The Gurahl use this Gift to bestow some favor of the Great Bear upon an individual of 
their choosing. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Mental Challenge against ten Traits 
while describing the exact nature of the blessing. The boon should be something 
tangible or some piece of good fortune, such as an additional Attribute Trait, a free 
retest, a temporary addition to an Influence or Background Trait (the Storyteller has 
the final say on what form the blessing may take).  

If the Gurahl wishes to make the blessing a permanent one, she must sacrifice a 
Permanent Gnosis Trait to do so. The Gurahl may use this Gift only once per story. 

An individual may only receive a single Blessing at a time, with newer ones replacing 
previous ones in the case of permanent Blessings. Any additional Traits (Attributes, 
Backgrounds, etc.) must still be purchased with experience points, though they may 
exceed cap. A free retest may not be made permanent. 

Quell Mob Rage 
Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Manatee Spirits 

This Gift allows the Gurahl to dispel the anger of a crowd, breaking up lynch mobs or 
quell a riot before it begins by speaking quietly and calmly to the would-be 
participants.  

The Gurahl spends a Willpower Trait and engages in a Static Social Challenge 
against the highest Willpower in the group. If the Gurahl wins, the crowd must 
disperse and may not assemble again for the same purpose (though nothing prevents 
them from finding something else to anger them). This Gift lasts for one scene. 
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Waken 
Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+1 Willpower) 
Taught By: Thunder Spirits 

Gurahl use this Gift to waken another creature from an unnatural slumber or some 
form of supernatural sleep. With this Gift, a werebear may rouse a vampire from 
torpor, bring another Gurahl out of Bhernocht-induced sleep, or even awaken a 
creature affected by Rite of the Long Sleep. 

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Static Mental Challenge against the 
target’s Willpower. Success allows the Gurahl to touch the target, causing the 
individual to awaken from whatever slumber has claimed him. To counter the effects 
of Rite of the Long Sleep, the Gurahl must spend a Willpower Trait. Those affected by 
this Gift may not appreciate being awakened and may react appropriately. The 
creature awakened by the Gift remains awake, subject only to its natural sleep 
cycles. 

Ways of the Tapestry 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cloud Spirits 

Gurahl use this Gift to gain some insight into how something that puzzles them fits 
into the larger picture. This Gift may also indicate how an event fits into the Gurahl’s 
past, present, or possibly, future.  

The Gurahl spends a Gnosis Trait and wins a Static Mental Challenge versus eight 
Traits. If the Gurahl succeeds, the Storyteller should give the Gurahl an important fact 
or two about a current dilemma or problem. Like all divinations, the results should be 
shrouded in mystery but not indecipherable. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Oath of the Great Bear 

Retest: Leadership 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Nature Spirits  

You can impose a Geas, a sacred binding oath, upon the target. A Geas cannot 
override basic instincts such as self-preservation, but you may otherwise command 
one or more individuals as you see fit.  

Spend one Gnosis and make a Static Social Challenge (retest with Leadership) 
against the target's Willpower. To Geas a group, such as a pack or family, make the 
test against whoever has the highest Willpower. The compulsion lasts until the 
assigned task is completed, or the target falls to Incapacitated in pursuit of the quest. 
No victim can suffer from more than one Geas at a time, and the first one laid always 
takes precedence.  

Words of Doom 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ursa Major 

The Gurahl, through this Gift, places a curse upon an individual (or an allied group of 
up to five persons) as a punishment for some gross misdeed. Gurahl use this Gift 
sparingly, since doing so places the invoker in danger of becoming a tool of the 
Pattern Breaker, bringing additional darkness to the spirit of the person or persons 
cursed. 

The Gurahl states the terms of the curse, spends a Gnosis Trait, and engages the 
target or targets in a Mental Challenge (mob scene rules apply). The words used 
must exactly describe the terms of the curse along with the means of lifting it. (“May 
you and your packmates never know a night’s rest until you restore the Fetish you 
took from me.”) The Storyteller may require the Gurahl to spend more than one 
Gnosis Trait for a particularly baleful or detrimental curse. The Gift ends with the 
pronouncement of the curse, but the effects may endure for much longer.  
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Nuwisha 
Basic Gifts 
Bad Joke 

Retest: Expression 
Cost:  None 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

With a bit of inspired humor or illogic, the Nuwisha may attempt to distract a target 
long enough to get away. The player must tell a joke, riddle, or pun in character, then 
make a Social Challenge against his target (who uses Mental Traits to defend). If the 
Nuwisha is successful, he may call for a Fair Escape while the target laughs, unable to 
help herself (or, in the case of riddles, simply stands there thoroughly confused). This 
Gift may also be used against a group, with normal mob scene rules. This Gift is 
ineffective against animals, spirits, or creatures wholly consumed by the Wyrm, 
though most formori and vampires are fair games. Attacking the target or otherwise 
interacting with her in any way automatically cancels the Gift. 

This Gift may not be used in combat. 

Beneath the Electron Bridge 
Retest: Empathy 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Flea Spirits 

After spending a few minutes in conversation with her mark, the Nuwisha may 
intuitively grasp the exact, precise things to say to send the target into a frothing 
rage. This Gift makes humans furious and provokes frenzy checks in creatures 
capable of them (such as Garou and vampires). Once obscure (due to the hazards of 
deploying it face-to-face), this Gift has experienced a recent resurgence in 
popularity after the discovery that it works just fine through text messages or across 
the internet. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes a Mental Challenge against the target 
to come up with the perfect worst-thing-to-say. 

Camouflage 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Deer Spirits  

You blend in with your surroundings, becoming very difficult to see. Spend two turns 
concentrating to camouflage yourself. You receive a three-Trait bonus on all 
challenges by others attempting to find you. This Gift always works in northern 
wilderness; how much it helps in other environments depends upon the presence of 
useful features like chill winds or evergreen trees and upon Coyote’s sense of how 
deserving you are. Camouflage lasts as long as you wish. 
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Dance of Dionysus 
Retest:  None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

By touching her target (a Physical Challenge if the target resists) and spending a 
Gnosis Trait, the Nuwisha may cause him to become dizzy and uncoordinated – his 
vision blurs, his ears ring, and his speech slurs. Most observers assume that the 
target is drunk. The target should roleplay this state as best he can within the rules of 
safety; furthermore, due to the disorientation, the target is down three Traits on all 
Physical Tests. This Gift lasts for one turn (in combat) or minute (out of combat) for 
each permanent Gnosis that the Nuwisha has. 

Emperor’s Clothes 
Retest: Larceny 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Magpie Spirits  

Even the noblest individuals can be brought low by public embarrassment. A 
Nuwisha with this Gift can whisk an item of clothing off of a person with a simple grab 
– no matter how difficult it should normally be to remove. 

The Nuwisha makes a Physical Challenge against the target and pulls at the item of 
clothing. On a success, she grabs the garment from the target. The Gift offers no 
protection from an enraged, pants-less Ahroun, so the trickster had better start 
running. Coyote doesn’t appreciate the same joke told over and over again, so this 
Gift can only be used on an individual once per night. 

Gift of the Porcupine 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Porcupine Spirits  

With this Gift, your fur becomes long, bristly, and sharp, like porcupine quills. You 
must be in Manabozho, Sendeh, or Latrani form to use this Gift. Spend one Gnosis; 
your fur immediately sharpens. Anyone you tackle, grapple, or immobilize suffers a 
level of aggravated damage. Anyone who strikes you with bare flesh suffers damage 
as if he'd struck himself. The Gift lasts for one scene, or until you will your fur to 
return to normal. 
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Laugh of the Vagabond 
Retest: None 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Hyena Spirits 

You gain a two-Trait bonus on any Mental Challenge to resist mental domination or 
control. 

You gain a free retest to resist any powers which would control or dominate your 
mind. This includes, but is not limited to, the Gifts: Mastery or Obedience, or the 
vampiric Discipline: Dominate. Additionally, you may expend a Gnosis to add your 
Rank to your Traits for the purposes of this retest.  

Remember, you must cackle out loud each time you invoke such a retest 

New Face 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Kishijoten Spirits 

Spending a Gnosis Trait and winning a Static Social Challenge against six Traits, the 
Nuwisha may adopt any identity – race, gender, breed, etc. This Gift does not confer 
any Traits for the transformation – looking like a weightlifter and being one are very 
different things – and it only functions for the Nuwisha’s Homid and Latrani forms. 
Any shapeshifting immediately marks the Nuwisha for what he is. Appropriate props, 
hand signals, or description cards should be employed to alert other players to the 
Nuwisha’s new appearance. This Gift lasts for one scene. 

This Gift may not duplicate the appearance of a specific person; rather, the Nuwisha 
looks like the equivalent version of herself. 

Odious Aroma 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

You can magnify your body odor to a debilitating degree. Spend one Gnosis. All 
beings with a sense of smell suffer a two-Trait penalty on all challenges while within 
20 feet of you, thanks to the stench. This Gift lasts for the rest of the scene. 

Otter’s Breath 
Retest: Animal Ken 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Fish Spirits  

You can breathe underwater and can swim as fast as you can run in Sendeh form. 
Spend one Gnosis and make a Physical Challenge. The effects last for one hour, plus 
an additional hour per Mental Trait spent. 
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Possum’s Wisdom 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Opossum Spirits 

This Gift allows the Nuwisha to feign the appearance of death – with the expenditure 
of a Gnosis Trait, her pulse stops, blinking ceases, her skin turns cold, her breathing 
is nonexistent. Even supernatural Heightened Senses have trouble piercing this 
disguise (the coyote is up three Traits resisting such challenges), although powers 
like Aura Perception or Sense Vitality test against it normally. This power lasts for up 
to one scene, at which time the Nuwisha must find some hot food and stretch her 
tensed muscles (two Traits down on all Physical Challenges until such amenities are 
obtained). The Nuwisha cannot use any other Gifts while feigning death, and 
voluntary movement of any kind dispels the illusion immediately. 

Rabbit Run 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis  
Taught By: Roadrunner or Cheetah Spirits  

You can double your running speed. Spend one Gnosis; the effects are automatic and 
last for the rest of the scene.  

While active in combat, this Gift grants the user 3 bonus Traits on dodging. 

Sheep’s Clothing 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cuckoo Spirits 

The Nuwisha may perfectly mimic the forms, scent, and outer markings of another 
breed of shapeshifter (though not of a specific individual). 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and selects a breed of shapeshifter to 
impersonate. The Nuwisha gains no mechanical benefits or special powers from her 
disguise – for example, she could appear to be a Corax in Corvid form, but could not 
fly, nor spin webs as an Ananasi, nor enjoy the incredible strength of a Gurahl in 
Crinos. The disguise lasts for the Nuwisha’s Humor Rating in days. 
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Snake Skin 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Lizard or Snake Spirits  

By rapidly shedding and replacing his fur, a Nuwisha can make himself harder to 
hold down and make it easier to squirm through a tight space. 

The Nuwisha gains 2 additional Traits when trying to squeeze through tight spots, slip 
out of handcuffs, and other similar tests. In addition, the Nuwisha wins on ties on any 
attempt to escape being grappled in combat. 

Song of Kokopelli 
Retest: Performance 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

By singing or playing an instrument, the Nuwisha may cause all those in the area to 
be filled with a sense of calm for as long as the Nuwisha continues performing. The 
player must actually perform in some fashion (talent is helpful but not required) in 
addition to making a Social Challenge against those in hearing distance. Those who 
fail to resist the Gift’s power cannot attack or take any other aggressive action, and 
those in frenzy are calmed (but only for the duration of the Gift). Use the normal mob 
scene rules for multiple targets. 

Spirit Speech 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Any Spirits  

You can communicate with spirits in their "language." Of course, the ability to 
address a spirit does not mean the spirit must answer or even stay in the area. This 
Gift works automatically and intuitively. You can understand spirits and speak to 
them in ways they understand. Reaching very alien spirits can be difficult; 
communicating with Banes can be downright painful. 

The user of this Gift speaks in their native tongue; the Spirits are simply able to 
understand this language due to the power of the Gift. 

Swollen Tongue 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

With a touch and the expenditure of one Gnosis Trait, the Nuwisha can cause a 
target’s tongue to swell, preventing all speech or howling. Furthermore, the target’s 
hands begin to shake if they attempt to use sign language or gestures, rendering 
those attempts unintelligible as well. The effects of this Gift last for one scene or hour, 
whichever comes first. 
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Tiny Coyote 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Mouse Spirits 

Sometimes a prank goes awry and a Nuwisha just needs to get the hell out of Dodge, 
but the only way out is a tiny hole. With this Gift, the Nuwisha can crawl through the 
smallest spaces. 

The Nuwisha spends one Gnosis Trait and instantly shrinks to whatever size is 
appropriate to fit into an available space, down to the size of a mouse. She cannot 
change forms while shrunk; in doing so, she reverts to her normal size with painful 
consequences. If the Nuwisha enters a larger space, she automatically expands to 
match the space as she encounters it. She returns to normal when she first enters a 
space large enough to fit her usual size. She cannot shrink again without reactivating 
this Gift. 

Twisting Tongues 
Retest: Linguistics 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

By drawing upon the shared knowledge of all intelligent beings, a Nuwisha can 
attempt to understand languages previously unknown to her. This requires a Mental 
Challenge against the difficulty of the language. The effects of the Gift last for one 
scene. 

Four Traits Common or modern dialect 
Seven Traits Obscure or heavy dialect 
Ten Traits Unknown or forgotten language 

Umbral Map 
Retest: Lore: Umbra 
Cost: None / 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

With this Gift, the Nuwisha can call upon his natural bond with the spirit world to 
locate any part of the Umbra and how best to get there; with enough effort, he may 
even attempt to locate a specific target. The Nuwisha must make a Gnosis Test, with a 
difficulty based on how familiar he is with the area which he seeks to locate; success 
not only tells him where he is, but also how best to get to the destination that he 
desires. In the case of finding a target, the Nuwisha must spend a Gnosis Trait and 
make a Gnosis Test against the target’s Mental Traits, but success tells the Nuwisha 
the target’s exact location. 
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Xochipilli’s Touch 
Retest: Enigmas 
Cost: None (1 Gnosis, optional) 
Taught By: Epiphlings of Luck 

With this unpredictable Gift, the Nuwisha can make a Mental Challenge to give good 
or bad luck to himself or his target, as he desires; by spending a Gnosis Trait, the 
Nuwisha may increase the luck to almost miraculous levels. The Storyteller is in 
complete control of how this luck manifests and should be alerted whenever the Gift 
is used. The results should always be narrative rather than a matter of Trait bonuses 
or other solely mechanical benefits. Targets might win the lottery, stumble across a 
long-lost loved one, or discover that a dire medical diagnosis was actually just a 
mistake; likewise, those suffering under bad luck might run out of gas, misplace a 
prized possession, or find out that they’re the target of an IRS audit. Usually this luck 
arrives within a minute or so, although it can take several hours to manifest if the 
Nuwisha desires. This Gift may only be used once on a given target each session, and 
those Nuwisha who rely too much on this Gift instead of their own wits may find it fails 
them until they’ve earned Trickster’s favor again. Obviously, the Storyteller should 
do their best to make sure game balance and Coyote’s sense of humor are enforced 
when describing this Gift’s effects – Trickster may answer a target’s prayers, but 
always in his own fashion! 
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Intermediate Gifts 
Blisters 

Retest: Medicine 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Fever or Disease Spirits 

This Gift causes revolting blisters to erupt from another’s hide and is a favorite 
Nuwisha punishment for the vain. To use this Gift, the Nuwisha must spend a Gnosis 
Trait and make a Social Challenge against his target; success means the target gains 
the Negative Social Trait Repugnant x 2 for the remainder of the session/day 
(whichever is longer) and has a one-Trait penalty on all Social Challenges related to 
appearance which do not involve intimidation. The blisters do not cause damage and 
cannot become infected but are ugly as sin and cause fur or hair to fall out as they 
appear. 

Cartoon Physics 
Retest: Science 
Cost: 1 Gnosis (+ Mental Traits, variable) 
Taught By: Air Elementals 

The Nuwisha may briefly trick the laws of gravity into forgetting that they apply to 
her, allowing her to run and even jump across the air – as long as she doesn’t 
acknowledge that she’s doing the impossible. Some tricky werecoyotes use this Gift 
in conjunction with Phantasm to trick a victim into stepping out onto an illusory floor 
which the werecoyote is comfortably “standing” on. 

The player spends one Gnosis Trait and makes Static Mental Challenge against 7 
Traits. The Nuwisha can “stand” on nothing for one turn per Mental Trait that she 
expends, as long as she remains broadly level with where she left solid ground – she 
can keep running, even jump along where the “floor” should be. This Gift’s effects 
end immediately if she looks straight down. 

Dance of Abandon 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Servants of Loki 

This Gift causes the target to forget her troubles and simply enjoy herself for the 
duration of the Gift. The Nuwisha must make a Social Challenge against the target’s 
Permanent Willpower Traits; success means that the target is in her highest spirits 
and must celebrate for the remainder of the scene, although any attack on the target 
cancels this Gift immediately. Note that this Gift can easily backfire on the Nuwisha, 
as some people – Get of Fenris, for example – tend to celebrate very violently, and 
the Nuwisha has no control over how the target chooses to express her merriment. 
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Disappearing Act 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis & 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

Sometimes the best place to be is nowhere at all. Nuwisha with this Gift may spend a 
Trait each of Gnosis and Willpower and, by remaining absolutely still, become 
invisible to all forms of detection. All five senses are affected, and even supernatural 
powers such as Auspex or other Gifts cannot locate the coyote as long as he 
remembers not to move. Enemies may even run into the Nuwisha and fail to notice 
him; the Gift even stays in effect if he is jostled or knocked over, although the coyote 
cannot stand up without canceling the Gift’s effects. Otherwise, the Gift lasts until the 
Nuwisha willingly moves. 

Forbidden Words 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cat Spirits 

The Nuwisha may forbid another from speaking of a certain topic. The werecoyote 
need only stand in one of the target’s footprints and pronounce her ban; the target 
need not hear her pronouncement. Should the unlucky target of this Gift attempt to 
speak of the forbidden topic, he will find himself unable to speak, vomiting up 
vermin (flies, worms, toads, etc.) instead. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Challenge of their Humor Rating 
against the target’s Willpower. This Gift’s effects last for one day per Permanent 
Humor that the Nuwisha possesses. 

This Gift may only be used on a target which is signed in to the same game as the 
Nuwisha using it. 

Gift of Rage 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wolf Spirits 

Wait, did Coyote say that the Nuwisha cannot Rage? Once again, Trickster proves 
worthy of his name, as werecoyotes with this Gift can take the same kind of extra 
actions and gain the other benefits of Rage that the other changers take for granted. 
By spending a Gnosis Trait and winning or tying a Simple Test, the Nuwisha gains 
three Rage Traits, which can be used and regained in all the ways that Rage normally 
is. The effects of this Gift last for one scene, but for as long as the Nuwisha has even 
one Rage Trait in his body, he becomes vulnerable to silver – Trickster does not want 
his children to embrace hatred in any form. 
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Happy Thoughts 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

With this Gift, the Nuwisha may rob another being of their ability to Rage for a time, 
which is often quite useful for defusing volatile situations or evening the odds in 
battle. The Nuwisha must touch her target and spend a Gnosis Trait; if successful, the 
target cannot spend Rage for the remainder of the scene. On the positive side, the 
target is also immune to the effects of silver for the duration of the Gift. Note that the 
target’s ability to shapeshift isn’t affected by this Gift – those whose Rage is blocked 
in this fashion haven’t really “lost the wolf,” but are simply incapable of using their 
Rage to the fullest. 

Scent of Vengeance 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: None / 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Skunk Spirits 

This devious little trick allows the Nuwisha to make another shapechanger smell the 
scent of an old enemy. Usually this scent issues from far off to lead the target away, 
although the Nuwisha may place the scent on another target, causing all sorts of 
trouble for that unfortunate soul. This Gift lasts for one scene, and if used on another 
being, completely masks their normal odor during this time. Creating a distant scent 
requires a Mental Test against five Traits; placing the scent on a particular target 
requires that the Nuwisha touch her target and spend a Gnosis Trait, as well as 
making a Mental Test against seven Traits. Note that unless the Nuwisha somehow 
knows the scent of a shapechanger’s old enemy, she has no control over who the 
target actually believes is around, only that he smells the presence of an enemy. 

Shadow Walk 
Retest:  Lore: Umbra 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits  

Vast as the Umbra is, there are regions where the Changing Breeds are normally 
forbidden to go – the Dark Umbra of the dead (a land the Nuwisha consider too 
depressing anyway), Horizon Realms, the faerie stronghold of Arcadia, etc. No such 
bans exist for Nuwisha with this Gift, however – all the coyote needs to do is make a 
successful Gnosis Test against five Traits, and he may enter such lands freely. Of 
course, the Nuwisha must still be able to both find and reach these places in the first 
place, not to mention defeat any guardians he might encounter… 
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Sheep’s Clothing 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Cuckoo Spirits 

This Gift allows the Nuwisha to hide in plain sight by appearing to be another type of 
shapeshifter: Garou, Bastet, Corax, etc. By spending a Gnosis Trait and making a 
Static Mental Challenge against seven Traits (eight for really different forms like a 
raven), the Nuwisha may appear to be a perfectly normal member of that breed. This 
Gift allows the Nuwisha to use the Caerns of other shapeshifters instead of 
maintaining their own. This deception fools all supernatural powers of detection, but 
the Nuwisha does not gain Traits from this change and may not simulate abilities a 
coyote cannot use (such as the flight of a raven) unless he also possesses Gifts that 
allow him to do so. This Gift lasts for one scene. 

Umbral Camouflage 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Wind Spirits  

Although perfectly visible to all others, this Gift renders the werewolf undetectable to 
spirits.  

The player spends one Gnosis point, and for the remainder of the scene, she is 
completely invisible to spiritual senses. She may move about as normal but cannot 
make any attack actions without disrupting the Gift. 

Umbral Sight 
Retest: Alertness 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Owl Spirits  

Although all Garou can Peek from the Penumbra into the Realm, the Uktena is 
capable of shifting his sight into the Penumbra from the physical world. 

The player spends a Gnosis Trait and makes a Mental Test against twice the local 
Gauntlet rating. With success the Uktena may see into the Penumbra in the same 
manner as peeking into the physical world. This Gift lasts for the rest of the scene, 
until the user stops peeking across, or until the character moves into an area with a 
higher Gauntlet rating. Note that while focused on the Umbra, the character cannot 
see in the physical realm. 
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Advanced Gifts 
Backfire 

Retest: Occult 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Spider Spirits 

With this Gift, the Nuwisha may turn the tables on those who rely on supernatural 
powers of high technology, causing them to suffer the effects of their own favorite 
tools. When targeted by a supernatural power, the Nuwisha may spend two Gnosis 
Traits and attempt to win a Gnosis Challenge against the user’s Willpower rating; if 
successful, the user immediately suffers the full damage or effects of his own power. 
This Gift is not without risk, however – it may be activated as a defensive action (i.e., 
in response to a power activated that same turn), but if attempted unsuccessfully the 
Nuwisha has left himself open to the attack and must suffer the full effects of the 
power, no retests or other resistance possible. This Gift function on guns and other 
technological weapons as well, although the cost is simply one Gnosis Trait and the 
weapon is destroyed after the first use of Backfire. This Gift does not function against 
basic brawling attacks and melee or natural weaponry of any kind, although any 
supernatural powers used to augment such attacks – such as a ghoul punching with 
Potence – may still be turned against their user normally. (The ghoul would still inflict 
non-magical punching damage, but would also suffer the Potence damage levels 
himself – reflected in game by such mishaps as breaking his knuckles while 
attacking, overextending his arm, etc.) 

Coyote’s Mask 
Retest: Willpower 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

In one Kwakiutl Indian legend, Coyote dons masks of different animals and then 
allows the animal to die for him, thus saving his life. The most powerful Nuwisha may 
accomplish a similar feat, using their Gift as a shield against death. 

In order to learn this Gift, the Nuwisha must first learn a Gift which changes his shape, 
such as Sheep’s Clothing, Trickster’s Skin, or the Ragabash Gift: Thousand Forms. If 
the character wishes to invoke this Gift, he must spend a full turn in concentration 
after first using the shape-changing Gift. The player then spends one Gnosis Trait and 
makes a Willpower Challenge against 8 Traits. If successful, the Nuwisha may “die” 
once while wearing that form. If the Nuwisha drops below Incapacitated from lethal 
or aggravated damage while wearing Coyote’s Mask, the Nuwisha immediately 
appears in breed form no more than 10 feet away, and all that is left of the “corpse” is 
a small scrap if coyote fur. The Nuwisha is considered to be at full health. 

This Gift may only be used once per session. 
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Friend and Foe 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 1 Willpower & 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

The Nuwisha’s talent for infiltration is remarkable, but this Gift truly makes the 
trickster one with any crowd. One use of this Gift will ensure that a group will trust 
the werecoyote, and no member of a group would ever consider the Nuwisha to be 
anything other than on the level. He could walk in carrying a bloody hatchet while 
the police questioning the group over a series of hatchet-killings, and everyone 
would leap to the Nuwisha’s defense. 

The Nuwisha first identifies a group that he wants to be a part of – anything from a 
pack of Garou to the United States Senate. His player spends one Willpower and one 
Gnosis and makes a Social Challenge against the target with the highest Willpower in 
the group. Each Social Trait spent affects up to five members of the group who will 
claim that the Nuwisha is a legitimate member of their group and will deny any 
evidence to the contrary – even responding with violence if provoked. The effect 
lasts for the Nuwisha’s Humor Rating in days. 

The Nuwisha has to make a token effort to fit in with the group, to avoid being kicked 
out. Even if she does find herself expelled, the Gift does not end. The group’s 
members will still insist that she was a legitimate member and may give her the 
opportunity to regain their favor. 

Heave-Ho 
Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Ancestor Spirits 

With this impressive Gift, the Nuwisha may send enemies flying for incredible 
distances. The Nuwisha must declare a Physical Challenge to throw his target first, 
then spend a Gnosis Trait; if successful, the target goes flying up to ten feet for every 
Physical Trait the Nuwisha has. The target also suffers an extra level of damage from 
the increase force of impact. Obviously, the Nuwisha must be able to somehow lift his 
target in the first place for this Gift to be effective. This Gift is idea for putting 
opponents out of reach for counterattacks, generating time to escape, or just putting 
a target into an interesting piece of scenery at a high rate of speed. A time out may 
be called to move the target into his new position after this Gift is used. 
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Hidey-Hole 
Retest: Stealth 
Cost: 1 Permanent Gnosis 
Taught By: Trapdoor Spider Spirits 

Sometimes the best things for a trickster is simply a space to lay low for a while as the 
smoke from one’s latest prank clears; with this Gift, the Nuwisha may create a small, 
perfectly concealed Umbral safe haven. The Nuwisha must spend a Permanent 
Gnosis Trait and win a Mental Test against seven Traits to create the hidey-hole, but 
once created it lasts until dispelled by the Nuwisha or destroyed somehow. A hidey-
hole can be created anywhere, even in the middle of an intersection or the side of a 
building, and when closed cannot be detected without some form of supernatural 
perception. Inside, the space is big enough to hide the Nuwisha and one other being 
the size of an adult human, as well as a small number of possessions and supplies. 

A Nuwisha may only have one hidey-hole at a time, and they must be anchored to 
fixed locations – no “mobile” hidey-holes. 

Stop Hitting Yourself 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Willpower 
Taught By: Porcupine Spirits 

Often, a Nuwisha’s educational tricks and pranks will have the unfortunate side effect 
of enraging her victims, making the werecoyote the targets of extreme and bloody 
violence. With this Gift, she can turn the situation on its head – attackers who try to 
hurt the Nuwisha just end up hurting themselves. 

When the Nuwisha would be wounded by an attack which she failed to soak, she may 
instead activate this Gift by spending a Willpower Trait and making a Gnosis 
Challenge against the attacker’s Rage (or 4 Traits for attackers who do not have 
Rage). On a success, the attacker takes the damage that the Nuwisha would have 
suffered. This includes any reduction that would have occurred if the Nuwisha had 
resisted or avoided the damage. 

As this Gift requires a Gnosis Challenge, it may not be used in a round where the 
Nuwisha has expended Rage. 
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Teasing Mate 
Retest: Expression 
Cost: None / 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Peacock Spirits 

With this Gift, the Nuwisha can bring about a surge of pheromones in his target, 
making her irresistible to others. The Nuwisha must touch his target (a Physical 
Challenge if the target resists) and defeat her in a Mental Challenge. If successful, all 
beings of the target’s species and gender in the area must win a Static Mental 
Challenge against five Traits or desire immediate copulation with the target. The 
Nuwisha absolutely love the humor value of this trick, especially in conservative 
settings, but that is not its only application. The Nuwisha may also use this Gift on 
himself to boost his seductive powers (without necessarily attracting those of his own 
gender as above). This use of the Gift costs one Gnosis Trait and gives the Nuwisha 
the following bonus Traits: Seductive x 2. The Nuwisha also gains one free retest on 
all Social Challenges related to seduction for the duration of the Gift when it is used 
in this fashion. This Gift’s effects last for one scene, regardless of how it is used. 

When used on themselves, the Nuwisha do not gain the mechanics of the first 
situation. 

Trickster’s Skin 
Retest: Subterfuge 
Cost: 2 Gnosis 
Taught By: Dream Spirits 

This valuable Gift allows the Nuwisha to “swap skins” with someone else, taking on 
the voice and likeness of his target while the target assumes the Nuwisha’s 
appearance. The Nuwisha must spend two Gnosis Traits and make a Static Mental 
Challenge against half of the opponent’s Mental Traits (round down). This Gift may 
be used at a distance, but only if the target is in sight. The effects of this Gift last for 
one scene, and this Gift is typically used by Nuwisha to escape an angry mob by 
causing them to chase “that damn coyote” while the disguised Nuwisha finds an 
excuse to slip away from his “friends.” The Nuwisha and his target both should adopt 
a gesture, clothing, or other posture which indicates their altered appearance for the 
duration of the Gift. This Gift cannot be detected by Heightened Senses or other 
powers, although the Nuwisha may be discovered by other means if he gives away 
his true identity. 
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Umbral Dance Gifts 
Intermediate Gifts 
Push 

Retest:  Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

A Nuwisha with this Gift may force his target into the Umbra by spending a Gnosis 
Trait and winning a Gnosis Challenge against the target’s Willpower Traits. If 
successful, the target is unceremoniously dumped into the Penumbra; this isn’t much 
of a problem to most shapeshifters, but for anyone else, things quickly get interesting 
indeed.  Despite the name of the Gift, no actual physical contact is required, although 
the target must still be within 10 feet or so. 

Umbral Howl 
Retest: None 
Cost: None 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

A Nuwisha using this Gift is able to call other Nuwisha both in the mortal realm and 
the Umbar. It is commonly used as a way of swapping stories and informing others 
about a Nuwisha’s progress in battling the Wyrm, and only rarely is it used as a 
distress call; when a Nuwisha does call for aid, however, it is usually quick in coming, 
and faeries, spirits, and stranger allies have been known to arrive in response to this 
call. The Range on the Gift is enormous and is best left loosely as “whatever Nuwisha 
are within three or four states and a Realm or two,” although the range for other allies 
should be much shorter. (Keep in mind how few Nuwisha there are in the mortal 
world at any given time.) 
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Advanced Gifts 
Ghost Dance 

Retest: None 
Cost: 1 Gnosis per Turn 
Taught By: Wind Spirits 

With this potent Gift, the Nuwisha can fight in the material world and the Umbra 
simultaneously, attacking foes on either side and then completely avoiding damage. 
The Nuwisha must spend a Gnosis Trait per turn that this Gift is in use, but while it is 
in effect, he may not be harmed by any attacks short of this Gift or other comparable 
powers. 

Locked Door 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 3 Gnosis 
Taught By: Weaver Spirits 

A last-ditch maneuver but a very potent one at that, this Gift allows the Nuwisha to 
block another being from entering or exiting the Umbra (as the coyote desires), 
trapping that being on one side of reality for one scene per Permanent Gnosis Trait 
that the Nuwisha possesses. This Gift is typically only used to ensure an escape, 
block Wyrm-creatures from fleeing (or crossing over to wreak havoc), or on rare 
occasions to prevent mages or other meddlers from interfering in important 
business. The Nuwisha must spend three Gnosis Traits and win a Willpower Test 
against five Traits the target; success means the target is blocked as per above. 

Umbral Gateway 
Retest: Occult 
Cost: 4 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

Most Nuwisha tricks are subtle, but every once in a while, nothing less than a 
spectacular feat is needed, and that’s where this Gift comes in. A Nuwisha employing 
it effectively creates a portal directly into the Umbra, allowing the Nuwisha and 
anyone he chooses to take with him to cross over between worlds. No other beings 
may use the Gift’s effects without the Nuwisha’s consent, however – the gateway is 
subject to his command, and those who use it must effectively have his consent to do 
so. The Nuwisha must make a Static Mental Challenge against ten Traits and spend 
four Gnosis Traits to activate the gateway. It remains open for as long as he desires 
(though no longer than one scene). 
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Wyld Throw 
Retest: Primal Urge 
Cost: 1 Gnosis 
Taught By: Coyote Spirits 

With this potent Gift, the Nuwisha may not only fling a target into the Umbra but may 
choose exactly where his target winds up: a mockery might be tossed into the Abyss, 
a tainted Garou thrown into the waters of Erebus, or a friendly faerie dropped off at 
the Arcadia Gate. A target may also be heaved from the Umbra into the Gaian Realm. 
To activate this Gift, the Nuwisha must spend a Gnosis Trait and grapple his target 
with a Physical Challenge; if successful, the target reappears exactly where the 
Nuwisha intended. If the target is already in the Umbra, all that’s needed is a Static 
Gnosis Challenge against a difficulty of five Traits and the expenditure of a Gnosis 
Trait. Trickster keeps a close eye on the use of this Gift as it was intended as a rescue 
method and teaching tool, and a Nuwisha who abuses this Gift risks suddenly 
disappearing instead of his target one day… 

Characters may not be sent to any realm which would result in a GNC (such as 
Erebus, Flux, Malfeas, etc.).  
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Out of Tribe, Breed, and Auspice Gifts 
It is the policy of Gary: Shattered Souls that a character may only have a number of Gifts 
outside of their Tribe, Breed, and Auspice equal to their Rank. In order to learn or have 
these Gifts, however, the character in question must be at least one Rank above what would 
have otherwise been required to obtain it. For example, an Adren may have a total of three 
Gifts outside of their Tribe, Breed, and Auspice, but these may only be of Basic level. An 
Athro, however, could have four such Gifts, and they may be Intermediate Gifts as well. 
Celestine Gifts do not count against this total or limitation. 

In the event that a character undergoes the Rite of Renunciation, or any other form of change 
which is not a Rite to change one's Tribe, that character may retain a total of 2 of the Gifts 
from their previous grouping which do not count against this cap. If the character undergoes 
another similar change, they may pick two new ones from the changing group, though they 
lose the ones kept from the previous change.  

Celestine Gifts 
For purposes of the Event, each PC will only be allowed to possess a number of Celestine 
Gifts equal to their Rank.   
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Magic 
The restrictions on characters possessing and using Hedge Magic, Sorcery, Psychic 
Phenomenon, etc. is as follows: 

Mundane People 

• 1 Path or equivalent 

Semi-Supernaturals (Kinfolk, Ghouls, etc.) 

• 2 Paths or equivalent 

Supernaturals 

• 3 Paths or equivalent 

If the character belongs to a specific sub-grouping which is more magically inclined (such 
as the Bastet or Uktena – Path Dancers), they may possess an additional Path or Equivalent. 

Specialist groups, such as the Qualmi, may have 2 Additional Paths instead of 1. 

Under no circumstance may a character possess two different types of magic. 
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